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Our standard data terminal 
isuspecial" 
for your system because ... 
It's modular. We can supply it ready to talk to your sys
tem's computer in the interface, hand shaking and code 
format you need. It's adaptable to practically any infor
mation system for production monitoring, medical data, 
machine loading, time and attendance reporting. 

It's flexible. Choose from a broad range of options: 

• 12 or 16 character slide switch or keyboard entry. 

• field changeable transmission ranges, 110 to 1200 
baud. 

• output interfaces: differential line drivers, TTY current 
drivers, RS-232C, internal or external modems. 

Readouts on slide 
switch input are 
mechanical. On 
keyboard version, 
they're indicators. 

Indicator lamps display 
transmission errors, 
procedural errors or 
good message. 
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• accepts tab cards, punched badges. 

• converts to ASCII code, TTY format, or other codes. 

• for transmission over 2-wire multidrop, in either polled 
networks or dedicated lines. 

It's economical. For complete details on our 1200JC 
series Data Terminals, write to: AMP Incorporated, 
Industrial Division, Harrisburg, Pa. 17105 

~U0LJ~ 
INCORPORATED 

Manufacturing and direct sales facilities worldwide: Barcelona, Brussels, Buenos 
Aires, Frankfurt, London, Mexico City, Paris, Puerto Rico, Sao Paulo, 
s'Hertogenbosch (Holland), Sydney, Stockholm, Tokyo,Toronto, Turin, Vienna. 

Transaction mode switch 
lets you preselect different 
combinations of inputs to 
suit your application. 
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Line printer, k.Ybl.Jattl~ 
tape drive,commuriicatioQi 

Compare yourprese,ntde~I ..... 
withthe Tally SuperD~~I.To~ 
new Tally 1 OOHne perminute 

printer.' The most rei iable impact 
printer ever. Dependon·i~.A· 

Tally Datascribetermina~J()r 
data entry .... withcjatacom'" 

pression that.cuts ·linetiOl9,up 
to two-thirds. Tiiple yourt?OO 

baud throughput. Andthat. 
saves you money. SuperdeaE: 

Let's·communicate.·.CaILos 
now for full information. Address 
Tally Corporation, 8301. S.t80th 
Street, Kent, .Washington98031 

(206)251-q5()O ' 
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MODELS 22+, 30+,40"+, 50+, 65+ 
Who has Fabri-Tek produced core memo
ries for over the past 15 years? 
Hundreds of companies, including: 
CDC Canadian Westinghouse 
XDS Ferranti (Canada) 
Honeywell GE (Canada) 
DEC Elliot (England) 
GE Olivetti (Italy) 
Burroughs ICL (England) 
Varian Honeywell-Bull (France) 
NCR AEG-Telefunken (Germany) 
Litton English Electric (England) 
CFTH (France) CII (France) 
And yes-even IBM! 

Now you can capitalize on this expertise, 
as this growing list of 360 customers 
and users are doing: 

Booth Computer Corporation • Dearborn 
Computer Leasing • Diebold Computer 
Leasing • Leasco • Greyhound Computer 
of Canada Limited • National Computer 
Rentals • Rockwood Computer Corporation 
• Grumman Systems Corporation • Intertek, 
Inc. • Gant Shirtmakers • Chicago, Milwau
kee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad • Eagle 
Discount Supermarkets • United Farm 
Agency • Medtronic, Inc. • Accounting 
Corporation of America • Rome Research, 
Inc. • Weldon, Inc. • Certified Grocers 

Our complete, high-performance line: Co-Op • Kentucky Farm Bureau Mutual 
MOD 22+ expands main memory of 360/22 to 64K bytes. Insurance Company • Graco Inc. • E.B.S. 
MOD 30+ expands main memory of 360/30's to 128 K bytes. Data Processing Inc. • Bell Telephone of 
MOD 40+ d' f 360/40' 512 K b t Penn. • Hudson Bay Company • Rockland expan s main memory 0 s to yes. State Hospital. J & L Steel • Trans Union 
MOD 50+ expands main memory of 360/50's to 1024 K bytes. Systems Corporation • University ,of Rhode 
MOD 65+ expands main memory of 360/65 to 2 megabytes. Island • Computoservice, Inc .• Faultless 

SALES OFFICES Starch Company • Waldbaums, Inc. '0 MAl 
Long Beach, Calif. (LA area) ... 213/420·2493 Auburndale, Mass. (Boston) ... 617/969·5077 Equipment Corporation • G.S.A. • U.S. 
Sunnyvale, Calif. (SF area) .... 408/739·4780 Cherry Hill, N.J. (Pa.& So. N.J.) .609/667·7722 Department of State. 
Phoenix, Ariz ............... 602/266·4448" Parsippany, N.J. (Metro N.Y.) .. 201/263·2330 " 
Melborne, FI. (Miami area) .... 305/724·0900 Columbus, O. . ............. 614/262-7966 Nationwide Service: Over 900 service 
Westport, Conn ............. 203/226·6949 Oklahoma City, Okla. " ....... 405/843·6444 representatives" from Sorbus, Inc. pro-
Atlanta, Ga ................. 404/457·0821 Dallas, Tex ................. 214/748·2764 vide you with 24-hour field maintenance 
Chicago, III. ............... 312/437·4116 Houston, Tex ............... 713/772·7050 in over 90 cities in the U.S.A. Canadian 
Minneapolis, Minn ........... 612/935·8811 Rosslyn, Va. (Wash. D.C. area) .703/525·6435 service ~vailable through MAl Canada 
SALES REPRESENTATIVES Ltd. in 12 Canadian cities. 
Seattle, Washington Computer Suppl!es ............................. 206/623·2413 We back our products, and you can be sure 
Portland, Oregon Computer SupplIes ............................. 503/222-2006, . t b h t . 360 
Kansas City, Missouri Computer Systems/Graphics ...................... 816/474.4690 we re QOlng 0 e er~ 0 service your 
Clayton, Missouri Computer Systems/Graphics ..... " ................ 314/862-0787 memories - and proVide spare parts - for 
Minneapolis, Minnesota Data Serv Equipment. " .......................... 612/546·4422 as long as you need. And furnish your next 
CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES generation memories as well. 
Toronto Greyhound Computer of Canada 416/366~1513 Let us show you how a real leader can 
Montreal Greyhound Computer of Canada: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 514/866·3475 perform: Fabri-Tek, Inc., 5901 South County 
Ottawa Greyhound Computer of Canada. " ... " ............. 613/225·4690 Road 18, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55436. 
Alberta & British Columbia Computer Supplies .. , .......................... 206/623·2413 Phone 612-935-8811. TWX 910-576-2913. 

Leader in memory technology 
for over a decade. 
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36 Networks: An Introduction 
DAVID J. FARBER. A discussion, with examples, of some 
typical networks, showing the scope and direction of this 
expanding segment of computer usc. 

40 Management's Role in Networking 
EINAR STEFFERUD. The technical problems involved in 
general-purpose networks all show promise of being solu
ble; the time has come to attack the general management 
problems. 

43 The Computer Network as a Marketplace 
JOSEPH T. HOOTMAN. We can and have built computer net
works. The real question is whether we can turn them into 
viable economic entities. 

50 April Foolishness 

55 Calculators vs. Minis 
PAUL ASMUS. Programmable calculators have come a long 
way since their introduction. Are they now an alternative 
to minicomputers? 

61 The Mixed Blessings of 
Mixed Installations 
PHILIP H. DORN. If you're interested in taking advantage of 
the independents' IBM-compatible units, here's the essential 
information on the sale, installation, operating efficiency, 
maintenance-and eventual disengagement. 

68 The Insiders ... Onward and Upward 
MILT STONE. Part 4 of our research on people in computing 
tells how to succeed by staying (not too) close to the world 
of computers. 

76 News in Perspective 
Answers to these questions: Why does Memorex look to 
prosperity in the mainframe business? Why do RCA 
Spectra users still place orders for the new RCA Series? 
Why does IBM'S biggest semiconductor supplier want to 
build its own massive computer? 

Will IBM marketing whiz Tom Hudson turn around ICL 
in Britain? Why isn't IBM going into the key/disc data 
entry business, while independents thrive? And why are 
Cary and Learson showing up so often at computer in
dustry meetings? Can an edp man make it in politics? 

About the Cover 
Against the network background, our art director has 
mounted an assemblage of traditional April foolishness, a 
mix for installations to consider, and edp people casting 
their shadows before them. Photography is by Georg 
Schacht. 
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Another new modem 
from Tele-Dynamics 

Full duplelt 300 bps originate-only and 
answer-only versions. Interchangeable low-cost 

replacements for Bell 113A and B. 

Available for delivery now. In PC card version, or with 
mounting bracket, power supply, barrier strip termination 
and adapter cable especially for teletype machines. End
to-end compatible with all Bell 103 and 113 data sets. Volt
age levels provided for all common interfaces. Uses Type 
COT DAA for public telephone network operation. 

Find out about the 71 ~ 3. And about thei'~~ :~",,,.~;,.; 
complete Tele-Dynamlcs line of 300 to 1/' ,~.~~~~~~;~~:,::;~( .. ~<, 
2400 bps modems. Send for data sheets. ./,,'~;::""' __ ~:;:~~~!i 
Or call John Jurenko at (215) 643-3900. ,~. /~,,~~::', /<"".,~':;> 
Do it now. ,(::::~~/~:.'::~:~~~;:/ . 

DIVISION a F 

525 Virginia Drive, Fort Washington, Pa. 19034 (215) 643-3900 
4T-2100 
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CHECK OUT 
OUR 
COMPETITION 

EASE OF USE TASK/MASTER 

Direct Interface With ALL High-Level Languages . __ .u.u •••• u •••• __ u Yes 

Complete Operating System Independence .................................. Yes 

Single Interface With Monitor ..................................................... Yes 

Applications Independent of Terminal Type ............................... Yes 

Data Management for Reusable Modules ..................................... Yes 

Special Background or Training Required ................................... No 

System Redefinition at Startup .................................................. Yes 

Startup and Cycle-down Facilities ............................................... Yes 

EASE OF INSTALLATION 

360/370, DOS/OS ........................................................................ Yes 

Automatic Source-Level Customization ....................................... Yes 

Application Test Facilities Including TRACE .............................. Yes 

Response Time Simulator ............................................................. Yes 

Off-Line Application Testing ....................................................... Yes 

TP Access Method Independence ................................................. Yes 

On-site Installation Support and Training (3 Weeks) ................... Yes 

FACILITIES 

Supervisor Independent Multi-threading/Multi-tasking ................. Yes 

Complete 'Warm Restart' Without Reprocessing ......................... Yes 

System Accounting Statistics for Files and Terminals ................. Yes 

Simultaneous Record Update Protection ..................................... Yes 

Dynamic Core Allocation ............................................................. Yes 

Overlapped Application Program Loading ................................... Yes 

Task Scheduling by Application Priority ..................................... Yes 

Queuing of Read, Write and Unsolicited Messages ...................... Yes 

Centralized Access-Methods Support (DAM,. SAM, ISAM) .......... Yes 

Asynchronous (Spooling or Browsing) Tasks .............................. Yes 

Message Switchin~ Support .......................................................... Yes 

Optiorl.al Logging of Any Operation ............................................ Yes 

Error Recovery from Application Failure .................................... Yes 

CPU Console or Terminal for System Control ............................ Yes 

Dynamic TP Network Redefinition ............................................ Yes 

Optional Password Protection Facilities ...................................... Yes 

Complete File and Terminal 1-0 Overlap ..................................... Yes 

COSTS 

Installation and Training Fee ......................................................... -0-

Monthly Lease Charge (3 Year Lease) ....................................... $500 

Purchase Price ....................................................................... $20,000 

Discount to Subsidiary Locations ............................................... 50% 

Term of Warranty (years) ................................................................ 3 

Cost of System Updates ................................................................. -0-

'Starter' System Monthly Lease ................................................. $200 

<hr 
TASK/MASTER: a proprietary product of turnkey systems inc. 

April, 1972 

one eleven east avenue 
norwalk. connecticut 06851 
(203) 1138·4511 I 
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With a Burroughs Series L mini
computer, you get more than a 
sophisticated piece of electronic 
equipment whose reports and analyses 
will help you manage your business 
more effectively . You get the full 
support of a worldwide company dedicated 

6 

exclusively to equipment and sys
tems for data processing. Support 
that starts before you sign a con
tract-and never stops. To get in 
touch with this full support team, 
call our local office or write us at 
Detroit, Michigan 48232. 

Burroughs m 
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Look Ahead 
adopted after that if the bill isn't passed first. And 7,800 
companies in Los Angeles County and 4,000 in Orange County had to 
include software when they filed business personal property 
statements this month. Bills based on these statements will go 
out June 1 for payment on or before Aug. 1 if the bill isn't 
passed before that. Should the bill pass after k\ug. 1, "well, 
we'll just have to issue refunds," says a spokesman for the L.A. 
County assessor's office. If the bill fails, the 'firms can pay 
under protest and file a complaint with the assessor's appeal 
board; should appeal be denied, they can take the case to court as 
did California Computer Products, ,which is seekihg'~eturn of . 
$749,530 in taxes paid on software to Orang~ Co~n~y in 1969-1971. 

GOVERNMENT WANTS HAPPY USERS 
Although Cbmputer Sciences Corp. won a big contr~c~ last month to 
supply on-line machine time to federal agencies ~c~o~s the country, 
p,resent suppliers won't necessarily be squeezed ~u~, at least not 
right away. "We want happy users," says a spokesman for the 
General services Administration, "so if an agency '~ants to stay 
with its existing supplier, even after its present contract· 
expires, we won't beat them over the head." The- 'contract, signed' 
'last month, runs a minimum of 15 and a maximum of 5~ months. It 
obligates the feds to buy up to $42 million worth of dp services 
from CSC. 

THE VISIBLE MAN SPEAKS 
The visible Dr. Herbert R.J. Grosch ("I'm at the opposite end of 
the visibility ~p~ctrum from the other H.R.--Hughes") challenged 
the computing p~ofession t~ share the benefits of its technology 
"with the victims who pay the bills." Keynoting a UCLA-Informatics 
symposium on "Eff~dtive vs. Efficient Computing," Grosch, 

) 

typically blunt, said the: industry's successes to date "have been 
of dubious social value." He listed them by generation: first, 
tin airplanes and ~issiles; second, submarines; third, confusion 
and OS 360, "a traveling catastrophe of unimagined magnitude." 
, The fourth generation he called "the harbinger of still more 
atrocity--invasion 9f privacy, domination of law processes by 
FBI-type agencies." 

He ac~!?ed' the industry of tending to use its technologies "far 
our own,benefit •• ~to-have fun." He urged his audience to put the 
goals of the work tqey do ahead of the work itself, to "state the 
goal, judge it, est~lish a metric, and think about passing 
benefits along to others." Apparently he didn't expect his advice 
to be widely taken, for he offered Grosch's Third Law: "Things 
will continue to get worse without limit." 

RCA MEETING MOVES TO AVOID BUSSING 
Forme'r RCA employees, angered at the company's sudden retreat 
from the computer business last year, had been planning to charter 
busses from. points in Massachusetts and New Jersey and descend 
upon RCA's annual meeting. They'll have a long way to go. The 
meeting is o~ May 2--in Beautiful Downtown Burbank, Calif. Many 
think there may have been a connection between the demise of the 
computer operation, based in Marlboro, Mass., and Cherry Hill, 
N.J., and the decision to hold the annual meeting on the West 
Coast. RCA's annual meeting traditionally is held in the East. 

(Continued on page 155) 



Westin house 
uses Sycor erminals. 

Because 
they have to be sure. 

--------------------------------
I
I Westinghouse has a lot of products to keep 0 SYCOR SYSTEM 20 (a complete data II 

track of. And a lot of customers to keep happy. entry and communications system for 
I The fact that they use Sycor CRT Intelligent branch offices) insorporating a Model I 
I Terminals to help keep things running smoothly 340 Terminal with 1000 cps cassette re- I 
I 

says a lot about the dependability and efficiency corders, 1200-2400 baud BSC communi- I 
of Sycor Data Entry and Communications cations, and a 30 cps impact printer. . 

I Systems. 0 SYCOR SYSTEM 30 (a low-cost data I 
I 

If Sycor can help Westinghouse, maybe communications pooling station) consist- I 
they can do the same for you. Because Sycor ing of a Model 340 Terminal, a 7- or 

I Terminals and Systems are designed to pro- 9-track computer-compatible tape drive, I I duce time-saving, cost-cutting, and error-reduc- and 1200-2400 baud BSC communica- I 
l

ing differences in your day-to-day operations- tions. I 
especially if your business depends on branch 0 SYCOR SYSTEM 40 (the first remote 

I offices and warehouses the way Westinghouse job entry cassette terminal with HASP I 

I 
does. compatibility) composed of a Model 340 I 

Take communications, for example. With Terminal, 2000-2400 baud BSC com-I Sycor Terminals, regular office personnel can munications, a 250 cpm card reader, and I 
capture sales and parts data error free and a 200 lpm line printer. I I transmit it ten times faster than with paper-tape 0 Please have a sales representative contact 

I oriented terminals. Another significant money me. I 
I saving feature is that data can be transmitted NAME I 
I 

completely unattended at night when telephone I 
rates are low, without the cost of a terminal TITLE _______________ _ 

I operator. COMPANY I 
For more information, simply indiCate I I which of the following Sycor configurations ADDRESS ______________ _ 

I interest you (most can be ordered on abuilding-CITY STATE ZIP__ I I ~[~~:ii~jiJ4~g ~~~~~fx t~~i~~~n~A~~~: NATURE OF COMPANY'S BUSINESS ~ORt' I 
I . I ._------------------------------April, 1972 CIRCLE 66 ON READER CARD 9 



20 of the large~ 
are installing th~ 

Because the W iltek terminal cuts 
corporate data transmission costs in half. 

The Wiltek terminal slashes teletype
writer network costs by combining 

:: ......... , .... --~ high speed performance-up to 

2400 bps-with the ability to batch 
and transmit it automatically over 

standard dial-up facilities. 
There are two unique first-in, first-out 

storage buffers built right into the Wiltek 
terminal. One temporarily stores incoming 

data, the other temporarily stores out
going data. Each holds 50,000 characters. 

The buffers enable the terminal to auto
mati cally send and receive large amounts 
of data during a single call over the 
standard telephone network. 

You pay only for time actually used in 
sending data rather than for costly leased 
lines. 

Data moves fast, so phone calls 
are brief. Data transmission costs go down 
more than 50%. 

DRTRMRTION" 



Because the W iltek terminal increases 
the reliability and accuracy of an entire 
communications network. 

The Wiltek terminal transmits and 
receives data automatically under the con
trol of a centrally located computer. The 
computer sequentially places calls to all 
terminals in the system. 

When called, a Wiltek terminal automat
ically answers and sends to the computer 
all messages that have been entered by the 
local operator. The computer then sends 
accumulated traffic back to the terminal 
and automatically terminates the call. 

M essages received from the terminal are 
sorted by the computer for routing to 
other terminals in the network. 

Block check characters are included on 
all data transmitted or received. If an error 
is detected, the block is automatically 
retransmitted. 

The result is fully automatic, error-free 
data transmission. 

Because the W iltek terminal dramatically 
increases operator output. 

Because of the remarkable buffers built 
into the Wiltek terminal, the operator 
can enter data at low speed at the same time 
the terminal is sending or receiving at 
high speed. 

There's no time wasted waiting to enter 
data into a "busy" terminal. 

And because the buffers store and for
ward data automatically, the operator 
never has to load cassettes, handle paper 
tape or rewind tape reels. 

In fact, the operator never even gets 
involved in the communications proces's. 
Operator time can be devoted ~xclusively 
to data entry. 

Because even with all its time- and 
labor-saving features J the W iltek terminal 
leases for no more than the teletypewriter 
terminals most companies are using now. 

This-combined with line cost savings 
and increased operator efficiency-reduces 
overall system costs dramatically. 

Find out more about the Wiltek ter
minal. Call Robert Colella, Commercial 
Marketing Manager, Wiltek, Inc., Wilton, 
Conn. 06897.Tel. (203) 762-5521. Or 
write for more information. 

WILTEK 
(ii l. If. '\ dJ 
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TOTAL! ASI-ST interfaces the ASI-ST data management system with the TOTAL data base 
management system. This ASI-ST facility allows the user to access a TOTAL data base, 
specify complex selection criteria, retrieve selected data, perform computations, and gen
erate reports or subfiles without having to write programs in a conventional programming 
language (e.g. COBOL or PII). In addition,the facility allows the user to update a TOTAL 
data base. Features of this facility, with ASI-ST as the user language, are highlighted below: 

[] ASI-ST executes as a generalized batch application program which processes ASI-ST 
request specifications as input, loads the appropriate data base modules, and accesses 
the data base through TOTAL-defined calls. 

e Most TOTAL functions are available to the user. They include Master Data Set Functions 
(e.g., READM, WRITM, ADD-M, etc.), Variable Entry Data Set Functions (e.g., READV, 
WRITV, READR, etc.), and Serial Reference of Data Sets. For most applications, it will 
not be necessary for the user to be concerned with OPEN and CLOSE functions. 

o An ASI-ST job stream may contain requests which process both a TOTAL data base and 
standard OS files during the same run. A user can reference both standard OS files and 
a TOTAL data base within a single request. 

[J TOTAL segment lists may be specified through the ASI-ST dictionary, which separates 
data definitions from references, and need not be explicitly identified within ASI-ST 
request specifications. 

[J Any field of a retrieved segment and the TOTAL control fields may be symbolically ref
erenced within the framework of ASI-ST. 

The TOTAL facility of ASI-ST is installed and fully operational at multiple user installa
tions. Of particular interest to users of TOTAL, is the true synergism derived from using 
ASI-ST as the applications language. Evidence of this synergistic effect has been provided 
by early users of the facility. These users claim that since using ASI-ST with TOTAL, they 
have experienced a minimum source language reduction of 10:1 over COBOL and an aver
age reduction in processing time of 3:1. 

For further information on ASI-ST and the TOTAL! ASI-ST facility, call or write today. 
Applications Software Inc., 21515 Hawthorne Blvd., Torrance, Calif. 90503. 
Telephone (213) 542-4381 ... other offices in New York, Tokyo and Stockholm. 

B:m THE Software Manufacturer 
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Now ... a continuing 
sy~t~ms analyst 
tratnlng program 
• Not just a course, but a true 
career-path program 

• An on-going plan that matches 
training to each step of the 
analyst's long-term progress 

• Adaptable, can be tailored to 
the needs of analysts in specific 
project areas 

• Includes training in a choice of 
actual applications 

Preview the new Video Assisted Instruction (VAl) Systems Analyst 
Training Program now. Learn why analyst training is best when not 
limited to any single course or group of "modules." VAl blends video, 
text and audio sessions into a continuous flow of multi-media instruc
tion that takes students from entry-level training up to sophisticated 
systems design. But it doesn't stop there. Our program can be ex
tended for in-depth study of specific disciplines or carried all the way 
into application training with VAl courses in Production and Inven
tory Control, Material Requirements Planning, Operations Research 
and many more to come! 

And we've just added, 
DATA BASE CONCEPTS AND METHODS 

as a part of this Systems Analyst Training Program 

v Covers the complete data base system, not just files. 
V Developed and instructed by Leo J. Cohen, noted lecturer 

on Data Base Technology. 
For systems analysts, DP managers, systemsprogrammers and user 
department personnel. Covers logical as welLas physical files; 
data management systems functions; and user interf<iceviaa query 
language. Complete with case study/there isno other course 
like it. Ask for a free preview. 

Plus!Completecourses in CONTROLS'JN DATA 
PROCESSI NGSYSTEMS; TELEPROCESSING 
SYSTEMS CONCEPTS, INTRODUCTIONTO 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH. 

Send for our complete Systems Analyst Training Program brochure today. 

r'mn">O"~ , - CORPORATE SALES OFFICES 

I. ® 1f~!ffi,&~rs[4~UI' g;~;gOo~t~IIT~;i:ll:o~6~e~~'2/427_7277 
~~~~ SALES OFFICES in: Atlanta, Boston, Dallas, Detroit, Los Angeles, Minneapolis, New York, Pittsburgh, 

San Francisco, St. Louis, Washington, D.C., International Associates in: England, Australia, South 
-WMHnW·. Africa and Canada. 
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Calendar 
EVENT ISPONSOR 

American Trucking Assn. 
Operations Counci I 24th 
Annual Meeting and Exhibition 

ORSA 41st National Meeting 

American Records Management Assn. 
11 th Conference 

, National Rural Electric Cooperative Assn. 
8th Annual Data Processing Conference 

Spring Joint Computer Conference 

ICES Users Conference 

International Federation of Automatic 
Control 5th World Conference 

COSATI Symposium on Legal Aspects of 
Computerized Information Systems 

ACM/ IEEE 9t~ Annual Design Automation 
Workshop 

DPMA International Data Processing 
Conference & Business Exposition 

International Word Processing Assn. 
Conference and Exhibition 

ACM '72 

ONLINE 72 
Symposium and Exhibition 

Western Electronic Show and Convention 

April, 1972 

DATE !LOCATION 
~ 

APRIL 
23·26 I Toronto 

26·28 ! New Orleans 
i 

27·28 I Minneapolis 
I 
:j 

MAY 1 
3·5 ! Houston 

1 
,~ 

i 
~ 

16·18 I Atlantic City 

1 
! 
~ 
~ 

.JUNE I 
7·9 I Washington, DC 

I 
1 
I 
~ 
1 

12·17 I Paris 
l 
! 
l 
~ 

22·2,3 I Washington, DC 

I 
I , 

26·28 ! Dallas 
I 
j 

1 

27·30 l Y . I New ork City 

I 
29·30 I Washington, DC 

1 

! - ~ 1 
iAUGUSTl 
I- '14·16 I Boston 
11 
! J 
t i 
1 1 ! , 

1 
SEPT. l' 
4·7 I Uxbridge, I England 

19·22 I Los Angeles 
! ! 
L<.;u<_~<.~ .. J 

CONTACT 

ATA TOC 
1616 PSt., N.W. 
Washington, DC 20036 

N. E. Miller III 
ORSA 
428 E. Preston St. 
Baltimore, MD 21202 

Gene Dembouski 
3M Center, 2501 Hudson 
St. Paul, MN 55101 

NRECA 
2000 Florida Ave., N.W. 
Washington, DC 20009 

AFIPS 
210 Summit Ave. 
Montvale, NJ 07645 

Frank E. Eby 
Computer Network Corp. 
5185 MacArthur Blvd., N.W. 
Washington, DC 20016 

A.F.C.E.T. 
Centre Uriiv. Dauphine 
Place du Marechal-de-Lattre-

de-Tassigny 
75-Paris-16e, France 

John B. Farmakides 
COSATI, NSF 
Washington, DC 20550 

R. B. Hitchcock, Sr. 
IBM Watson Ctr., Box 218 
Yorktown Hts., NY 10598 

Richard H. Torp 
DPMA 
505 Busse Hwy. 
Park Ridge, IL 60068 

IWPA 
A.M.S. Building 
Willow Grove, PA 19090 

Elden M. Levine 
36 Parramatta Rd. 
Beverly, MA 01915 

ONLINE -72 
Brunei Univ. 
Uxbridge, Mddx., England 

WESCON 
3600 Wilshire Blvd. 
Los Angeles, CA 90010 

A~ 

COST 

$80, members 
$100, others 

$33 
$5, students 

$60 

$175 

$20, members 
$40, others 

$30 

$450 F.F. 

$25,1 day 
$40,2 days 

$45, members 
$50, others 

$90, members 
$115, others 

$95, members 
$125, others 

$40, members 
$65, others 

£48 U.K. 

$5 
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The better your software, the better your hardware. 
Standard computers can 

do amazing things with the 
right instructions. 

They can take uncommon 
applications and make them 
routine. Develop new ap
proaches to old problems. 
Conform to your way of 
doing business. 

But it takes a special kind 
of software to run that kind 

XEROX® is a trademark of XEROX CORPORATION. 

of system. And it takes a 
special kind of company to 
produce that kind of software. 

Xerox Data Systems offers 
five different operating sys
tems. A dozen languages. 
Hundreds of special-purpose 
programs. 

And, if that's not enough, 
we can tailor anything we've 
got to do anything you need. 

XEROX 

Or we'll write you a whole 
new program. 

With our software, you 
don't have to bend your 
company around to fit the 
computer. 

With our software, you 
wonder why we bother to 
make anything but standard 
hardware. 
XEROX GIVES YOU A BffiER FIT. 



The better your hardware, the betteryour software. 
Sometimes it takes more 

. than clever programming to 
make a system work for you. 

First you have to have the 
right combination of hard
ware. 

Xerox Data Systems makes 
six Sigma mainframes. And 
a whole line of compatible 
peripherals and communica
tions gear. 

CIRCLE 7 ON READER CARD 

We take your requirements 
and translate them into a 
system. If a standard pack
age fits, fine. If not, we make 
you a custom package. 

When we're done, your 
system is really your system. 

Then, if you happen to 
need custom software, we 
happen to write that too. But, 
the hardware comes first. 

XEROX 

The better it fits, the better 
it works. 

With our hardware, you 
don't have to bend your 
company around to fit the 
programming. 

With our hardware, you 
wonder why we bother to. 
write anything but standard 
software. 
XEROX GMS YOU A BmER FIT. 

XEROX® is a trademark of XEROX CORPORATION. 



The Plotter With an Eagle Eye. 
It Stops Errors Dead. 

The unique DATAPLOTTER 430®. It's truly the only 
plotter that spots and stops drawing errors before they're 
made. Because it's the single plotter with an eagle-eyed 
predetector. 

When our machine senses an anomaly coming up
say, some hash ora bit of bit drop-out-the pen lifts. 
Everything comes to a dead halt. Even physical dis
turbances and bothersome static electricity are caught 
before they are committed to paper. All automatically. 

Then, when you're ready to start again, you just 
back up to the trouble spot. The DATAPLOTTER 430 
picks up from there. You won't be able to tell where the 
retracing began. And you've saved your drawing, your 
manpower plus your computer time, something you 
couldn't possibly do on any other plotter. 

This predetector is just one feature that engineers 
find valuable in applications such as mapping, sub
division platting, topo and contour drawing. Even on 
linen or for direct reproduction masters. Needless to 

say, we have program packages ready and waiting for 
these and other applications. 

So we think it might just prove your foresight to 
learn about all the other advanced features we've built 
into the DATAPLOTTER 430. For instance, resolution to 
.001 inches, smooth-line curve-tracing speeds of 16 ips, 
compatibility with a wide 
variety of computer sys
tems, not to mention new 
EAt computer-based civil
engineering systems. And 
we could go on, but that's 
what brochures are for. 
Write for ours. Or better yet, phone today. 

f211 Electronic Associates, Inc. 
185 Monmouth Parkway 
West Long Branch, New Jersey 07764 
(201) 229-1100 
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Need 
"local" terminals? 

Courier has them now. 
It's that simple. You can now have all of 
the price, performance and operational ad
vantages of Courier Executerm Terminals 
for local hook-up ... directly into the input! 
output channel of your IBM System/360 
or /370. 
You can replace your 2260s now, with 
Courier Terminals, plug-for-plug, and gain 
the features of the 3270 ... at impressive 
cost savings. And this is with no software 
changes. Best of all, the beautifully styled 

Executerm's reliability is assured with more 
than 2,000 Courier Terminals in use ... 
tried, proven and accepted. 
Courier's marketing and systems design 
people are keyed to your needs and can 
help you achieve optimum system config
uration. Above all ... Courier is responsive! 
Write for detailed literature to Courier Ter
minal Systems, Inc., 2202 E. University Dr., 
Phoenix, Arizona 85034, or call (602) 258-
7271. 

~ C; $1-0( u-z i E' M..., I-'IiIJ' ~ S-y-s.:.t.e..rn..s, IJ'LC!.. ~~ 
A SUBSIDIARY OF BOOTHE COMPUTER CORPORATION 

Sales Offices: 
Los Angeles, Calif. (213) 641-6495; San Francisco, Calif. (415) 989-6580; Dallas, Tex. (214) 748-5981; Salt Lake City, Utah (801) 
486-2317; Kansas City, Mo. (816) 561-0745; Chicago, III. (312) 696-4360; Detroit, Mich. (313) 357-2330; Cleveland, Ohio (216) 
734-4840; Columbus, Ohio (614) 457-5107; Pittsburgh, Pa. (412) 931-4116; Philadelphia, Pa. (609) 795-3348; Washington, D.C. 
(301) 424-8088; Atlanta, Ga. (404) 284-2361; New York, N.Y. (212) 489-8030; Boston, Mass. (617) 89~-0020 
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Most printers 
tell it the way it is. 

The Gould 4800 
. tells it the way 

you want it. 
When the Gould 4800 printer / 
plotter delivers information from 
a computer, it delivers it in 
whatever form you want. Words, 
numbers, perspective drawings, 
charts or graphs. 

PROJECTED~~: . SALES . 0 
~ 6 

. Q 4 
..J 
=' 2 
~ o~--------------

JAN FEB MAR APR MI 

PLASTics-II I I I 
WOOD ~ ·1Ii . ~ iii i 

METAL i ~ iii i i 
Example: On-time, easy-to-read 

managementreporls 

Or any combination of the 
above because it can handle 
both alphanumerics and graph
ics simultaneously. 

ADVANCED DATA HANDLING SYSTEMS 

20 

And it del ivers fast. Up to 
4800 character lines a minute. 
That's 6 times faster than most 
line printers. 200 to 400 times 
faster than a digital plotter. 

Because the 4800 is electro
static, it operates quietly. Gives 
you fewer maintenance prob
lems because it has few moving 
parts. Leases for less than most 
impact printers. And can be 
supplied with software and 
interfacing for most every major 
computer, including the 360 
and 370. 

CIRCLE 79 ON READER CARD 

So remember. If you just want 
words and numbers from a com
puter, most any printer will do. 

Example: Computerized design for 
aircraft brake drum 

But if you want information in a 
useable form-quickly and eco
nomically-you'll want a Gould 
4800. And at Gould, service is 
a commitment. For more infor
mation, write Gould Inc., Data 
Systems Division, Marketing 
Headquarters, P. O. Box 7255, 
Denver, Coloraqo 80207. 

0) (GHDJ [UHUlJ) 
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Letters 
Equitable coverage 
I am compelled to correct two impor-
tant errors in your coverage of the 
birth of Equimatics Inc. in your J anu
ary issue (p. 61) : 

1. The insurance company joint ven
ture partner of Informatics Inc. is the 
Equitable Life Assurance Society of 
the U.S., not Equitable Life Insurance 
Co. 

2. The quote attributed to J. Henry 
Smith, president of the Equitable, has 
a misplaced decimal point where it re
fers to "millions" instead of "billions." 

You see, we did take a realistic look! 
WERNER L. FRANK 
President 
Equimatics Inc. 
River Edge, New Jersey 

Voice mail 
My Forum article titled "Picturephone 
-Who Needs It?" (Nov. 15, p. 152) 
was written to raise questions about 
whether AT&T is properly reviewing the 
priorities for our communications sys
tem and whether Picturephone is really 
an item of first-order priority. 

I gave no alternatives because the 
primary point-that we in the dp in
dustry must watchdog AT&T and ques
tion its priorities-would have been 
shrouded. But letters appearing in 
DATAMATION -relating Picturephone to 
the deaf prompt me to comment on its 
efficacy and to supply an alternative. 

First, I believe Picture phone's reso
lution and magnification to be so poor 
that it will be extremely difficult for a 
deaf person- to read lips. Further, all 
the problems of a deaf person using a 
phone still seem to exist; i.e., operator 
communication, dial tone, etc. In fact, 
I wonder if service to the deaf was a 
design point in the original specifica
tions-and if so, why did the product 
miss the target so far? 

In summary, I do not think Picture
phone will be very useful either to the 
deaf (though obviously better than 
what we now have) or to the dp indus
try. But, so that I cannot be accused of 
having no alternatives, I offer the fol
lowing: 

Recent work by a number of investi
gators and developers (in particular, 
Glen Culler) indicate that with proper 
support, a machine could be manufac
tured which would reduce human 
speech to a string of machine-proces
sable phonetic equivalents, and that a 
sim,ilar system could be built which 
would reverse the process and generate 
essentially equivalent vocalization of 
the phonetic string information. 

My proposal then is that this system 
be combined with the telephone net-
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work to provide a store-and-forward 
system of voice communication (which 
I ca1l "Voice-Mail), and that the voice 
communication be followed up, where 
appropriate, with an edited copy of the 
phonetic string. 

The system would work like this: I 
dial my local (AT&T?) computer and 
dial the number of the person to whom 
I wish to send a message. I am then 
switched into the system and I state my 
message orally. The computer reduces 
this to a machine-processable phonetic 
string which is then transmitted to the 
recipient's local computer during low
load periods (i.e., overnight). My re
cipient then could dial his "mail box" 
to receive the regenerated equivalent of 
my message. A printed copy could be 
provided for those subscribers who are 
deaf, through the local mail or via a 
low-cost home-based thermal printer. 
Admittedly, certain special training 
would be required for the deaf person 
to read the material, but this should 
not be anywhere near as difficult, for 
example, as learning braille or lip read
ing. 

This system, while conceptual, is 
possible and appears to me to be of 
priority greater than a visual system. 
However, if a visual system is of high 
priority, I believe that it should fulfill 
the requirements of the computer in
dustry if so substantial a financial 
commitme'nt is being made to its devel
opment. . 
ROBERT J. ROBINSON 
Director, Computing Center 
State University 0/ New York 

at Albany 

Module management 
Alan Cohen states quite accurately in 
his article on modular programming 
(Jan., p. 34) that "few installations 
manage to do modular programming 
successfully. " 

However, he attempts to answer 
only one of the three questions posed 
in the article's next paragraph (i.e., 
How does one go about breaking a 
program down into modules?). The 
answers to the other questions (Why 
are modular programs often no better 
than the monolithic programs they re
place? Why is modularization so diffi
cult?) are more germane to the lack of 
successful modular programming in
stallations. 

Although not difficult, modular de
sign, the process to which Cohen has ' 
actually addressed himself, does re
quire a good deal of planning, thought, 
and effort. As the article implies, one 
cannot sit down with some general 
specifications and a coding pad and 
expect to write a good modular pro
gram. Naming conventions, common 
data definitions and module-by
module specifications must be devel-

oped before coding is begun. 
The refusal of most shops to invest 

this much effort in program design is 
the real problem. It manifests itself in 
schedules which gloss over design-stage 
milestones and concentrate on pro
gram coding and· testing. Unbalanced 
work loads, unreliable schedules, poor
ly functioning programs, and critical 
dependence on machine time and key 
personnel are far too often characteris
tic of systems attempted in such an 
environment. 

The concept of modular program
ming is not a panacea, but my experi
ences have thoroughly convinced me 
that its managed application can get us 
considerably closer to confidently de
livering consistently reliable and flex
ible systems. 
ROBERT MARSH 
San Diego, California 

Girls' best friend 
We at CMG read your Dec. 15 edition 
with great interest-by the way, we 
think going back to monthly publica
tion was a good idea-and your little 
item (p. 40) about equal opportunity 
for European edp women caught our 
eye. 

We have been working on this for 
the six or seven years we have been in 
the service bureau/ software busi'less, 
and whilst we could not claim to have 
an equal number of women to men 
throughout the organization, we have 
reached a situation where two out -of 
five systems and programming manag
ers at our main operating company are 
girls. We are, of course, nowadays Eu
ropeans! 

There dges seem to be a very strong 
prejudice against 'women being em
ployed in this sort of position, but we 
have found them very satisfactory. I 
think most people would find their 
problems simplified if they left the girls 
to worry about their own problems as 
between jobs and marriage and just 
concentrated on promoting the best 
people. 
B. E. MILLS 
Director 
Computer Management Group 

Limited 
Croydon, England 

Those who don't 
I would like to direct my comments to 
Mr. Milt Stone regarding his article, 
"The Quality of Life," in the February 
issue. The statement (on p. 44), "A 
few are not at all hesitant to use their 
womanhood as a weapon ... " is very 
narrow minded. 

Granted, there are women in this 
profession who do use womanhood to 
their own advantage. But what about 
those who don't? Where have you dis
played the slightest consideration for 

21 
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RIXON 

at 72DD bps 

A data set that runs practically 
error free at 7200 bps over mar
ginal C2 lines isn't an ordinary 
product. But then Rixon isn't 
an ordinary company. 

Our business is putting high 
speed digital data through voice 
grade telephone lines. We have 
been in this business for 15 
years. Our credentials are 
solid ... our products are 
proven. 

But more important than 
yesterday is tomorrow. 

Watch us. 

DOD 
RIXDN 

, ~'~,;.' -,': ' '. ,:~ ':' [B, - Q .... 0' 
' .. '" "'J":","_, 

I 
":',,1 

The first 4800 b 
Used ' ps data set 

In a commerci I ED 
Was the R' a P system 
Th' IXon Sebit 48M 

at S leadership. . 

The first 9600 b 
to 9" ps data set 

aln wIdespread 
amon acceptance 

9 commercial EOP 
Was the Rixon OS-960 Users 
That's more leaderShjp~' 

R" IxonE'ecfronics , 
2? 20 Industrial Pa'rk nco 
S"ver S ' way 
Pho ' prmg, MarYland 20904 
TW;~' 3011622-2121 

, 710-825-0071 
A ~ubSidiary of 
United Business Co ' 

mmun'cations 
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letters __ _ 
their opinions, likes, dislikes, and ob
jectives? 

You made a mistake by categorizing 
women. You said "a few," but your 
implications and failure to credit the 
remainder are totally unfair to the 
many women who have contributed 
much to the progress of their own 
shops and to edp in general. Those who 
express comments such as yours in 
such an uncalled-for manner are exact
ly the reason prejudices still exist today. 

Thank goodness for the manager 
who observes 'an individual as an indi
vidual. 
SAUNDRA Doss 
Indianapolis, Indiana 

Mr. Stone replies: It's true. I'm narrow minded, 
unfair, prejudiced-in favor of women in data 
processing. I think they do a great job-and I 
have a 20-year record of hiring them and pro· 
moting them to prove I put my money where 
my mouth is. 

But 'you miss the point. Women are great 
because, in general, they have the same skills 
that men do and they don't have the hangups 
that so frequently get the males into bad trou
ble: (1) unwillingness to cope with detail, the 
make-or-break element of the dp world; (2) 
complete willingness to meddle in the sys
tem user's business, to tell him how to do his 
job. 

Women are doing very well in this business. 
They'll do even better if they continue to be 
subtle about the leverage they have. That was 
the point. 

Put off 
Regarding the article "De Ludi Natura 
Liber Secundus" by LUcian J. Endi
cott, Jr., and Peter H. Huyck in the 
Dec. 1 publication; you must be put
ting us on. In particular, p. 36, col. 1, 
is rubbish; or it is a good antidote to 
those of us who take our technological 
jargon a bit too seriously. 
ANDRIES VAN DAM 
Nijmegen, The Netherland,}' 

Adult adolescence 
I read the Forum article, "The End of 
Adolescence?" (Feb., p. 124), and 
found all the questions well put. The 
only exception was No. 15, on which I 
do have some reservations. (It said) 
"Is the job market bad enough yet that 
some significant number of program
mers will be willing to work for a liv
ing? ('Work' is defined here as doing 
something which is not among your 
top three favorite activities.) " , 

The problem in the above quote is 
that a large number of those referred 
to as programmers are not capable of 

, being, as the title implies, program
mers. I suspect that the small percent
age that is really deserving of the title 
would in most cases put programming 
someplace in the first three favorite 
activities. 

I would like to' pose a couple of 
questions without a goal in mind to see 
if you can draw the argument from 
them. 

April, 1972 

1. When was the last time good, 
solid direction was given by those in 
charge? 

2. Name the last three people under 
you that you gave praise to for their 
work. . 

3. When was the last time you were 
wrong in making a decision and let oth
ers in On it? 

4. When was the last time you know 
of where someone received something 
for his extra effort, immediately fol
lowing the effort? ' 

"The End of Adolescence of the 
Adult." 
LARRY R. RICE 
Software & Communications 

Programmer 
Newport Beach, California 

Nightmare , 
I have this terrible premonition that 
the ABM program will be funded fully 
by the government and that some 
of these well-meaning correspondents 
who have been thwarted by division by 
zero will becop)e lead programmers 
and analysts on the project. 
KENNETH P. SEiDEL 
Cohasset, Massachusetts 

Source statement 
DATAMATION carried a conference re
port entitled "JCCS . . . Whither or 
Wither" in the January issue, pp. 39-42. 
On page 42, the report quotes that "a 
useful, programmable, sequential logic 
module can be implemented on a single 
LSI chip." This quote is apparently at
tributed to IBM. 

It seems that this quote was inad
vertently taken from the paper given 
at that session by Ken Thurber and 
Robert Berg of Honeywell Systems and 
Research Div., St. Paul. The concept 
described should have been attributed 
to Honeywell. 
JAMES M. LUFKIN 
Honeywell Inc. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

In the article we didn't attribute the Thurber/ 
Berg statement to anyone, even IBM. But 
credit should have gone to the Honeywell 
authors. 

Poles apart 
It is always a pleasure to find one's 
writings quoted in, print, especially ac
curately, as in ,Milt Stone's "The Quali
ty of Life" (Feb., pp. 40-44). I would 
only wish to add this: In the second 
phase of my research (reported in 
"Proceedings ,of th~ Ninth Annual 
Computer Personnel Research Confer
ence," June 1971), I was able to com
pare characteristics of programmers 
with a much wider variety of occupa
tional groups than were available when 
the first phase was reported (June 
1970) . 

One characteristic of computer pro
grammers stands far above the others 
and seems to set programmers far 
apart from many, many other occupa
tions. This is their singularly low desire 
to take the leadership role. In this they 
are poles apart from the occupations 
which demand a penchant for leader
ship, as the military, or even the gov
ernmental bureaucracy. 

I cannot help but dwell upon Stone, 
quoting ,Marion Bell: "I have managed 
two multiple-man projects and learned 
that I am not tough enough to want to 
do that again. I enjoy managing and 
being responsible to myself." 

I tend to think this expresses very 
well the characteristic I have observed 
in programmers, and, in turn, the like
ly ,cause of the apparent malaise 
among data processing managers noted 
elsewhere in Mr. Stone's article. 
EDWARD M. CROSS 
Norfolk, Virginia 

Initiation 
In your January Letters column (p. 
19), the two letters on initializing unde
fined variables point out problems in 
debugging programs containing errors 
where core storage is not automatically 
initialized to zero during the loading of 
FORTRAN programs. The same problem 
exists, of course, in all languages. 
Those languages such as COBOL which 
allow a variety of internal data formats 
are sometimes worse in this respect 
because each type of field would have a 
different desired null value. 

I am not sure that the overhead asso
ciated with automatic initialization is 
desirable as a required language de
fault. In most cases, an undefined vari
able, a variable misspelled on a 
COMMON statement, or anY,similar er
ror probably gives an invalid result in 
any case. The fact that results are dif
ferent each time the program is run 
under present compilers actually pro
vides a useful clue as to,the nature of 
the error. 

The DATA and BLOCKDATA statements 
in FORTRAN (and VALUE in COBOL, 
INITIAL in pL/ I, etc.) provide easy 
methods for the, user to specify initial 
values when fields should be initialized 
at program loading rather than by dy
namic assignment of values. 

In any event, the proper way to get 
changes to a standard language such as 
FORTRAN is via ANSI. Implementation 
of such a major feature of a language 
as automatic variable initialization, 
whether done by a compiler or by an 
operating system or loader program, 
should have a machine-independent 
definition to maximize program port
ability. 

A better solution, but only if the 
hardware would permit it to be done 
efficiently, would be to provide a fetch 
protection interrupt at all data loca-

(Continued on page 152) 
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~~obodyhutIJnitedoffers 
"Soft 1OucH: .. the damage-free 

system for shipping computers. 

CtHugger" straps secure your delicate 
equipment in our special "Soft Touch" 
container-no skids or pallets needed. 

24 

Pin-point delivery gets it to the 
exact spot your customer wants it. 

And we're solely responsible. 

I t's called our "Soft Touch" 
system. It hugs computers or 

other delicate equipment 
inside a special container 
for a cloud-soft ride. From 

~~.~your floor to the exact spot 
your customer wants it. At 

jet speed. 
There's no safer 

way for any delicate 
equipment-our people 

have the best record for 
safe handling in the industry. 

Talk to a gentle friend. 
Call United. 

CVnited AirLines ... > 
Jet Freight GJIfJ~~" 

DRTRMRTIClN 







Weisci-vice it ... Quick. 
increase computer availability 
and cut downtime. You can also 
select a special-purpose system 
that solves your problem effi
ciently.Andyouwon't have to 
'Worry about service. Whether 
you're in Tulsa, Columbus or 
New York. 

The way we look at it is this. 
Servicingacomputer-any-

body's - requires a special, 
singular skill. So when you think 
of service, think of us. For more 
information,writeourMarket
ing Manager or call us at 617 
272-9300. 

Raytheon Service Company, 
12 Second Avenue, Burlington, 
Massachusetts 01803. 

Lookus up when you visit the Spring Joint Computer Conference. 
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Now you can·~ are 
the way you bUy soup. 

Right off the shelf: "Tm Can" systems from Cybermatics Inc. 
We've pre-cooked on-line software for just about every kind of data 

communication.IAnd weve canned it in the hottest computer around: 

Shopping for Tin Can computer systems at Cybennatics Inc., Eng1ewood Cliffs, N.J. 

Because Tm Can systems are ready-made, they cost less, you avoid 
the risks of building a system from scratch, and you can have one 
working in a few months instead of the usual year or two. You'll find 
it hard to beat for capacity:speed4and fiexibility.5 

Cybermatics got its expertise building on-line systems for giants like 
ITT and Western Union.You cash in on this experience when you buy 
a Tm Can system. And because it's a stock item, we can demonstrate 
one for you right now. Phone 201-871-1300. 
1. The basic systems are 
Message Switching, Front End, 
Concentrator, On-Line Inquiry 
and Data Distribution and 
Collection. You can mix any or 
all of them in one can. 
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2. Tin Can hardware is Digital 
Equipment Corporation's PDP II 
series of mini-computers, 
with all the peripherals you could 
need and Cybermatics' Real-Time 
Executive Operating System. 

Tm 
3. The basic Tin Can systems 
handle 64 circuits. Deluxe 
models up to 300. 
4. The basic model switches 
m~ssages (for example) at 
2,500 characters per second. 

Cybennatics'software!hardware package. 
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5. We know of no common carrier service 
or terminal arrangement that Tin Can 
systems can't work with. They interface with 
public and private networks and handle 
all transmission languages, at whatever speed 
they're spoken. 

©1972 CYBERMAncS INC. 
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Effective data systems have· 
communications built in. Not built on. 

Since most computers are 
linked to other computers through the 
telephone network, and send and 
receive data that way, it makes sense 
to involve telephone people early in 
the planning of your system. 

And it can save you time and 
money. 

Because a Bell System data 
specialist knows the latest develop
ments in data communications, he'll 
assist in selecting the communica

tions services that will enable your system to work most effectively. 
So when you first begin to make new data plans, call your 

local Bell Company Communications Consultant. 
He'll come to talk with you. 
And it won't cost you a cent. 
We are continually looking for new ways to improve our 

service • 
. This time, by helping you plan your data communications. 
AT&T and your local Bell Company. 
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This takes ca~ of payroll 
and production control. 
And makes it as simIle 
as saying "charge it!' . 

April,1972 

When the Westinghouse plant in 
Beaver, Pennsylvania wanted to 
use payroll detail as the vehicle 
for computer based data for 
production control, they chose 
AM Data Systems equipment. 

A system was tailored for 
their needs, tieing together 
the functions of Production, 
Inspection and Payroll. 

The system uses data 
recorders, scanner, and a modified 
counterpart of the credit card 
used in stores and filling stations. 
(In fact, the Westinghouse shop 
people call it "our credit card 

system:') A four-part form 
replaced complicated and expen
sive paperwork and, to quote 
Westinghouse, "gives us hard 
copy on the floor, at the time we 
need it:' 

It's a very simple and econ
omical operation. As well as a fast, 
dependable and accurate one. 

And the same AM planning, 
equipment and service that 
helped Westinghouse can make 
your system more efficient. 

You can be sure of that. 

~ ADDRESSOGRAPH 
~ DATA SYSTEMS 
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Twice again, we've made 
Our PDP-II Disk Operating System 

(005-11) now goes for around 22% less. 
And all other PDP-II systems are 

way down, too. 
Which undoubtedly comes as good 

news for anyone who hasn't been 
able to afford one before. 

But it's good news for people who 
buy quantity, too. 
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These prices are down simply 
because we've started manufacturing 
two new, lower-cost PDP-II products. 

A new DECpack moving head disk. 
The RKOS. With 2.4 million bytes 
per disk. Up to 8 disks per controller. 
Fully compatible with the PDP-II. 

But for 37% less than the DECpack 
it replaces. 

And a new DEC memory system. In 
8K increments. To 24K. With its own 
box and power supply. And faster than 
the system it replaces. 

But 36% less. 
And that's before quantity discounts. 
Both the RKOS DECpack and DEC 

memory are ready for delivery now. 
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more PDP-11 cost less. 
So now you can come to Digital for 

your entire system. 
Now you won't have to go through 

the hassle of working with several 
suppliers. 

Or design special interfacing 
hardware. 

Or write interfacing software. 

April, 1972 

Because, twice again, we've made ~DmD t m I 
more PDP-II cost less. 

Write. Or call. 
Digital Equipment Corporation, 

146 Main St., Maynard, Mass. 01754. 
(617) 897-5111. 

European headquarters: 
81, route de l' Aire, 1211 Geneva 26. 
Telephone 42 76 50. 
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A snapshot of seven typical networks, 
showing the variety of work under way 
and the problems that all have in common 

Networks: 
An Introduction 
A computer network is an intercon
nected set of dependent or independent 
computer systems which communicate 
with each other in order to share cer
tain resources such as programs or 
data-and/ or for load sharing and reli
ability reasons. This survey is based on 
information gathered from the IEEE 

Computer Society Workshop on Com
puter Networks (at Lake Arrowhead, 
September, 1971), the Mitre Corp. re
port on Computer Networks, the tech
nical literature, and the experience of 
the author. 

This article is intended to give an 
overview of this expanding field by the 
examination of seven typical networks. 
These seven were chosen to show vari
ous aspects of the subject, not because 
they are necessarily the best; or the 
most advanced, efforts. The key points 
of comparison among these networks 
are summarized in Table 1. 

After we have described the seven 
networks we will examine some of the 
common problems that occur in all 
networks, such as data conversion, ri
gidity imposed by the protocols, etc. 

The ARPA network 
The ARPA (Advanced Research Pro

jects Agency) network (Fig. 1) is a 
nationwide system designed both to 
explore network technology and to in
terconnect and service ARP A~sponsored 
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research centers. The key aim of the 
system is to allow the accessing of pro
grams, services, and data from any 
'place on the network. 

The ARPA network is a distributed 
network; sites (nodes) on the network 
are connected to each other either di
rectly or indirectly through intermedi
ate sites. This is to be distinguished 
from a centralized network where all 
sites are connected together via one 
central site. The computers and associ
ated software systems that make up the 
ARP A network are heterogeneous, not 
all from the same source. 

The network can be broken into two 
parts. One part consists of the comput
ers which will provide the computa
tional services of the network-the 
hosts; the other part deals with the 
function of servicing the communica
tion needs of the network. 

The communication section of the 
ARPA network consists of modified 
Honeywell DDP-51 6 computers con
nected via 9- and 50-kilobit leased tele
phone lines. The DDP-5I6 machines are 
called IMPS (Interface Message Proces
sors). The communication system op
erates in a message-oriented store-and
forward fashion: a message is stored at 
intermediate points as it makes its way 
toward the destination. Each time the 
message is handed forward correctly, 
the handing node is freed from any 
further responsibility for the message. 

by David J. Farber 

Since it is often necessary to send mes
sages of substantial size, the network 
breaks long messages into smaller sub
messages called packets. These packets 
of about 1,000 bits are independently 
forwarded througn the communica
tions network. A duty assumed by the 
network, through the IMPS, is to insure 
that the packets are reassembled into 
the original message for transmission 
to the destination host. In addition the 
IMPS govern routing of messages 
through the networ~ in· order to mini
mize the transit time of the message 
and to increase the utilization of the 
transmission facilities. 

Each host computer is equipped with 
a program called the NCP (Network 
Control Program). The NCP arranges 
for connections to be established and 
terminated between programs on one 
host and programs on another host and 
performs other monitoring functions 
for user programs. 

There are currently 23 host ma
chines on the existing ARPA network. 
These range from a PDP-1I through 
the ILLIAC IV. The network is managed 
by the ARPA agency and is technically 
directed by a steering committee of the 
Network Working Group, an organi
zation of host representatives who are 
charged with the technical evolution of 
the system. In addition, Bolt, Beranek, 
and Newman (BBN) is charged with 
maintaining the communications sec-
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tion of the network. 
The ARPA network is today the main 

candidate for becoming a nationwide 
data network. There is considerable 
pressure for universities, government 
agencies, and other organizations to be 
allowed to join the network. Some of 
these groups would like to form closed 
subnets communicating only among 
themselves, while others desire to join 
the larger group in hopes of utilizing 
the services of the existing sites-in 
particular, the ILLIAC. It is clear that' 
there is a movement toward removing 
the network from the status of a DOD

sponsored research activity and evolv
ing it into a "commercially" run com
puter network. 

The CYBERNET network 
This network is included here as 

representative of a currently opera-

---- PROPOSED 

--EXISTING 

NASA Ames' ILLIAC ril has now been added to the ARP;A network 

tional commercial network. While its 
technology is not as sophisticated as 
that of the ARPA network, it does face 
up to the practicalities of the real 
world. It was formed, basically, to con
nect Control Data Corp.'s existing data 
centers. The expectations were that by 
interconnecting the centers they could 
gain: better reliability by making avail
able an alternate machine in case of 
local failure; greater throughput by 
load balancing across machines situated 
in different time zones; greater man
power utilization by using corporation 
manpower facilities more effectively, 
allowing access to others' programs and 
data bases; and, finally, the convenience 
of enabling a customer to choose a con
figuration that is best suited to his 
problem rather than the one which is 
best located geographically. 

CYBERNET is a distributed network 
consisting of CDC machines such as 

BURROUGHS 
i--' --, 
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Fig. 1. ARPA Network Topology. February 1971. 

ARPA CYBERNET DCS MERIT 

Organization Distributed Distributed Distributed Distributed 

Composition Heterogeneous Heterogeneous Heterogeneous Heterogeneous 

Number of nodes 23 36 

Geography of nodes USA USA UC, Irvine Michigan 

Machine size Mixed Large Mini Large 

Commu nicatio n Honeywell CDC 3300 Ring PDP 11 
interface machines DDP 516 PPU interface 

Communication Message Message Mixed Message 
protOCOl switched switched switched 

Transmission Leased Leased Twisted pair- Telpak 
medium lines lines coaxial 

Data rates bps 50,000 100·40,800 2·5 million 2,000 

Transmission mode Analog Analog Digital ' Analog 

Message format Variable Fixed Variable Variable 
length length length length 

Message size 8,095 bits 1,024 900 bits 240 
characters characters 

Table 1 
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6600s and 3300s linked by wide-band 
and voice-band lines. 

CDC speaks of the 6600s and other 
similar CDC machines as the primary 
computing capability of the network 
and calls them "centroids." It considers 
the 3300s as the front-end machines 
and concentrators for the centroids 
and calls these the nodes of the system. 
Terminals and satellite computers are 
supported for interactive and remote 
job submission operations. 

The communications system of 
CYBERNET utilizes a broad spectrum of 
switched, leased and satellite commu
nications facilities. It counts heavily on 
essentially hand-established connec
tions for terminal-to-computer and 
computer-to-computer links. Thus the 
network by itself cannot reconfigure 
itself. Alternative paths do exist in 
some cases between nodes and cen
troids but in general a link failure will 
necessitate human intervention. 

CYBERNET is operating as a com
mercial entity and is offering general 
computation services to its users. 

The DCS 
The Distributed Computer System 

(DCS) shown in Fig. 2, is an experi
mental computer network being devel
oped and constructed at the Univ. of 
California at Irvine. Its stated aims 
are: low cost, reliability, easy addition 
of new services, a modest startup cost, 
and low incremental expansion costs. 
It is primarily intended to service mini 
and midi scale computers. Its commu
nication architecture is based on a digi
tal communication ring topology utiliz
ing essentially the Bell System Tl tech
nology and fixed-length messages. The 
computers are interfaced to this circu
lar transmission 'medium using a fairly 
sophisticated piece of hardware called 
a ring interface, not a computer. The 
main novel feature of the communica
tions protocol is that messages are ad-

OCTOPUS TSS TUCC 

Mixed 

Heterogeneous 

10 

LBL 

Large 

CDC 
PPU 

Point to 
point 

Coaxial 

1.5-12 
million 

Digital 

Variable 
length 

1,208 or 
3,780,000 bits 

Distributed 

Homogeneous 

9 

USA 

360/67 

IBM 
2701 

Point to 
point 

DDD 

2,000, 
40,800 

Analog 

Variable 
length 

8,192 bits 

Central 

Homogeneous 

4 

North Carolina 

360 

IBM 
2701 

Point to 
point 

Telpak 

100-2,400, 
40,800 

Analog 

Variable 
length 

1,000 bytes 
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Networks 

dressed to the receiver by means of the 
name of the receiver, not by a location 
at which that receiver lives. Thus the 
receiver can be allowed to migrate to 
other computers without having to in
form the transmitter of that fact. 

There are three types of ring inter
face-one to support a computer, 
which could be a front end machine; 
one to allow the direct attachment of a 
terminal to the ring; and one designed 
to allow the construction of a network 
of rings. This "ring of rings" operates 
essentially the same as the basic ring. . 

The DCS effort plans a distributed 
data base capability· and a set of ser
vices for the users. It is not intended to 
provide a commercially viable system 
but rather to explore the issues in
volved in distributed architecture. 

Fig. 2. The Distributed Computer 
System. 

MSU 

CDC 6500 

SCOPE 

UM 

IBM 360/67 

MTS 

However, it is intended that an opera
tional system be built both to test the 
ideas and to explore the utilization of 
the large number of minicomputers 
that have appeared on the university 
campuses and at health care centers. 

The MERIT network 
The MERIT Network, the Michigan 

Educational Research Information 
Triad, Inc. (Fig. 3), is a joint coopera
tive effort between Michigan State 
Univ., Wayne State Univ., and the 
Univ. of Michigan. Its stated aim is to 
create an educational computing net
work to allow the computing at the 
member schools to be shared. 

The MERIT Network is a distributed 
network consisting of three nodes. Its 
computers are heterogeneous. Each 
host computer is connected to the 
communications network by means of 
a modified DEC PDP-II / 20. The com
munication lines interconnecting each 
site are a group of 2000 bps voice
grade lines. 

The communications computer, the 
PDP-II /20, is capable of providing, 
through the facilities of a host inter
face hardware module, a variable
length message transfer from PDP-II/ 
20 main storage to the host core and 
the communications system. In addi
tion, it allows the host computer to 
treat its communication computer as 
several peripheral devices. This simpli
fies the host software system consider
ably since it allows the dedication of a 
pseudo-peripheral device to each user. 

The communications computer 
( cc) is capable of acting as a store-and
forward system. Thus, if a path is de
stroyed, an alternative path exists via 
another of the ccs. The MERIT Net-

WSU 

IBM 360/67 

MTS 

Fig. 3. CC: Communications Computer-DEC PDP-II. 
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work employs voice grade dial-up lines 
allowing the economic savings associ
ated with the Telpak lines of the exist
ing tri-university voice network. 

The MERIT personnel feel strongly 
that networking will have a synergistic 
effect on the total computing environ
ment. They are seriously facing the 
management difficulties inherent in the 
interconnection of educational com
puters. 

The Octopus system 
The Octopus system is a heteroge

neous network developed at the Law
rence Berkeley Laboratory (formerly 
the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory) 
of the Univ. of California. It connects 
a complement of devices including two 
CDC 6600s, two CDC 7600s, and even
tually will include a CDC STAR. All. of 
these machines, called workers, are op
erated as time-shared facilities. The 
laboratory plans to provide for a cen
tralized hierarchical data base and for 
a wide variety of input-output devices 
which can view the network as a single 
resource. 

The communications system utilizes 
a store-and-forward protocol. The 
workers in the Octopus are intercon
nected via I2-megabit-capacity hard
wired cables. The system can be con
sidered as two superimposed subnet
works. The first is a File Transport 
subnet consisting of the workers, a 
transport control computer, a dual DEC 
SYSTEM 10 and the file stqrage. The 
second network is a Teletype sub net 
consisting of PDP 8s (each supporting 
128 terminals), the workers, and the 
transport control computer. Notice 
that the Teletype subnet is a distributed 
network while the File Transport sub
net is a centralized sub net. The dual 
DEC SYSTEM 10 insures reliability in 
this centralized subnet. In addition, 
while the sub nets are logically indepen
dent, there are cross couples providing 
redundant paths in the event of failure. 

The Octopus network is one of the 
more elaborate networks currently in 
operation. It is also one of the few 
networks which has been designed to 
handle security materials. One should 
note, however, that Octopus lies entire
lyon Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
premises. 

The TSS network 
The TSS Network (a cooperative 

venture between IBM and some of its 
360/67 customers) was developed as a 
network of homogeneous computers 
operating in a distributed fashion. 
Each of the hosts operating on the TSS 
Network consists of a 360/67 using 
the IBM Tss/360 operating system. 
Some of the nodes have local networks 
consisting of 360s appearing as de-
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vices, not hosts, to the network. 
The communications facilities be

tween the 360/67s utilize voice-grade 
switched lines. These lines are inter
faced to the 360/67s by means of IBM 

2701 s or 2703s. Thus, while this net
work utilizes off-the-shelf hardware, 
this hardware, insofar as the commu
nication protocols are concerned, is 
not programmable. Thus all the pro
grams such as store and forward, error, 
etc., are resident on the host machines. 
Indeed, the communications software 
operates as a user program via an ac
cess method. There are plans to attach 
an IBM 370/145 to act as a communi
cations computer and data base man
ager in the future. There are also plans 
and capabilities for utilizing 50,000 
bps lines when the demand exists. 

The TSS Network is experimental. 
Since all machines on the network are 
similar, program and data interchange 
is available. Both dynamic file access 
and r~mote batch are available over 
this network. 

A notable feature of this network is 
that the host machines are IBM 360s 
utilizing standard hardware. One 
could, in theory at least, buy a copy of 
this network from any IBM salesman. 

The TUCC network 
The Triangle Universities Computa-

tion Center (Tuee) Network is a joint 
undertaking of the Duke, North Caro
lina State, and North Carolina Univer
sities. It is an example of a relatively 
simple, straightforward undertaking in 
networking. It has been operational 
since 1966. It is a centralized network 
of homogeneous machines. At each of 
the three nodes of the net there are IBM 

360/40s or 50s. These 360s do local 
batch jobs in addition to handling the 
telecommunications necessitated by 
the net. 

The nodes of the net are connected 
to the central facility by means of a 
leased 40,800 bps half duplex line. This 
line is interfaced to the 360s by weans 
of IBM 2701 Data Adapters. 

In addition to the three Tuee nodes, 
local schools and colleges are serviced 
by the central computer via a variety 
of medium and low speed input! 
output devices. 

This network is simple. It uses off
the-shelf hardware with minimal exten
sions to the basic IBM 360 Operating 
System software. 

Discussion and comparisons 
We have briefly scanned the archi-

tecture of a number of major attempts 
at computer networks. There are many 
others that we have not discussed. 
Some of these are highly specialized, 
such as the California Law Enforce
ment Telecommunications System; 
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some are of very limited applicability. 
In addition to those being developed in 
the U.S., there are a number of efforts 
under way in Canada, Great Britain, 
France, and other countries. In par
ticular, the network developed at the 
National Physics Laboratory (NPL), 
Great Britain, is an early example of 
experimentation in this field. In gen
eral, however, most of the foreign net
works are planned to be basically pat
terned after the ARPA system. There is 
also an interest in loop n'etworks such 
as the Des. 

All the networks we have discussed 
have some common objectives and 
some common problems. There are a 
number of services that can be consid
ered as standard offerings in a large 
number of networks. We will define 
and discuss these at this point. 

Load sharing, the ability to take a 
given workload and to distribute it 
among the computers of a network in 
order to make equal use of the re
sources of the network, is one of these 
services. It is offered by the eYBERNET, 

Des and TSS networks but is not a basic 
feature o(the ARPA, MERIT, Octopus or 
Tuee systems. In the case of all thest? 
systems, load sharing could be added 
as a user-supplied feature subject to 
certain restrictions. All the networks 
surveyed provide a form of program 
sharing~ That is, they all allow data to 
be sent to a node at which a desired 
program is resident. A common prob
lem encountered in heterogeneous net
works first appears here. While we 
don't expect programs written for one 
brand of computer to run without hu
man change on another brand, we do, 
perhaps naively, expect data generated 
by one brand to be transmitted and 
understood by a program running on 
another brand of computer. In general 
this is a difficult problem requiring 
careful design of message formats and 
protocols. In addition, in the case of 
data sharing of files, data conversion 
services must be available for convert
ing between notations and conventions 
of the different computers. 

There is also a form of sharing 
sometimes referred to as data sharing. 
If I have a large data set that I need 
processed and that data set is on 
another node of the network, then it 
might be more economical to send the 
program to the data rather than vice 
versa. All systems give this capability 
in one form or another. 

There exists a feature called dynam
ic file access which is in essence the 
ability of a program to access a remote 
data set as if it were local. This allows 

. the program to operate on a distributed 
data base with no special planning. It is 
central to the Des design and also 
available on the MERIT and TSS net
works. 

The central area which is common 

to all networks is the communications 
and operational protocols, that is, the 
rules and regulations which define how 
one is to handle an event and what to 
do when an error occurs. Most of the 
design time spent in the construction 
of computer networks is involved in 
the formulation and debugging of 
these protocols. These having been de
fined, a number of different computers 
can each be programmed to behave the 
same, at least with respect to their ap
pearance to each other. Most networks 
demand that all joining nodes conform 
to one rigid protocol. In effect, they all 
decide to talk the same language to 
each other. In the case of the Des an 
attempt is made to support different 
protocols with respect to establishing 
contact between programs, machines, 
etc. The rigidity and complexity of the 
protocols affects the cost of joining a 
network. 

I will make no attempt to judge 
which of these networks is better, or 
more indicative of future directions. 
As a designer of one of them, I clearly 
have biases. 

As mentioned earlier, the ARPA net is 
the biggest and best developed net
work. It is, however, expensive. The 
IBM 360 networks are less elegant but 
use off-the-shelf components. Net
works such as Des, Octopus, and TSS 

are basically research efforts and may 
show future directions. In all cases, 
issues such as network economics and 
management problems transcend in 
difficulty the technical problems. One 
is ieft with a strong feeling that techni
cally networks are here to stay but how 
we use them in our existing corpora
tion and university structures, and how 
we pay for their use, are unsolved prob
lems. D 

Prof. Farber is on the faculty of the 
Univ. of California at Irvine and is a 
founder of Caine, Farber & Gordon, 
Inc., a Pasadena, Calif., computer sys
tems company. He is a principal in
vestigator of the DCS project, a net
work research program sponsored by 
the National Science Foundation. He 
is co-author of the SNOBOL language 
series and his previous computer ex
perience includes positions at Xerox 
Data Systems, RAND, and Bell Tele
phone Laboratories. 
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Networking presents organizational 
and politic~1 problems ... the power structure 
shifts as computer resources migrate 
from local to network control 

Management's 
Role in Networking 

During the period since the computer 
industry became well established, one 
segment after another has occupied the 
center ring-time-sharing, minicom
puters, shared-processor data prepara
tion, facilities management, for exam
ple. Now it appears that the next seg-. 
ment under the spotlight will be gener
al-purpose computer networks, and 
there are many reasons to believe that 
the concept is useful and viable. 

Many networks already exist using 
large, ,medium, small, and mini com
puters in various ways; and many more 
general-purpose networks are being 
planned. This article will interpret ·the 
meaning of this new development and 
attempt to provide a framework for un
derstanding the management problems 
of computer networks. 

Special-purpose single-application 
computer-communication networks 
have been around for a long time. 
SABRE and SAGE are well-known early 
examples of these kinds of networks, 
which were dedicated to specific, well
defined missions. These networks in
corporated general-purpose computers, 
but they were not used for s4~h; the 
distinction is in the use of the network. 

Single-application networks have 
many fewer management problems 
than general-purpose networks because 
of the single mindedness of their mis
sions. Single-application networks do 
not result in a large number of com
puters being shared among a large 
number of users; hence they do not 
generate the same kind of conflict 
problems for management to resolve. 
Examples of general-purpose networks 
include ARPA, MERIT, TUCC, GE, and 
others. (See the article by David Far
per in this issue for more information 
on existing networks.) 

At this point it is important to clari
fy just who "management" is and 
where it resides. Actually, it is distrib-
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uted around the network where it 
deals with various functional activities. 
There are at least four identifiable 
functions to be managed: network op
erations, service suppliers, service us
ers, and service brokers. Where the 
entire network, including these four 
functioris, is wholly owned and oper
ated by a 'single organization, a fifth 
management area emerges that might 
well be called network management, 
since it will have the responsibility for 
making the whole network concept 
work in practice. This network man
ag"ement will have the task of orches
trating the other four functions. 

Network operations management 
deal~ with the communications facili-

Control is the key problem 
~S'i ... ~~~.~ ... ~.~_~~.~~ __ ~_~ n~~~~~_~!. 
ties, its configurations, its protocols, its 
stability, etc. These tend to be techni
cally oriented activities. 

Service supplier management deals 
with computing facilities, including. 
hardware and software, plus those vital 
service augmentations that make the 
services salable in the network envi
ronment. (For more discussion of the 
problems of the suppliers, see the arti
cle by Joseph Hootman.) 

Service user management deals with 
the problems of exploiting the services 
that become available via the network. 
Users might well use a local computer 
facility if user management wants to 
pay the price of managing it in return 
for the benefits of full control. Control 
is the key problem for the user's man
agement. For example, military securi
ty will require separate facilities until 
networks offer sufficient control over 
access to data and programs. Until 
sufficient control is assured, the cost of 
separate facilities to ensure security 
will be considered worthwhile. Other 
users may have less stringent require-
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ments, but control of resources still 
looms very large for user management. 

Ser~ice broker management will be 
concerned with bringing suppliers and 
users together to make deals for the 
exchange of services over the network. 

By identifying each of these func
tions explicitly, I do not advocate that 
each network should organize this 
way. Indeed, I would expect many var
iations and combinations, with hardly 
any two alike in detail. On the other 
hand, I would except to be able to find 
each function being performed some
where in each network. It is not the 
detailed organizational boundaries be
tween these identified functions that 
are most interesting. Instead, it is the 
general relationships between them 
and the overall perspective that is pro
vided by looking at networks in this' 
way. 

Viewed as a collection of network 
operators, service suppliers, service us
ers and brokers, the network is seen to 
be a marketplace where buyers and 
sellers exchange services to their mu
tual benefit through specialization of 
work efforts, aggregation of demand 
for services, wider distribution and 
more diversity of products and ser
vices, with lower prices. 

As with any model or analogy, cau
tion must be applied to the use of the 
conclusions. In this case the network 
only creates a potential marketplace; it 
does not create an orderly operational 
market. To realize the potential market 
that a network represents, someone 
must qevelop and manage this market. 
This is seen as the task of network 
management, which raises the question 
of just who might be responsible for 
this network management, given an 
existing network. 

In one case, if all the suppliers, us
ers, and brokers belong to a single or
ganization which has authority over 
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the entire network operation, then we 
might call it a "closed" network where
in the owning organization has the 
network management responsibility. 

In a second case, if a number of 
independent organizations, without an 
overall unit head are parties to a net
work, then a co-op management struc
ture might well be appropriate for de
veloping and controlling the market
place, and we might call this an "open" 
network. It is important to note that 
this situation corresponds to the case 
where a unit organization relegates the 
network management responsibility to 
its subordinate units, to work it out 
among themselves. 

In a third case, if network services 
are offered by an entrepreneur, then 
this entrepreneur has the responsibility 
for developing the market; but the 
question of just who is responsible for 
regulating,' controlling, and promoting 
trade and competition opens the pan
dora's box of public regulatory issues. 
Oddly. enough, the entrepreneur would 
probably be unable to retain the bro
ker's ,role as his exclusive domain. Once 
a network is in operation with inde
pendent. vendors and customers ex
changing services, there would be no 
way for an owner/entrepreneur to 
force the vendors and customers to 
deal only through his offices. 

In any case, network communica
tion .operations seem to be independent 
of the question bf who manages the 
market. It should be quite possible for 
a single common carrier network to 
serve a number of open and closed 
sub nets simultaneously, with the boun
daries between sub nets arbitrarily de
termined by mutual agreement under 
. the authority of each in~oJved organi
zation. Conceptually, ali networks may 
be considered to be subnets in a sin
gle communications system. But, of 

... network communication 
operations seem to be 
independent of the 
question of who manages 
the market. 

course, the vendor and customer nodes 
are not actually connected; and even if 
they were, . there would be no way 
to exchange services without formal 
agreement among the owners, suppli
ers, and users. Since the common car
riers will prosper in proportion to net
work traffic, it will be in their best 
interests to promote an orderly market 
whether or not they are directly in
volved in network management. 

So far I have only considered man
agement groups that are rather closely 
involved with network operation and 
use. Backing away to the perspective 
of top management, boards of direc
tors, the U.S. Congress, GAO, state legis-
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latures, etc., networks appear to be 
interesting because they ofTer a number 
of valuable advantages over other al
ternative ways to organize computing 
functions. They allow a smaller total 
computer capacity to meet collective 
peak loads; afford wider access toa 
wider variety of capabilities; allow in
crements of computing capacity to be 
brought on stream with smaller pertur
bations from the lack of full workloads 
at installation sites; and provide back
up in the event of outages. Overall, top 
management sees networks as offering 
the possibility of lower costs per unit 
for computing power, on the average. 
These advantages accrue to top man
agements and seem to loom large in 
their thinking. 

Unfortunately, the problems caused 
by formation of networks of general
purpose computer facilities are not felt 
directly by the same top management. 
The problems impinge on the facility 
managers and on the users of the facili
ties, who now find themselves sharing 
resources with a large number of oth
ers, most of whom know nothing 
about each other. The problems of 
sharing, unless properly resolved by 
top management, can cause a general 
reduction of resource control among 
all the user and facility managers. This 
will, in turn, cause a general loss of 
accountability among all the mission 
managers who are dependent upon 
network-supplied computer services. 

The result of this is analogous to a 
virus infection: the entire organization 
functions less well than it did before 
networks; it somehow doesn't feel well; 
but nothing can be specifically identl
fied as the cause. Typically, the only 
evidence of the root cause of the diffi
culty is an increase in the number of 
failures blamed on "the computers." In 
place of the desired computer support 
function, top management may have 

-. , ~ . .. 
... top management may 
have created a giant 
buck-passing nlachine. 

created a giant buck-passing machine. 
From yet another perspective, com

puter communications technicians find 
networks interesting because they pre
sent fascinating problems involved in 
getting a collection of computers and 
communication devices to work to
gether. Much work has been done on 
the technical problems in order to 
prove the feasibility of computer net
works. This work has properly not 
been focused in solving the related 
management problems for the simple 
reason that technical feasibility is 
deemed essential before bothering to 
solve the management problems. At 
this point in time, the technical prob
lems all show promise of being solved 
-given a clearly stated mission and 
purpose for any particular network. 
The time has come to attack the gener-

"E. M. Dillard & Company wants to help you, Griswald, but our 
hands are tied until you admit to yourself first that you have a 
problem." 
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al management problems of deciding 
things like mission, purpose, organiza
tion structure, and management con
trols. 

At this point, I want to confess to a 
very strong bias. I firmly believe that 
there exist no technical solutions to the 
management problems; no amount of 
new technology can substitute for 
management decisions about mission 
and purpose or organization and con
trol. On the other hand, I just as firmly 
believe that there exist management 
solutions to technical problems; after 
management sets mission, purpose, or
ganization, etc., and staffs the organi
zation with competent people, then 
these people can pull together the 
needed technologies to accomplish the 
mission. 

So, if the network management 
problems are not technical, what are 
they? Where do they come from? 
Where is the network management 
problem generator? The answer, from 
my experience, is that the network 
management problems are generated 

Unless the problems of 
sharing are properly 
managed, computer 
networking will fail. 

by the effort to share the pool of re
sources that is created by the network. 
These are the organizational and polit
ical problems of sharing a pool of re
sources, and the management prob
lems of dealing with shifts in the power 
structure of and among organizational 
units as computer resources migrate 
from local control to network control. 
Resource sharing is nearly always 
harder than not sharing. Unless the 
problems of sharing are properly man
aged, computer networking will fail. 

Some specific issues should be re
solved in order to share computer net
work resources: userl supplier agree
ments for the exchange of services over 
the network; controls to protect and 
regulate competition among suppliers 
and users; policies for decisions to add 
computer capacity to the network; es
tablishment of responsibility for alloca
tion of network resources, with or 
without congestion; and ways to buffer 
users from each other so they can sub
allocate their resources within their 
own areas of responsibility. And, in 
order to convert computer functions 
from a non-network environment to a 
network environment, top manage
ment must achieve organizational ad
justments to deal with the expected 
shifts in the power structure. 

No user of computer services can 
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afford to become dependent upon a 
network resource unless he has suffi
cient control over his access to this 
resource and sufficient assurance of its 
quality. Control1able resources are 
worth ,a whole lot more than uncon
trollable resources: this is true for com
puting just as it is true for every kind of 
enterprise. What is so surprising is the 
number of people who believe that 
computing is exempt from this law of 
economics "because computers are dif
ferent." If computers are different, it is 
because they are potentially capable of 
supporting some aspect of virtually 
every paft of every organization. In the 
context of networks, this implies that 
top management can have its choice: it 
can manage its enterprise or it can 
manage its computers; but it cannot 
directly manage both at the same time. 

As a general rule of thumb, users 
should require resource control that is 
roughly equivalent to the kind of con
trol they would enjoy with their own 
separate, local facility. For example: if 
the paymaster needs the full capacity 
of a 360/30 for payroll functions, and 
he becomes dependent upon network 
computer services, then he should have 
assurances of access to the equivalent 
of one 360/30's worth of capacity per 
hour, per day, or on whatever basis he 
defines equivalence. If there is any deg
radation of control, 'then there should 
be a price advantage in return. 

However, beyond some point, which 
is most difficult to define, control is not 
tradable for price advantages: sufficient 
loss of control renders the service 
worthless because the lack of control 
would rob the paymaster of his ac
countability. Competent paymasters, 
like all competent administrators, hold 
their accountability sacred, which 
tends to explain why administrators so 
often fight for their own separate ma
chines. 

For another example: consider a 
tenure track assistant professor of 
computer science who has insufficient 
control over the resources he needs for 
teaching and research. When he comes 
before the tenure committee after five 
years of marginal failure and blames 
his lack of resource control for his 
failures, and the committee knows that 
he was not given any choice in the 
matter, what do you suppose they 
should do about the tenure decision? 
After ,10 years of this sort of thing,' 
what kind of a computer science de
partment would you expect to have? 
Networks cannot and will not solve 
these problems. 

So what is changed by the coming of 
computer networks? 

1. Large-scale pooling of computer 
resources into networks threatens to 
weaken the accountability relation
ships of many administrators and 
managers of our mission-oriented ac-

tivities-unless we adjust our organiza
tional structures to counter this effect. 

2. Computer networks are creating 
large potential marketplaces for com
puter products and services, but these 
marketplaces need to be carefully de
veloped and managed if they are to 
achieve their potential. It is not yet 
clear just who is going to assume re
sponsibility for developing and manag- . 
ing this marketplace. 

3. Network-based marketplaces -for 
computer products and services may 
force a restructuring of the computer 
industry's traditional markets and mar
keting methods. Service vendors wi11 
need to find ways to package their 
services to make them easier to buy 
than the competing separate comput
ing installation. At the current mo
ment, user management ~hinks that it 
understands hardware better than it 
understands contract services, which 
makes it very hard for a manager of 
information systems to justify buying 
services from one of these new-fangled 
networks. 

4. Computer networks will have a 
much greater impact on management, 
at all levels, than is general1y realized. 
Attempts to establish computer net
works will bring many difficult prob
lems to top management attentioh, pri
marily because currently independent 
organizational units are going to be 
requested to place their computing r,e
sources under network controi in the 
interests of total organizational bene
fits, and this request will sharpen the 
inherent managerial conflict between 
mission-oriented control and resource
oriented control. The goals of program 
planning and budgeting systems and 
network-based sharing of computer re
sources will be found to directly con
tradict each other, leaving manage
ment at all levels with some tough val
ue judgments to be made. D 

Mr. Stefferud is the prinCipal in Einar 
Stefferud & Associates, Santa Monica 
consultants specializing in the com
puter management structures of busi
ness, government, and educational in
stitutions. He is currently involved in 
planning for the management struc
tures of networks. His BS and MBA 
are from UCLA. 
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Computer networks will have 
a far more profound effect than 

- any other of the networks 
which have been developed to date 

The 
Computer 
Network 
as a Marketplace 
It has been less than a hundred years 
since the development of the United 
States railway system was at its peak. 
Numerous small, independent rail 
companies were formed, laid track, 
and offered service. Eventually inter
connections were made, and the capa
bility was then offered to move people 
and freight from one end of the U.S. to 
the other. 

Subsequently, similar patterns were 
seen in the development of the elec
trical power and natural gas distribu
tion systems, in the voice telephone 
communications networks, and in the 
commercial airline networks. 

Today there is an increasing number 
of computer and data communication 
people who strongly believe that we are 
on the threshold of yet another major 
network development-the computer
based data communications network; 
i.e., the "computer network." It is not 
difficult for those involved in planning 
and studying these networks-linking 
in their planning so many segments of 
our business, government, and per
sonal endeavors-to conclude that 
computer networks will have a far 
more profound effect on our society 
and on our economy than any other of 
the networks which have been devel
oped to date. 

Certainly the effect on the computer 
industry will be extensive. There have 
already been considerable effects: the 
development (and now apparent stabi
lization) of the computer utility seg
ment of the industry, the significant 
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interest of the various government 
agencies, the development and use of 
data banks, the efforts of the main
frame manufacturers in adding com
munications capability to their gear, 
the increasing use of minicomputers 
in communications-related areas, the 
tremendous number of terminals avail
able, the increasing interest in intelli
gent terminals, the very significant 
effort and investment being made by 
companies planning to offer data 
communications services, the interest 
in two-way cable television, and the 
proven technical success of several ex
isting computer networks. 

The effects on the user will be quite 
varied and will depend to a large de
gree upon his use or application of the 
computer network. This use will range 
all the way from buying or selling 
straight cpu cycles, very sophisticated 
preprogrammed application programs, 
and· data inquiry to high-speed data 
transfer. The networks will offer the 
technical base in terms of facility and 
capacity to accomplish an endless vari
ety of tasks. The questions and the 
challenges to be faced are the ones of 
innovation and economics for those 
possible tasks. 

Factors to consider 
To accept the overall concept of the 

computer network as a major social 
and economic force, one must first ac
cept three specific points regarding 
their existence: 1) that they are tech
nically feasible and that the computer 
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and communication systems necessary 
to permit their existence can be de
signed, installed, and operated; 2) that 
"products" can be developed for use, 
sale, or exchange which can be distrib
uted through the computer network 
and which the user needs-in short, 
that a "marketplace" can be developed; 
3) that the economic aspects of obtain
ing capital, establishing prices, and 
achieving a reasonable rate of return 
on investment can be satisfactorily 
worked out. 

I doubt that today there is too much 
concern over whether we have the abil
ity to build computer networks. We 
may still be so primitive that we have 
real problems in semantics; we may 
argue over technical approach; we may 
have bitter clashes over standards; we 
don't know how to cope with political 
and regulatory problems-but we can 
build computer networks. The tables in 
David Farber's article elsewhere in this 
issue bear out this point. 

The real question is whether we can 
turn the computer networks into viable 
economic entities, where computer
based or computer-related products 
and services may be bought or sold. If 
this can be accomplished, there should 
be little difficulty in attracting capital; 
and there will be many and varied 
opportunities for large and small com
panies within and outside the comput
er/ communications industries - as 
buyers, sellers, or both. 

So, the key is whether the computer 
network can be made into a viable 
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economic entity-can be made to 
function as a "marketplace"-attract
ing products and customers: One of the 
most important factors in making a 
successful marketplace is the availabili
ty of knowledge of products for sale, 
or desired to be bought, and prices. A 
second factor is the ability of the cus
tomers, both buyers and sellers, to gain 
timely access to the marketplace. The 
computer network clearly facilitates 
both of these two points. The NASDAQ 
OTe security exchange is the best ex
ample to show how a computer-auto
mated exchange can serve the market
place requirements. There is no re
quirement for a physical, centralized 
marketplace where buyers and sellers 
must meet to exchange information
so long as access through some com
munications medium is available to 
obtain timely data and to execute 
orders. 

It is required that there be some 
definition of the products or services 
which may be traded, that there be 
some means of establishing credit or 
membership and settling, and that 
there be some means of physically dis
tributing the products or services 
traded-even if that is only to send out 
a piece of paper confirming the trans
action. It is clear that the computer 
network can very well serve itself and 
its customers in each of these three 
functions, though not without some 
planning, care, programming, and' al
location of resources to do the work on 
the part of the network owners or 
managers. 

If the computer network owners or 
managers do their jobs in a reasonable 
fashion, then the networks will be used 
by both buyers and sellers simply be
cause the network represents a re
source to which the customer has 
ready access, in a timely fashion, with 
adequate information regarding prod
ucts and quotations, on which he can 
execute reliable orders at a reasonable 
profit or cost. 

Types of networks 
We must point out that there are a 

number of different types of networks, 
not all of which have the same facility 
for providing a marketplace-and 
some cannot and/ or will not. 

The "pure carrier" network. As dif
ferentiated from the computer-based 
network, this net will be for data 
communications only. There is no rea
son why an enterprising organization 
cannot connect to and through this 
form of network and use it to make 
markets. The key point is that the net
work owner/management will not it
self participate in the market-making 
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function. The Bell System and Mel op
erate in this fashion now, and it is 
expected that the other regulated 
common carriers will also. 

The "homogeneous" computer net
work. All computers on the network 
are of the same type, or there is just 
one central computer operating on a 
"mecca" philosophy. The purpose of 
the network is probably to provide 
sharing of common programs and 
data. If there is more than one com
puter, load-leveling may be offered. 
Many of the time-sharing networks, 
especially data base systems, are of this 
type. 

The "/imited-access" network. Like 
the "closed" network, this type of net
work will have some technical, eco
nomic, or organizational limitation 
imposed upon the user. This may be 
due to the type of terminals it supports 
(Ticketron, savings and loans, airline 
reservations, etc.) ; the level of security 
involved (military and law enforce
ment nets); the special nature of the 
programs or data available (specialized 
computer services and data base sys
tems-NASDAQ, off-track betting, and 
reservations systems); organizational 
or membership limitations (ARPA con
tractor, campus computing network, or 
co-op networks). These networks will 
make a market and may connect to an 
"open" network, but access is re
stricted. 

The "high-speed" network. Using 
very high-speed transmission and com
munications gear, this network is 
designed for massive volumes of data 
traffic. It is also likely to be a "pure 
carrier" network. The use in batch 
processing and high-speed data trans
fer differentiates this network from 
the "low-speed" (time-sharing) and 
"mixed-speed" networks, which will be 
more commonly used in computer 
networks which have active, function
ing markets. The high-speed network 
will be broad-based, relying heavily on . 
microwave and satellite equipment; but 
it will, of course, be possible to muti
plex channels. The Datran, Mel, and 
Bell System networks fit here, as do 
some of the established railroad nets. 

Selling to networks 
There are a number of products or 

services which may be sold to the 
computer networks-no matter how 
they plan to operate: 

Mainframe hardware and related pe
ripherals; 

Communications capacity - long 
lines, local distribution; 

Communications equipment-mo
dems, terminals, multiplexors, front
ends, switches, transmission hardware; 

Consulting and other services-net
work planning and analysis installa
tion, maintenance and repair, man-

agement systems, facilities manage
ment; 

Software-communication handlers, 
front-end systems, planning systems, 
accounting and billing systems, propri
etary application systems and packages. 

Selling through networks 
There are a number of products and 

services which can be sold through the 
computer networks. None of these re
quires that the seller be in the comput
er / communications industries: 

Raw computer capacity-cpu cy
cles, storage space (either accessed by 
time-sharing or remote batch-even by 
walk-in) ; 

Information access and information 
exchange (permitting access to a data 
base, or to permit exchange of data 
between user/government, user / sub
contractor, user/vendor, user / custom
er); 

Proprietary application programs 
(irrespective of who runs the job), in
cluding: 

Commercial systems-basic ap
plications such as payroll; manage
ment services, including modeling 
and simulation; management sys
tems, including MIS and financial 
auditing; 

Scientific programs and applica
tions; 

Production, including automated 
design, production control, testing; 

Graphics, with both computcr 
graphics and graphic output; 
Program development (and pro

gram auditing). 

Network economics 
We made reference earlier to net

work economics as being one of the 
three key points that we must assume 
could be worked out if we are to be
lieve that computer networks will be 
successfully developed. It is quite clear 
that the computer networks themselves 
will not operate as a "free market." 
The cost of entry to the industry and 
the ever-present questions of attendant 
governmental regulation preclude this. 
The individual markets created for 
specific products and services which 
can be created through the networks, 
however, are not subject to the same 

, constraints. It is possible to have a very 
free market, for instance, in the 360 
cpu cycle market where the price of a 
360 cpu cycle could operate in the 
classic "free" market of high elasticity, 
supply and demand curve economics. 
It is also possible to have a most valu
able proprietary' application on which 
the vendor has a virtual monopoly po
sition and on which he can exercise 
appropriate monopolistic pricing prac
tices. 

In short, the entire gamut of eco-
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nomic conditions and pricing schemes 
may be brought into play in these 
markets. The net effect is to place a 
substantial burden on the market par
ticipants, both buyers and sellers, to 
create and maintain an orderly, effec
tive, efficient marketplace. It will also 
place pressure on the computer net
work owners and managers to moni
tor activities. Finally, the regulatory 
bodies will have a keen interest, and 
abuses of the situation could lead to 
the difficult, and, in my judgment, un
desirable regulation of computer net
work products and services. 

The economic objectives of those 
using computer networks then be
come: 

To ensure the establishment of the 
computer network (s) as efficient and 
effective marketplaces; 

To gain customer preference through 
market efforts-product differentia
tion, service, and contract terms; 

To obtain maximum margins 
through use of the network; 

To do these without government in
terference or regulation. 

Seller's network selection 
We can assume that there will be a 

number of computer networks through 
which an organization might wish to 
market its products or services. There 
is no reason why a vendor cannot deal 
with several networks-other than 
contracts, costs of participation, and 
common sense. Still, it may be appro
priate to review some of the criteria a 
potential vendor might wish to consid
er in selecting a computer network 
through which he plans to market: 

Does the computer network offer a 
potential customer base for my prod
uct or service? Do these customers 
have a need for the product or service? 
Are they qualified to use the product 
or service? Do they have the ability to 
pay? 

If my organization already has users 
or customers, can they use my product 
or service more efficiently, effectively, 
or economically through this computer 
network? 

If I am to serve new customers, can 
I serve them at a profit taking into 
account cost of sales-commissions, 
network payments, customer service, 
program development, documentation, 
and so on? 

Is this network run as a business, 
and in a businesslike manner? Does it 
have adequate resources, adequate 
management, proper staffing, and 
proper accounting and controls? 

What is the investment required to 
connect, both for me and for my cus
tomers? What are the interface prob
lems, costs of software at my end, re
quirements for communications gear, 
and what are the network charges? 
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What is the competitive environ
ment for my product or service? Why 
does the computer network want me as 
a vendor? What and who are my 
primary competition-network, other 
vendors, or both? What type of con
tract is offered and what are its terms? 
What is my advantage in using this 
particular network? 

Can I retain my individuality? 
Without incurring excess costs, can I 
avoid any imposition on my present 
system, applications, or organization? 
Can I achieve and retain product 
differentiation? 

Does· this computer network offer 
what my customers and I want in 
terms of reliability, speeds, security, 
response times, recurring charges, and 
geographical areas served? 

Is there a billing and settlements 
capability which will permit accurate 
and timely accounting, billing, and col
lections? 

Buyer's network selection 
There are also some questions which 

potential buyers might wish to ask. It is 
interesting to note that some of these 
are the same questions, or very close 
variations,of those asked by the seller. 

Does this network offer the products 
and services which my organization 
requires? 

Can I gain economies and efficien
cies through use of this computer net
work over other alternatives? 

Are the vendors qualified, with good 
pr"oducts and services, adequate docu
mentation, and adequate customer 
support? 

Is the network run as a business, and 
in a businesslike manner? Does it have 
adequate resources, adequate man
agement, proper staffing, and proper 
accounting and controls? 

What is the investment required for 
me to connect? What about multiple 
connections? What are the interface 
problems, costs of software at my end, 
requirements for communications gear, 
and what are the network charges? 

Is there sufficient competition 
among the products and services I wish 
to buy or use so that the prices and 
customer support efforts are at rea
sonable levels? Why does this network 
and this vendor want me as a custom
er? What are the terms and conditions 
of the contracts and agreement~? 

Can I avoid any imposition on my 
systems, applications, and organiza
tion, and yet gain tqe advantages I 

'" OOt) 

"Only once in every generation is there a computer that can 
write poetry like this." 
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want using the product or service 
through this computer network? 

noes this vendor and this computer 
network meet my requirements for 
reliability, speeds, security, response 
times, recurring charges, and geo
graphical areas served? 

Is there an accounting system which 
will provide timely and accurate billing 
with adequate cost distribution and 
controls? 

Brokerage 
In looking at the product range and 

the requirements of the buyers and the 
sellers in such a marketplace as the 

. computer network provides, it be
comes clear that there is a place, in 
fact a need, for· the brokerage func
tion. The classic definition applies: 
"One who, for a commission or fee, 
brings parties together and assists in 
negotiating contracts between them." 

The function may be a service of the 
computer network and may thereby be 
included in its pricing structure, or the 
service may be provided separately and 
opera ted independently (even serving 
more than one network). In either 
case there would exist a brokerage 
node on the network which buyers and 

. sellers would access to indicate their 
needs and products and services for 
sale. Any number of products or ser
vices could be traded here, but those 
which will work best are those which 
can be readily automated and handled 
almost entirely by the computers. (It 
would be possible, also, to trade in 
"futures," such as April 360/50 cpu 
cycles.) The brokerage fees could be 
paid on the gross dollar value of the 
transaction, or perhaps on a price-per
trade basis. 

Clearly, there are some problems to 
be thought about in establishing a 
brokerage function on a computer 
network: 

There are those situations which re
quire personal service and which can
not be automated, and there are those 
tricky and complex transactions which 
require human intervention. 

There are a number of competing 
products, and it is very necessary to list 
a large number of alternatives, clearly 
and with sufficient data to permit 
comparisons, to attract and retain cus
tomers to the brokerage function. 

The vendors must understand that 
they still must do a very substantial 
portion of their own advertising, pro
motion, and even to some extent, sell
ing. This has been found to be true for 
software sold through time-sharing 
outlets, and has been known to be true 
for some time for listed stocks sold 

through brokers and exchanges 
(though the "selling" of listed securi
ties by companies has been carefully 
controlled by the SEC) . 

There must be reasonable pricing 
plans and reasonable· fees paid to the 
broker, coupled with adequate ac
counting and control systems. 

Where now? 
From the relatively primitive state of 

development which exists today, we 
expect to see a tremendous growth, 
and interconnection to provide a vast, 
nationwide, computer-based data com
munications network. 

There is considerable potential for 
misuse and abuse, and for business 
failure, which creates concern over the 
possibilities of governmental regula
tion. That cloud may keep away some 
of the badly needed capital. A key 
problem will be in drawing lines be
tween those elements which might be 
subjected to regulation and those 
which should be left to the "free mar
ket." The challenge to those involved 
with computer networks and their 
products and services will be to ensure 
by their actions the continued exis
tence of the free market so as to pre
clude regulation. 

The computer networks as a mar
ketplace will be easy to reach, easy to 
use, responsive, and an excellent re
source for both the buyer and the sell
er. They will provide the distribution 
vehicle for a great number of the com
puter-based services and applications 
which those in this industry have dis
cussed for so long, but which have not 
yet been implemented, for use in our 
homes, schools, and in our businesses 
-large and small. 

Be prepared. Think about it now. It 
isn't that far off. 0 

Mr. Hootman is an independent man
agement consultant specializing in 
marketing and financial plann.ing. A 
founder and formerly Chief executive 
of Remote Computing Corp., a Cali
fornia-based time-sharing company, 
he has also held positions with Com
puter Sciences Corp. and Burroughs. 
His degrees in business administration 
are· from UC Berkeley and Stanford 
Graduate School. 
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Yes, Sir-but only with the Paradyne BISYNC-48 
Modem. This is the modem proven in hundreds of in
stallations to give up to 4:1 throughput improvement 
over present modems on dial-up lines-plus guaran
teed error-free transmission. 

And what's more, you don't need two phone-call 4-wi re 
circuits with Paradyne's BISYNC-48. Its unique error 
control syst~m provides this unequalled performance 
on single-call 2-wire dial-up lines. If you wish, the 
BISYNC-48 can also use your 4-wire system, without 
software and hardware changes. 

In actual tests, the BISYNC-48 has provided more 
throughput on 2-wire dial-up lines than a conventional 
4800 bps modem operating on 4-wire lines-and ap
proximately the same as a 7200 bps modem on 4-wire 
lines. 

This means up to 4 times greater peripheral speeds on 
Remote Computers and Job Entry Terminals. It means 
shorter holding times and reduced long-distance tele
phone charges. It means less front-end port conten
tion and reduced equipment requirements. And best 
of all-it means overall higher transmission efficiency 
levels and higher profits for your company. 

We invite your inquiries . 

. [p([1[?([1dJVDiJ@ 
2040 CALUMET STREET CLEARWATER. FLORIDA 33515 813/442-5126 
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A lot of the reliability of the Disc Memo is inherent in its design. Disc and The 
reliability 

heads are always in a dust-free enclosure. The ·14" nickel-cobalt disc 

features a protective overcoat to prevent damage to heads or disc surfaces. 

I There's lots more. It's all part of our good,innovative 

design. 

But reliability goes further. It's inside our plant. As 

the leading manufacturer cf disc test and evaluation 

of our equipment, we have designed and built most of the equipment used 

in our own quality control program. In fact, we probably built the 

test equipment used to test whatever discs you may now be using. 

Disc 
That's why the Disc Memo is setting new standards for depend-

Memo ability, long life and unparalleled data trans

fer reliability. 

If you're looking for capacities from .25 to 15 

megabits, and want to be able. to choose 

is really an 
inside story_ 

transfer rates and access times to meet 

your system requirements, check the 

WABASH Disc Memo first. It will be good 

for your system. 

Write for our latest Disc Memo literature. 

wabash 
Equipment Division IWabash Computer Corporation 

10202 N 19th Av/Phoenix, Az 85021/(602) 943-2311 
A Subsidiary of Wabash MagnetiCS, Inc. 
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We made our fast one cheaper. 
And our cheaper one faster. 

The 620/f-100: 
Varian's 620/f was already beating the 
bigger, more expensive cqmputers at their 
own game. The 620/f-100 is now doing it 
for even less. Less than $28,000 in a full 
32,768 word configuration. And that in
cludes Memory Protection, Extended 
Arithmetic Package, Real Time Clock, 
and Power Failure/Restart. 

Combined with VORTEX, the 750 
nanosecond 620/f has carved a niche in 
the big boy's stronghold. To the point 
where we're meeting 1800's, 1700's, and 
Sigma 3's toe to toe. And winning. 

To put it bluntly, the 620/f with 
VORTEX goes to work faster and for 

April, 1972 

less money. A simple equation of more 
computer capability for less investment. 

The 620/L-100: 
We've made our 1.8 llseC 620/L a 950 
nanosecond minicomputer.Twice the 
speed. In ininimum configuration the 620/ 
L-lOO costs but $6400. And that's com-

~ ,> , 

"''''1 
I 

, 1ft In 11'1 In 11"1 
, , 
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plete with Hardware Multiply/Divide, 
Real Time Clock, Power Failure/Restart, 
and 8 Pr:iority Interrupts. DEC's PDP 
11-20 will cost a great deal more. Even 
the 11-15 costs more. 

The NOVA 800 fares little better. Our 
620/L-100 has better instructions, address
ing modes, interrupts, ~nd software. 

And the new 620/L-100 has complete 
software compatibilitY with the outstand
ing package already available to the 620/L 

More computer ~wer for less money. 
Call or write for full details. Varian Data 
Machines, 2722 Michelson Drive~ Irvine, 
California 92664. (714) 833-2400. 

varian data machines @ 
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DIARY 
OFASYSTEM 
PHILOSOPHER 
TROY, MAY 19, 1431. B. C. Arrived 
here this morning after a trying voyage 
from Alexandria .. An attempted hijack
ing; bad food and ilOne,too plentiful at 
that; and, to top it all off, Pireus is 
being sacked by barbarians. Have been 
assured that I can go on to Pireus in a 
few months after the invaders go back 
to Macedonia for the winter. Will try 
to find employment here in the mean
time., 

May 23, 1431 B.C. Bad few days. 
Priam's court is up to its neck in 
philosophers. Besides, Paris, who does 
the hiring, is out of town on some 
mysterious errand. Finally got steered 
to an outfit called Asia Minor Infor
mation Services (AMIS). Fancy office, 
smashing receptionist, elegant tapes
tries on the walls, etc. Yet somehow 
they have a lean and hungry look. Said 
they might have an opening, but didn't 
seem to care for my Greek accent. 
Muttered something about talking to 
their security people. I left a resume. 

May 27, 1431 B.C. Runner came 
from AMIS this morning. I mistrust 
them, but they look like the only hope 
for a job. The purse is getting thin, and 
it's a long swim from here to Athens. 

May 28, 1431 B.C. I am now a 
Systems Philosopher. Tomorrow I'm 
supposed to talk to someone at In
ternational Abaci Proprietary (lAP) 

about a machine which will solve all of 
the city fathers' problems. I gather that 
AM IS has some ideas on how to get cut . 
in on the action. 

May 29, 1431 B.c. Talked to lAP 

this morning. Fancy office, smashing 
receptionist, elegant tapestries on the 
walls, etc. All wearing dark business 

so. 

togas. Smooth as hell. They make AM IS 

look like hicks. I will count the change 
in my purse before and after visiting 
them in the future. 

July 17, 1431 B.C. Proposal for tax 
collection and city payroll accounting 
system is coming along. City fathers 
are enraptured and will fund bench
mark tests. It all depends on whether 
lAP can deliver something which will 
do even half of what they claim. News 
from Greece is bad~ The Spartans are 
claiming that the tide of victory has 
turned, but a Spartan victory promise 
is a lot like an lAP technical promise. 
I'll believe it when I see it. 

Sepi. 16, 1431 B.C. lAP slipped the 
delivery date for Rack I again. Must 
get it soon or we can't check out pro
grams. 

Sept. 23,1431 B.C. Rack I delivered 
this morning. Demo got as far as 2 + 2 
= 3.9999999, then died. City fathers 
not happy, but lAP passed it off as an 
air conditioning problem-beads stick
ing on reeds due to excessive humidity. 

Oct. 15, 1431 B.C. Software in bad 
shape. Programmers claim the ma
chine doesn't always multiply right. lAP 

says their diagnostics run and the prob
lem must be in our software. 

Oct. 17, 1431 B.C. Software still 
won't run. Went over to lAP this morn
ing to try to get a listing of their diag
nostic routine. They blandly assured 
me that their diagnostics are propri
etary and asked if we'd like to buy 
them. I was half way home when it 
occurred to me that they built their 
diagnostic software with city money 
and it can't be proprietary. 

"Fancy bffice ... 
elegant tapestries 
on the walls ... 
All wearing dark 
business togas." 

Oct. 22, 1431 B.C. Paris is back in 
town, and the whole place is turned 
upside down. He brought his "secre
tary," Helen, along. Rumor has it that 
the Greeks are mightily annoyed. 
Software is still a mess and, worse yet, 
our best systems programmer, Cassie, 
has gone all mystical and depressed. 
Still, though, I think we can run a 
demo on schedule provided they don't 
want to see anything but the canned 
test case. 

Oct. 28, 1431 B.c. It's official. 
Greek states have united, hired the 
Macedonians as mercenaries and de
clared war on us. I have become a 
Trojan citizen-mostly because the 
alternative was being executed as a 
Greek spy. One good thing has hap
peJ1ed-the city fathers invoked the 
War and Rebellion clause ariti canceled 
our contract. Since we didn't h;:tve a 
snowbalI's chance of delivering on 
time, we managed to hide. Our sorrow. 

Nov. 4, 1431 B.C. Trust lAP to fihd 
an angle. Now we're going to automate 
the defense system. Instead of mam1ing 
the walls with masses of troops, we'll 

Apri~ 
Foolish
ness 
With illustrations by Ba'rbara Benson 

put in remote terminals at key places 
and allocate our defense forces from a 
central pool. AMIS is getting a big 
chunk of the programming. Judging 
from the way our last effort worked, 
my best bet seems to be to hope that I 
haven't acquired much of a Trojan 
accent. When the city falls, I w.i\l at
tempt to pass myself off as a Greek 
soldier.. 

Nov. 6, 1431 B.C. Big orgy last 
night to celebrate our new contract. 
Found out some interesting things. lAP 

is somehow managing to sell exactly 
the same abacus the city bought pre
viously. Something about an owner
ship reversion clause in the ~ontract. 
Also, both the lAP and AMis manage
ment are taking Greek lessons. 

DRTRMRTION 



March 4, 1430 B.C. Bad day. lAP 

has slipped Rack II delivery. Specs re
vised again to include a threat model 
and kill assessment. Half the fleet is 
blockaded at Tyre, and the other half 
has vanished westward. Naval com
mand expects them back at any mo
ment. No way we can get the pro
gramming done in time if the specs 
aren't frozen soon. 

March 27, 1430 B.C. Things go 
from bad to worse. Racks I and II are 
finally installed in the Palace' Annex 
cellar, well out of catapult range of the 
walls. But nobody remembered the air 
conditioning until delivery. No pro
gram checkout time until air condi
tioning is in and racks have had three 
days to dry. Then they may work if 
there are no hardware bugs in the new 
high-speed scroll-writers. 

March 31, 1430 B.C. Specs still 
floating. Big crisis today because max
imum threat in the threat model is 
250,000 Greeks. General staff wants 
1,000,000. I pointed out that the entire 
population of the Ionian peninsula in 
the census of 1440 was 235,000. They 

DATA:MATllaN®' 

said, "What happens if the Greeks ally 
with the Persians and the Egyptians?" I 
suggested that, in that case, we would 
be left with no alternative but surren
der. I was told that frivolity had no 
place in a serious discussion. Threat 
maximum will be 1,000,000. 

April 14, 1430 B.C. Some software 
working. Hardware performance is 
erratic. Cassie in a blue funk again. At 
least the TROT AC staff meetings have 
been restful for us lately while lAP and 
Anatolia Bell hassle over whether the 
inability to communicate with remote 
terminals is due to lAP'S interface 
equipment or Anatolia's lines. Greeks' 
have arrived in force. Naval contingent 
at Tyre has surrendered. The other half 
of the navy is reported to have invaded 
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"Greek states have united, hired Macedonians as mercenaries and 
declared war on us ... " 

Corsica. Naval staff considers this to be 
a great victory. It isn't clear why. 

April 18, 1430 B.C. Disaster. The 
naval staff, having no more navy to 
run, has been put in charge of the 
TROTAC project. First meeting this 
morning. They wanted to know where 
the program documentation was. I 
tried to weasel out of it, but they as 
much as accused me of being a Greek 
spy sent to sabotage the project. We 
will, therefore, sit down and produce 
design specs in accordance with Mil 
Spec 392-4667C-04/ 16A, Volume VII, 
Revision 6CA. Programming staff 
is totally depressed except for Cassie 
who has, strangely, become almost 
cheerful. The walls have been manned 
with masses of troops as an interim 
measure until TROTAC is ready. 

April 30, 1430 B.C. First sampte 
spec rejected as being vague and un
grammatical. Programming has come 
to a complete halt. The abacus has 
been pre-empted to run the threat 
model software we turned over last 
week. lAP thinks that they can have 
another machine for us by August. I 
am not allowed into the facility be
cause of my Greek background, but I 
am told that the initial threat was set at 
1,000,000 Greeks on the assumption 
that we wouldn't have allowed for that 
number unless they were actually ex
pected. 

May 16, 1430 B.C. Design specs 
rejected-vague and ungrammatical. 

July 15, 1d30 B.C. Design specs re
jected-vague and ungrammatical. 

Aug. 12, 1430 B.C. Design specs 
rejected-vague and ungrammatical. 

Aug. 18, 1430 B.C. Priam called the 
navy, AMIS, lAP and Anatolia on the 
carpet for the delay in TROT AC. The 
latter three ganged up on the navy. 
TROTAC has been reassigned to the 
army. Thenavy has been reassigned to 
carrying pots of boiling pitch to de
fense units on the walls. 

Aug. 19, 1430 B.C. Design and pro
gram specs as well as flow charts have 
been accepted. 

Aug. 25, 1430 B.C. It is clear that 
the projected system will not fit into a 
two-rack abacus. lAP has been asked to 
design a six or eight-rack unit. They 
have agreed, and project a delivery 
date of April 1429 .. 

Sept. 5, 1430 B.C. Chaos. The kill 
assessment routine has concluded that 
all 1,000,000 attacking Greeks have 
been killed off; an opinion not shared 
by the soldiers on the walls. We are 
blaming the problem on godlings and 
various other immortals who are not 
dying in response to mortal wounds. A 
crash project is being effected to reflect 
an immortality factor in the kill as
sessment. 

Nov. 30, 1430 B.C. lAP says the 
eight-rack machine may slip until July. 

Jan. 28, 1429 B.C. Specs revised 
again. lAP now says that the big ma
chine won't be ready until October. 

Aug. 13, 1429 B.C. 'More spec revi
sions. lAP says maybe December. 

Oct. 4, 1429 B.C. Anatolia, lAP, 

AMIS, and army called on carpet for 
delay in TROTAC. AMIS and lAP tried to' 
gang up on Anatolia. Army suggested 
that the basic problem was the navy 
design, and recommended that the 
whole effort be reassessed. Everybody 
thought this was a great idea. Merciful
ly it did not occur to Priam to ask 
why the army had bought off on the 
navy's lousy design. Anatolia's con
tract terminated. AMIS and lAP given 
study contract to see what can be sal
vaged. 

Oct. 16, 1429 B.C. First meeting of 
the study team today. Outcome is al
ready obvious. One or two of the more 
objective participants may require as 
much as 48 hours to convince them
selves that everything was going fine 
until the navy got involved and 
bungled the design. 

July 15, 1428 B.C. After nine 
months of work we have produced a 
five-volume study (classified) which 
concludes that everything was going 
fine until the navy got involved and 
bungled the design. We are going to try 
again. 

Sept. 30, 1428 B.C. I had a long talk 
with Cassie. She says: One, this at
tempt at TROTAC isn't going to work 
any better than its predecessor. Two, 
this is just as well, because Troy is 
good for about 18 more years so long 
as TROTAC isn't deployed. Three, this 
failure isn't going to be blamed on the 
navy-it's going to be blamed on 
Greek sabotage. 

A lot of people think that Cassie is 
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crazy because she claims that she can 
foretell the future, but I'm not sure. 
The more I think about all this, the 
more reasonable it seems. It would 
take the AMIs-Anatolia-IAP team about 
3,408 years to get everything they've 
promised for TROT AC working. Since 
they've only got 18 months, it is con-

ceivable that they might not make it. 
Greek sabotage seems as likely a scape
goat as any, and it isn't hard to figure 
out who the Greek saboteur is going to 
be. I think it is time to think of my 
career and seek other employment. 
The Alchemy Department at Troy 
Tech was looking for a data processing 
type not too long ago. If that job's 
gone, maybe I can get some consulting 
work. If I could just get over the walls, 

Cylinder Ella 
ONCE UPON A TIME, in a far-away 
kingdom known as Disk, there lived a 
forlorn Cylinder Ella. Cylinder Ella 
was always being accused of being off 
the track by her three ugly alternates. 

One day, when it seemed that she 
had been going around in circles for 
hours, a message arrived at her address 
to say there was to be a gathering of 
important characters at the home of 
Prints Charming. . 
Of course, she 
was excited. 
But how could 
she go, defec- .t: :' 
tive as she was?:' :. 
She looked as ..... .... 
though she lived··· .. 
in a dump. 

At the moment 
of her deepest 
despair, her 
fairy god 
monitor 

" appeared. 

"What you need is a good surface 
analysis, Cylinder," said FGM. "I usual
ly do my magic with a decimal hex, 
but what you need is a binary switch, 
and I'm not a bit too early. Just a 
moment, and I'll patch you right up. 
Now, shift left and byte down hard, 
while taking a deep breath . . . there, 
you look beautiful for going to see 
Prints Charming. But, you must seek 
home by midbyte, as that Prints moves 
in very fast company-he's a sector 
maniac, you know!" 

Cylinder Ella felt as though she'd 
been re-initialized. She felt every bit as 
good as any of her alternate systems. 

When she arrived at the home of 
Prints, the alternates looked up and 

agreed they had no I. D. of who 
she was. Prints had never seen 

anyone so lovely, and rec
ognized immediately that 
she was a special char-

acter. She was having 
such a good time that 
she forgot about the 
clock. Just as Prints 
was going to ask 
about some data with 
her, she was magic

ally interrupted 
and transferred 

to her old 
address. 

I understand that the Greeks are snap
ping up anybody who can pronounce 
"philosopher" for their catapult aiming 
control system. With my experience I 
could surely sign on as a Staff Engineer 
or maybe a Group Head. I have an old 
resume around here somewhere. Have 
to update that. I wonder how big a lie I 
can get away with about my salary 
here? 

-Don Kenney 

Days went by and she heard nothing 
from Prints. Finally, she received an
other message which said, "I'm in the 
mode for love. Tonight I will have the 
carriage return for you. I will carry the 
imprint of your image forever." Cylin
der almost had power failure, as she 
fell back on her matrix. 

"He is Asciing me to be his Prints S! 
My world revolves around him, too. I 
am touched to the very nucleus of my 
system. This is definitely the logical 
right shift for me. I will move imme
diately." And she did. 

And they went around like' that, 
happily ever after. 

-Linda T. Muir 



ield 
application 

note 
MEASUREMENT OF 

POTENTIAL DIFFERENCE 

Measurement of potential differences 
is normally made with the use of a 
voltmeter, which is a suitably cali
brated galvanometer (ammeter) with 
a built-in resistance which permits 
the ammeter (galvanometer) current 

. measurement to be interpreted as a 
voltmeter (potential difference) volt
age measurement between the two 
points in question. The two meter 
connectors are marked "+" (positive 
or high) and" -" (negative or low). 
Depending on the application, one or 
the other of these may, or may not, be 
connected to ground (GND). 

The potential difference between 
the two points in question, A and B, 
is the difference between the poten
tial at A and the potential at B, either 
of which may be higher (or lower) 
than the other, and either (or both) 
of which may be above (or below) 
ground. Not infrequently A (or B) is, 
in fact, at ground potential. 

A potential difficulty occurs when 
potential difference measurements are 
to be made below ground potential. 
In this case, the positive connector 
will be negative, so that this negative 
potential, which, of course, is high, 
must be subtracted from the negative 
potential at the negative connector, 
which, of course, is low, to give the 
actual amount of voltage (potential 
difference) by which the negative 
connector's potential is lower than the 
potential at the positive connector. 

A good operational rule of thumb 
is to bear in mind that, since high is 
lower than ground, low is more lower 
than ground than high. 

-Pete Lindley 

OUT TO PUNCH 
To please 
The she's 
That punch the keys 
Distinguish these: 
I's and ones; U's 

and V's; 
D's and zeros; twos 

andZ's. 
If these rules you'll 

apply 
Your decks will come 

through 
With an I for an I 
And a 2 for a 2. 

-Edmund Conti 
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A Solid State 
Jahherwockrr 

And as in on-line thought he stood, 
The CODASYL of verbose fame, 

'Twas Burroughs, and the ILLIACS 
Did JOSS and SYSGEN in the stack; 

All ANSI were the acronyms, 
And the Eckert-Mauchly ENIAC. 

Came parsing through the Chomsky wood, 
And cOBoL'ed as it came! 

"Beware the deadly OS, son! 
The Megabyte, the JCL! 

One, two! One, two! And through and through 
The final poll at last drew NAK! 

Beware the Gigabit, and shun 
The ponderous CODASYL!" 

He took his KSR in hand: 

He left it dead, and with its head 
He iterated back. 

"And hast thou downed old Ma Bell? 
Long time the Armonk foe he sought. Come to my arms, my real-time boy! 

So rested he by the Syntax Tree 
And APL'd in thought. 

Oh, Hollerith day! Array! Array!" 
He macroed in his joy. 

'Twas Burroughs, and the ILLIACS 
Did JOSS and SYSGEN in the stack; 

All ANSI were the acronyms, 
And the Eckert-Mauchly ENIAC. 

-William J. Wilson 

"Johnson, if you lack confidence in our new computer-based envi
ronmental control system, I wish you'd come right out and say so." 

© DATAMATION ® 
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You can pay $30,000 to 
$40,000 for a good offline 
plotting system. But not 
at Houston Instrument! For 
$11,000 you get a tape reader 
with 800 BPI, 9 track V2" tape 
capability, plus block advance, 
plus free housekeeping software 
which utilizes single code group. 
Then add the DP-5 high speed 
Incremental plotter for another 
$11,000 and you're in business. 
Plotting speed Is 1200 increments/ 
second. Step size is factory set at 
.005" or .0025". 
The system makes offline plotting an 

. economic reality. Write today for a complete 
brochure on offline plotting. Oh yes, the 
MTR-2 accepts IBM compatible tapes. 

TBELINE 
in offline 

systems is the 
plotting 

C(Z}MPL(Z}T® 
mbination DP 5 and MTR-2 

[}U@0J]~~(01) I InS1'rumen1' DIVISION OF BAUSCH&LDMB(i) 

TERMINAL AVENUE. BELLAIRE. TEXAS 77401 

(713) 667 7403 CABLE HOINCO 

[fi)@llil~'[f;@1Jil1 . 
inSTrUmenT European Offlce-

Johnnnoskirchner Strasse 17, 8043 Unterfohring, Miinchen, W. Germany 0811 97-1673 
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MTR-2 $11,000 
(Rental $550.lMo.) 

DP-5 $11,000 
(Rental $550.lMo.) 

® Registered Trademark of Houston Instrument 
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In price, features, and capability, 
programmable calculators now overlap 
the minicomputers. How do you know which to buy? 

Calculators 
vs. Minis 
In the past decade, programmable cal
culators have grown from little more 
than programmable adding machines 
with a few special function keys to 
very powerful, flexible, interactive cal~ 
culating systems that rival minicom..: 
puters. Today's programmable calcula
tors range from simple keyboard lan
guages to complete algebraic languages. 
Their keyboards can be easily custom 
designed for virtually any application. 
They have a wide range of peripherals, 
including just about all the peripherals 
available 'to computers. There are card 
readers, tape readers and punches, x-y 
plotters, output writers, qigitizing de
vices, and even instrument interfaces. 
And today's programmable calculator 
is a better buy-with more computirig 
power in less space for less money. 

It seems as though there is a duplica
tion of effort here-that programma
ble calculators are overlapping the 
lower end of the computer spectrum. 
One might ask, "Well, isn't that calcu
lator really a computer?" Or, "For that 
much money, shouldn't I really buy a 
computer?" 
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Not necessarily. Although a pro
grammable calculator will do many of 
the things a minicomputer can do, it is 
not a minicomputer;. and similarly, 
even though a minicomputer can do 
the things a calculator can do, a mini
computer is not a calculator. 

The difference is dedication. Pro
grammable calculators are dedicated to 
calculating, to problem solving. 
They're designed to be personal, inter
active computing tools. Computers, on 
the other hand, are very general, not 
dedicated to any specific application, 
but capable, through programming and 
configuration, of doing any data pro
cessing task. A computer can be pro
grammed and configured to be a calcu
lating system, but can also be config
ured to do a myriad of other jobs. The 
decision whether to use a calculator or 
a computer always depends on the na
ture of the application. 

Being dedicated to problem solving, 
the programmable calculator is com
pletely self-contained, having all the 
essential elements built right in. There 
is a keyboard for entering data or pro-

by Paul Asmus 

grams, or fqr operating without pro
gramming for 0' "on-the-spot" calcula
tions. There Is ~lso a display for calcu
lated results, programs, and input data. 
Displays range from presentations of a 
few registers' where calculations are 
done to full alphanumeric displays. Al
so included is an alphanumeric output 
printer and a means of recording and 
loading programs, usually magnetic 
cards or cassettes. 

A calculator user need not become 
involved, then, with what it takes to 
generate a language or drive a printer 
or display. He need not concern him
self with configuring the system to do 
his kind of problem . . . it's already 
configured: Specifications such as cycle 
time and word length are so far 
removed from the problems to which 
a calculator is dedicated that most 
manufacturers don't even publish 
them. All the user needs is a brief set of 
operating and programming instruc
tions. 

Programmable calculators fall into 
two main categories: those having 
"keyboard" languages and those hav-
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ing "algebraic" languages. 
On a "keyboard" calculator, each 

key defines a complete operation and 
when the key is depressed the opera
tion takes place immediately. All op
erations-arithmetic, storage, special 
functions, printing-can be done from 
the keyboard with one or two key
strokes. One programs such a calcula
tor by switching it to its "store pro
gram" mode and pressing keys in the 
same sequence one would use to make 
the calculation manuaIJy. Keyboard 
calculators are very easy to learn and 
people with almost no experience or 
background in programming find 
themselves operating and program
ming in a matter of days. Anyone who 
can operate one can program it, and 
anyone who can operate an adding 
machine can learn to operate a "key
board" calculator. 

In spite of its simplicity and ap
proachability, the "keyboard" calcula
tor can do a wide range of calcula
tions. Most such machines have any
where from 500 to several thousand 
"program steps" available, where each 
single key operation is a program step, 
and can store around 100 12-digit 
floating point numbers. A basic key
board language calculator can handle 
the solution of 10 simultaneous linear 
equations easily. Almost all operate in
ternally with 12-digit precision and 
display results to whatever precision 
the user selects. So, accuracy is usually 
on the order of one part in 1010 or 
better. 

One drawback of "keyboard" calcu
lators is that their assembler-style lan
guage is somewhat cumbersome for 
solution of very large or very compli
cated problems. Although the language 
is easy enough to learn and contains all 
the instructions necessary to do more 
complicated things like indirect ad
dressing and subscripted variables, the 
process ,of converting a problem to the 
required sequence of keys is sometimes 
very tedious. 

This is where the "algebraic" pro
grammable calculator is a better 
choice. It has a language very similar 
to well-known computer languages. To 
operate an "algebraic" calculator, one 
keys the expression into the calculator 
using the same symbols he would use 
to write the expression on paper. The 
expression appears in the display as it 
is entered. At any time during the en
try the expression may be "backed up" 
and edited; characters may be entered, 
deleted, or written over. If the user 
makes an error in entering, such as a 
syntax error, the calculator displays an 
error message right then and there, and 
he "backs up" and corrects it. Once the 
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expression is properly entered he 
presses an Execute key and the calcula
tor displays the calculated result. He 
still may recall the expression, edit it 
further, and execute it again. 

To program an algebraic calculator 
one "writes" a line of program in the 
display as if he were going to execute it 
and presses a Store key instead of 
executing the line. The calculator as
signs the line a number, stores it in 
memory, and displays the line and its 
line number. If the line contains errors, 
such as a missing terminal right paren
thesis, the calculator will display a di
agnostic error code instead of storing 
the line. If, in running the program, an 
error such as dividing by zero or log of 
a negative number occurs, it stops and 
displays an error code along with an 
indication of the line in which the 
error occurred. 

The algebraic calculator is the one 
most similar to a small computer in its 

appearance and performance. For less 
than $6,000, an algebraic calculator 
that can store nearly 200 numbers or 
about 1400 characters of program is, 
in many instances, a viable alternative 
to a computer-especially when one 
considers that the display, alpha
numeric printer, keyboard, program 
storage medium, language, etc., are 
built in. The calculator is ready to go 
to work immediately, as soon as it 
comes out of its packing crate. 

The major drawback, of course, is 
size. There is a definite upper limit to 
the magnitude of problems even an 
algebraic calculator can handle. There 
are peripherals, like tape cassettes, to 
expand the memory, but even with 
these there is a limit beyond which a 
calculator becomes inefficient. There 
are also applications in which a calcu
lator is a poor choice. 

Being dedicated also limits the pro
grammable calculator. The price a cal-
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culator owner pays for not having to 
get involved with all the intricacies of a 
computer is the sacrifice of some of its 
alternatives. A calculator only inter
faces to a specific set of dedicated 
peripherals, only outputs in a few 
codes, only reads ASCII or BCD tapes, 
and only accepts decimal numbers. Al
though it can print, draw, or type in 
alphanumerics it can't manipulate 
character strings. It could not be pro
grammed or configured to recognize 
names or accept binary data from an 
encoder. It is dedicated strictly to cal
culating-so the emphasis is placed on 
making it easy to learn, easy to pro
gram, easy to operate, and powerful. 

Making a choice 
The choice of a dedicated solution 

or a general-purpose solution depends, 
of course, on the situation-on the real 
need for generality, the user's and spec
ifier's knowledge of computers and 
hardware, the time and manpower 
available for the task, and, obviously, 
the cost. Sometimes the dedicated solu
tion is really an application of the gen
eral-purpose machine. And sometimes 
a general-purpose solution can be 
achieved using the limited amount of 

At the upper left, a 
programmable calculator 
system with some of the more 
popular peripherals, including 
a miniplotter. Below, an 
algebraic calculator showing 
the alphanumeric display. 
Above, the display of a 
"keyboard language" calculator 
showing contents of three 
registers in which all arithmetic 
operations are done. 
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generality available from a more dedi
cated machine. Many applications are 
clear-cut computer applications and 
some are obviously best handled with a 
calculator. But a growing number of 
them fall into a grey area where it 
appears that either a calculator or a 
small computer might do equally well. 
Here are some suggestions. 

How much dedication? Although a 
programmable calculator is dedicated 
to calculating, it's a very general-pur
pose calculator. It's not tailored to any 
specific kind of calculation. It is in
tended for an environment in which 
many kinds of calculations are to be 
done. So, in a situation where the 
major task is calculating, but where the 
calculation is standardized, the calcula
tor may be a poor choice. If one or two 
programs are to be written and used 
continuously with only minor modifi
cations for a year or so, the enhanced 
programmability and approachability 
of the calculator are of questionable 
value. Here is a case where a dedicated 
mini with specialized 110 would prob
ably be cheaper and more efficient. 
Where there is a moderate to light 
amount of programming to be done by 
a few people with limited computer 
backgrounds, a keyboard style calcula-

tor provides a quick low-cost alterna
tive. 

At the most general end of the dedi
cation spectrum is the case where a 
great deal of calculating and program
ming is done. Here the algebraic calcu
lator can make a real contribution. It is 
easy to implement, inexpensive and 
powerful enough to meet a great many 
requirements. If the calculations in
clude some very large problems, a good 
approach might be to augment the cal
culator with a computer. If the size 

limitation is critical in most of the 
work to be done, the calculator would 
find little use. 

How milch generality? The com
puter is the most general calculating 
device. It can have any language, usc 
any number system, accept virtually 
any kind of input or peripheral. But is 
all that necessary? Is it necessary to 
provide FORTRAN, ALGOL, and BASIC? 
Must the system be frequently recon
figured? Is throughput speed that im
portant? If those questions draw a 
strong "yes," there is little point in 
considering a programmable calculator. 

But if there is some doubt about the 
real need for so much generality, a 
calculator may be an alternative. Re
member, the more general a thing is 
the more one has to know about it to 
use it. If many languages are available, 
either each user must know enough to 
configure the system properly, or there 
must be a specialist available to help 
them, or the machine must be adminis
tered-certain languages on certain 
days. Although a calculator has only 
one language, the language is always 
available. There is no need to load 
compilers or check configurations; di
agnostics will show if peripherals 
needed by a given program are im
properly connected. And the language, 
especially with an algebraic calculator, 
is general enough to do a wide variety 
of calculations. 

Another dimension of generality in
volves peripherals and interfacing. 
Programmable calculators do have 
generalized 110 structures available, 
though usually they are limited in 
terms of the codes they can use. ASCII 
seems to be the most common, and 
some provide BCD interfaces to measur
ing instruments. So calculators can do 
some instrument control or data acqui
sition and perhaps some limited pro
cess control. The limitations are slower 
data rate and smaller data storage 
space. Provided that data rate and stor
age space are ad"equate, a calculator 
can be a significant contribution in 
places like research labs where a great 
deal of calculating might be done on 
data from a simple measurement sys
tem. 

Who will use it? The system chosen 
should also fit the experience and capa
bility of the people who use it or 
program it. The programming lan
guages used by both calculators and 
compute~~ are similar in capability and 
ease of learning. But they are quite 
diff~rent in" the way they are imple
mented. In a programmable calculator 
the language, the keyboard and display 
interface, the peripheral control soft
ware, etc., are built into the machine's 
read-only memory. Algebraic calcula
tors even have syntax checking pro
grams, diagnostic programs, and diag
nostic display programs in read-only 
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memory. A computer language, how
ever, must be entered into the machine 
by the user. If the program is to be 
entered via a tape reader, the tape 
reader driver software must be entered 
into the machine first. This gives the 
user the advantage of using whichever 
language he likes, or whichever pro
gram entry medium he likes-but it re
quires him to make machine configura
tion, or at least the checking of con
figuration, part of his calculating job. 

The calculator is more transparent 
in this regard. The user only operates it 
to do calculations. Since its configura
tion is relatively fixed he need not con
cern himself with it. Once he learns the 
language, the calculator becomes his 
personal, dedicated computing tool. 

So, again at the sarcrifice of general
ity, the "calculator is easier to use. 
Training involves only training in the 
language and familiarization with the 
keyboard. The only specifications a 
user must know are the ones which tell 
him if his calculator is big enough to 
do the calculations he needs. 

A comparison of yardsticks 
Even though the important distinc

tion between calculators and comput
ers is the distinction between small, 
dedicated calculating systems and gen
eral-purpose systems, it is helpful to 
look· at calculator specifications and 
see how they relate to computer yard
sticks. 

Of all the specifications given, size is 
the most important. It alone will tell if 
the calculator is "big enough" to fit a 
given calculating requirement. Unfor
tunately there is little agreement 
among calculator manufacturers and 
users as to just how to indicate size. 
Some use "registers," others use "pro
gram steps" or "steps"; each calcula
tor's "step" is a different percentage of 
its memory; it takes a different number 
of steps to do a given operation, like 
storing a number, on one machine 
than it does on another. This is due to 
an attempt to specify calculator size in 
terms of the operations the machine 
does rather than in bits and bits per 
word, and so on. But it makes com
parison with other kinds of machines 
difficult. Here are some guidelines. 

Registers. In general, a register is a 
"place" in memory big enough to store 
one 12-digit floating point number with 
sign and a signed, two-digit exponent. 
This is equivalent to four 16-bit words 
in most computers. So a calculator that 
has 100 registers available for program 
or storage has about the equivalent 
of 400 16-bit words of read-write 
memory. 
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In some machines, registers can be 
used for program or data storage and 
in others there are certain registers set 
aside for data only and certain ones for 
nrogram only. When used for program 
storage, a register holds from 8 to 16 
"steps" in a "keyboard" machine and 
about 8 characters of program' in an 
algebraic machine. 

A keyboard calculator with 1500 
steps and 100 data registers would be 
(figuring 10 steps per register) equiva
lent to 400 16-bit· words for data and 
about 500 16-bit words for program
ming or about 1000' 16-bit words total. 
An algebraic calculator with 400 regis
ters is rotighly equivalent to 1600 16-
bit words of read-write memory. 

Program stepS. The number of pro
gram steps per register or the number 
of total program steps is only meaning
ful with some idea of how much calcu
lating can be done with each step. 
"Keyboard" languages are very similar 
to assembler languages in that arith
metic is done in a specific place (the 
displayed registers) and that numbers 
are indlvitlually called to the calculat
ing registers and results sent to some 
storage location. Here are examples of 
"step usage" for typical arithmetic. 

OPERATION STEPS 
Any arithmetic 1 
Call number from storage 2-5 
store number 2-5 
Indirect store or recall 3-6 
Exchange or transfer of numbers 
between calculating registers 1-2 
Special functions 
(i.e., trig., etc.) 1 

A conditional or unconditional jump 
or branch in program takes two to five 
steps. Operations like STOP, END, 

PAUSE, CLEAR, etc., are all single.;.step 
operations. 

Characters. Usually each key on an 
algebraic calculator represents one 
character of a program, even though 
many keys are represented in the dis
play by two- or three-character 
mnemonics. A program statement like 
IF A > c; GTO 4 takes seven characters 
(IF and GTO are only one character 
each) . 

Functions. Another very important 
specification, especially for keyboard 
calculators, is a list of the spe~ial func
tions available with a single keystroke 
or program step. Functions like j, llx, 
X2, x\ and 7r (generates 7r to 12-digit 
precision in one of the calculating feg
isters) are built into most keyboard 
calculators. Functions like trigonomet
ric operations, logs and exponentials, 
or special-purpose statistics calcula
tions are usually optional. In fact, most 
programmable calculators have whole 
sections of the keyboard which can be 
redefined by installation of a dedicated, 
deck-of-card-sized block of read-only 
memory or by entry of a key-defining 
program. In addition to math func
tions, optional blocks to provide spe-

cialized 110 keys or advanced pro
gramming keys are available for alge
braic calculators. 

Speed. Usually calculating speed is 
given rather than processor speed or 
memory cycle time. Speeds range from 
a few microseconds for simple opera
tions to sever~l hundred milliseconds 
for transcendental operations. Obvi
ously, computers are considerably 
faster. The real relevance of speed for 
a calculator depends on the applica
tion. In environments where a great 
deal of programming is done, the 
actual running time of a program is 
ofteh the smallest part of the total time 
spent getting an answer. In such cases, 
the enhanced programmability of a 
calculator may actually reduce the 
time spent even though the calculator 
itself is much slower. 

Price. An algebraic programmable 
calculator with 173 registers for pro
gram and data, with a built-in alpha
numeric printer, a mag card recorder, 
and one special function block-com
plete, ready to use-costs just under 
$6,000. A keyboard calculator capable 
of doing about the same calculations 
would cost about $1,000 less. But a 
keyboard calculator with 300 steps and 
50 data registers costs less than $3,000. 

In summary, .the programmable cal
culator can contribute to almost any 
calculating situation. It is easy to op
erate and program; it is compaCt and 
inexpensive, and powerful enough for 
a wide variety of calculations. But it 
isn't a computer, and shouldn't be con
sidered as one. There are situations 
where a calculator may be a better 
choice than a computer and many 
where computers are obviously the best 
choice. But for most, the best blend of 
computing power, approachability, and 
price will be some combination of com
puters, large and small, and program
mable calculators. 0 

Mr. Asmus is an applications engineer 
for Hewlett-Packard's Calculator Prod
ucts Div. in Loveland, Colo. He has 
worked for Hewlett-Packard on calcu
lators and instrumentation since leav
ing the Air Force, where he was an 
electronics instructor. He has a SSc in 
physics from Colorado State Univ. 
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fyou ike 
good, 

c ose harmony 
. dontmiss 

this concert 

The Remcom 2775 Remote Batch Terminal 
teamed up with a 360/370 System. 

The harmony is flawless. 

135 LPM and 300 CPM forless than $600 
per month. 

A few other rave notices about the 
Remcom2775: 
• You can use it terminal to t'erminaI over 

the dial-up network. 
• You can use it as a print-only station. 
• You've got Data Compression as a 

standard feature plus complete 
compatability with all Remcom 2780's. 

(Incidentally, the Remcom 2780 is another 
thing you ought to look into if you like 
beautiful music. ) 

Call one of our sales managers collect. 

Let him schedule' a private performance 
for you. You'll like the music the 2775 makes. 

United States: New York 212/838-1440; Chicago 
312/298-5090; Detroit 313/477-2256; Los Angeles 
213/386-5360; New England 617/246-1350; 
New Jersey 609/858-6875; Washington, DC 
703/893-2288; Texas, Garland 214/328-9991, Houston 
713/772-1666. Canada: Ottawa613/235-1458. Europe: 
Oslo, Norway (Teamco) 02/67 53 37. 

2705 National Drive 1 Garland,Texas 750411 214-328-9991 

We1re>making beautiful music togethfJf,Al1 over the world. 
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It's the Bendix 4380, far and away the 
mast versatile CRT display ever afferE 
to. replace Teletype terminals in man
camputer applicatians like yaurs. 
4380 is incredibly flexible. A hast af 
aptians enables it to. keep pace, 
change far change, with yaur 
cammunicatians needs. Mare abaut 
thase aptians in a mament. 

-Let's start with buying the 4380. 
Yau can rent it instead. $78 a manth 
and it's yaurs. And yau can cancel an 
gO-day natice. Yau can lease a 4380. 
There's even a lease/purchase plan. 

Naw, abo.ut thase aptians. Chaase 
from either 40 ar 80 cpl in 10 ar 20 
line displays. Chaase, tao., from aptian 
like black transmissian. Upper and 
lawer case and light pens. Plus 
interfaces to. ather peripherals like 
printers, and acaustic cauplers. 
Eight aptians in all. 

And what abaut service? The new 
4380 is backed by a Bendix engineerin! 
and service arganizatian that's really 
tap-natch. This means we can meet all 
yaur CRT display terminal needs. 
All yaur real-time camputer system 
needs, tao.. 

And who. are we to. make such bald 
promises? The Interactive Terminals 
Carparatian, a Subsidiary af The 
Bendix Carparatian. Write ar call us 
abaut the 4380 saan. Bendix Center, 
Sauthfield, Michigan 48076. 
(313) 352-6035. 
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The independents have much to offer 
but it's up to the installation manager 
to make sure he knows what 
he wants and what he's getting 

The Mixed 
Blessings of 
Mixed Installations by Philip H. Dorn, Contributing Editor 

The last System/360 will be a set of 
engineering drawings and interfaces 
provided by IBM while the mainframe, 
memory, peripherals, terminals, soft
ware and service will be Plllled of} the 
shelves of the many independent man
ufacturers. 

This 1980· dream might make the 
Computer Peripheral Manufacturers 
Association (CPMA) happy, but it is 
not going to be of much comfort to the 
IBM stockholders. 

From a dead start of almost zero in 
1968, the dream is much closer to 
reality than might be suspected. Sud
denly and startlingly there appears to 
be almost nothing in a computing sys
tem that cannot be designed, engi
neered, sold and maintained by an in
dependent vendor. 

The key to understanding the recent 
events is hard to find because so many 
factors are involved. There is the desire 
of many eX-IBM employees to get a 
piece of the economic action; the 
architecture of a hardware system 
which requires the connection of units 
through standard interfaces; the sales 
success of System/ 360; the price struc
ture IBM developed to maintain high 
profitability; the slowness with which 
IBM reacted to the growing competitive 
threat; the blessing of the federal au
thorities, notably GSA, on outside pur
chasing; the budget squeeze at many 
installations; and the cheap, off-the-
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shelf availability of reliable hardware 
components which in an earlier era 
had to be custom engineered. 

It is not unheard of for an installa
tion to have tape drives from one ven
dor, disc drives from a second, mem
ory from a third, printers from anoth
er, transmission control units from still 
another and a third-party-Ieased main
frame. The system may be connected 
externally to remote terminals from 
many manufacturers interfaced to non
Bell system lines through modems 
from a wide variety of sources. The 
whole assemblage is maintained by an 
independent service contractor. Any 
installation which has completed this 
entire program is also likely to have 
looked into the various alternatives 
available for entering source data. 
There is no limit in sight! 

While pleasant and profitable for 
System/ 360 and System/ 370 installa
tions, what are the prospects for users 
of other IBM systems as well as non
IBM hardware? Most independent 
vendors do not have the sales or engi
neering qualifications to attack this 
more diverse market. With some 70% 
of all computers coming from IBM, the 
remainder of the edp community looks 
only marginal. Aside from a handful of 
comparatively minor exceptions, Sys
tem/ 3 60 has been the target. The dom
inating fact is clearly market size. Re
cent attention to IBM'S System/3 indi
cates this clearly. With well over 3,000 
units in the field, independents have 

now drawn a bead on IBM-supplied 
card equipment and even on the unde
livered tape drives. 

Attempting to reduce the staggering 
sales cost for hitting these installations, 
the manufacturers of peripherals have 
resorted to OEM selling of their units to 
receptive mainframe manufacturers. 
This seems to have advantages for both 
sides; it permits the independents ac
cess to a broader market and allows the 
IBM competitors to benefit from the 
most up-to-date technology without 
incurring the heavy R&D costs of devel
oping everything themselves. 

Leaving this happy marriage of in
dependent and IBM competitor, it now 
is necessary to consider the appeal of 
the independents from the viewpoint of 
the user of an IBM system, what the 
attractions are and what the possible 
disadvantages may be, both real and 
imaginary ones. To cover all this 
ground in a reasonable amount of 
space, the discussion will begin with 
the sale and then cover installation, 
operating efficiency and maintenance, 
and disengagement. 

Who is a prospect for replacing pri
mary-vendor-manufactured and rented 
equipment with independently manu
factured boxes? The answer is not so 
simple as theorized in the sales training 
manuals. The first requirement is for 
the corporation under investigation to 
have a cost-conscious history, a demon
strable record of willingness to make 
a business decision that has risks to 
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save hard cash. In spite of regular pub
lic pronouncements about cost cutting 
by representatives of American indus
try calculated to bring a gleam to the 
eyes of the stockholders and Wall 
Street, the actions and attitudes are not 
very common when it comes to serious 
cutting in one's personal empire. Not 
many companies really get tough with
out a hard shove from the top, usually 
caused by a downturn in earnings. 

So there is a prospect who seems 
sensitive to the financial details, now 
what? Is his management willing to 
take a chance on him? Is he the ulti
mate buying authority? How tough is 
the IBM sales team? Can IBM reach 
around you to the top management 
and scare them into staying with IBM? 
While this tactic is not spelled out in 
the IBM sales manual, it is naive to 
think that it is not done. IBM salesmen 

IBM salesmen not ready to 
tackle the New Guinea 
market with used 407s will 
employ many strategies. 

not ready to tackle the New Guinea 
market with used 407s will employ 
many strategies. 

A more recent complication is the 
IBM Fixed Term Lease Plan (FTLP), 

sometimes known as Learson's Re
venge. Until last year IBM equipment 
was almost totally on a month-to
month basis except for the purchased 
gear. The advent of the FTLP, 8% and 
16 % price reductions for one- and two
year terms respectively, may tie up 
even the best prospect for two years 
with a contract that is near unbreak
able without paying severe penalties. If 
the target is already on the FTLP, put 
his name in the tickler file for next year 
and don't waste the time with him. 

Sometimes a target of opportunity is 
found with a straight IBM month-to
month lease, total authority over the 
edp budget and hardware, and really 
itching to save money. That's a winner, 
unless he is outside a narrow radius 
around one of the 50-odd major popu
lationcenters. If the installation is in 
Huntington, W. Va., or Modesto, 
Calif., or Pullman, Wash., or Water
ville, Maine, or any of dozens of small
er cities, it is no deal at all. The eco
nomics of the independent peripheral 
business do not permit the installation 
of 12 spindles of disc or eight tape 
drives in such a location; the cost of 
maintaining an office, salesman and 
customer engineer with his spare parts 
supply simply evaporates the profit. 
Sometimes a third-party maintenance 
company can fill the gap; at other 
times it is simply impossible. 
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Thousands of large and small com
panies meet all qualifications. Do the 
salesmen concentrate on the 360/40 
user with four tape drives or the 
360/65 user who has 16 on the floor? 
The answer is obvious; Jt takes as much 
effort and sometimes more to sell the 
small shop as to convince the big one. 
Since the time· required to close the 
deal is about the same regardless of 
user size, with few exceptions the 
smaller users do not see the indepen
dents' salesmen very often. At a maxi
mum saving of perhaps $100/month 
for each tape-drive, a two- or four
drive shop is not a good prospect. 
. Turning these points around and sit
ting in the user's chair, what needs 
examination at this point? Essentially 
the reverse of the salesman's qualifica
tion set: company attitude, budget, 
engineering capability, personnel, 
maintenance force and reputation. The 
salesman will always say his is the best 
and cheapest-all salesmen say that 
-but this claim is not difficult to 
check since most installations are quite 
helpful on the telephone. 

For a line on engineering and manu
facturing capabilities, a look at a po
tential vendor's plant can be enlighten
ing. Even though most edp managers 
have limited experience with head as
sembly areas, shake tests and subcon
tract quality assurance, common sense 
shows readily if the plant is well man
aged. Is it clean or sloppy, is it well laid 
out and does the material flow in an 
orderly manner, is there chaos on the 
work floor or does everybody seem to 
be going about his business? Answers 
to these questions are generally easy to 
find; an old hand at plant tours claims 
he can usually tell how good the in
plant capabilities may be in 15 min
utes. 

Investigating the salesman and his 
technical claims is easy, but finding out 
about his company may be harder. In
dependent manufacturers have had 
checkered ·financial histories in recent 
years and some of their earnings 
statements have given Wall Street and 
the SEC fits. The reaction in large cor
porate credit offices has been equally 
cautious. The gut questions for qualify
ing a vendor are: first, what is his 
present financial status, and second, 
assuming the worst will happen, are his 
customer and product base sufficiently 
attractive for acquisition by a more 
solid competitor? The data in most 
cases is not hard to get; creating mean
ingful information from the raw data 
is somewhat more difficult. 

So, you like him and he likes you 
and it is time to deal. .. 

IBM'S slogan is "buying made easy." 
Send a letter and wait a while because 
the salesman will come by with all 
the information ever needed; models, 
prices and delivery dates as well as the 

standard-form, virtually unmodifiable 
contract. With an independent manu
facturer, when you go to contract it is 
totally different. Everything is nego
tiable. 

While the essential provisions to be 
discussed do not as a rule include price, 
just about everything else is fair game: 
term, test time, purchase options, 
maintenance coverage, spare units for 
back-up, installation assistance and 
protection against all sorts of damages 
-legal and to the hardware system. 
While price is not generally negotiable, 
a starting point for discussion is a dis
count of 20-25 % from the price of the 
comparable IBM unit with no overtime 
charges. Quantity discounts are some
times obtainable, particularly when 
dealing with multiple terminals; antici
pated discounts are in the range of 5-
10% for 10 units, 10-15% for 20 or 
more units. 

Lease terms may run as short as six 
months or as long as desired, with spe
cial purchase options when required. 
For such overstocked units as 2311-
compatible discs, almost any terms can 
be arranged. 

Test time, a convenient tryout pe
riod, generally will vary between 30 
and 90 days, based on the size of the 
potential order. For engineering pur
poses a 30-day trial is adequate but 90 
days allows an installation to get in 
some free running time. The unit 
quantity usually is between two and 
four, although there have been installa
tions which demanded and received as 
many as six tape drives for testing. 

Maintenance coverage is the key 
technical element: time, location of 
spare parts, back-up maintenance cov
erage and the location of the primary 
engineer. The leverage an installation 
has varies by the size of the order. For 
24 disc spindles or a combined tape 
drive and core memory order, the ven
dor is apt to provide full one-shift co v-

Since maintenance makes 
the real difference with 
peripherals, this is apt to 
be a high point in the 
negotiations. 

erage and on-site parts. A smaller in
stflllation may have to settle for day
shift coverage for unscheduled main
tenance £rorn a location as far away as 
50 miles. Since maintenance makes the 
real difference with peripherals, this is 
apt to be a high point in the negoti
ations .. 

Since most independent manufac
turers have comparatively limited 
maintenance staffs, the possibility 
exists that a third-party servicing 
company may be required in many 
locations. This arrangement has 
proven acceptable with widely scat-
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tered equipment such as remote termi
nals, but at least once in the recent past 
almost ruined a tape drive manufac
turer; to this day their sales appear 
inhibited in that geographical area. 
The occasional visitor from a third
party service company may not be able 
to grasp the nuances of machine room 
relationships. Another potential danger 
is 'the requirement for service company 
representatives to be trained and up to 
date on many pieces of equipment 
without being able to concentrate on 
one. 
- Although not really necessary with 
peripherals, arrangements for spare 
ba~k-up units are often consummated. 
A system with one malfunctioning tape 
drive can hardly be considered down. 
Back-up is an interesting question when 
discussing minicomputer-based termi
l1al subsystems; in critical instances a 
back-up unit is often demanded and 
received. Parenthetically, it should be 
noted that such minis are among the 
most reliable electronic devices built 
and most of the back-ups sit in a cus
tomer engineering room gathering 
dust. 

Systems engineering upon installa
tion is unnecessary when the units are 
true plug-far-plug replacements. How
~ver, the advent of double density disc 
files requiring software system changes 
on the ho~t computer alters matters. A 
certain amount of software assistance 
should be obtained as well as protec
tion against spending excessive billable 
mainframe time getting the modified 
system to run. While changing the in
put! output modules of either oqs/360 
or os/360 is not that complex, a min
imum assistance guarantee would 
probably require one man-month or 
until the job is completed, whichever is 
ionger. 

Finally, - it is sound business to be 
contractually protected from damage 
to the primary computer owing to sub
system or peripheral failure. Since 
there is always the possibility of such 
electrical interconnect problems as re
versal of various signal lin~s or bad 
pins on cables, any installation looking 
at independently produced boxes 
should, first, secure written permission 
from tbe main system's owner, and 
second, protect themselves legally from 
possible damage or unnecessary bill
able maintenance calls. 

After these points are covered and 
the de'll is made, it is time to' undergo 
the delivery <md inq~:lI:2t~on trauma ... 

'The buy is complete; it is time to 
install and get it running. The first step 
is breaking th(! news to the primary 
vendQr and-since it is doubtless IBM 
-they won't be surprised; they have 
very good sales intelligence. It is a 
management task to pass the word po
litely that this is the way it is going to 
be' and that it is expected that IBM'S 
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employees will accept the decision and 
continue to work for the success of the 
shop. They will, too. There are likely to 
be no problems at the customer engi
nee'ing level; most of the indepen
dents' engineers were trained by IBM 
and have friends on both sides of the 
fence. Since they are all dedicated 
working men facing specific hardware 
with specific problems, they are likely 
to get along well, cooperate far beyond 
the book and live with each other 
peacefully. A "noise" problem may be 
anticipated with some of the managers 
and salesmen but this is minor, more 
political and defensive than serious, 
and part of the price paid for leaving 
the family. 

The change-over pace must be care
fully planned; it is asking for trouble to 
install independent tapes, discs and 
memory all at the same time. Success
ful installations appear to take one type 
of box at a time with one- to two
month separations to permit opera
tions to settle down between jolts. 

Installation of mixed equipment is 
rarely troublesome since. the compo
nents are mostly subsystems and add
ons. For subsystems it is normal to 
power up, fully check 'out off-line and 
switch on at the last moment. Recent 
developments of microprogrammed 
control units permit elaborate pre-in
stallation diagnostic testing. 

To add memory to a system beyond 
the IBM-specified limit hr.s been very 
routine until recently with just a few 
hours and a number of minor changes 
to the cpu wiring required. But IBM 
has recently notified users of one core 
extension memory that they will no 
longer maintain the cpu because" ... 
it is not practical for an IBM customer 
engineer with standard training and 
experience on a Model 30 to maintain 
... (the) ... substantially altered ma
chines." There appears to be another set 
of IBM la~suits in the making since the 
memory manufacturers are not likely 
to sit still. From an engineering ap
proach, it is hard to see what IBM'S 
complaint is about; from a sales view
point, the answer is obvious. 

Whep -testing, the questions are: will 
it do what it was supposed to do, is it 
hurting' anything else, and will it con
tinue to perform after the engineers 
have left? A&ide from specially written 
benchmarks, the best hardware tests 
are the standard production jobs under 
normal working conditions. Periodic 
examinations of IBM'S maintenance 199 
should be made; severe errors are apt 
to show more readily' in the log than 
in noticeable job degradation. Perfor
mance is a contract point; the docu
ment should state that the indepen
dents' equipment must run as well or 
better than the comparable IBM 
equipment. Since there are no hard 
and fast, performance measurement 

rules, this "as well or better" clause is 
hard to come to grips with and a visit 
to your corporate lawyer is recom
mended. 

With all the experience the indepen
dents have, the only thing that regular
ly seems to go wrong is the cables. It 
seems trivial but a surprising delay can 
occur if the cables do not stretch to the 
location of the new box or if IR M can 
not be persuaded to leave the old ones 
on site. 

So, the units are in, running and on 
rent; now it's time to worry about day
to-day operations and maintenance ... 

Preventive maintenance of an inde
pendently manufactured peripheral is 

With all the experience the 
independents have, the only 
thing that regularly seems 
to go wrong is the cables. 

not the same as that done 0)1 its IBM 
equivalent because, with non-IBM sub
systems, diagnostic packages are dif
ferent. As a matter of policy, IBM no 
longer provides diagnostics when their 
units are not present; in other instances 
they would not work because of hard
ware differences. 
. With multiple vendors attempting to 
diagnose a problem, a finger-pointing 
exercise can occur as each says "not 
me, him." If this happened very often 
the independent peripheral business 
would be impossible. The vendors that 
are trying to run an honest business 
bend over backward to accept respon
sibility whenever there is any doubt 
and only finger IBM as the last resort 
after exhaustive tests have proven their 
equipment clean. One vendor will pay 
for any billable IBM maintenance call 
that proves to be his fault. 

Working engineers are not likely to 
start any serious on-site fights; more 
likely they will help each other even if 
their employers have firm policies 
against fraternization. Most installa
tions with mixed equipment echo this 
point and note few if any cases of 
major disagreements, far fewer than 
anticipated. The most common situ
ation is for all the engineers, including 
IBM'S, to gang up on Ma Bell-but that 
is a separate subject. 

Working' out a convenient weekly 
preventive maintenance schedule is 
complicated; wise old hands say the 
best WilY is to get all the vendors in one 
room and lock the doors until the 
schedule is finished. While different 
vendors have different system availabil
ity requirements, the pressures are eas
ing as microdiagnostics become more 
widely available at the control unit 
level. 

Running a mixed vendor shop re
quires more formal and regularized re
porting procedures, but many one-
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vendor shops have found the same 
requirements useful: daily trouble re
ports, strict sign-offs on billable main
tenance activities, weekly vendor meet
ings with the assigned account person
nel, and quarterly meetings with the 
vendor's management personnel. 

On a day-to-day basis, running a 
mixed shop doesn't differ much from 
running a "simon pure" except in two 
minor details. First, the weekly vendor 
meeting is now in a conference room, 
not a phone booth, and second, if suc
cessful there is a flood of requests for 
guided tours by the salesmen. The edp 
visitation phenomena can be mildly 
annoying but it does open splendid op
portunities for a manager to swap ex
periences with professional colleagues. 
This information flow can be a useful 
process and should be encouraged. 

Eventually IBM tops· your indepen
dent and it is time to disengage and 
return to the fold ... 

There is no problem in disengaging; 
IBM is always glad to replace indepen
dent units with their new, improved 
models. The IBM 3330 disc is replacing 
many 2314-compatible units; 2400 
tape drive replacements are rapidly be
ing retired for the IBM 3420. 

If the contract is written properly 
with normal termination provisions for 
example, all units on a month-to
month basis after one year with a 30-
day removal notice required, getting 
out should be routine. If written with 
an absolute end date and IBM delivery 
slips, a gap may arise. The solution 
when the contract is wrong is to look 
at the stockpile of equipment the 
friendly neighborhood leasing com
pany has on hand. Even if they do not 
have exactly what is needed or won~t 

Eventually IBM tops your 
independent and it is 
time to disengage 
and return to the fold. 

lease it on a short-term basis, a hint of 
a third party getting into the picture 
usually succeeds in either advancing 
the IBM date or slowing down the in
dependent's departure. 

The cycle has been: IBM develops, 
the independents knock off, IBM moves 
back out in front again. This suggests 
that the next round to occur, probably 
beginning in late 1972, will be back to 
the independents. Provided current 
interfacing technology remains un
changed, there seems no reason ·why 
the process should not continue to be 
iterative. 

Despite the occasional irritation of 
IBM management, IBM created the in-
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dependents and left room for them to 
prosper because of an excessively high 
profit! price structure. This ·might 
make some points with the Antitrust 
Division. There are rumors that it is 
not entirely accidental, but IllM is not 
going to comment on this point. Many 
an IBM employee wanted to be what 
Mr. Watson called a "wild duck" and 
the independents offer the opportunity 
to run a business with interference 
from Armonk. An interesting study for 
a sociologist would be the number of 
independents created by IBM wives 
when faced with a transfer from the 
beauties of California or Colorado to 
the rather vigorous climes of upstate 
New York. As long as these forces are 
active, independent equipment will be 
available. 

But, from the user's viewpoint, what 
are the basic advantages and disad
vantages of running a mixed shop? 

The key advantages are price, con
tractual flexibility and slight perfor
mance improvements. Any time units 
that are as good or better than the 
originals can be obtained for 30% less 
money, their success in the market
place will be real. Borderline improve
ments, 10% more power for 10% less 

... IBM created the 
independents and left room 
for them to prosper because 
of an excessively 
high profit/price structure. 

money, are less likely to be attractive 
since they fall right in the range of 
IBM'S FTLP. 

Performance improvements have 
been largely illusory; a faster disc seek 
time is marginal in a multiprogram
ming shop with sequential files-al
though for purely random applications 
it does have some payoff. Additional 
reliability, a positive step with the 
hardware of two or three years ago, is 
not much of a selling point with the 
performance and reliability of the 
3330 or 3420. 

Flexibility, particularly when using a 
mini to replace a transmission control 
unit, can be a major advantage since it 
obviates the need for extensive hard
ware rework every time an insta,lation 
wants to change the terminal or line 
network. Programmatic changes are 
faster, cheaper and easier to undo than 
hard-wired adapters. 

If the advantages are obvious, what 
are the disadvantages? First and per
haps foremost, the game cannot be 
played if the location is wrong; geog
raphy counts. 

Second, an installation manager has 
to be prepared to manage resources in 
a careful, planned manner. While this 
is in the job description, many man
agers are willing to take the easy route 

and leave the management of their 
hardware to IBM because this is less 
demanding than dealing with multiple 
vendors. 

There is a prevalent but false notion 
that IBM will no longer love an installa
tion or give good service if non-IBM 
equipment is installed. It may actually 
be quite the reverse; IBM is more likely 
to respond aggressively when competi
tive pressure is applied. It is well to 
remember that this is a business rela
tionship, not a love-in. IBM is the sell
ing party, the user is the buyer and 
there is no requirement for friendship, 
flowers and romance-merely perfor
mance, service and reliability at a fair 
price. 

What is the long-range future? Will 
IBM squeeze the independents out and 
do the independents have the resources 
to stay in the game for the long pull? 

The picture is not clear since much 
of the response hinges on the results of 
the many anti-IBM lawsuits still in liti..; 
gation. Certainly an unleashed IBM 
could easily. destroy the independents; 
IBM'S R&D expenditures alone proba
bly exceed the combined assets of the 
top 10 peripheral manufacturers. The 
federal government can also continue 
to help, with an active program of re
placing IBM peripheral units. The fed
eral government is, after all, the largest 
single purchaser of data processing 
equipment. Regrettably, merely listing 
items on a GSA schedule isn't quite 
enough; the program has to be active 
-a demand, not a suggestion: 

From the user viewpoint, the best 
th;ng that could happen is a seri~s of 
mergers until a handful of well-fi
nanced organizations emerge as solid 
competitors with full hardware l~nes, 
nationwide sales and service forces and 
strong engineering capability; With 
IBM having over a billion dollars in 
cash assets, the present alignment of 
small companies is a vulnerable target 
against which IBM can apparently 
move almost at will by a little sleight of 
hand in the price structure. . 

While predictions of political devel
opments are unreliable, it would ap
pear that one hope for the indepen
dents is to create sufficient pressure in 
Washington through their trade asso
ciation, CPMA, that they will be safe 
through the next few critical years. If 
permitted to die, to be squeezed out, 
the ultimate sufferers will be the users 
who will once again be subject to the 
tender mercies of whatever prices the 
IBM Corporation arbitrarily places on 
system components. 

The users need the independents; 
they have brought flexibility and price 
competition, viable alternatives which 
were missing in the second generation. 
The demise of the independents would 
be a disaster of far greater magnitude 
for the user than for the deceased. 0 
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... taking the lead in OCR. 

For good reasons that combine to provide the most 
practical approach to direct scanning of source 
documents. . 
ESPf?cially those that are handprinted. 

1. Multifont Hardware 

e) 
_. SWAMI,Software-Aided Multi
font Input. This extends our basic multifont 
hardware capability-enabling our systems 
to reduce scanner rejects to a minimum. 
Considered the world's first and only self
teaching OCR software system, SWAMI en
ables Scan-Data OCR systems to recognize 
virtually any consistent character shape
even those of degraded quality. 

CORPORATION 

:1. Versatility in Pap~r Handling. 
The added dimension in OCR. That enables 
Scan-Data systems to process documents 
as small as 3 x 5 inches, and pages up to 
11 x 14 inches, and optionally, journal tape 
rolls. Accepting a wide range of thick
nesses and weights. And with a high-speed 
paper transport that meets the needs of 
high-volume data entry applications. 

~I. Newest reason is our SCAN
PLEXTM feature. It combines the advan
tages of OCR and keyboarding to deliver 
an innovative answer to handling scanner 
rejects. Enabling rejected characters t.o be 
corrected and reentered without extra 
keystrokes . . . without retrieval of the 
source document ... and without stopping 
the scanning process. 

800 E. Main Street Norristown, Pa. 19401 
(215) 277-0500 Telex: 846485 

" ••. taking the lead in OCR" 
-April, 1972 . CIRCLE 40 ON READER CARD 





An INFOREX Intelligent Key Entry™System 
just caught another error 
before it became costly. 

Every element of Inforex Key 
Entry Systems, including the CRT 
display and flashing red indicator 
light, is designed for faster input 
with fewer mistakes. The CRT dis
play not only t~lls the operator 
when she makes an error, it dis
plays the full record as she enters 
it. Helps avoid duplicated or 
om itted data. 

Correction is easy. Just backspace 
and rekey the proper character. 
Smooth and simple. Any keysta
tion can sight and key verify the 
work of any other keystation - with 
the same ease of correction. Re
sult: Even greater efficiency in 
error detection and correction. 

EXPANDABLE CAPACITY 
The Inforex Shared Processor Sys
tem 1301 is designed to handle 
from 1 to 8 keysta'tions. It has a 
disc capacity of 5,000 user rec-

ords, based on 125 characters per 
record, and rents for as low as 
$120 a month per keystation. 

System 1302 offers a larger disc 
capacity of 18,000 user records 
and accommodates from 1 to 16 
keystations. Rent is as low as $101 
a month per keystation. 

Both Systems are completely com
patible. Keystation operation is 
identical. And the 1301 can be 
expanded to 1302 performance as 
growth requires. 

Write for full data to help evaluate 
the price/performance leadership 
of an Intelligent Key Entry System 
in your operation. We would also 
be pleased to have you check with 
present users on System per
formance and service. Offices in 
major U.S., Canadian and Euro
pean cities. Inforex Inc., 21 North 
Avenue, Burlington, Mass. 01803. 

P:.IINFOREXI 
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CRTRMRTION 
research report • part 4 

Technician, manager, hard work, 
psychology, politics ... 
pick your style and pick your spot 

The Insiders ... 
Onward and Upward 
Computerman has orten been faulted 
for the binary quality of his thinking. 
"To that guy," say his detractors, 
"everything is either zero or one-and 
nothing is ever one-fourth or two." 
Which is bad, because everyone else 
has long since learned that in life there 
are few absolutes and many shades of 
gray. 

In one instance, ,JlOwever, binary 
thinking is the only way to go. Com
puterman believes that to succeed he 
must either go up the ladder in the 
world of computers-or he must get 
out completely. And he's right. Once 
you step off the ladder, undue interest 
in computing or information systems is 
backsliding. As one man puts it: 

Within the company, the man with the 
greatest potential is the man with mon
ey knowledge. To make money, the 
company needs a product. People who 
know the product are next in line. To 
make the product and run the com
pany, there must be tools. People who 
know about tools can now get into 
line." 

Consider, too, that not everyone can 
be a chief. Source EDP, headhunters 
who specialize in the computer field, 
estimate that less than 5 % of the pro
fessionals in the field will ever be the 

by Milt Stone, Contributing Editor 

honcho of information systems in a 
medium or large corporation. The 
competition is tough-and getting 
tougher. 

Finally, take into account the fact 
that opportunities for advancement are 
very much a function of growth. When 
companies are expanding rapidly, in
formation systems development dollars 
are spent. It's much tougher to rise 
above a systems maintenance level 
when budgets are stable or shrinking. 

Realistic expectations can span a 
range of ambitions. For example, a 

"As soon as a manager gets involved 
in the development of a management 
information system, he's not regarded 
by his peers as still being part of man
agement. He's become a technician." 

Instant Behavioral Science ... we 
The speaker is manager, computer 

sciences, for a large engineering and 
construction firm. He was "selected by 
management to manage computer 
activities and operations research be
cause of my broad knowledge of the 
business and my management expe
rience." Presumably, he'll get out of 
Computer City a split second after he's 
finished his tour of duty. 

Be a realist 
What tactical tips, what practical 

advice can be offered to guide the in
side success-seekers? Before you set up 
your career ladder, realize that a little 
bit of preplanning goes a long way in 
this field. Start by getting your expecta
tions in line with reality. A number of 
factors not under your control can set 
an upper limit for you. For one thing, 
in most instances computing or data 
processing is a service, just like the tool 
design department, for example. Irv 
Whiteman, a computer pro turned con
sultant/ problem-solver, puts it well: 

·'Companies exist to make money. 
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In many ways Computerman may be spe
cial, but in one way he is not. What 
pushes his button is very apt to be the 
same thing that motivates his neighbor 
-his strongest need at the moment. 

Maslow's need theory 
Abraham Maslow~ said that man is a 

"perpetually wanting animal" and that as 
soon as one of his needs is satisfied, an
other appears in its place. Maslow devel
oped a hierarchy of needs that looks like 
this ... 

First, physiological needs are urgent. 
These are basic needs to sustain life
food, clothing, shelter. When these needs 
are satisfied ... 

Then, safety needs become urgent. 
These are needs for protection against 
danger, threat, deprivation. When these 
needs are satisfied ... 

Then, social needs are urgent. These 
are needs for belonging, association, ac
ceptance, friendship, love ... 

Then, ego needs are urgent. These are 
needs for self-esteem (self-confidence, in
dependence, achievement, competence) 
and for respect (status, recognition) ... 

Then, self-fulfillment needs are urgent. 

2. Motil'alion alld Personality, Harper and 
Brothers, New York, N.Y. (1954). 

These are needs for realizing one's own 
potential for self-development, for being 
creative in the broadest sense. 

Computerman would like to feel that 
his first three needs have 'been satisfied 
and that his motivation is at a higher 
level. In truth, his safety needs and his 
social needs are often uppermost in his 
mind. 

McGregor's theory y 
Mention has been made in a previous 

article of Computerman's aversion to 
Theory X management. To Douglas 
McGregor,;] it seemed that "people today 
are accustomed to being directed, manip
ulated, controlled in industrial organiza
tions (Theory X) and to finding satisfac
tion for their social, egoistic, and self
fulfillment needs away from the job." 

In proposing Theory Y, he argued that 
people will drive themselves more effec
tively than they can be driven. Theory Y 
relies on self-control and self-direction. 
The trick is to get people to commit 
themselves to objectives by showing them 
ways of satisfying their own social, ego, 
and self-fulfillment needs. It is, said 
McGregor,. "the difference between treat
ing people as children and treating them 

3. The HI/mall Side of Enterprise, McGraw-Hill 
Book Co., Inc., New York, N.Y. (1960). 
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"lead systems analyst" talks: "I've al
ready succeeded more than I thought I 
would-mainly because of a lot of ex
perience and because my company 
promotes from within." He's 32, a high 
school graduate, has 11 years in dp, 
and makes about $14K (in the Mid
west). Success is supervising five pro
grammers and "freedom in running my 
area-most of the decisions are mine." 

But for another man who is the 
same age and had the same start, the 
expectation of a much higher perch on 
the totem pole is not unrealistic. The 

difference? Partly geography (he lives 
in a bigger metropolitan area) and 
partly education. He put himself 
through college (BA in psychology) by 
working in dp. He's had seven jobs in 
15 years, rising from a $3K operator to 
a $20K manager of systems and data 
processing for the finance department 
of a large city. He sees himself advanc
ing from data processing manager to 
vice president in charge of systems de
velopment-and sees himself hindered 
only by the difficulty of keeping pace 
with the rapidly changing technology 

work for more than bread 
as mature adults." 

J n these times when the urge to do your 
own thing is a force that must be reckoned 
with, most managements use, or say they 
use, the Theory Y approach. This is both 
a benefit and a potential booby-trap to 
Computerman. His job, in spite of its 
demanding requirement for creativity, is a 
service job. When Computerman commits 
himself to the common objectives and, at 
the same time, seeks to satisfy his own 
higher level needs, he may be turning off 
his customer. The cle\'er solutions to sys
tems problems that help him to think that 
he is contributing may be threatening or 
(at a minimum) annoying to the user of 
the system. 

From a different vantage point 
A professor of economics by occupa-

tion, Eli Ginzberg4 for many years led a 
Columbia Univ. interdisciplinary team in 
a study of man's relation to his work. 
Some of his (and their) conclusions are 
less cheery than the message of Theory 
Y -but of pointed interest to upward
striving Computerman ... 

1. Success is different from satisfaction. 
Success is viewed in relationship to the 

4. "Man and His Work," California Management 
Rel'iew, Winter 1962. 
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rest of the world; satisfaction has to do 
with the way you feel about your work. 

2. In Iran the very young children who 
weave rugs lose their nimbleness by the 
time they are adolescents. They mllst look 
for a second career. In the United States, 
for a number of reasons, the necessity to 
shift from one career path to another will 
probably become much more prevalent. 

3. In a rapidly advancing technological 
society, m~n get close to the top when 
they are already obsolete. Their knowl
edge is out of date. 

4. Most work is performed by groups, 
not by individuals; hence it is very hard to 
assess individuals. Moreover, supervisors 
assess the supervised, and those who do 
the rating are the potential or actual 
competitors of those whom they rate. The 
more able the subordinate, the more like
ly that the evaluation will be faulty. 

5. If an individual is interested in pow
er, he moves very quickly away from the 
laboratory into the administrative hier
archy. He is not pulled away; he wants to 
move into the arena where the payoff 
is. 

6. The dynamic American economy 
makes it possible even for people who are 
standing still to get ahead. All they have 
to do is step on the moving escalator and 

and his lack of "good, broad, business 
experience. " 

Career styles in Computer City have 
two dimensions. With respect to goals, 
you'll look one way if your ultimate 
ambition is to be a manager of some 
sort. If you want to be known as a 
master craftsman, you'll look in a 
different direction. 

With respect to methodology, you 
can think maverick and act con
formist, or you can think conformist 
and act conformist. Acting maverick 
doesn't sell any more. Most everybody 

time alone will push them ahead. 
7. Only a small proportion of any work 

group is really interested in working very 
hard. The world's work is always carried 

'by that small minority. 
8. There are important differences in 

career patterns-for some, career devel
opment moves along without handicap; 
others encounter real trouble. 

The rocky career road 
The behavioral scientists, noting this 

last conclusion, say that expectations pro
foundly affect attitudes. If experience 
falls short of expectations, unfavorable 
attitudes occur. When experience is better 
than expectations, favorable attitudes de
velop. Most importantly, with respect to 
career patterns, experimental evidence 
has been developed to indicate that the 
most satisfied members of any group are 
those who had the least expectations of 
promotion and yet were promoted-and, 
regardless of promotion, those with low 
expectations are more satisfied than those 
with high expectations. 

A related finding is that the constant 
failure of expectations to materialize re
sults in a "don't-sweat-it" attitude. The 
goals are lowered, and going through the 
motions becomes the order of the day. 0 
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The Insiders 

in dp works with somebody nowadays 
-and the requirement is for effective 
teamwork and not for brilliant orneri
ness. 

Actually, these choices are all a mat
ter of degree. The craftsman is ex
pected to be somewhat attuned to 
management, and the embryo manager 
won't be able to hold his job unless he's 
something of a craftsman. Everyone is 
expected to be a communicator. The 
difference between thinking maverick 
and thinking conformist is primarily 
the difference between trying to initiate. 
change and trying to be responsive to 
requests for changes that others have 
initiated. The choice of best style in 
this instance is most often dictated by 
the established tradition of the com
pany. 

Choosing a style really boils down to 
a choice of subject matter for concen
trated study against the day when new 
or expanded skills can be put to work. 
For the embryo manager and the prac
ticing manager it means avoiding the 
technician label. As one honcho puts 
it: HI view it (being so tagged) as an 
occupational hazard, and I've made 
some very definite efforts to avoid the 
stigma." 

PiCk your spot 
You can pick your spot by the size 

of the installation. You'll opt for the 
small one if you're looking for a way to 
keep your finger in the technical pie as 

a manager, and if you want a close 
association with the dp team and with 
the rest of the company. Everything 
about the bigger installations is larger 
in scope, but the relationships are gen
erally fuzzier and more distant, and the 
work is more compartmentalized. 
There's a strong possibility that the top 
honcho will be an administrator and 
not a leader. 

You can pick your spot by the in
dustry. The airlines, the banks, the oil 
companies, and the insurance compa
nies would be hard put to do without 
their computer installations. Which is 
comforting in a security sense----;as is 
the general personnel policy of these 
large and dignified organizations. The 
scale is grander, the pace is statelier, 
the palace revolutions are less frequent. 

You can pick a spot because you'll 
be a member of the line. You'll be 
concerned with activities that bring in 
money. Typical of these situations are 
the facilities managers and the data 
base service companies. You'll work 
harder; you'll be gambling on the 
economy more than in other compa
nies; but you'll like it if belonging to a 
cost center instead of a profit center 
bothers you. 

Or you can pick your spot by the 
looks of the guy who']] be your boss 
-who'll lead you and teach you. This 
too, can be a gamble that turns out 
wonderful1y well ("My boss is the real 
genius behind everything here, a great 
guy. We've had a superb relationship 
... if it hadn't been for that either of us 
would have left")-or horrendously 
badly. 

"Look-I never claimed to be an Einstein." 
© DATAMATION ® 
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But if you don't pick your spot, it's 
pot luck. 

Disregarding for the moment the 
question of competence, and it fre
quently is disregarded, three methods 
of promoting your career are high
lighted in this article. The tactics de
scribed are superior communication 
(the Hespos story), supereffort (the 
Ricks story), and organizational lev
erage (the Mancina story). 

It's an in thing now to say that com
munications and establishing relation
ships are the keys to success in this 
business. Certainly, Hespos, Ricks, and 
Mancina all made noises that were well 
enough received to help them on their 
way up the career ladder. So attracting 
attention is a must. 

Most honchos agree that they're at
tracted to subordinates who can make 
an effective presentation. It seems that 
even when working with a modest 
amount of substance, a talented mata
dor of the flip chart can do himself no 
end of good. 

But wearing well is a must, too. To 
do that some homely virtues are re
quired-competence, integrity, cour
tesy. And the willingness to accept the 
fact that computer-aided anything, de
sign or management or whatever, is a 
service function and not the function. 

One way of "reverse promoting" 
yourself is to annoy IBM. Better to 
believe this in advance than to discover 
~ater the effect of having done so. 

Realism, once more 
Recently, the American Manage-

ment Association and DATAMATION 
cooperated in a study of certain atti
tudes held by the line executives who 
depend on systems and the information 
systems executives who design them. 
Significantly, one in every four on both 
groups indicated that prior and solid 
experience in line operations is a pre
requisite to becoming a top informa
tion processing honcho. As a corollary, 
both groups agreed that tomorrow's 
honcho will need only a limited 
amount of technical knowledge. He 
must be a professional manager, an 
effective communicator, skilled in the 
art of relating to his peer group outside 
the computer activity-and he must be 
a businessman by inclination. 

A realistic appraisal of the future 
would have to be that Computerman 
will be hard put to compete for the 
honcho and superhoncho positions un
less he can convert himself into a mod
ern Renaissance man, " ... a present
day man with many broad interests 
who has the opportunity to indulge 
himself in them so as to acquire a 
knowledge of each that is more than 
superficial."l 0 

1. The Random House Dictionary of the English 
Language, Third Unabridged Edition. 
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A Member of 
the Engineering Team 

Eric A. Weiss is Sun Oil Co.'s corporate 
computer sciences consultant. He's a vet
eran user of computers, a savvy, respected 
member of the fraternity. And he's an 
articulate spokesman for what he says is 
"the philosophical attitude that most of 
the technologically based industries have 
adop~ed. 

"Computer - based systems, whether 
used to prepare pay checks or control 
plants, are processing systems in the same 
way that refineries are processing systems. 
An information system is different from a 
distillation tower only in the sense that 
the material with which it deals is infor
mation rather than gasoline. 

"Once you have arrived at this concept, 
you have departed substantially from any 
thought that data processing is a research 
activity, or a branch of accounting, or 
anything so special that it requires totally 
new management principles or financial 
ojbectives. Computer technology and use 
is a branch of engineering." 

If you can accept these ideas, Weiss 
believes that you'll have no trouble in 
accepting the idea that computer profes
sionals-systems analysts, programmers, 
operations managers-are very much like 
their engineering counterparts. Which is 
not a particularly comforting thought-if 
you follow it through to the logical con-

. Credentials, 
Competence, Charisma . 
Richard F. Hespos is director of comput
er applications at Dun & Bradstreet, Inc. 
He's the computer honcho in an organiza
tion that has a data processing budget of 
more than $13 million. His credentials are 
impressive. 

For starters, Dick Hespos has picked 
up three Ivy League degrees along the 
way: BS in engineering from Princeton in 
'55, MBA from Harvard in '59, PhD in 
operations research from Columbia in 
'66. Even his military service is a creden
tial-he programmed for the Elecom 100 
at Aberdeen Proving Grounds. He has 
DPMA'S COP. 

From the start, he was quantitatively 
oriented. Engineering intrigued him intel
lectually-it was fun-but he didn't see it 
as a career. "Management" is a career, 
and the MBA was acquired as a door 
opener. 

At Bethlehem Steel, as a stress analyst, 
he was a computer customer. But, inex
orably, he found himself spending more 
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elusions. Do the same negative factors 
that work to defeat an engineer also 
threaten Computerman? 

For one thing, J ames Killian, President 
Eisenhower's science advisor, pegged the 
half-life of an engineer's usefulness at 
about seven and one-half years. In other 
words, an engineer would be only half as 
technically valuable to a firm seven and a 
half years after graduating as the day he 
leaves college. 

Buttressing that idea are the recent re
search findings of GeneW. Dalton and 
Paul H. Thompson," both of the Harvard 
Business School: 

1. The average performance rankings 
of design engineers rise with the age of 
the engineers until the early thirties, drops 
steadily for each older group. 

2. When· asked to rank the complexity 
of the jobs assigned to engineers working 
for them, managers indicated that the 
toughest ones go to those in their late 
twenties-and everything is downhill 
from then on. 

3. Predictably, annual increases in pay 
are at a peak for engineers in their early 
and mid-thirties-and everything is down
hill from then on. 

5. "Accelerating Obsolescence of Older Engi
neers," Harvard Business Review, Sept.-Oct. 
1971. 

time with the computer work than with 
his engineering work. Moving on to 
Union Carbide as an operations research
er, he managed to stay clear of the com
puter. He was a problem solver, used 
programmers to get his work done, 

4. Worst of all, the years of high per
formance seem to be starting and ending 
sooner than they did even a few years 
ago-and this shift is occurring when 
large numbers of technical personnel are 
entering their forties and fifties. 

Dalton and Thompson describe a nega
tive spiral which they say is more psy
chological than physiological. When a 
man gets a low rating, or is left on a mop
up job for a long time, he tries harder
usually without prompt positive results. 
Then he develops a "don't care" attitude, 
then comes a lower rating, lower self
confidence, lower rating, and so on. 

What should engineers do? Since 
everyone can't be a manager, and some 
truly don't want to be, the advice is to be 
a generalist who keeps his options open 
through continuing education. Thus, he's 
able to move into various specialties
whatever looks promising at a given time. 

What should Computerman do? Pre
sumably, the same thing, if computer
manship is analogous to engineering. He 
can look forward to a lifetime of continu
ing education. But as Steve Ricks, Hiber
nia National's manager of systems and 
programming, says: "I'm wondering what 
the life span of a guy like me is in this 
field. You know, it's a pretty nerve-wrack
ing job. They have statistics on the life 
span of doctors, smokers, lots of types. 
But they don't have any on programmers 
-the ones in business applications." 

A final note on engineers-which may 
or may not fit into the Computermanl 
engineer analogy: In a recent study,r. 52% 
of the respondents said that if they had it 
to do over they would still be engineers, 
but only 19% said they would want their 
children to. Said one, "I'd recommend it 
to my daughter to work at for a short time 
before getting married." 0 

6. "Our Readers Sound Off on the Engineering 
Career," Electronics, June 21, 1971. 

avoided "hands-on" involvement. It was 
at this time that he decided he'd make an 
honest OR man of himself by getting his 
doctorate from Columbia night school. 

After five years as a technical problem 
solver, Dick Hespos planted his feet solid
ly in the management camp. Prestigious 
McKinsey & Co., the management con
sultants, wanted him for his experience, 
his personality, his degrees - Hespos 
wanted McKinsey, not for a permanent 
career but because consulting is "an un
matchable compressed education in busi
ness, a good way to get smarter faster." 
During his seven years in the big leagues 
of consulting, he saw himself not as a 
computer expert, but almost as a business 
generalist. He was "a guy with one foot in 
both camps." 

And after seven years, he decided that 
the job he was best qualified to hold was 
the superhoncho job in dp. But first, he 
took a "conscious detour" to make a mil
lion dollars as an entrepreneur. Hespos 
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Charisma 

invested one year in two projects-an 
attempt to put together a package that 
would make John King and King Re
sources a significant force in the computer 
business, and an attempt to put together a 
$5 million venture capital fund. Did he 
make it? "Hell, no." 

At D&B he reports to the executive vp 
and to the president. He's the manage
ment interface for computer operations in 
all of D&B, and he's second in command 
of the corporate development and plan
ning activity. That makes sense because, 
as he puts it, "the computer is our manu
facturing tool, producing the things we 
sell." He has 40 people on the corporate 
staff reporting to him on a solid line basis 
and some 500 people in data processing 
throughout D&B reporting to him on a 
dotted line. 

Why did he make it? The answers are 
simple. (1) He has the kind of education 
that personnel departments look for and 
seldom find. But the substance is there, 
too. He's smart and business-savvy. (2) 
He's a communicator. He has the ability 
to talk up, down, sideways without ob
scuring the issue and without offending. 
(3) He's personable and, likable. (4) He 
managed his career carefully and clever
Iy. (5) He commands the respect of the 
people who work for him. 

Dick Hespos disagrees with the people 
who say that management skills are far 
more important than technical skills in 
managing a dp organization. Without 
downgrading the need to be a good man
ager and to understand the business of 
your company, he stoutly maintains that 
there is "a third leg to the stool. You have 
to command the respect of the people who 
work under you." And, as far as Hespos is 
concerned, that means that the honcho 
must have had a good enough grasp-at 
one time-of the nitty-gritty of computing 
so that he can now appreciate and under
stand the substance of the problems his 
people bring to him. D 

Making Your Point. 
the hard way 
Stephen G. Ricks is a 34-year-old officer 
of the Hibernia National Bank in New 
Orleans. When he was made assistant 
cashier in 1967, he was the youngest offi
cer in the bank. Which was nothing new 
for Steve. The bank's systems and pro
gramming manager has been young for 
everything he's tried, and he's done every
thing the hard way: 

He was married at the age of 17 and he 
and his wife had five children. By his own 
admission, the family need was a power
ful motivator. Ricks was forced to work 
-hard. 

He spent the first four years of married 
life in the Air Force, in the production 
control section of an installation squad
ron. He was discharged, still lacking a 
means of earning a living. 

He went to work for Wesson Oil Co. in 
his native New Orleans and (from IBM 
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and DPMA) learned to be a tab operator, 
"board wire type." But Wesson was 
bought by California-based Hunt Foods' 
dp was centralized in the West; and Rick~ 
moved his growing family next door to 
Disneyland (literally). Why? Ricks felt it 
was his best chance to move up by learn
ing programming. Hunt had a 1401 on 

order. He learned, but it was the hard 
way-at Fullerton Junior College, on his 
own. He wrote programs on his own, too, 
after school. And he and his wife and, by 
now, four kids didn't like California or' 
living next to Disneyland. 

The Ricks family returned to New Or
leans. In a year's time, Steve worked for 
three companies, first as an operator and 
then as a tab supervisor. In each case, the 
carrot was the promise that a 1401 was on 
order and that when it arrived, Ricks 
could become a programmer. The 1401s 
never arrived, but the third company
Hibernia National-did instaH a comput
er, an NCR system. Recalls Ricks: "I like 
to passed out at first." But he had finally 
made it into programming-the hard way. 

From then on Steve Ricks rose quickly 
in dp. A bank officer in 1967, he got his 
CDP in '68, became DPMA chapter presi
dent in '70. At the bank he's responsible 
for systems development. In the Hibernia 
scheme of things he's a designer, a sched
uler, a programmer, a debugger, an ad
ministrator. He would not be able to hold 
his job if he were not technically com
petent. And he wouldn't have his job if he 
hadn't been single-minded, persistent, and 
a very, very hard worker. 

In fact, he feels that the long hours 
required in dp have prevented him from 
going to school at night. But, in his city 
and in his job, he may be close to the truth 
when he says that "ambition is most im
portant. Without it, a degree won't do 
much for you." D 

Scoring Points ... 
the quarterback's way 
Dr. Richard D. DeLauer, executive vp of 
TRW Inc., says: "It may not be palatable 
to the computer people, but we're at
tempting (at TRW Systems) to establish 
the idea that operating the machines is a 
way of life in itself. Like running any big 
plant. Now there's nothing that says that 
some guys that come up that ladder can't 
move into other activities-because 

they're good factory managers-but it's 
also true that there's an inversion (a firm 
limit) on where everybody in that busi
ness can go." 

And after 16 years in computing, all 
with one employer, William P. Mancina 
figures he's 'gone about as far as he can. 
He's TRW Systems' superhoncho for in
formation processing operations-the fac
tory manager Dick DeLauer was talking 
about. 

Bill Mancina's credentials include two 
masters degrees, in math from the U niv. 
of Minnesota, in business administration 
from Stanford-and a number of years of 
teaching experience. But the real skill that 
he brought when he paid his own way to 
Southern California in 1956 is the prod
uct of his years as a winner-a successful 
quarterback and football coach. When he 
joined Ramo-Wooldridge (later to be
come a substantial part of TRW), the 
computer center had about 30 peoplel• 

Sixteen years later, a dozen regimes later, 
Bill Mancina is firmly entrenched-he 
runs the team he built. 

How did he get started? "The company, 
then as now, encouraged its employees to 
speak up, to talk things out," Mancina 
says, "and I kept talking about the need 
for improvements in the way things were 
run." Thirty months after joining the 
company as a trainee programmer, the 
outspoken critic, as he says, "got the ding 
dong." He was asked to run the computer 
room (an ERA 11 03 installation). He's 
been running bigger and bigger ones ever 
since. Siberia turned into a career. 

What's the secret of success? Bill's an
swer to this question is a model of play-it
safe tactics: "As you go up there's an 
increasing emphasis on managerial ability 
and a decreasing emphasis on technical. I 
don't know if that line is linear, concave, 
or convex," he says, standing at a chalk
board in the conference room, "but it 
starts up here where no managerial expe
rience is expected and gets to the point 
where very little technical knowledge is 
needed." Could a member of his technical 
staff recommend unneeded hardware and 
get away with it? "There's no way to 
avoid getting snowed." One way to mini
mize the chance is to discuss technical 
recommendations openly, bring out a di
versity of opinions, get enough people in 
on the conversations, ask questions, seek 
explanations. 

But those who know Bill best suspect 
that the real recipe for his success is his 
statement, looking up at the ceiling, "I 
enjoy dealing with people." Dealing is 
what he means. He cements relationships 
with any potential ally-you help me and 
I'll help you-and potential allies include 
a diverse group of peers within his cor
poration as well as vendor personnel. In 
his own huddle, he calls a single play and 
demands perfect execution: Make me 
look good and I'll see that you get to do 
your own thing. Simple? 

That's been the quarterback's way from 
the opening kickoff. D 

(IN THE MAY ISSUE: the spinoffs 
onward and outward. How to use 
computermanship as a lever to pry 
open other doors.) 
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Your personal printout caddy 
New Wilson Jones Mini-Racl(. 

The Mini-Rack holds 3 or 4 printout 
binders at your fingertips. It has 
slide-outl drop-in retrieval. And it 
builds into any size Maxi System. 
Our new Mini-Rack is only $39.95. * 

Keep your active printout binders 
by your desk. In our new Mini-Rack. 
At night roll it into the well of your 
desk. Without the stand and casters, 
put it on a shelf or credenza. It takes 
up less than 1112 square feet of space. 

The Mini-Rack features slide-out/ 
drop-in retrieval. It comes with T-bars 
for standard vertical retrieval. 
Converts, in an instant, to horizontal 
retrieval with special T-bar channels. 

CIRCLE 109 ON READER CARD 

You won't need any other equipment. 
Or new binders. 

Any time you have more binders to 
store, just add another rack. 
Mini-Racks stack up, down, all 
around. The Mini-Rack grows into a 
Maxi-System of any size and shape. 
Perfect for data libraries. 

The new Wilson Jones Mini-Rack 
holds 3600 printout sheets. Up to 
four 14~8" x 11" binders. BU'rst or 
unburst. Vinyl side panels in walnut 
grain. Black, blue, tan also available. 

Just see your Wilson Jones sup
plier, or send for more information. 

• Suggested retail price for each complete unit. 

r------- ---------- -.., 
Y'!~~~~ s~~~!.~c. 9 
6150 Touhy Avenue, ™ 
Chicago, III. 60648 D-4 

Gentlemen: 
Please send me more information 
about Mini-Rack. 

Name ___________________ _ 

Title 

Company 

Address 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

City ___ State___Zip___ I L ________________ J 
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NOUNCING 
XLO COMPUTER 

PRODUCTS 
Why would a company like Ex-Cell-O 

expand into such an already 
crowded field? 

Because we think we can muscle our 
way right to the top. 

Fast. 
For a number of reasons. 
Ex-Cell-O Corporation has 

been around since 1919. We started 
out as a manufacturer of drill jig 
bushings and automotive parts in a 
small building near downtown 
Detroit. Today we turn out everything 
from packaging systems and military 
vehicles to castings and injection 
molding machines. In over 50 units 
throughout the world. 

So you can see we're a 
financially sound organization. With 
all kinds of experience marketing a 
wide variety of tools that other 
people make things with. And 
sophisticated as a computer may be, 
it is, after all, only a tool. 

And we~re not exactly novices 
in the computer field, either. 

Bryant Computer Products 
started out as an Ex-Cell-O division 
14 years ago. And quickly became 
the largest independent 
manufacturer of memory systems in 
the world. With unforgettable 
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i'nnovations in memory drums, disc 
files and complete memory systems 
in a wide range of sophisticated 
applications. 

Today, the Bryant name is 
gone. But XLO Computer Products 
still has all their memories. 
And capabilities. 

And we're rapidly moving into 
other areas, too. 

For example, we've recently 
acquired Cybermation, Inc., a 
company that designs, develops and 
builds ultra-new computer data 
entry and communication systems. 
Including a mini computer and a 
whole family of specialized input! 
output terminals for remote 
computing. 

So, when someone from XLO 
Computer Products comes knocking 
on your door, rest assured that he's 
not representing just a couple of 
guys who tinker with computers in 
their basements on weekends. He's 
backed by a corporation that got 
where it is by making the right move 
at the right time. Many times. 

The products he tells you about, 

XLO COMPUTER 
PRODUCTS 

A UNIT OF 

XLO 
® 

EX-CELL-O CORPORATION 

CIRCLE 10 ON READER CARD 

won't necessarily be the least 
expensive on the market. But they'll 
always be the best for the money. 
That's part of a price/performance 
philosophy we've developed 
throughout our corporation for 52 
years. And it works. 

To know more about the world's 
newest computer company, drop 
a line on your letterhead to our 
marketing manager, Joe Molina. 
XLO Computer P ducts, Box 03056, 

Dept. DP~1, 
Highland Park, 
Mich. 48203. 

Ask him for a 
free, 16 x 20" 

suitab/e-for
framing repro
duction of the 

photomacrographic 
computer art on 
the faCing page, 
too. One way 
or another, 
you'll get the 
picture. 
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~ News in Perspective 
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Why shouldn't Memorex 
try the mainframe busi
ness? It has a peripheral 
customer base of 2,500 
installations, and its offi
cers think mainframes 
follow naturally ... 

What's Texas Instru
ments up to in comput
ers? Its new monster 
gets little attention in the 
press. But IBM's biggest 
supplier of circuitry in
tends to make waves in 
the computer business. 
Page 85 ... 

Britain's stumbling com
puter company, ICl, 
turns to a one-time IBM 
marketing whiz for guid
ance. He's Tom Hudson, 
introduced to us on page 
90 ... 

Those silent keys are 
breaking up that key
punch gang of IBM's. But 
always there's the threat 
IBM could enter the key
to-disc market and si
lence them for good. 
How are the independ
ents doing? Page 93 ... 

Profitable time-sharing 
companies? Yes. See 
page 105 for the views 
of three experts who say 
profits could rise up to 
30% ... 

The Dept. of Defense is 
getting out of the time
sharing business. On 
page 106, a look at Ar
panet and its future as a 
commercial network ... 

Norm Ream, the veteran 
edp .consultant/ execu
tive, enters politics in 
California's Orange 
County ... within view of 
the Western White 
House, yet! Page 109 ... 

Mainframers 

Memorex: Reversing the Trend 
Almost two years ago, General Electric 
dropped out of the general-purpose 
computer business. Less than a year 
ago, RCA did likewise. Here in 1972, 
just when a nifty trend was developing, 
a company is entering a field where fi
nancial angels fear to tread. Not only is 
it not another exit, but the company 
making its entrance is one that has 
been demonstrably vocal in its criticism 
of IBM's dominance. 

Memorex Corp. of Santa Clara, 
Calif., which started in 1961 as a pro
ducer of magnetic tape and made a log
ical move to oxide-coated disc packs in 
'67, then got into the disc drive line -
meanwhile also introducing COM and 
communications systems - now says 
it is getting into the mainframe busi
ness. The news is disconcerting, follow
ing as it does the withdrawal from the 
activity of two substantial corporations 
that after several years found it to be a 
less-than-profitable venture. 

Add to that the more recent moves 
toward consolidation of effort seen 
around the world. On the Continent, 
Siemens, CII, and Philips have reached 
some sort of agreement. In Japan, the. 
Big Six now has an outward appear
ance of three stronger mainframe-pro
ducing companies. And even in the 
U.S., Control Data and NCR have an
nounced intentions to develop coope(a
tively marketed mainframes and peri
pherals. 

Why? 
So, one question raised is: Why 

should Memorex try it? 
Because, says a Memorex spokes

man, the independent peripherals busi
ness doesn't have a promising long
range outlook. Not that you can't have 
a viable business, he adds, but the prof
it picture over the next decade will not 
allow the type of growth characteristic 
of a dynamiC business. 

And because the company wants to 
get into the systems business, capitaliz
ing on its customer base of some 2,500 
sites. The majority of them are 360/30, 
40, and 50 installations, but from 700-
800 reportedly are mod 20s. And that's 
what one of the two new computers 
(see Hardware, p. 115) is intended to 
replace. 

Specifically, there are two comput
ers, the MRX 40 and 50, the latter being 
field upgradeable and having twice the 
speed and twice the main memory 
capacity of the 40. Both are designed 
for heavy input-output applications, fea
turing eight asynchronous processors 
that share a common arthmetic logic. 
The MRX 40 should be the major seller, 
they say, with monthly rental from $2,-
500 to $4,500, while the MRX 50 will be 
priced between $4,000 and $6,500 a 
month. "We see the MRX 50 as getting 
near the hairy edge of the 370/135 or 
the 125 if IBM announces such an ani
mal," they say. "We're not trying to get 

LAURENCE L. SPITTERS: The prob
lem is financing. 

into that as a main thrust to compete 
against that IBM line." Overall, they 
should sell twice as many 40s as 50s, 
they add. 

"We're not going to try to stand up 
and sell the system on the basis of 
hardware architecture," states J. Gar
rett Fitzgibbons, youthful marketing 
vice president. "Our objective is to 
come up with a system at the low 
end (starting at $2,500-5,000/month), 
where we have software and the func
tional capability of disc and communi
cations that haven't been offered in that 
price range. If you look at what we're 
placing on the market, you'll see that 
we're bringing a (360) model 40 capa
bility down into the model 20 area." He 
adds that the new systems will have 
DOS capabilities with communications, 
allow multiprogramming {two parti-
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Any media storage cabinet you buy now 
may be obsolete before it is delivered ... 

before you buy, find out about the improved 
storage effficiency and cost advantages of 
new optimedia™ cabinets 
Two years ago we decided thal it didn't make much sense 
to keep designing cabinets that were locked-in to the storage 
of cards only or tape only or one type of disk pack. So we 
studied the total media storage problem from all angles and 
came up with what we believe is the ideal solution, opti
media™ coordinated cabinets can store all types and sizes 

of data processing media. They can store them in virtually 
any combination you desire, and - when your storage re
quirements change, optimedia cabinets can adapt to the 
changes. They're sort of a "living" storage system that won't 
be.come obsolete or leave you with excess capacity for one 
medium and not enough for another. 

optimedia™ coordinated cabinets have other benefits such 
as "Action Level" storage that lets you place all media at 
the most convenient retrieval height, smooth operating roll 
up doors that open all the way leaving the entire inside fully 
accessible, and up to 20% extra storage capacity when com
pared to other cabinets with the same outside dimensions. 

So ... hold up that purchase requisition until you can hear 
the full story on optimedia™ coordinated cabinets. That way 
you may avoid buying something that's obsolete before it's 
delivered. 

For- the complete story on optimedia™ coordinated cabinets, 
call your local Wright Line office. You'll find it listed in the 
yellow pages in all major cities or contact us by writing direct 
or circling the readers' service number. Wright Line, a Divi
sion of Barry Wright Corporation, 160 Gold Star Boulevard, 
Worcester, Massachusetts 01606. 

M E 0 I A MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 



For years, 
people thought 
Teletype 
machines only 
talked to 
themselves. 
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Nothing could be further 
from the truth. 

Fact is, Teletype machines 
have been carrying on intelligent 
conversations with some of the 
fastest information movers in the 
world. Computers. 

Teletype Corporation's 
technology has become virtually 
synonymous with office-to-office 
communications. But we've 
earned a good, solid name for 
ourselves in computer communi
cations, too. Because Teletype 
equipment is compatible with 
practically any computer-based 
communications system. 

Our product line proves 
the point. 

Take a look at our model 
33 series. At 100 wpm, it's the 
number-one standard-duty data 
terminal in the industry. Out
standing reliability, flexibility and 
economy are the reasons why. 

Big system features at 
economy system prices? That's 
the forte of our new wide-platen 
model 38 series. Because it's 'the 
logical extension of the model 
33, it's designed for plug-to-plug 
compatibility. 

Looking for heavy-duty, 
year in and year out operation 
with minimum maintenance 
requirements? Take a look at our 
model 35 series. You'll also find 
a broad range of features at an 
economical price. 

Our model 37 series handles 
all the requirements of complex 
data systems. It offers the utmost 
in flexibility and vocabulary at 
150 wpm. In addition to the ASCII 
characters, you can add up to 32 
special characters of your own. 

For paper tape systems, we've 
got equipment with capabilities to 
send and receive up to 2400 wpm. 

Our 4210 magnetic tape 
terminal-which interfaces with 
all our eight-level terminals
offers easy data handling and 
storage, at an on-line speed of 
2400 wpm. 

As you can see, our reputa
tion in point-to-point communi
cations has served us well in 
computer terminals. With a prod-

For more information about any Teletype product, write or call TERMINAL CENTRAL: 

uct line-up that no on~ comes 
close -to in reliability, flexibility 
and economy. 

I t takes more than manu
facturing facilities to build the 
machines Teletype Corporation 
offers. It also takes commitment. 
From people who think service is 
as important as sales. In terminals 
for computers and point-to-point 
communications. 

That's why we invented a 
new name for who we are and 
what we make. The Computer
cations people. 

TELETYPE 

'N: 

Teletype Corporation, Dept. 81F, 5555 Touhy Avenue, Skokie, Illinois 60076. Phone 312/982-2500 

Teletype is a trademark registered in the United States Patent Office. 
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news in perspective _____ _ 
tions), and offer as much disc capacity 
as ,the user wants. 

The market 
Memorex sees two major uses for 

the new machines: as small, stand
alone 360/20 replacements (for which 
there's 360/20 emulation), and as 

,remote communications processors. 
The latter market, according to Fitzgib
bons, should account for 75% of sales, 
and the former for 25%. 

In selling the system as a stand
alone, the major initial applications ef
fort reportedly will go into the availabili
ty of packages for manufacturing and 
distribution industries ("where IBM has 
had its major penetration," says Fitz
gibbons, an ex-IBMer). This is because 
Memorex, rather than creating such 
packages internally, will seek those 
that already are running, using them on 
a royalty or other type of arrangement 
with the creator. 

"Our emulation will run differently 
from IBM's. It will run under our oper
ating system, so our machine will not be 
dedicated to look like a model 20." Fitz
gibbons adds that the 20 can be emu
lated in one partition, allowing other 
programs to run in the other partition. 

But what happens when IBM comes 
out with the 370/125? "We've an
ticipated that ... We're really below the 
125, and our competition is out there 
today; that's the System/3, which is the 
one IBM's really pushing. I don't know 
what IBM's announcement could do ex
cept maybe help us. If we're out there 
and performing, that would stimulate 
the industry." 

Does this mean something below the 
125 wouldn't matter? This could hurt, 
Fitzgibbons admits, but he adds: "IBM 
isn't going to focus on us." Memorex is 
still small potatoes, he says, and will 
probably remain in that position for a 
long time. "They (IBM) should probably 
be back there, saying, 'well, we got 'em 
now. They're getting into the computer 
business.'" 

Which brings us back to the same 
question: Why? One benefit of being in 
the systems business, says Fitzgib
bons, is the ability to avoid scrapping 
equipment that comes back off rental. 
To illustrate, he cites Memorex's hard
wired disc controller, which either must 
be sent back out as a disc controller or 
scrapped; it can't be modified as a tape 
controller. 

"In other words, we're trying to get in 
a position where we can cascade our 
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products, which IBM does so success
fully," he says. IBM gets 2314s back, 
sends them down to Boca Raton, Fla., 
puts the discs on the System/3, and 
presto - they've added five more 
years to that product's life. IBM did the 
same with 1401 s, he reminds us, and 
with the 360/30, which is modified and 
remarketed as the mod 22. Thus, 
Memorex seeks hardware architecture 
that allows for this same cascading. 
"Severity to eighty percent of those 
parts will just go back out that door 
again." 

Fitzgibbons adds that Memorex is 
looking at products like a crt subsys
tem, which reportedly is in the works, 
using one of the new computers. Also, 
an rje subsystem. The hoped-for result: 
interchangeability of parts, reduction of 
parts inventory, and a cut in the cost of 
field service education. "We've always 
been pretty much tied to IBM," Fitzgib
bons says. "Now we can provide a sub
system to Univac or Honeywell or 
NCR." 

And it is this market - the big users 
engaged in remote computing with mod 
20s, the Univac 9200 and 9300, and 
various Honeywell computers at distant 
sites - that the company is eyeing. Ac
cording to the marketing vp, Memorex 
missed out on a Ford Motor contract 
that called for 20 or 30 systems be
cause Ford wanted them on the air in 
July. Nevertheless, four or five letters 
of intent, representing 40-50 systems, 
reportedly are already in. 

"I feel we have an excellent oppor
tunity," says Fitzgibbons. "I think the 
limitation will be more on our ability to 
fund our growth into the business than 
to get the business." 

That, of course, has to be the prime 
unanswered question. Can Memorex fi
nance this venture? Neither Memorex 
president Laurence Spitters nor exec 
vp James Guzy was available for com
ment, so we asked this question of 
those in the financial community who 
have followed the ups and downs of the 
company. 

One securities analyst opined that 
the company would be $20 million short 
on cash to finance what he termed "a 
modest" introduction of computers. 
Memorex, he felt, was in no condition to 
raise this cash through the sale of equi
ties, nor was it in any position to go back 
to financial institutions for a loan. But, 
he added, the Bank of America, the na
tion's largest bank, held the majority of 
Memorex's short-term notes, and "if 

the Bank of America wants to ride with 
them, that's all Memorex needs." Is this 
probable? "I think the company's going 
to be around, mainly because I don't 
think the B of A can afford to see 'em 
close up ... I think they're going to ride 
with them for another year." 

Return to media 

This analyst adds that the future of 
Memorex must rest on the return of the 
media business. Historically, the sale of 
mag tape and videotape has accounted 
for the vast majority of Memorex's prof
its. Should this business pick up, then, 
its reflection on the company's earnings 
wOLJld be "dramatic." The firm, of 
course, recently entered the high-qual
ity audio cassette field, demonstrating 
in its tv commercials how music record
ed on the tape could break glass. 

Memorex calls its nationwide intro
duction "successful," but some have 
questioned whether the quality of the 
tape isn't too high for the market, 
whether most hi-fi fans couldn't get by 
with a lesser quality at a lower price and 
get no noticeable degradation. The 
quality is there, they add, for possible 
use in home videotape systems, but this 
market is growing slowly. Neverthe
less, Spitters, in a recent letter to 
shareholders, says: "We expect the 
cassette products to account for the 
majority of projected growth of our 
media sales business during the next 
few years." 

If this should come to pass, it would 
indicate a diminished reliance by the 
company on the sale of computer tape, 
a market where Memorex is one of the 
top three sellers. A turnabout in this 
business, however, is required befo~? 
mag tape sales can again contribute to 
the profit picture as it did at the start. 
One industry observer notes that some 
on-line banks get by with no tape 
drives, relying entirely on discs. But he 
also points out the scheduled availabili
ty later this year of tape drives for Sys
tem/3 installations and says this may 
increase demand next year for the seri
al storage medium. 

That still leaves the hardware busi
ness and the profit contributions of the 
ILC Peripherals Leasing Corp. The un
profitable aspect of this activity should 
make a turnabout during the late sec
ond or even third quarter of this year, an 
analyst says. "And when it turns, it will 
turn exponentially for at least a year." 

The systems business 

Of concern here to one observer is 
what he considers an excessive num-
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1962 •. IBM plugs 
CalComp into IBM. 
1972. A new plug. 

It happened at the 
Seattle World's Fair. IBM 
displayed an early CalComp 
drum plotter. Driven by their 
1620 computer. 

They knew a good 
combination even then. 

What's happened since 
is history. A lot of people 
have been plugging CalComp 
disk drives and plotters into 
just about every computer 
IBM makes. 

And because we've been 
in and around the computer 
room for a long time, you 
would expect us to provide, 
you with a superior tape 
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drive system, as well. 
We just have. 
Our new plug. The 1040 

Tape System. 
As you've come to 

expect, our lease prices are 
lower than IBM's. And our 
terms are more flexible. 

The equipment, itself
like our disk drives and 
plotters - is IBM compatible, 
designed to grow with your 
needs, and fully-serviced. 
Everywhere. 

For information 
about the new 1040 tape 
system, write California 
Computer Products, Inc., 

CIRCLE 70 ON READER CARD. 

Dept. DM-M4-72, 2411 West 
La Palma Avenue, Anaheim, 
California 92801. Or call 

(714) 821-2011. 
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30 characters-per-second 

"Silent 700" terminals 

faster, quieter 
and more reliable than 

conventional teletypewriters 
... and they reduce your 

communications line costs. 
Silent 700' data terminals print at 
speeds up to three times that of con
ventional terminals. In typical time
sharing applications, this means less 
computer connect time and reduced 
direct distance dial charges compared 
to lOcharacters-per-second terminals. 

The reliability of Silent 700 termi
nals means further improvements in 
the efficiency of your system. No pre
ven tive main tenance is required. 
Under normal usage, they will operate 

'Trademark of Texas Instruments Incorporated 

a year with only one or two remedial 
service calls. And they have a useful 
life expectancy several times that of 
mechanical teletypewriters. 

Silent 700 terminals operate as their 
name implies. They are virtually silent 
. .. quiet enough to be used in business 
offices, banks and hospitals without 
distraction. 

Call the nearest TI office listed 
below to find out which of 14 Silent 
700 terminals is designed for your job. 

Models are available in keyboard tele
printers, hard copy printers, and por
table timesharing terminals, with a 
choice of standard interfaces, options 
and built-in data sets to tailor a Silent 
700 to your requirement. 

All are backed by an established 
leader in industrial electronics . . . 
Texas Instruments Incorpo- 4P 
rated, P.O. Box 1444, Hous- Vt 
ton, Texas 77001. Telephone 
(713) 494-5115, ext. 2126. 

D Springfield, N.J. (201) 467-2670 D Arlington, Va. (703) 525·1444 D Waltham, Mass. (617) 890-7400 D Ft. Washington, Pa. (215) 643·6450 D Orlando, 
Fla. (305) 644·3535 D Arlington Heights, III. (312) 593·2340 D Southfield, Mich. (313) 352·5720 D Cleveland, Ohio (216) 464·1192 D St. Louis, Mo. (314) 993·4546 D 
Denver, Colo. (303) 758·5536 D Orange, Calif. (714) 547-9221 D Inglewood, Calif. (213) 645·1032 D Sunnyvale, Calif. (408) 732·1840 D Dallas, Tex. (214) 238·3881 

Bedford, England 58701 D Clamart, France 6450707 D Frankfort, Germany 726441 D Bad Godesberg, Germany 65534 

See the HSilent 700" Terminals at the Computerworld Caravan 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
INCORPORATED 
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Terminal Dialing and Answering: 
Automatic, Accurate, Flexible 
in One-Fourth the Space ... 20% less cost 

Cut your record communications costs and get more out of your computer 
with the ACAU automatic calling and answering unit that takes less space 
and costs less money to do all this: PLACES and receives simultaneous 
calls over all lines to virtually any number of Data Phone, DAA-connected 
or acoustic-coupled terminals TRANSMITS and receives vital information 
and executive orders PERMITS computer to perform message storage and 
forward functions, with repeat terminal dialing until terminal answers 
ALLOWS computer to poll and select terminals via the DDD network 
RECEIVES calls initiated by a terminal, and connects terminal with the 
computer INTERFACES between your computer and the DDD telephone 
network EXPANDS in 5, 10, 15 and 20-line ACAU modules REPLACES 
operator intervention with round-the-clock sp~ed, accuracy and economy. 
For more details, send for our free booklet. Write or call: John Walters, 
Marketing Manager, Teleprocessing Industries, Inc., 82 McKee Drive, 
Mahwah, N. J. 07430/ (201) 529-4600. 

Teleprocessing Industries, Inc. 
A SUBSIDIARY OF WESTERN UNION CORPORATION CIRCLE 96 ON READER CARD 



news in perspective _____ _ 
ber of 2311- and 2314-type disc drives 
installed by Memorex. Telex, he ex
plains, cut off the marketing of new 
2314s last May, while Memorex contin
ues to ship them. "I don't think there's 
any chance in hell they're going to 
recover their costs on any 2314 
shipped after August or September of 
last year," he adds. "They have 20 or 
24 months to recover their costs," and 
there's not that much revenue-produc
ing life remaining in them. "We're 
strong believers that in two or three 
years you're not going to see any 360s 
around ... and if there isn't, you certain
ly can't believe that too many of the 
2314s will be out. 

"I can see three years hence," he 
continues, "when we'll have the same 
problems with 3214s that we're now 
having with 2311 s - just warehouses 
of 'em. Talk to the leasing companies 
... the biggest things off rent today are 
2311 s ... I think one major portion of 
IBM's writeoff is the 2311. There's just 
no market for 'em." 

Memorex's statement: "About twd
thirds of our total manufactured output 
was marketed under lease." 

If there is any .thread that runs 
through these observations and specu
lations by outsiders, it connects back to 
Garrett Fitzgibbons' remarks about the 
importance of being able to "cascade" 
products. Manufacturers who depend 
on leasing contracts face that inexora
ble day when they gear comes back off 
rent. And the ability to extend the mar
ket life of each unit of hardware can 
spell the difference between almost 
making a profit and bathing in the boun
ty. 

Within Memorex, then, the rationale 
for this latest decision is understanda
ble. Others have questioned the morali
ty of the independent peripherals busi
ness. At Memorex, they question the 
long-range implications of restricting 
themselves to it. By also getting into the 
systems business, they reason, there 
are significant economies to be gained 
and new markets to be opened. The 
distributed network system, predicted 
to be a major trend in the '70s, is one of 
these new markets. And Memorex peri
pherals attached to Memorex comput
ers will certainly be favorable to the 
company's cash flow. With the U.S. 
economy in a recovery phase, it could 
be that corporate turnabouts like this -
and this is no isolated example - will 
be seen with greater frequency. 

- Edward K. Yasaki 
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RCA Users Still 
Go for New Series 
RCA's folly in introducing an RCA Se
ries line that chiefly impacted its own 
Spectra equipment may well be turning 
into a boon for Univac. Reliable sources 
report that sizable numbers of users of 
the old Spectra computers are continu
ing their orders for RCA Series ma
chines; and new orders are still coming 
in for the new machines. 

The benefit for Univac, of course, is 
that the trend indicates that many for
mer RCA users will continue with Uni
vac. Previously, the widespread indus
try opinion had been that IBM would 
pick up the majority of former RCA cus
tomers, because RCA stressed com
patibility with IBM equipment. 

Most orders were said to be for the 
smallest scale machine, the 2. In addi
tion, orders have been placed for the 3 
and 6; but at this writing there were no 
orders for the 7, the largest machine. 
Since Univac agreed to take over the 
RCA equipment base, it has been call
ing the equipment simply the Univac 
Series 70. 

Univac officials declined to discuss 
the rate of incoming orders, other than 
to say the firm expects to receive "a 
sizable amount of orders" from the for
mer RCA customer base. Univac's 
agreement with RCA calls for it to place 
a final order with RCA by June 30 for 
equipment for the old RCA customers. 

It is not entirely clear what will hap
pen to the old Spectra equipment that 
will be returned to make way for the 2s, 
3s, and 6s, although Univac executives 
have said in the past that they hope to 
keep the equipment out in the field 
largely by refurbishing it and getting it 
out to existing customers. A few weeks 
ago, Univac said it was getting "very 
few returns" of RCA equipment. 

The price/performance characteris
tics of the RCA Series line - and par
ticularly its large memory sizes - were 
so attractive to users of Spectra equip
ment that the new series impacted the 
Spectra line with devastating results for 
RCA, which dropped out of the comput
er business last September. Univac 
elected to go ahead with the new RCA 
line, and this move appears to be hold
ing many users for Univac. 

In addition to using the method of 
locking former RCA customers into 
Univac by upgrading the customers into 
the 2, 3, and 6, Univac has announced 

plans to eventually use its existing 9000 
and 1100 lines to "bridge" the custom
ers over into Univac. Many feel the 
bridge machines will be the 9700 and 
the 1106. "And we will be using all the 
known bridging techniques like simula
tion and emulation and maybe some 
new ones," says John C. Butler, vice 
president and general manager of Uni
vac's Series 70 operation. 

At a meeting of former RCA users in 
Atlanta, Butler said: "We want these 
customers 5, 10, 15 years from now, 
and that's the commitment we're work
ing on now. We plan to enhance the 
existing RCA software. This is not a 
wind-down thing; it's a move-ahead op
eration." Univac opened the users 
meeting to the press, and reporters 
found the users favorably impressed 
with Univac's commitment to the former 
RCA users. 

Siemens in virtual bind? 
In another development, it was re

ported that West Germany's Siemens, 
which has been marketing RCA's 
equipment in Europe, has sent a pro
gramming team to the U.S. to learn Se
ries 70 VMOS. Univac and Siemens 
have an agreement whereby Univac 
supports VMOS in exchange for Sie
mens' support of DqS until June 30. 
After that, both firms will be on their 
own with both programs. 

Siemens could be in something of a 
bind, because VMOS is a considerably 
more difficult program to learn than 
DOS, and the trend among customers 
is towards VMOS. Univac will continue 
to issue new releases for VMOS - ver
sion 8 is expected soon - but after 
June 30, Siemens will not be likely to 
get much support in VMOS from Uni
vac. The two firms - Univac and Sie
mens - often sell against each other in 
Europe, and it is possible that they 
could be competing for customers in 
Europe in situations in which Siemens' 
would be pitching VMOS, whose major 
advancements will be coming from Uni- _ 
vac. 

TI's Monster 
Will Make Waves 
The January announcement that Texas 
Instruments would deliver a version of 
its long-rumored Advanced Scientific 
Computer (AS C) to a government labo
ratory didn't get much press. 

But the simple announcement of the 
big semiconductor company's quiet en
try into the supercomputer business 
has big implications. 
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If your 3330 drives are in (or arriving soon), we're 
ready to ship you the new Caelus CMCX 3330 Pack. Now. 
Fully compatible with you-know-whose, the new CMCX 
provides 800 megabits of storage, 4040 bits per inch. And 
all the trouble-free performance you expect from Caelus. 

Ready? Call one of our offices listed below for 
immediate service, or Electronic Menlories & Magnetics 
Corporation, Computer Products Division, 1880 Century 
Park East, Los Angeles, CA 90067, (213) 556-2323. 

Caelus CMCX 3330 Pack 
A product of Electronic Memories & Magnetics Corporation emm 

EASTERN REGION: New York 201-845-0450, Atlanta 404-631-0536, Boston 617-862-6674, Orlando 305-647-1776, Philadelphia 215-331-1000, Wash
ington D.C. 703-941-2100. CENTRAL REGION: Chicago 312-297-3110, Cleveland 216-884-1980, Detroit 313-352-1040, Kansas City 816-561-0041, 
St. Louis 314-863-0015. WESTERN REGION: Los Angeles 213-477-3911, Dallas 214-243-2374, Houston 713-523-0531, San Francisco 415-692-4250, 
Seattle 206-455-5474. 
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news in perspective _____ _ vector processing. In the scalar (se
quential) mode, multiple buffering and 
instruction look ahead are used, mak
ing the ASC look a lot like a cross be
tween the CDC Star and the highly par
allel IIliac IV. A complement of peripher
als, an operating system, and an opti
mizing Fortran compiler are scheduled 
to accompany the ASC mainframe to 
its Princeton Univ. home. 

First of all, TI is evidently gambling 
that IBM is notgoing to get back into the 
monster race ... because TI is the larg
est outside supplier of integrated cir
cuits to Armonk. If IBM did decide to 
build a Superstretch 370/XX, it would 
be unlikely to buy circuits from a head..: 
on competitor. That question, though, is 
one TI probably won't have to face for 
quite some time. 

What happens now to Control Data 
Corp.? That company has survived by 
building the most powerful scientific 
computers in the world, but the ASC 
was picked over CDC's biggest com
puter, the Star, when the customer con
sidered performance, software, and 
reliability. How many $25-million Star 
contracts are there for CDC to bid on? 
CDC has to sell computers to stay in 
business - TI can always go back to 
building semiconductors. 

But there are more important implica
tions for the three manufacturers. The 
ASC computer will go to the Geophysi
cal Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) 
branch of the Commerce department's 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad
ministration. The ASC will monitor the 
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earth's oceans and atmosphere in fast
er than real-time, analyzing pollution 
levels and effects, searching for indica
tions of climate change, evaluating hur
ricane modification efforts', and hopeful
ly providing accurate weather forecast
ing up to three weeks in advance. If the 
ASC can just take some of the surprise 
out of storms such as the one that 
raced undetected across the Bay of 
Bengal to drown thousands of Pakis
tanis last year, it will be well worth its 
price. 
Not powerlul enough? 

The ASC that goes to GFDL in July of 
'73 consists of a 160-nanosecond semi
conductor memory with one million 32-
bit words; a cpu with four identical arith
metic units for performing both scalar 
and vector operations; pn 85-nsec peri
pheral processor that controls all sys
tem overhead functions with its eight 
logical processors; and an eight-port 
memory control unit that ties all the 
boxes together and performs memory 
mapping functions. If the four arithmetic 
units can be kept busy most of the time, 
the ASC would approach a 66 million 
instruction/second execution rate in 

Dr. Smagorinski, head of the GFDL, 
rates the ASC as 16 times more power
ful than his current computer, a 360/91. 
This will allow the laboratory to reduce 
the size of the ocean and atmospheric 
sections from the current limit of 100-
mile-square sections down to around 
50 miles per side - for the entire earth. 
If only one ocean or one part of the 
earth is being simulated, the resolution 
of the model gets correspondingly bet
ter. 

Many computer designers consider 
the ASC second in power only to the 
IIliac IV computer. But as impressive as 
the ASC hardware is, even it may not 
be enough. Says Dr. Smagorinski: "To 
do the job I'd really like to do, I need a 
computer capable of running one billion 
instructions per second." 

-M.W.C. 

(Continued on page 90) 

Working Y#ith 
shady characters 
can cost you money. 

Lear Siegler's new LSI 7700 is the only 
Interactive Display Terminal that eliminates 
costly fTlistakes from shady characters. Its 
12-inch glare-free screen with large, 
easy-to-read characters avoids mistakes 
caused by misreading displayed input. 

The 7700 is available in 1,000 or 2,000 
character versions. Both are self-contained
equipped with keyboard, control and editing 
logic, character generator, refresh memory, 
interface and split screen. 

The versatile 7700 offers a wide range 
of interfaces, which include EIA standard 
RS 232, parallel transfer rate up to 15,750 
characters per second, and optional serial 
rates up to 120,000 bps. 

For more information on how to avoid 
shady characters, write today to: 

LEAR SIEGLER. INC. @lS~. 
714 No. Brookhurst Street 1 
Anaheim, Calif. 92803 
(714) 774-1010 
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The 3M drive band. 
A new concept in tape 

Based on an entirely different, elegantly simple drive technique, 
the new 1;4" Scotch®Brand Data Cartridge combines reel-to-reel 

h dI · performance with cassette convenience and price. an lng. The Data Cartridge functions as its own transport 
and needs to be driven at only a single point. 

There are no pressure pads, no pinch rollers, no capstans ~ tape 
handling is fast, accurate and RELATIVE PERFORMANCE 

precise with no external tape 
guidance. 

With our new technique, 
tape is handled - not just 
driven - in the Data Cartridge. r=-2 ___ _ 

The drive band travels around 
three tension rollers and is 
wrapped partially around the 
tape on both hubs, making 



'Gofthe 

"rolling" contact with the tape. Tape wear is 
extremely low since the tape oxide touches noth
ing else except the head. Compliance in the 
band provides controlled tape tension at all 
times. No machine operation can cinch, spill, 
stretch or break the tape. 

A single external motor powers the drive 
band through contact with extended hubs 
on one of the tension rollers. Tape motion is 
easily controlled by starting, stopping or 
reversing this motor. 

Since no external guidance is required, tape/head' alignment is 
simplified and a variety of head and data configurations may be 
used with consistently high data reliability. 

The end result is low cost digital data storage like nothing 
you've ever seen before. The Data Cartridge starts and stops 

ercli • 
• 

within 25 ms at any operating speed, shuttles at 
up to 180 ips, stores up to 8 times as much data 
as the 0.150" cassette and has an expected life
time in excess of 5000 passes. 

Add to this a cost comparable to cassettes 
and only one quarter that of Y2" compatible 
tape decks, and you have a breakthrough in 
digital tape handling for any application. 

Need more data? Simple. 
Contact Data Products, 3M Company, 

300 S. Lewis Road, Camarillo, California 93010, 
Tel. (805) 482-1911. TWX 910-336-1676. 

Data Products 3m 
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This Datum system 
tells you what 
your mini-computer just said 
faster than you can read it 
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. 
news In 
perspective __ 
International 

Meet Tom Hudson 
Who Now Runs ICL 
The choice of former IBM marketing 
whiz Tom Hudson as the new chairman 
of the U.K.'s International Computers 
Ltd. is expected to be the cue for a 
much wider management overhaul of 
Europe's largest mainframe house. 
And it seems clear that Hudson will as
sume much more of the chief executive 
role than is customary for U.K. chair
men. However, this is one of the rea
sons why he was more or less gi~en the 
job by the three main shareholders in 
International Computers - the Plessey 

THOMAS CHARLES HUDSON: From 
Canada to IBM to ICL. 

group (telecommunications and elec
tronics), the British General Electric 
Co., and the U.K. government - all of 
whom contributed the formation of ICl 
in the first place from the tatters of the 
industry some four years ago. 

With this sort of alliance, a bloody 
palace revolution could hardly have 
been expected to get the first change 
made. Hudson was an obvious candi
date to replace Sir John Wall because 
he was Plessey's nominee to look after 
its interests. This he did from his own 
consultancy set up over six years ago 
which has specialized in European af
fairs rather than restricting attention to 
the U.K. Since Hudson is himself an 
emigre from Canada, an outward look
ing attitude is understandable. 

Investors are disenchanted with 
ICl's management, specifically its fail-
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ure to forge strong overseas links in the 
Continental European countries seen 
as so important with the Common Mar
ket development. Curiously, the way in 
which ICl has buttoned up a lion's 
share of the business available from 
behind the Iron Curtain seems to have 
earned it little respect from the inves
tors. It is a fact which raises speculation 
about the commercial viability of these 
deals. 

An old victim 
The route by which Hudson has 

reached the top floor at ICl is almost as 
interesting as the tortuous decade of 
mergers which produced the company 
in the first place. Indeed Hudson is not 
without responsibility in causing trouble 
for the old International Computers and 
Tabulators, which formed the core of 
each new pattern in the kaleidoscope. 
Until he arrived in the U.K. in '52, the 
U.K. was the only industrially devel
oped country in which IBM did not op
erate, and it was T. C. Hudson Esquire 
who in 11 years from 1955 took IBM 
(U.K.) from three to 6,000 people and 
cornered an estimated 40% of the mar
ket. Needless to say that 40% was 
bought in th& early days entirely at the 
expense of the local manufacturers, 
who numbered 10 at the time. 

In fact, Hudson's departure from IBM 
was caused by an excess of success 
on his part in the extraordinary affair of 
International Time Recorders, which 
used to be a wholly owned subsidiary of 
IBM (U.K.). But at the end of 1963 it was 
sold off to its directors and senior em
ployees at net asset value, with the pur
chase being financed by a debenture 
loan from IBM. But that was quickly re
paid. 

Ultimately International Time went 
public. The prospectus revealed that 
Hudson would realize a substantial 
capital gain on a large block of Interna
tional Time's shares issued to him at 
par. At the end of last year Hudson had 
about 235,000 shares in International 
Time, putting him comfortably into the 
million dollar category on capital as
sets. However, when the successful 
public flotation appeared in '65, Hud
son's masters at IBM felt they had been 
taken advantage of. Other companies 
are believed to have sought Hudson's 
services, but he declined on an agree
ment with IBM to keep out of direct 
competition for five years. 

In fact, he is the first senior IBM
trained executive to fill the top job in 
one of the major European'manufactur
ers, and he is already on record as say
ing that "one way to get into trouble is 
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DATUM ... 
the multiple-choice 

memory 
maker 

with better ways to get your money's 
worth out of mini-computers 

SOYQU own a mini-computer. It is probably powerful, fast, compact, 
inexpenStv d core-limited. ,,",f""" 

But adding memory can glv ID:ll"y"'economical extra per-
formance. Or it can cost you your knickers. Not to mention the 
headache of matching brand "A" mini-computer with a brand "S" 
disk, a brand "C" controller, plus your own give-it-a-try diagnostic. 

DATUM designs and builds proprietary memory, systems. Disks. 
Drums. Controllers. Formatters. With packaged expertise to make 
your memory system play quickly, reliably and continuously. 

DATUM drums with their head-per-track, fail-safe flying heads, 
created industry standards for reliability. Now we've added disks 
to complement our memorable drums. 

New, dual, moving-arm disk systems with up to 48 million-bit capa
city. "Sig" system features like top-loading removable disks, air 
filtration and optical head positioning. Small system compactness 
and price. 

At the other end of the storage spectrum, the DATUM Series 55 
mini-drums give you over 1 million-bit capacity, with 17.5 millisec
ond access, for $1,750, including electronics. 

In the middle, the Series 88 drums, the Rugged Reliables, with up 
t018 million bits. 

Controllers and formatters to match most mini-computers, too. 

Simply tell usthemini-computerrnodel you own and letus help you 
maximize your memory investment. 

CIRCLE 77 ON READER CARD 
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Here's 
one good 
reason 
to specify 
WANG 
tape drives 

It will give you twenty-five more. 
It's our new Comparison Brochure, describing the twenty-f ive exclusive features that make 

Wang tape handlers the standard by which other low-cost systems are compared. It also contains 
detailed specifications on all Wang drives, including the new Mod 1100 ... the low

cost vacuum column tape handler with speeds to 100 ips. The new Mod 1100 joins the Mod 7, Mod 8 and 
Mod 10 series, bringing levels of performance to low-cost tape drives never before achieved. 

712 812/25/37 

Send for your copy of this new brochure. Odds 
are 25 to 0 you'll be glad you did. 

" 1 WANG COMPUTER PRODUCTS. INC. '-AJ 2400 Broadway Santa Monica, Calif. 90404 
(213) 828-5565 

LONDON GENEVA STOCKHOLM MUNICH PARIS 

1025/37/45 1100 Formatter 
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· news In 
perspective __ 
to copy IBM." But this was almost cer
tainly a reference to attitudes over 
product planning as opposed to a 
strategy of quotas for the market and 
capital-intensive manufacturing to 
boost productivity. Over the past year 
ICL has trimmed 3,500 employees but 
still carries some 32,000. This is on a 
last-year profit of about $21 million 
from a gross turnover of $390 million. 

Computing the profitability of ICL is 
risky, as it has government develop
ment grants which tend to paper over 
possible financial cracks in the wood
work. There are also some questions 
raised over the discounting rate for buy
ing back systems through an autono
mous leasing company shared with one 
of the banks. Whatever the troubles to 
date, Hudson certainly steps in at the 
crucial moment as ICL readies its new 
range for later this year. And then? 

- Pearce Wright 

Data Entry 

Where IBM Won't 
Tread - Yet 
In some respects, we remain in the 
horse-and-buggy stages of the comput
er industry. For example, consider the 
keypunch: Developed more than 40 
years ago for accounting machine 
applications, keypunches are still being 
delivered by the hundreds each month. 

It seems only natural then that some 
clever computer people would think of 
something to replace keypunches using 
more modern technologies. As it turned 
out, a lot of them thought of one particu
lar solution at roughly the same time -
shared processor data entry systems, 
also called key-to-disc-to-tape sys
tems. This discussion is limited to the 
key-to-disc subindustry segment. 

The key-to-disc market is largely 
focused on an estimated 500,000-plus 
installed keypunches, and the in
dependent manufacturers are swarm
ing around that base like piranha. "I can 
guarantee a 30% increase in produc
tivity over keypunches with our data en
try systems," says James K. Sweeney, 
chairman of Computer Machinery 
Corp. of Santa Monica, which, with 
some $45 million worth of installed 
equipment, has the highest dollar value 
of equipment installed. 
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This announcement appears as a matter of record only. 
This financing has been arranged privately. 

$6,800,000 

II,"oUR-PHASE SYSTEMS, INC. 

March 15, 1972 

$2,500,000 
Lease Credit Arrangement 

$260,000 
Subordinated Notes 

$540,000 
Convertible Subordinated Notes 

$3,500,000 
Senior Convertible Preferred Stock 

FOUR-PHASE SYSTEMS, INC. 

10420 NORTH TANTAU AVENUE 

CUPERTINO, CALIFORNIA 95014 
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Our contribution to the l1lel1lory 
of OEM data systeDls. 
Our newest twosome. The TEAC cassette digital magnetic tape memory systems. 0 
New here. But abroad, already performing in a wide variety of uses in data commu
nications, point-of-sale, mini-computer and machine tool control operations. 0 As 
an adjunct to your data system, both units provid.e a compact, low-cost storage 
capacity of two-million bits per cassette with a packing density of 800 bpi. 0 The 
capstan drive gives a tape speed of 7.5 ips and start/stop time of less than 25 ms. 
Rewinding the MT-6 takes no more than a fast 40 seconds. It can be operated by 
either local or remote control, too. 0 The 4'h-pound MT-5 (lower left) can be had 

as a "write only" or "read only" unit. D It meas
ures just a little over 5" wide x 3" high X 7" deep 
and measures up to almost any order of OEM 
demands. 0 Powered by 5,12 and 24 volts DC (the 
MT-6 takes only 5 and 12), both units acclimate 
well to ambient conditions of 41 0 to 104 0 F and 
humidity of 20 to 80%.0 The 5'h-pound MT-6 
(lower right) is just over 5" wide x 5'h" high x 7" 
deep. Its double-gap head lets you read or write 
and do read-after-write checks. And input errors 
may be corrected with its bi-directional drive. 0 
Both units use Philips-type cassettes. 0 The 

MT-5, either read or write, is a modest $595. 
o The more versatile MT-6 is $1,025. 0 For 

OEM quantity orders, price discounts will 
be arranged, of course. 0 Just write or 

call Ken Williamson, Director of 
Marketing, Technical Products, TEAC 
Corporation of America, 7733 Tele
graph Rd., Montebello, CA 90640. 
Phone: (213) 726-0303. 0 Once you 
do, he won't forget you. He's got one of 
the best memory systems in the world 
going for him. 

Remember 

TEAC® 
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news in perspective _____ _ ness. Mohawk has just begun initial 
deliveries of its 12-keystation 2405 sys
tem, while its 20-keystation 2404 sys
tem is scheduled for delivery in June. 
"We've got the largest sales and ser
vicing force tuned to this market in the 
world," says Orrin B. Craigie, MDS vice 
president of marketing operations. "For 
the 2404 we're targeting our people di
rectly on the keypunch replacement 
market." 

Of importance to the key-to-disc 
market is IBM's reluctance to date to 
introduce any modern equipment that 
would severely impact its keypunch 
base. True, IBM has offered alterna
tives to keypunches - like the 129 card 
data recorder, the model 050 key-to
tape equipment, and the 3270 informa
tion display system - but none is cut
ting into IBM's keypunch base signifi
cantly. The 129 will have the most im
pact, but that matters little to IBM since 
the 129 is essentially a retrofit of IBM's 
old standby, the 029 keypunch. 

Fear retaliation 

All of the independent key-to-disc 
suppliers, of course, fear retaliation by 
IBM, but they are virtually unanimous in 
their thinking that IBM's threshold of 
pain - that point in time when the in
dependents could deeply cut into IBM's 
keypunch base - is far enough away 
to give the independents plenty of time 
to move successfully in the market. 

Indeed, the independents already 
have been moving aggressively. For in
stance, at year's end, Inforex, of Bur
lington, Mass., had shipped some 800 
systems with a total of 6,000 keysta-

tions and is thought to have some 7,000 
this spring. Of the independents, In
forex is far and away the leader in num
ber of systems and keystations deliv
ered, and with some $33 million worth 
of equipment out, trails CMC only in val
ue of equipment shipped. Inforex, in ad
dition, manufactures all of its minicom
puters, tape drives, disc drives, and oth
er major system components to keep 
its costs down. 

Info rex is on the low end of the key
to-disc market - the overwhelming 
majority of its systems have just eight 
keyboards. Thomas B. Horgan, Inforex 
president, describes his firm as "a com
puter periphery company as distin
guished from a computer peripheral 
company." In short, Horgan is staking 
out a position for Inforex along the pe
riphery of the computer industry in an 
effort to avoid head-on combat with 
IBM. Inforex has been spending some 
$800,000 annually on a new product 
which knowledgable observers expect 
to be announced around mid-year. 

Mahawk Data Sciences Corp. and 
CMC are also moving into the low end 
- small systems and less sophisticat
ed software - of the key-to-disc busi-

Mohawk has been delivering the 
hardware components of its key-to-disc 
systems since September in the form of 
its peripheral processor, the 2400. Mo
hawk makes virtually all of the major 
components in its systems with the ex
ception of its disc, and many observers 
expect the firm will eventually make 
that, too. 

The broadest range 

While CMC is moving on the .Iow end 
with its CMC 5, it probably offers the 
broadest range of key-to-disc systems 
of any vendor. The firm said it has some 
350 systems and 5,800 keystations in
stalled worldwide. CMC does not 
manufacture its system components, 
although it is beginning to make some 
of its minicomputers on license from 
Digital Computer Controls. Most of 
CMC's minis are supplied by DEC. 

THE I.B.M. 

The Novar 5-11 Recording 
Adding Machine performs all 
standard functions, and 
records the data off-line on 

1403 PRINTER 
INTERFACED TO 
YOUR SYSTEM 
FOR UNDER 
$6500* 
All of the fine features of the 
1403 printer are at your sys
tem's command through the Spur 1403 Controller. 
Your programmers and operators can take advantage 
of the universal character set, extended font chains 
and trains, upper flower case print-out, high speed 
paper slewing, positive paper stacking, and a host of 
other features. 

a Novar tape cartridge. 
Transmission can be made 
from any Novar terminal that 
has a tape recorder-to 
another terminal, or to a 
remote computer. 

Novar Corporation • 2370 Charleston Road 
Mountain View, Calif. 94040 • (415) 966-2272 
Offices in Principal Cities 

liji:a InFORmATiOn SYST~I!l~ 
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:::In quantities. of 10. 

For further information, call 
or write Ray Lorenz at: 
SPUR PRODUCTS CORP. 
2928 Santa Monica Blvd. 
Santa Monica, Cal. 90404 
Tel: (213) 828-8924 
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Surprisingly, there has been little ac
tivity in key-to-disc from the mainfram
ers. IBM, already noted, has no system 
available. Univac, which has a sizeable 
keypunch base, considered acquiring 
financially troubled Redcor Corp., of 
Woodland Hills, Calif., but backed away 
from the deal. Univac, however, is still 
said to be interested in the key-to-disc 
market. NCR and Control Data are 
known to be working on systems, but at 
this writing had made no formal deci
sion to enter the market. 

Honeywell, then, remains the only 
mainframe company with a commit
ment to key-to-disc systems, and while 
"the other computer company" had ini
tial hardware and software problems 
with its Keyplex system, a Honeywell 
spokesman reports that the firm has 
ironed out the problems and is currently 
in heavy production. At last count, 
Honeywell had delivered more than 
100 Keyplex systems worth $11 million 
and had a backlog of 75 systems. 
Honeywell manufactures virtually all of 
its own system components. 

"Our production will be moved from 
San Diego to Framingham, Mass., dur
ing the second quarter," said the 
Honeywell spokesman. "We don't an
ticipate any production interruptions, 

because we solved our start-up difficul
ties." 

The key-to-disc market has been 
fraught with danger for some compa
nies. Some, like Realtronics Inc., Com
puter Access Systems, and Transitel 
(which marketed a system manufac
tured by Systems Engineering 
Laboratories), simply folded their tents 
and dropped out of the business. Those 
companies, however, never really got 
beyond the lift-off stage. 

Others, like Redcor, had to cease 
operations primarily due to the inability 
to obtain lease financing. The firm had 
sold more than $11 million worth of 
equipment. Last month, Redcor filed a 
Chapter 11 petition and was still hoping 
to continue in business. 

Redcor and most of the other in
dependents have been victims of a new 
ruling by the Accounting Principles 
Board of the American Institute of Certi
fied Public Accountants that requires 
that revenues from equipment shipped 
to 8ustomers be delayed as sales and 
be recorded under the "operating" 
method of accounting rather than the 
"financing" method. One result was 
that the companies have had to delay 
sales and, worse, many - like Redcor 
- suddenly found it impossible to get 

We individually 
SYSTEMatize for you! 

C3 "HI·STYLE (00 ® " 

U'StOA1. cabinets 
-MADE to fit YOUR 

decent leasing arrangements. 
Another major key-to-disc manufac

turer, Consolidated Computer of Cana
da, was forced into receivership, large
ly because of financing problems, many 
of them related to lease financing. At 
this writing, however, the firm was on 
the verge of coming out of its difficulties 
and emerging in a stronger financial po
sition than it had been before. William 
G. Hutchison, president of Consolidat
ed, reported that ICL of England was 
buying Consolidated's subsidiaries and 
customer base in the U.K. and Germa
ny with the result that Consolidated 
would be getting a new financial lift. In 
addition, ICL will purchase $7 million of 
Consolidated equipment over the next 
12 months. "We'll be in a strong finan
cial position when we come out of this," 
said Hutchison. 

Consolidated's Key-Edit line covers a 
broad range, too. The approximately 
$23 million worth of Consolidated 
equipment installed represents nearly 
200 systems and about 2,500 key
boards in North America and Europe. 

While Consolidated is using the direct 
sales to ICL as a means around the 
lease financing problems, other compa
nies are simply rewriting their agree-

(Continued on page 99) 

We believe Accessories should ASSIST! 
Why not contact us when "ADEQUATE" 
is not the answer you're looking for ... 

We invite you to find out what 
"customized" accessory equipment can 
do for your installation. Write today for our 
FREE catalog to see this full line of 
accessory equipment that restricts you 

. only to your imagination. 

13 Broad Street, Binghamton, New York 13904 • Phone: 607-723-6344 
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Building great, 
• •• • Inexpensive minicomputers 

is our business. 
How they're used is yours. 

96 CIRCLE 25 ON READER CARD 

Buy anY,minicomputer from us 
and you get an 

inexpensive, reliable, compatible 
piece of equipment. 

Our 0-116, for example. 
You get a 16-bit LSI/MSI minicomputer 

that's completely compatible 
with 1200 series machines. 

You get a 1.2 microsecond cycle time. 
You get either a 51/4" 

or 1 01/2" chassis. And you get total 
interchangeability. 

What you don't get is a lot 
of grief about 

licensing or proprietary agreements. 
We don't require them. 

We don't even want them. 
We just want to deliver hardware. 

Isn't that· nice to know? 

Digital Computer Controls, Inc., 
12 Industrial Road, 

Fairfield, New Jersey 07006 
Phone (201) 227-4861 

@ 
DIIlITAL 

CDMPUTEFI 
CDNTFIDLS 
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YOU 
SHOULD 

BE 
THERE! 

DPMA 1972 INTERNATIONAL DATA PROCESSING 
CONFERENCE & BUSINESS EXPOSITION 

NEW YORK CITY • JUNE 27-30 
IT'S THE ONE computer conference you shouldn't miss. Up-to-the-minute seminars will ex-

plore every current facet of information processing and computer management 
techniques. 

EXTENSIVE EXHIBITS by leading computer manufacturers and others providing peripheral equipment, 
supplies and services to the d~ta processing user community. No cost for 
viewing. ,. 

SPECIAL INTEREST one-day seminar packages (separate fee) for in-depth penetration of specific 
industries and applications will cover: Banking • Insurance • Manufacturing 
• Transportation • Retailing 

The Seminar Program Includes: 
GENERAL MANAGEMENT TOPICS 
• Management Philosophies and Principles of Application 
• Management Development in the 70's 
• Improving Omni-directional Communications 
• Management's Role in Information Systems 
• Management Analysis Techniques via Computer 
• Performance Evaluation and Cost Effectiveness Analysis 

Techniques 

SYSTEMS TOPICS 

OPERATIONS TOPICS 

• Operations Planning and Scheduling 

• Successful Planning Techniques for Data Processing Managers 

• The Operations Manager's Job 

• The Accountant's Role in EDP Physical Security 

'. Operating a Time-Sharing and Remote Job Entry Installation 

• Data Base Considerations and Implementation Techniques 

GENERAL INTEREST TOPICS 
• Management and Control of the Systems Department • Personnel Management: Organizational Patterns and Techniques 

• Selection Techniques for Data Processing Personnel 
• Multi-media Approaches to EDP Training and Education • Improving Systems and Programming Productivity 

~ Structuring and Management of a MIS 

• Advances in EDP Systems Audit and Controls Techniques 
• Comprehensive In-House Education Pian for Users of Information 

Services 

• Mini-Computers and User Terminals 

• Advances in Microfilm Technology Applied to EDP Systems 

• Data Security (a broad ranging discussion on all aspects of 
security) 

• Use of Computers for Corporate Strategy Development 

OTHER PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS • KEYNOTE ADDRESS-Gerald G. Probst, President, UNIVAC Division, Sperry Rand Corporation 
• SPOTLIGHT SEMINAR-The COP Program. LADIES PROGRAM. BANQUET, ENTERTAINMENT. LUNCHEON ADDRESS-Joe Batten, 
consultant, author of "Tough-Minded Management". For Free Descriptive Brochure and Registration information return the coupon below: 
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PLEASE SEND ME A 
FREE DESCRIPTIVE 
BROCHURE ON THE 
OPMA 1972 
INTERNATIONAL 
CONFERENCE. 

'RETURN TO:' Conference Department, DPMA International Headquarters, 
505 ~usse Highway, Park Ridge, Illinois 60068 

NAME __________________________________________________________ __ 

COMpANY _________________________________________________________ _ 

ADDRESS ________________________________________________________ _ 

CITY ______________________ STATE/PROV. ___________________ ZI P ____ _ 

Are you a DPMA Member? Yes, _____ No, _____ _ 
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Adrian Ruyle, recently of MIT's 
Lincoln Laboratory and now head of 
ARS Training Systems, is our North
east Regional Representative. He's no 
stranger to ACM annual technical 
conferences-having attended each 
one since ACM 65. Over the years, 
he's formed some strong opinions on 
how they should be run. 

Now he's doing something about 
them. As General Chairman of ACM 72 
to be held in Boston August 14-16, 
Adrian is helping his committee cook 
up a thoroughly professional program. 

ACM 72 Committee: 
Walter Abrams 
Jack Crowley 
Jeffrey DeVeber 
James Donohue 
John Donovan 
Carol Giltner 
Elden Levine 
Adrian Ruyle 
Kenneth Scott 
Rosemary Shields 
Richard Waterhouse 
Gunars Zagars 

For a no-tea-party 
ACM 72. 

"It'll be no Boston 'tea party'," says 
Adrian. "We're cutting out the frills. 
ACM 72 will stand or fallon its service 
to our members. We want people to 
know what's going on in every major 
field of computing-and then to get 
more involved in their areas of interest 
at ACM. 

"Our call for papers has produced a 
phenomenal response. Each Special 
Interest Group and Committee will 
showcase new developments in its 
own area. There will be challenges for 
the experts-and special tutorial 

sessions for anyone who wants back
ground on a particular topic. Overall 
it will be an excellent chance for mem
bers to renew or enlarge their ties with 
ACM. Or for non-members to join." 

Plan now to join us at ACM 72. If you 
are not a member, part of your ad
mission fee can be converted to 
annual dues-saving you $25. Send 
in the coupon today! 

..................................................................... 
Association for Computing Machinery 
1133 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, New York 10036 

I am interested in ACM and ACM 72. 
Please send more information. 

Name 

Position 

Address 

City State Zip 

Association 
for Computing 
Machinery 
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· news In 
perspective __ 
ments with lease financing companies 
to permit them to record more equip
ment as outright sales. Inforex has 
. done this, for instance, and the other 
young independent companies are ex
pected to attempt to follow suit. The· 
older established companies in the key
to-disc business - like Honeywell and 
Mohawk, for instance - do not, have 
the lease financing problems, because 
they have sufficient cash flow. 

General from the brink 
Another firm that has been rescued 

from the brink is General Computer 
Systems, of Dallas. The firm never real
ly had any difficulties with its equipment 
and has recently taken steps to beef up 
its financial and marketing operations. 
Frederick Adler, the New York venture 
capitalist, and Bernard Benson, former 
president of Benson-Lehner Corp., 
have been successful in raising money 
for GCS, and the firm has recently hired 
Redcor's marketing vice president, Dal
las Talley. Albert Bieser, GCS presi
dent, reports that his firm has installed 
33 systems and 640 keyboards with a 
total value of less than $4 million. 
GCS's equipment is on the high end o~ 
the key-to-disc market, stressing flexi
ble software and remote terminals. 

One company that got a late start in 
the business - Entrex, of Burlington, 
Mass. - was about to close a $10 mil
lion financing deal at this writing. Al
though Entrex had shipped only 10 sYs
tems at year's end, president Barry M. 
Harder observed that the firm has just 
opened nine sales offices in the U.S. 
and that he expects to sell 1 00 systems 
this year. "Our biggest problem was 
the economic situation," says Harder. 
"The private placement market was 
tough sledding for awhile. Now we have 
our ducks in a row, and we're ready to 
roll." 

The key-to-disc firm that makes the 
largest systems, Logic Corp., of Cherry 
Hill, N.J., is also the first profitable com
pany in the business. Logic has been 
profitable sinc~ the first quarter of 
1971. It has delivered 31 systems worth 
about $7 million - nearly all of it in the 
Northeast and the Midwest. Logic 
claims to have the largest single instal
lation - 56 terminals configured 
around one minicomputer. Lewis A. 
Barr, Logic's vice president of market
ing, said that his firm provides a great 
deal of custom software for its custom
ers. 
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If you're seriously 
taWng about graphics, 
let's talk about ours ... 

seriously 
call (213) 346-3410 

Without any of the ours-is-best sa Irs pitch. 
Just plain talk about interactive graphics hardware and 
software. About what we do best and what others do best. 
We'll talk price/performance trade-offs and relate them 
to your needs and applications. 
If you're an OEM, ask about our Series 2 and Series 3 
pt3ripheral graphics terminals unit-priced from $19,800. 
We'll talk about discounts, specifications, building-block 
hardware and software, interfacing, deliveries, training, and 
whatever else you need to make an intelligent evaluation. 
If you're an end user, great. Ask about our new family of 
stand-alone systems: Vectorgraphics 11. (The picture above 
shows an expanded version with DOS.) For $35,900 we have a 
complete interactive graphics system with a display terminal, 
a PDP-11 /05 with 4K memory, an ASR33·and a utility software 
package. We'll talk about what these systems can do, how 
they expand, the software you get, our users association, 
and exactly what it would take to get you started on 
your application. 
After talking, it may be that none of our systems fit your 
needs. OK. Then we'll tell you whose will. And give you their 
phone number ... it does happen. 
What do we expect from all this talk? 
An opportunity to talk seriously with you about interactive 
graphics in general. And about our systems in particular. 
Because we feel that after you discover what you can get for 
your money, many of you will talk about our systems ... seriously. 

VECTOR GENERAL~ , 
8399 Topanga Canyon BouleVard - V 
Canoga Park, California 91304 
Phone: (213) 346-3410 / TWX 910-494-2764 
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If you want to 
find the right 
number fast ... 

JanlAary197l 

@ Pacifi~~ephone 

You need the 
latest phone 
book. 

If you want to find the right computer 
product or service fast ... 

You need the new 1972 EDP Industry 
Directory from Datamation~ 

You can save time - because we've used the speed and logic 
of a computer to sort and index the information for you. So 
you can find what you want fast, from over 20,000 offerings 
by 2,500 vendors. 

The listings are compact - and they 
show clearly the key information, with 
prices, maintenance costs, compatibil
ity features, languages ... just what you 
need to know to make sense of the be
wildering variety in the marketplace. 
And every pro~uct listing is cross-ref
erenced to a vendor index - so you can 
check out the company facilities and 
serVIce. 

Remember, hundreds of vendors have 
dropped out since the last edition was 
published-including RCA-and hun
dreds of others have checked in. So get 
your own personal copy of the new 
directory. Send a check or company 
purchase order for $25,::: along with 
your name, title, and mailing address, 
to 1972 EDP Industry Directory, Tech
nical Publishing Co., 1301 S. Grove 
Ave., Barrington, Ill. 60010. 

*In the U.S. and Canada; $35 elsewhere. 
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news in perspective _____ _ a six-month test of the system usjng 10 
operator stations. Each station is get
ting its own Microdata mini and a mi
crofilm viewer. Data is on microfiche; 
the fiche addresses are stored in the 
mini. Telephone numbers can be re
trieved quickly with the customer giving 
as little information as section of the city 
and the first three letters of the last 
name, says' Dean Mack, Microform's 
executive vice president. 

The companies also are moving ag
gressively on an international basis. 
Mohawk and Honeywell have had ex
tensive international marketing and ser
vicing networks in place for years, while 
Consolidated (primarily through ICL), 
Inforex, and CMC are in the process of 
building European subsidiaries. GCS 
and Entrex have licensing agreements 
in Europe, and Logic has no foreign 
sales as yet. Inforex and CMC have re
cently made deals with Japanese firms 
for the marketing of their systems in 
Asia. 

- W. David Gardner 

Information Retrieval 

New Help 
for Mr. Bumble 

NUMBER, PLEASE: Directory assist
ance operators at General Telephone 
in Santa Monica use computer-based 
microfiche system to find it fast in the 
white pages. 

The Santa Monica General Tele
phone system is the first operational di
rectory assistance automation system 
for a phone company, but can Ma Bell 
and IBM be far behind? Probably not. A 
16-month pilot program by Bell Labs 
and AT&T's directory assistance peo
ple, using an IBM 360/50, was conclud
ed in Oakland, Calif., Jan. 28, and cur
rently 8 miles of tape generated in the 
program are being studied at Bell Labs. 
The study is expected to take from 
three to six months, and a possible out
come is nationwide implementation. 
This wouldn't automatically mean that 
IBM would get a piece of the action. The 
equipment used in the Oakland test, 
which included a Honeywell 516 used 
as a preprocessor, was prototype hard
ware and could be replaced by some
thing else in a national operational sys-

A small Mountain View, Calif., firm, Mi
croform Data Systems, Inc., has staked 
first claim to the information market 
(telephone number variety) for automa-

eral Telephone Co., Santa Monica, 
where 50 operators man the directory 
assistance office. 

tion. . 
The phone company involved is Gen-

Microform Data is implementing a 
minicomputer-controlled information 
retrieval system for the office following 

LOW COST 
TAPE EDITING AND CORRECTION 

S-4 SPLICER 
$29.00 

H P-8 TAPE PU NCH 
$29.00 

IN/OPAC breaks the price barrier with their 
low cost S-4 Splicer and HP-8 Tape Punch. 
Write for our 32 page data processing cata
log and see for yourself what IN/OPAC has 
to offer. 

~DIVISION 
NUMERIDEX TAPE SYSTEMS, INC. 

4711 WEST NORTH AVENUE 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60639 
TELEPHONE:·312-772-6400 

CIRCLE 31 ON READER CARD 
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find out why 

liS GENERAL LEDGER 
is hard at work for ~)<'{ 21 
of the biggest US corporations: r···············. 

• 

OK ... what do they know that I don't? Tell me all about the MMS General • 
Ledger Package and how it: 

• • operates in either DOS or O/S (Coboll on • IS tailored to my exact specifications • 

• 

S/360 - S/370 with a mmimum of only 32K • prepares variable and fixed budgets • 

• handles up to 999 levels of reporting • provides automatic overhead allocations 

• • IS fully warranted for one year! • 

• I 
• company title • 

• street city state zip • 

• computer system Phone. 

• By the way I am also mterested in your other packages, namely • 

• 0 Accounts Payable 0 Accounts ReceIvable 0 Job Cost· 0 Inventory Managemenl. • 

• Sendto SOFTWARE INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION • 
A Subsidiary of MMS, Inc. 

• 279 Cambridge Street • 

L 
Burlington, Massachusetts 01803 .I 
(6171272-2970 

••••••••••••••• 
CALL: ATLANTA 
BOSTON 617·272·7731 LOS ANGELES 
NEW YORK 212·986-2515 PHILADELPHIA 
CHICAGO 312·332-4576 DALLAS 

"THE IMPLEMENTORS" SAN FRANCISCO 415·421·0426 

CI'RCLE 65 ON READER CARD 

404,255·0039 
213-331·4724 
609·228-1100 
214·631-6020 
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news in perspective _____ _ technology," and in fact, echoing Presi
dent Nixon's State of the Union mes
sage, "the U.S. will remain competitive 
by increasing technology and produc
tivity, not by building a waiL" 

tem. 
And Microform Data is after Bell too. 

Mack said his company was negotiating 
with New York Telephone Co. (Bell) to 
set up a test system. His company al
ready has systems in Bell offices in Los 
Angeles, San Francisco, New York 
City, Newark, and Pittsburgh which per
form a function opposite to that of the 
dJrectory assistance system. They re
trieve a customer name and address 
when fed a 'phone number and are used 
when a customer questions a specific 
call on his bill. He could find out that 
number he was so sure he didn't recog
nize belongs to good old Uncle Joe, and 
he'll find out fast. 

Companies 

User and LSI: 
Priorities at IBM 
"Cost-justified applications" and "very 
large and inexpensive memories" 
through the wonders of large-scale in
tegration: these seem to be key words 

in the gospel being preached by IBM 
chieftains from the podium and to the 
press. The Wall Street Journal was 
clued in by Chairman T. V. Learson last 
spring, Fortune received some of the 
same this spring, and the American 
Management Assn.'s 18th Annual Sys
tems Management Conference in 
March was kicked off by similar words 
from president Frank Cary. 

Certainly cynics can claim that the 
pronouncements have hidden meaning: 
shorten 360 life (since the new pro
grams and new technology are for 
370). IBM had already used everything 
but the podium to accomplish that. But 
what IBM executives are saying is cer
tainly reasonable and comforting to the 
beleagured user. Cary told the AMA 
crowd that in the business recession of 
the last two years, the user became 
cost conscious, cancelling orders and 
discontinuing installed systems. "Infor
mation processing is still cumbersome, 
and installed applications are costly to 
maintain." But the "conspicuous hesita
tion in growth" has not been the result 
of industry saturation, he said. "In
creasing labor costs," Cary asserted, 
are an "economic incentive to apply 

In a survey of users, IBM found that 
only 12% of the edp budget is spent on 

'new applications development. The 
bulk of the computing goes to record
keeping functions. "Customers are 
looking for guidance on how to plan, 
control, and implement new appli
cations" and for ways to improve com
munications between dp and end-user 
management. Among IBM's solutions: 
"more function has been built into the 
control programs," program packages 
"of almost immediate use" have been 
readied, big and cheap memories are 
on the way, and customer education 
courses are being expanded. Too, IBM, 
in much-precedented moves, is work
ing with key users to "develop leading
edge applications - in banking, in 
municipal government, in communica
tions, and in the retail industry, to name 
a few." 

The industry is quite interested in the 
public appearances of Learson and 
Cary - especially since IBM's top ex
ecutives have stood aloof from comput
er conferences in the last few years -
and looks forward next to the keynote 

Datacraft has killed the concept of the maverick computer line. 

So you can now plan ahead 
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speech by T. V. Learson at the Spring 
Joint Computer Conference, whose 
overall theme has to do with changing 
technologies. 

All That Shows 
Is the X 
Xerox Corp. tuckeq its ailing computer 
business into three newly formed or
ganizations and then jumped into the 
typewriter business. All of this hap
pened in early March - just two 
months before the third anniversary of 
its entry into the computer business 
through the acquisition of Scientific 
Data Systems for $908 million. 

Xerox enters the typewriter business 
by acquiring Diablo Systems, Inc., a tiny 
Hayward, Calif., firm which recently in
troduced an automatic printer that is 
~wice as fast as the IBM Selectric, but 
much quieter (March, p. 116). The 
HyType I, as it's called, uses a plastic 
disc instead of IBM's spinning ball, and 
many of the mechanical parts in other 
typewriters are electronic in this one. 
Although Diablo has been offering it as 
a receive-only printer, a keyboard is all 
that is needed to turn it into an office 
typewriter. 

Xerox offered Diablo $29 million. 

With the typewriter will come Diablo's 
disc drive line. Xerox also announced a 
deal with Itel, Diablo's principal backer, 
to acquire rights to a disc drive control
ler made by Itel's Information Storage 
Systems subsidiary. 

In the other move, the name Xerox 
Data Systems was eliminated, and Wil
liam G. Slavin, XDS president since 
1970, was transferred from EI Segun
do, Calif., to Rochester, N.Y., as group 
president of the newly formed Business 
Development Group. Joining Glavin in 
Rochester is Harvey Cohen, the former 
XDS senior vice president of marketing. 
He becomes vp of advanced systems. 
Cohen is replaced by ex-IBMer Donald 
E. McKee, who has been with Xerox's 
marketing staff in Stamford, Conn., for 
four years. 

McKee reports to the president of the 
newly formed Information Systems 
Group, headed by another ex-IBMer, 
David T. Kearns. That group will direct 
company's marketing, sales, service, 
and distribution in both the copier and 
computer markets. 

Third is the Information Technology 
Group, headed by James P. O'Neill, 
who was president of the Business Pro
ducts Group. This group will handle 
engineering and manufacturing. Re
porting to O'Neill is William J. Vitek, for-

mer XDS senior vice president for de
velopment, who came to the company 
from IBM to bolster the computer oper
ation's software capability. 

The Xerox computer venture has not 
been a success. Cutbacks in govern
ment programs eroded much of the 
firm's traditional markets, and its soft
ware deficiencies cut into revenues. At 
one time the company was said to have 
had 33 Sigma 7s and 5s .installed that 
were. not collecting rent because the 
software wouldn't work. 

With its reorganizatioh, Xerox is be
lieved to be committing itself strongly to 
the computer business - but also tak
ing steps to hide the losses that go 
along with it. A disc drive development 
program has been under way off and on 
for years at XDS, but the firm still sells 
drives made by CDC. The Diablo and 
Itel deals give Xero~ an in-house disc 
drive capability. And while the copier 
and computer marketing efforts still are 
separate, they now are within the one 
marketing organization, and the firm 
said it will emphasize the "interrelation
ships" between them. This could mean 
that Xerox's estimated 5,000 office prod
ucts salesmen will be organized to 
seek out computer customers. 

That is, if they aren't too busy trying 
to replace Selectrics. 

in confidence ... 
F R E E "The DC 6024 Computer Family;' 
Datacraft Corporation 

Family compatibility is an elegant euphemism used to describe two or more 
computers that speak the same language. We have rejected the concept of the 
maverick computer in the Datacraft computer family ~o you can now plan ahead 
in confidence. 

I'm Alan Olkin, vice president of Datacraft's computer division. Here are 
simple but very powerful statements of fact you will want to consider for your 
system: 

Each Datacraft computer is factory pre·wired for iill options. Field 
expansion is by direct plug·in of modular assemblies. No wiring 
changes are· ever required for field expansion. All software is modular 
and identical for all three computers. And we make our own memory 
systems. 

Check the configurations and prices we ofter. Now consider the advantages 
of a single source for a system that is inherently compatible today ... and 
tomorrow ... in any combination. For both OEM desi.gners and the end user, 
the Datacraft design means you can now plan ahead in total confidence. 

We have a manual that details the specifications and features we call "The 
DC 6024 Computer Family." After reading it you may forgive' a small smugness 
on our part when we say that there's not a single maverick in the'Datacraft family 
of computers. For your copy just tear out the attached coupon and send it to me. 

The DC 6024 series is a family of 24 bit, high speed, digital computers 
addressable at byte, word, and double word level. The family consists of: 

MODEL FULL CYCLE TIME PRICE 
DC 6024/1 600 nanoseconds $51,400 
DC 6024/3 1 microsecond $32,800 
DC 6024/5 1.2 microsecond $15,500 

ATTN: Alan Olkin, Room 201 
P. O. Box 23550, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33307 

Alan, please send me the price/performance information I can find in 
"The DC 6024 Computer Family." I understand the DC 6024 digital com
puter is ideally suited for applications requiring reaHime control and 
complex calculations. My application is one of the following which I have 
circled: 

Simula!ion s}!stems • Wind Tunnel testing • Process control • Scientific 
experiments • Data acquisition • Nuclear experiments • Chemical analysis 
• Engineering problem solving • Communications systems • Medical analysis 
& Monitoring • Training devices • Pollution analysis and control • Optical 
character recognition • Computer output to microfilm • Satellite processing 

·Other __________________ _ 

NAME: __________________ ~ ________ __ 

TITLE: ______________________________ _ 

COMPANY: __________________________ _ 

STREET: ____________________________ _ 

CITY: _________ STATE ____ ZIP ___ __ 
L ___________________ _ 

The DC 6024/5 is expandable in 4K memory' modules up to a 65K word 

.. 

_m_ax_i_m_um_._M_o_d_el_s_D_C_6_0_24_/_3_a_nd_D_C_6_0_24_/_1 _a_re_ex_p_an_da_b_le_in_8K_m_em_o_r_Y .. n~taOT.~· nf modules up to a 65K word maximum. All models are software and I/O 
compatible. 
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HEWLETT {hii; PACKARD 

Hewlett-Packard -
16399 West Bernardo Drive, San Diego, C~lifornia 92127 

Please send me a free copy of "The Story of Computer Graphics." 

Name 

Titfe ___ -'---__________ ,--_______ _ 

Company _____________________ ___ 

Address ________________________ __ 

City ______________________ --,-

State _____________ Zip _______ _ 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Plotter Application I L _______________________________ J 

If'you're still wading through reams of 
computer data and drawing your own 
charts and graphs, take ten minutes to 
read our new book: "The Story of Com
puter Graphics." 

'You'll learn how H-P's 7200 Series 
Graphics Plotter can transform the out
put of your terminal into ,concise, mean
ingful charts, curves and graphs ... 

directly from the keyboard, paper tape, 
cassette or a card reader. With no spe
cial' operating or programming/ 
language needed on your part. 

Now that our new high speed model 
is available, there's a 7200 Graphic 
Plotter for everybody ... for every ter
minal. And it's so easy to set up, under
stand and use that our storybook has a 
short-form order blank on the last page. 

You can buy, rent, arrent to buy~by 
mail. 

Use the coupon above to order yout 
, free copy of "The Story of Computer 
Graphics." It's full of 'sample graphs' 
and illustrations. There's even a full size 
fold-out of the 7200 Graphic Plotter. 
Hold it up next to your terminal and 
see how uncomplicated life can be. 

H-P's simple little ~,300 Gra~hic Plotter 
can uncomplicate your life. . 

Send for the big new ~icture book 
that shows you how. . 

CIRCLE 29 ON READER CARD 
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. 
news In 
perspective __ 
. Time-Sharing . 

Prosperity for 
the Prosperous 
The time-sharing, or network informa
tion services, industry will have a mini
mum growth of 30-40% annually and 
profit potential of 25-:30% pretax. 

Minicomputers are not the threat to 
this industry they once were. 

Many users are moving toward· in
house time-sharing systems, but some 
will end up using both internal and out
side services. 

Remote services companies will be
gin taking over the "mom and pop" 
batch bureaus that make up the bulk of 
the service bureau industry today. 

These are among the prognostica
tions made by the presidents of three 
"time-sharing" companies before a re
cent meeting of the computer group of 
the New York Society of Security Ana
lysts. It may sound like a rematch of 
predators of 1968, but the three men 
talking had better credentials in 1972 
than anyone did in '68 - or '69 or '70 
for that matter. Tom O'Rourke of Tym
share, Stewart Gold of Rapidata, and 
Richard Orenstein of National CSS 
each lay proud claim to a profitable 
1971. 

Gold, who is the on~ who made the 
seemingly outrageous statement on 
profit potential, worked his s.even-year
old company into an 18.5% pretax prof
it - $992K on revenues of $5.4 million. 
Tymshare, though a little disappointed 
by year-end performance, did net al
most $500K on $12.5 million in reve
nues. And National CSS should soori 
report more than $500K on $10 million. 
Gold expects independent publicly held 
firms to total $2 million in earnings in 
1971, so the three speakers presuma
bly represented most of these profits. 

Gold gave figures on what should be 
done, but now how. Based on current 

. technologies, he said a company with at 
least a $4 million revenue base should 
be able to operate on 75 % of sales: 
20% for hardware costs-10% for the 
network, and 10% for software; 15% 
for selling; 5 % for promotion aids; and 
15% for general and administrative. 

This assumes - among other things 
- expensing certain items year-to
year, such as software. It also assumes 
that the firm is able to obtain enough 
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throughput with its systems to generate 
sales that are more than five times the 
cost of hardware. Gold says three 
times cost is just break-even. Gold, O'
Rourke and Orenstein have all made 
significant improvements to their sys
tems through hardware and software 
changes. Gold says his GE-437 sys
tems generate revenues five times the 
hardware cost. 

The PDP-10 is said to be one of the 
most profitable systems in the time
sharing industry, and O'Rourke claims 
that Tymshare's will generate five-six 
times hardware cost. Gold thinks the 
PDP-10/70 that Rapidata will install 

RCA opens u 
new line 10" 
Telelype**equ 

soon will make possible a 7.8-8:1 ratio 
and, hence, profit expectations of 25-
40%. He says '72 profits should be 
about 25%. 

O'Rourke noted that minicomputers 
are no longer a threat to firms like Tym
share because the volume and com
plexity of files, programs, and data 
processed have outstripped the mini's 
capability. In-house time-sharing is an 
increasing trend, especially with the ad- . 
vent of the communications-oriented 
370, he admitted. All three speakers 
conceded they'd lost business because 
in-house systems were installed, but all 
happily noted that customers are find-

Model 33ASR with dial-up set 
and complete maintenance service 

·.::-·:"·x:,::."'=:······~ for $74 per rno nth. 

Now - lease Teletype equipment from RCA 
for just $37 per month (send/receive model 
33KSR) including maintenance. With dial-up set, 
only 80rt a day more! 
• Prompt installatioh and maintenance services by 

RCA technicians based in over 130 cities. 
• I mmediate delivery in any quantity from coast-

to-coast warehouse network 
• Automatic unattended operation 
• Built-in dial capability 
• Alternate voice communications 
• Friction or sprocket (pin) feed 

For full details and rates call or write: 
,. RCA Service Company, A Division of RCA, Technical Products 
Service,Bldg. 204-2, Camden, N.J. 08101. 
Phone: (609) 779-4129 

*Registered service mark of AT&T Co. nell 
~ ___ **_R_e~g~ist~e~re~d_T~ra~d~em~ar_k~o_fT_e~I~~ ____________ _ 
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news in perspective _____ _ 
ing that they can't develop the same 
service at the same price as the outside 
firm. 

were finished, their optimism seemed to 
spread as far as their own companies, 
and perhaps a few others. Leasco, 
Gold claimed, was charging low prices. 
just to cover hardware costs - certain
ly not to make a profit, and the likes of 
Honeywell were offering low-cost ser
vices as a stimulus for hardware sales. 
And Computer Sciences, well, nobody 
ran into them competitively very much, 
and they "have been trying to build the 
whole mousetrap and rush it into the 
market." - Angeline Pantages 

It was O'Rourke who thought that 
"mom and pop" service bureaus would 
be gobbled up by the larger network 
firms as they develop a range of ser
vices, from interactive to remote job en
try, with which the small batch firms 
can't compete. Tymshare itself will 
make 60% of its business from rje in 
three or four years. 

Actually, when the three speakers 

Newest 
data entry teDl: 

a pen! 

graf /peri'M~oniCdigitizer 
The graf/pen solvesdataentry problems for any computerinariy fjeld. 
It enters graphic data from two-dimensional curves or three- .... 

. dimensional objects;speedsentry of alphanumerics for pri nted.()r 
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.' graf/pencosts just $2800 complete. Write usforcornplete . information. 
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ARPA Network 
to Go Commercial 

. "Many of our users have cut their costs 
significantly; some would have to invest 
a million dollars in additional systems if 
they didn't use the network." 

Dr. Larry Roberts, the tall, quiet
spoken, pipe:.smoking developer of the 
ARPA Network, was talking about his 
favorite subject - the first, and so far 
only, large-scale attempt to intercon
nect many specialized computers of 
different makes and offer their capabili
ties to a multitude of remote users. 

Dr. Roberts' comments are particu
larly significant right now because 
ARPA - the Defense department's 
Advanced Research Projects Agency 
- wants the network to become a com
mercial service. The tentative plan calls. 
for selling the federal interest "in about 
two years," Dr. Roberts said. Bids will 
be invited from both specialized com
mon carriers and communications-ori
ented computer service firms. Between 
now and then, he added, ARPA may 
continue running the show, or the Arpa
net may be transferred to another gov
ernment agency. That decision will be 
made "shortly." 

Illiac IV, the giant parallel processor 
developed by Burroughs and the Univ. 
of Illinois, will remain federal property 
even after the Arpanet goes commer
Cial, Dr. Roberts said. IIliac was recent
ly shipped from the Burroug~s plant in 
Paoli, Pa., to Ames Research Center, 
Moffett Field, Calif., where it will be in-

. terfaced with the Arpanet. 
Implementation of the network began 

late in 1969 with a "research and test" 
phase that included connection of the 
first 15 users (nodes). The system went 
operational in the summer of 1971 . Last 

. March, there were 21 nodes, and by 
this month or next, there should be a 
total of 26. Dr. Roberts indicated sever
al more users were on the way. Appar
ently, there is plenty of room for expan-
sion because ARPA has simulated a 
200-node network. An even larger 
number of users can be accommodat
ed without much difficulty, Dr. Roberts 
added . 

A basic charge 
Each user being added currently 

pays a basic charge of $16,500 per 
year. This covers the cost of the com
munications subnetwork required at 
each node and also allows the user to 
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send 4,500 "kilopackets" of data per 
month. A packet is 1 K bits. If he sends 
more than this minimum amount of 
data, he pays 30¢ per kilopacket. The 
fee schedule is set up so that each new 
user pays nothing toward the cost of 
developing the system previous to the 
time he comes aboard. But if he gener
ates enough traffic to require an in
crease in network capacity - i.e., if he 
generates more than 4,500 kilopackets 
per month - he pays the related costs. 

The current charges per node will re
main the same regardless of how many 
users are added, at least while ARPA is 
in charge, said Dr. Roberts. 

An Arpanet terminal costs about 
$1 OOK. Typically, it consists of a "termi
nal interface processor" (TIP) that con
nects directly with up to 63 console
type terminals and with the user's exist
ing computer. The terminals can be lo
calor remote, and can range from 
slow-speed teletypewriters up to crt's 
and high-speed line printers. An "inter
face message processor" (IMP), the 
component within the TIP that inter
faces with the "host" computer, can be 
acquired separately by those users 
who don't need direct access to the 
network through terminal consoles. The 
IMP's, designed and fabricated by Bolt, 
Beranek & Newman, use Honeywell 
computers - the 316 IMP has a 500 
kilobit per second throughput. The 
nodes are knitted together by three 
transcontinental 50 Kb/second long 
lines leased from the phone company. 

The network transmits a message 
between any two nodes within 0.1 sec
ond. Long messages move at a rate of 
80 Kb/second. Transmission downtime 
has averaged 2.3% for each 50 Kb line; 
but, because duplicate transmission 
paths exist between every node pair, 
the actual downtime rate is under 0.5%. 
Undetected errors amount to 1:10 12 

bits transmitted. Currently, traffic 
amounts to about 370 kilopackets/ day, 
of which one-half to two-thirds is actual 
job data; the rest is test data. The job 
data is increasing rapidly, says Dr. Rob
erts. 

The computers connected to the Ar
panet include a large number of PDP-
10s and 11 s, but IBM, Burroughs, 
Honeywell, Univac, and XDS are well 
represented. The IBM complement 
runs the gamut from an 1800 at Rand 
Corp., Santa Monica, to a 360/91 at· 
UCLA. The oldest machine is Lincoln 
Lab's TX-2. (See "Networks: An Intro
duction," p. 36.) 

Many of the applications are highly 
scientific. Rand, for example, is model-
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ing weather systems, using the 360/91 
at UCLA and a 50 at UC Santa Bar
bara. The Univ. of Utah is using the 91 
at UCLA to study the digital reduction of 
photographs. "Several people, " says 
Dr. Roberts, are accessing multiple 
data bases sfored inside time-shared 
PDP-10s at Bolt, Baranek & Newman in 
Cambridge, Mass., and at Rand. 

A more mundane application in
volved a computer conversion job at 
Stanford Research Institute (SRI) sev
eral months ago - from an XDS 940 to 
a PDP-10. SRI rewrote its existing pro
grams, then used the Arpanet to test 
them on a PDP-10 at the Univ. of Utah. 

This was done before SRI's new ma
chine was delivered. Within a month aft
er delivery, the physical changeover 
was completed and the PDP-10 was 
running on a regular basis. Dr. Roberts 
estimates that SRI, by using the Arpa
net and the Utah computer, shortened 
its conversion job "almost a year." 

Doug Engelbart, who was in charge 
of this program conversion job, has 
developed a text-manipulation lan
guage, NLS, which ARPA hopes to use 
as the basis for an interactive "tele
conferencing" system. The basic idea 
is to store speeches, scientific papers, 
and similar material in a remotely ac-
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cessible data base so that other re
searchers can look at it on-line and add 
their own comments. People-people 
dialogs are also part of the plan. 

ARPA has several other R&D pro
jects under way or planned. They range 
from use of multiple computers at dis
persed sites to process different parts 
of a single complex problem like simu
lated deployment of military forces -
to experiments involving new methods 
of transmitting data via satellite. The 
Univ. of Hawaii, which will be connected 
to the Arpanet shortly via satellite, is 
undertaking the latter project. The uni
versity already has developed a data 
transmission system, using terrestrial 
broadcast channels, which permits 
much greater utilization of the band
width during peak periods. 

Its commercial future 

Regarding the Arpanet's future as a 
commercial data communications 
medium, Dr. Roberts believes "there 
are many possibilities. Visualize a net
work in which suppliers and their cus
tomers are each connected to the net
work via consoles and/or computers. 
Stock market information, simulation 
and modeling services needed by a 
company's engineering or marketing 
department, access to specialized sta
tistical data bases, and additional com
puter support in the form of machine 
time and/or specialized software are 
just a few of the services that could be 
offered. Although these services are 
now available on-line in many areas, 
the user frequently needs a different 
terminal for each and has to learn a 
number of different communication 
protocols. Also, once he begins patro
nizing a given supplier, it's difficult to 
change. 

"The network would eliminate these 
problems, since each user's terminal 
would be common to all applications, 
and a common communications proto
col would be employed. Also, assuming 
more than one supplier of a particular 
service was accessible through the net
work, the user could shop around 
before contracting with any of them and 
could change suppliers easily later on if 
a competitor offered better prices or 
services." 

- Phil Hirsch 
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People 

EDP Veteran 
Tries Politics 
Norman J. Ream can see the Western 
White House from where he lives in San 
Clemente, Calif. 

But that isn't the reason he got into 
politics. Computer industry veteran 
Ream (formerly of Lockheed, the Na
tional Bureau of Standards, IBM, and 
Control Data Corp., among others) is 
running for Congress in a newly creat
ed Southern California district, the 
42nd. His reasons for running aren't 
unusual. He's disturbed by "many 
things that are happening in this coun
try" and he thinks he can do something 
about it. 

Like a number of edp industry sa
vants, Ream is no stranger to govern
ment, having served with NBS and as 
special assistant to the Secretary of the 
Navy; but he probably is the first from 
the industry to brave the political arena. 
His only previous political experience 
was working for the incorporation of the 
city of Downey, Calif., in 1956. 

In the Republican primary for the new 
Congressional seat, June 6, Ream will 
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be opposed by California State Senator 
Claire Burgener, a San Diego realtor; a 
self-described.business advocate, Fred 
Gage of Oceanside; and a San Diego 
housewife, Gay Lewis. Ream says of 
the 42nd district: "The area is 70% 
Republican, so the primary is the elec
tion." 

NORMAN J. REAM: a nonpolitician in 
politics. 

Being of the edp industry, Ream has 
some thoughts on its behalf on its rela
tionship to the federal government. 
Senator Burgener does, too, though his 
opinions often are modified by pleas of 

ignorance. Gage and Mrs. Lewis were 
late filers and unavailable for comment 
~t writing. 

Ream feels "the federal government 
is not taking advantage of advanced 
technology." To expedite this, he advo
cates "restructuring of the executive 
branch ... " He would like to see some 
existing executive branch departments 
merged, "like Labor and Commerce," 
and a new department created to han
dle all agencies involved with technolo
gy, "like NASA and AEC," and maybe 
NBS, which noW'is under Commerce. 

He feels the term privacy, as related 
to data banks, "has been overused in 
Congress ... fear tactics have been 
employed by politicians. We live in a 
credit economy in this country, and to 
destroy the credit economy would be to 
destroy the national economy and our 
standard of living." He feels we don't 
today have the technical capability for a 
national data bank, but he doesn't fear 
the idea "as long as proper security is 
assured regarding access, and it 
couldn't be used for political purposes." 

Senator Burgener pleaded ignorance 
regarding our capabilities but said he 
feels "there is a great need for centrali
zation of data ... but I wouldn't like to 
think Big Brother could have a com
plete and total file on me." 
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news in perspective _____ _ well turned the corner in 1966 and has 
been profitable ever since. 

On government procurement, Ream 
said he would work to synthesize re
quirements to eliminate duplication. He 
would refine original systems procure
ment to make it more flexible, "to have 
systems bid both as totals and parts so 
independent peripherals manufactur
ers would have a chance at the begin
ning." 

He would like to see NBS take better 
advantage of industry knowledge by 
using an associate program, permitted 
under its charter, that allows NBS to 
ask independent manufacturers to as
sign people to work with the bureau full 
time, still reporting back regularly to 
employers. "It's the one place various 
manufacturers can work together with
out violating antitrust laws." 

Senator Burgener, who character
izes himself as "a generalist" and 
whose interest in government is in the 
fields of health and welfare, said he 
would look to people in the edp industry 
for advice and counsel on matters of 
concern to the industry. "In regards to 
any business, the best source of infor
mation is people in that business, keep
ing in mind, of course, that they repre
sent a vested interest and attempting to 

HOW MINY 
MILLIONAIRES 

ARE THERE IN THE 
UNITED STATES? 

equate that with the broader interests 
of the entire constituency." 

Nonpolitician Ream said "it's about 
time other than politicians got into polit
ics." Well, he's in, and win or lose June 
6, he'll still be able to see the Western 
White House June 7, if the smog isn't 
too heavy. 

- Edith Myers 

Finke: Popular 
Honeywell Leader 
"When there were so many disbeliev
ers, Finke was the guy who insisted we 
could make it," said one top Honeywell 
executive in recalling Walter W.Finke, 
the former head of Honeywell's com
puter operation. Finke, who died in Feb
ruary, guided Honeywell's computer 
business from its beginnings in 1955 un
til 1967. 

When Honeywell entered the busi
ness, there was great angst: everyone 
realized that profits were a long way off 
because so much computer equipment 
is leased. Finke, however, insisted that 
Honeywell could make it, and, of 
course, he proved to be right: Honey-

As one of the pioneers of the comput
er industry, Finke earned a reputation 
within Honeywell as a morale builder 
and as an inspirer of men. He had a 
great common touch and was a popular 
leader within the firm. Customers were 
constantly surprised to find Finke mak
ing sales calls. 

Finke joined Honeywell in 1951 after 
a stint in the Navy and after working as 
a lawyer and a teacher. Under his di
rection, Honeywell's computer busi
ness grew from virtually ground zero to 
more than $300 million annually. He left 
Honeywell in 1967 to become president 
and chief executive officer of the Dicta
phone Corp. - a post he held until Au
gust of last year when he retired. Finke, 
who was 64, died in Palm Desert, Calif. 
He leaves his widow. 

Shortlines 
Tiny Louisville, Colo., tape drive manu
facturer Storage Technology Corp., 
which· recently entered into its first 
third-party leasing agreement (March, 
p. 143) is keeping its accounting staff 
busy. STC signed a four-year agree
ment with Information Storage Sys-
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tems, Inc., under which it will buy and 
rernarket ISS 3330/3830 disc subsys
tems. Financing for this $3.5 million and 
up to $1 0 million in purchases between 
now and Dec. 31,1973, will be provided 
by ISS' parent, Itel Corp. STC also re
ceived a commitment from First Nation
al City Bank of New York as agent to 
enter into a new credit agreement pro
viding for maximum borrowings of $20 

. million to support leasing. Participating 
with First National City Bank are Union 
Commerce Bank, Cleveland; and 
Security Pacific Bank of Los Angeles. 
And STC said it will file a registration 
statement with the SEC for sale of 500,-
000 co~mon shares. The company 
also has received a contract from the 
Social Security Administration which 
could total more than $5.5 million in 
sales of tape subsystems ... Computer 
Machinery Corp., Los Angeles, is mov
ing ahead in international markets. The 
key-to-disc company signed a distribu
torship agreement with Nissho Iwai Co. 
Ltd. of Japan for sale and service of its 
systems in Japan, the Ryuku Islands, 
and Korea; and CMC France, a subsidi
ary, said it received an order for more 
than $1 ,600,000 worth of systems from 
Cheques Postaux, a department of the 
French government ... Two student 
paper competitions are underway: The 

Association for Computing Machinery 
competition for 1972-73, open to stu
dents who will not have received a 
bachelor's degree or equivalent before 
April 1, 1972, will give preference to 
authors who submit a notice of intention 
to compete by June 12. Final manu
scripts are due Sept.11.Winning papers 
will be published in the Aug. 1973 issue 
of Communications of the A C~ and 
authors will receive awards to be speci
fied later. Correspondence should go 
to: . ACM Student Editorial Committee, 
Computer Science Dept., Carnegie
Mellon Univ., Pittsburgh, Pa. The 
American Society for Information 
Science (ASIS) is staging a contest 
called "ASIS Student Member Paper 
Contest." It's limited to anyone who is 
an ASIS student member for 1972 or 
was a student member in 1971. Papers 
may be on any topic of interest to infor
mation scientists. The winner will re
ceive round-trip travel expenses and 
full registration for the 1972 ASIS Annu
al Meeting, Oct. 23-26 in Washington, 
D.C. The winning paper will be pub
lished in the Sept.! Oct. issue of the 
Journal of the American Society for In
formation Science. Deadline for sub
mission is May 1. Papers should go to 
ASIS Education Committee, 1140 Con
necticut Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 

20036 ... Mohawk Data Sciences is 
growing. The company has agreed in 
principle to acquire Computing Efficien
cy Inc., parent of Bucode, Inc., a manu
facturer of magnetic tape drives, includ
ing an IBM-compatible line. And MDS 
said it will begin construction this spring 
of a new multistory headquarters build-· 

. ing at the Oneida County airport, Utica, 
N.Y .... American Management Sys
tems, Arlington, Va., received a five
month, $100,000 contract to assist Bur
lington Northern railroad in design of a 
computerized freight revenue account
ing and reporting system ... Sorbus, 
Inc. signed a nationwide maintenance 
contract with Sycor, Inc., producer of 
intelligent terminals .... System Devel
opment Corp. received a contract from 
the Army Advanced i;3allistic Missile 
Defense Agency for development and 
operation of "an advanced computer 
and data processing research center" 
... Digital Computer Controls, Inc., 
Fairfield, N.J., agreed to acquire Con
struction Technology, Inc., a company 
which developed a computerized sys
tem for sheet metal fabricators ... 
Recognition Equipment Inc., Dallas, 
signed a $1,140,000 contract with Mi
crodata Corp. for Micro 800 and Micro 
1600 minicomputers to be used in its 
Input 3 and OCR IS 2000 systems. 0 

Omnitec couplers answer the need for unattended terminal operations 
Let the Omnitec model 703A 
acoustic couplers with fully 
automatic answer capability 
handle your data transmission. 
Now you can have 24 hour 
terminal to computer 
communications without the 
need for an attendant. This 
unique unit not only answers 
the telephone automatically, 
but also determines that it is a 
data call, turns on the terminal, 
establishes communications 
and releases the line after 
transmission. 
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combines the bestin operating 
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and auto-answer operating 
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line coupling. 
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Hardware 
Product Notes ... 
Our memory must be failing us. 
Itel told us that its semi
conductor memories for the 
370 models 155, 165, and 145 
(March, p. 114) would be 
available in July, Sept., and 
Nov. of 1972. The 1973 
delivery date applies only to 
the 135 model. 

It seems that Midland Bank 
Ltd., London, Engl.cind, likes to 
collect Burroughs B 6700 
computers. It already has two 
of them servicing several 
thousand bank branches on-:
line throughout the U.K., and 
it has put in an order for two 
more of the large-scale 
computers. That makes 
$39 million worth of business 
between Midland and 
Burroughs-so far. 

The National Society of . 
Professional Engineers has 
named the Staran parallel
processor, manufactured by 
Goodyear Aerospace Corp., 
Akron, as one of the 10 
outstanding engineering 
achievements of 1971. The 
latest application mentioned 
for the superfast machine 
(Jan., p. 75) is to monitor 
orbiting space "ju'nk" and 
calculate where it might land 
when it returns to earth. 

Get 'em while they last. Digital 
Equipment has 165 used PDP-8 
model I and L computers for 
sale, fully reconditioned, prices 
starting at $2500. 

An independent consultant has 
just completed a reliability 
survey of all IBM 370/165 
computers in California. Some 
findings: The average un
schedUled IPL rate was about 
one every 10 days, with the 
worst case being one a week. 
"After only six months in the 
field, the 165s are at least . 
as reliable as the 360/65 was 
after 'six years, even though 
the 165 has four times as 
many components." 

While on the subject of IBM 
reliability, it appears that 
problems reported with 370/ 
155s using 3330 disc drives 
(Jan., p. 8) were not being 
caused by the HASP monitor, 
but rather by hardware glitches 
in some bf early production 
models of the 3330 drive. 
Our sources indicate that the 
problems have disappeared. 

Beckman Instruments, Inc., 
Fullerton, Calif., liked the design 
of the True Data Corp. card 
reader,(March, p. 123) enough 
that it has agr~ed to produce 
it for the hew firm. Beckman 
thus gets a piece of the periph
eral manufacturing action, and 
much smaller.True Data Corp. 
doesn't have to buy lots of 
expensive equipment to get 
started. 

Commo Processor 
Following the example set by several 
others, IBM has finally decided that 
there should be such things as pro
grammable . corrimunications proces
sors to unburden cpu's from menial 
message handling tasks. The 370S cart 
be used with most IBM terminals and 
all models of the 370 line. Its heart is a 
1.2-usec cpu that operates on from 16-
240K of memory to handle up to 3S2 
active lines. These can range from 4S
baud asynchronous lines to SO-kilo
baud synchronous links. Officially 
called the communications controller, 
the unit controls the communications 
network, performing polling functions 
and character and buffering tasks. It 
also assembles complete messages be
fore handing them over to the cpu for 
processing. 

The 370S is programmed from the 
host computer using a network. control 
program. This high-level macro lan
guage program interprets user specifi
cations for precisely what functions 
are to be performed by the 370S, and 
generates the required code. The 370S 
communicates to the host computer 
via the familiar TCAM module. An 
emulation program is offered to cur-
rent-270l/2/3 users at no charge until 

month for 16K of memory, sufficient 
to support four lines. Lines can be 
added in sets of two up to the 3S2-line 
maximum, which rents for approxi
mateiy $9S00/month. First shipments 
for the 370S and the emulation pro
grams is this July, with the more 
sophisticated network control program 
due out in March of next year. Can 
virtual memory be far behind? IBM 
CORP., White Plains, N.Y. For infor
mation: 
CIRCLE 254 ON READER CARD 

Remote Job Entry * 
If these two IBM-compatible remote 
job entry configurations-called the 
DECcomm llD21 and I1D26-100k 
a lot like PDP Ills with 8K of memo
ry, ASR tty's, and synchronous commu
nication line interfaces, you're abso
lutely correct. The two systems have 
identical hardware and are designed to 
allow users to expand their IBM 2780 
rje capability. The DECcomm I1D21 
comes with a full set of Comtex 11 
system control and interface software, 
source listings, and source tapes. The 
minimum configuration starts at 
$22,,3S0. 

The DECcomm 11 D26 system costs 
$18,3S0; with enough Comtex binary 
code software supplied (no source 
tapes) for full IBM 2780 emulation. 
This model is designed primarily for 
the PDP-II minicomputer users who 
needs some part-time IBM 2780 capa
bility in addition to their normal run 
mode. DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP., 
Maynard, Mass. For information: 
CIRCLE 243 ON READER CARD 

the user can upgrade his operation- Printer/plotter * 
and until IBM can get the network con- Since scientific applications rarely re-
trol program ready. quire multiple copies of either printing 

Also featured in the 370S are auto- or plotting results, why have two sep-
matic error recovery procedures for arate units for doing roughly the same 
transmission errors, and the capability job? It would seem that the Statos 30 
to link it to two computers for backup. incorporates most of the features found 
It may also be attached to two separate in both printers and plotters. It prints 
channels on the same cpu for channel 132-column lines at a 1000-lpm rate, 
backup. The 370S controller can run drawing from a standard 96-cliaracter 
for a short time if tIie host system is ASCII set that has been augmented with 
inoperative and be programmed to no- 24 additional characters for printing 
tify users of a system problem if the French and German. Characters are 
down time exceeds a certain period. 7xl1 dot matrix variety for good legi-
This insures a pretty good "fail soft" bility. 
capability. In the plot mode, the 30's 1,408 in-

IBM took the opportunity of intro- dividual stylii (100 per inch) plot syn-
ducing the 370S to announce a new chronously and asynchronously at 220 
lease plan that provides an initial 24- steps 1 second-or a full page of plotting 
month contract with an unlimited in about five seconds, regardless of plot 
number of one-year extensions. density. . 

Rental of the 370S starts at $12001 Another ~ice thing about the 30 is 
* European distributor.has information on this product. 
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.AII-I'PI 
Bill 

Put these FOUR mag tape drives to work and you'll add 
real flexibility and power to your minicomputer system. 
Each drive in the CartriFile® 40 is independently control
lable-and reads or writes up to 18,000 bits per second. 
You can use each drive by itself or in combination with 
the others. 

CartriFile 40 comes complete with electronics (read, write, 
and controller) plus integral power supply. Also, inter
facing, cables, and basic software for all popular mini
computers. 

It operates with convenient, single-tape cartridges: new 
Tri-Data 1000 Series. These are available in 10-, 25-, 50-, 
and ·150-foot lengths. With four 150-foot cartridges, the 
system can store nearly 13 million bits. 

And the 'price? You'll like it. Only $4950 with interface; 
$3015 in small qEM quantities (without interface). 

Get all the facts on the "many-tape mini"-~artriFile 40. 

TRI-DATA 

800 Maude Avenue / Mountain View / CA 94040 
Phone (415) 969-3700 / TWX 910-379-6978 
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Two ways to save money 
on practically any 

time-sharing service. 

114 

Model 33 ASR 
accoustically 

coupled terminal. 
$65 per month. 

With about 150 in the U.S. there is no 
shortage of time-sharing services. What there 
is a shortage of, is low-cost terminals and 
service for them. 

So about a year ago we decided to offer 
terminals that would be compatible with 
virtually every time-sharing service. And we 
offered terminals at the lowest prices ever. 
Add to that nationwide support and it's not 
surprising that we have leased literally 
thousands of terminals. 

We offer models for every purpose. The 
Model 33 ASR with acoustic coupler works 
with any standard telephone. And we can 

Model 33ASR 
for data access 
arrangement 
$75 per month. 

provide Model 33 or Model 35 for use with 
Data-Phone* or data access arrangements. 

Regardless of which data terminal con
figuration you select you can depend on 
Western Union Data Services Company for 
nationwide servicing, applications engineer
ing, training and support. 

Interested in the most economical and 
efficient data terminal for your needs? 

Contact me at Western Union Data 
Services Company, 16 McKee Drive, 
Mahwah, New Jersey 07430. Phone: 
201-529-1170. Outside NJ. call toll-free 
800-631-7050. Telex: 12-5077. 

* Registered trademark of AT&T. 

!!:!!:! data serVices CDmpan!:f 
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hardware_-
that there is no need to reformat com
mands coming to the plotter via direct
memory-access channels of minicom
puters. The commands are handled in 
standard form by hardware functions 
in the plotter. This also has the advan
tage of reducing the size of the soft
ware support module. 

Several different grades of fan-fold 
and roll paper are offered in I5-inch 
widths. The paper is toned as a function 
of speed so that problems of wet out
put shouldn't occur. 

Interfaces, including software, are 
available for most major minicom
puters. These are typically priced in 
the $1500 range. The Statos 30 is 
priced at just under $9K, which seems 

very reasonable and ought to assure the 
product of a good future. Deliveries be
gin in June. VARIAN DATA MACHINES, 
Los Altos, Calif .. For information: 
CIRCLE 260 ON READER CARD 

Line Printers 
The models 246 and 306 medium
speed impact line printers will be ready 
for delivery by summer. Both use ro
tating drums, differing primarily in 
speeds: 200 132-column lines I minute 
for the 246, and 300 Ipm for the 306. 
Options for both models include 12-
channel vertical formatting, special 
character fonts, 230-volt operation, 
parity checking, six or eight lines per 
inch spacing, and pedestal stand. All 
models are generally sold in oem lots. 
750 units of a sister model, the V132, 
have been shipped. Prices are approx
imately $5500 and $6100 for orders of 
50 units. DATA PRINTER CORP., Cam
bridge, ,Mass. For information: 
CIRCLE 244 ON READER CARD 

Hybrid/Control Computer 
The PACER is an 8-32K 16-bit comput
er intended for dedicated and hybrid 
systems applications. It features a 1-
usec core memory; hardware multiplyl 
divide (5.6/6.6 usec execution times); 
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product 
spotlight 
The Memorex Computers * 
The company that has grown from a 
garage-based manufacturer of com
puter tape to an $80 megabuck inter
national corporation in 11 hectic years 
has built its first computers. Tired of 
attaching 2311-type disc units to hun
dreds of IBM 360 model 20s and watch
ing the majority of the revenue from 
those installations head for White 
Plains, Memorex has decided to offer 
the 360/20 user an alternative. And if 
the performance of the MRX models 40 
and 50 is anywhere near as impressive 
as the system specifications read, there 
might be a real assault coming on one 
of IBM'S more important revenue 
bases. 

For openers, there are eight indi
vidual processors on the 40 and 50. 
Four control 110 operations, and four 
do the processing. The processors are 
managed by a microcoded control 
store and are multiplexed to share ad
dressing and data paths. There are ap
proximately 150 basic instructions in 
the cpu, which has a two-byte data 
path. 

The difference between the two 
models is. the speed of the all-Mos 
memory-1.8 usec for the 40 and 900 
nsec for the 50. All arithmetic, except 
floating-point, is done in the hardware. 
Rounding out the mainframe ,are a 
number of interregister instructions, 16 
general-purpose registers, and a choice 
of channels: a 555 KB/second selector 
channel equivalent, and an 1100 KBI 
second channel that can be compared 

72 levels of automatic interrupts; rela
tive, direct, and multilevel indirect ad
dressing; automatic restart, etc. More 
than 150 applications and monitor 
programs are offered, including a 
FORTRAN IV compiler, a hybrid opera
tions interpreter, debugging packages, 
a real-time monitor, and plotting pack
ages. Prices start at $28K for hybrid 
models, $44K for automation control 
systems, and $22K for graphics-orient
ed versions. ELECTRONIC ASSOCIATES, 
INC., West Long Branch, N.J. For in
formation: 
CIRCLE 219 ON READER CARD 

to a multiplexor channel. 
The designers believe that small sys

tems in this category are often ham
strung in their performance for a lack 
of 110 capability rather than because 
the cpu's aren't powerful enough. 
That's the thinking behind these com
puters: Cut down on task switch time, 
and make the channels fast. A full 
range of peripherals will be offered for 
attachment to those channels. 

For software, there will be a disc
based batch operating system called 
MRXOS. A telecommunications sub
monitor is also available. FORTRAN, 
COBOL, and RPG are the languages of
fered, and there is an emulation pro
gram for the 360/20 the MRX ma
chines hope to replace. This program 
runs in one of the two multi program 
partitions in the machine, so the com
puter doesn't have to be dedicated to 
emulation. Except for the high-level 
languages, the software is bundled. 

Pricing was still being pegged for the 
model 40 at press time. But a model 50 
with multiprogramming and remote 
processing capability, 48K of memory, 
console, 600-lpm printer, three 29-
megabyte disc drives, and two asyn
chronous and one synchronous com
munication lines will be around $6KI 
month. If the 40 comes in at a price 
substantially under that, it could be a 
good competitor to the IBM System/3. 
First shipments are scheduled for Sep
tember. MEMOREX CORP., Santa Clara, 
Calif. For information: 
CIRCLE 258 ON READER CARD 

Graphics Terminal * 
When users started buying oem-ori-
ented graphics terminals from this 
manufacturer, the company decided 
there must be more of an end user 
market for the devices than they origi
nally thought. So, they went back to 
the drawing boards, and the Vector 
Graphics 11 is the result. It's a stand
alone graphics system based on several 
models of the Digital Equipment PDP-
11 product line (11 105 through 11 I 20 
for now, 11 145 possibly in the future). 

A 13 x 14-inch screen with 4K x 4K 
resolution is used. The vector genera-
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hardware--
tor is good up to 18,000 ips without 
flicker, and there are 32 intensity lev
els. Up to four displays can be attached 
to a display controller, and the system 
can accommodate up to four display 
controllers. A price of $36,700 in
cludes 4K of memory, an ASR 33 tty, 
scope and controller, selective blinking, 
vector generator, and 90° image rota
tion. A hardware character generator 
is an additional $4K. VECTOR GENER

AL, INC., Canoga Park, Calif. For in
formation: 
CIRCLE 248 ON READER CAR'D 

Disc Storage * 
Users who are looking for auxiliary 
storage with more speed and capacity 
than cassettes, but who don't need a 
full-fledged (and expensive) disc unit, 
might be interested in the IODISC Series 
One. The storage medium is a flexible 
disc with a 250-kilobyte capacity that 
is contained in a sealed cartridge. The 

drive contains two spindles, providing 
an on-line capacity of 500 kilobytes 
that can be accessed in 60 msec and 
transferred at 150 KBI second. A very 
low noise level is claimed for the sys
tem, qualifying it for office applica
tions. The basic unit, including power 
supply, is priced at $5500. Interfaces 
for a good number of minis are avail
able, ranging in price from $750 to 
$1600. The Series One "Cartridisc" 
storage units will be available this 
summer. IOMEC INC., Santa Clara, 
Calif. For information: 
CIRCLE 255 ON READER CARD 

Crt Terminal 
The TELERA Y crt terminal is aimed at 
the tty replacement market, and it's 
claimed that the unit is compatible 
enough with tty's that the two types of 
terminals can be operated in series. A 
12-inch diagonal screen is used to dis
playa choice of 12 or 24 lines contain
ing 40 or 80 5 x 7 dot matrix ASCII 

characters that are refreshed at 60 Hz. 
The unit's electronics are contained on 
only two pc cards, which probably ac
counts for the TELERAY'S low base 

price of $1400. Delivery schedules are 
approximately 60 days. RESEARCH INC., 

Minneapolis, Minn. For information: 
CIRCLE 256 ON READER CARD 

Touch-Tone Terminal 
The model 101 data entry terminal 
consists of an acoustic coupler, 10 nu
meric and 5 special function keys, a 
buffer memory for eight entries, and a 

light-emitting diode display that per
mits verification of data before its 
transmission. A small speaker is also 
included for answer-back data verifica
tion. ASCII and EBCDIC models are of
fered. The price is $525, with deliv
ery from stock to three weeks. 
COMPUTRAN, INC., Gardena, Calif. For 
information: 
CIRCLE 226 ON READER CARD 

Disc Storage * 
The 6330 disc storage system is the 
latest entry in the IBM 3330 replace
ment derby. Since its 800-megabyte 
storage capacity, 30-msec average ac
cess time, and 806 KBI second transfer 
rate are very close to everything else 
that's offered, users will probably. just 
want to know the rental terms. The 
6830 controller rents for $2150/ 
month, including maintenance, on a 
one-year lease. The two-channel switch 
option is $1501 month extra. Each 
6316 spindle rents for $585 on ,the onti
year contract-which is actually 13 
months. Three-year contracts get 'an 
additional seven months' free rental. 
Deliveries of the 6330 start this sum
mer. TELEX COMPUTER PRODUCTS, 

INC., Tulsa, Okla. For information: 
CIRCLE 251 ON READER CARD 

Strip Chart Recorders 
The "Bare Bones" series of electronic 
chart recorders will probably appeal to 
the person who values function over 
form, as the units come without panel
ing, controls, etc. The series complies 
with American Heart Association speci
fications (which includes extensive 
precautions against transient voltage 
shocks), but might also find applica
tions in aerospace, automotive, chemi
cal, food, pollution control, and other 
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fields. The galvanometers measure 
frequencies up to 125 Hz and beyond, 
with a sensitivity of 10 millivolts per 
millimeter. The chart speeds are 25 
and 50 mml second, for single or dual
channel units. Slower speeds are offer
ed as options. The Bare Bones units 

Off-line Printing 
The 514 off-line print station consists 
of from one to four 2314 disc drives, a 
24K minicomputer, and a choice of a 
300- or 600-lpm printer. The interface 
is said to be compatible with DOS soft
ware and features automatic fail-safe 
record addressing, hardware error 
checking, and variable record lengths 
up to 2K words. The basic price is 
$59,750, including one disc drive, the 
300-lpm printer, the mini, and support
ing software. Delivery is 90 days. 
UL TIMACC SYSTEMS INC., Maywood, 
N.J. For information: 

prices will drop accordingly. Delivery 
is 90 days. FUTURONICS CORP., Free
port, N.Y. For information: 
CIRCLE 253 ON READER CARD 

Card Reader * 

CIRCLE 221 ON READER CARD 

Card Reader/Punch 

The model' C450 reads 80-column 
cards punched in any format column
by-column at 450 cpm. Its input and 
output stackers have 1,000-card capac
ities, which may be loaded or unloaded 
on the fly. The C450 is available in 
both table-top and rack-mount models. 
Attention lights indicate output hopper 
full, input hopper empty, and three 
unsuccessful read attempts. The price 
to oem's in orders of 100 is $12301 
unit, with single units listing for $1795. 
PERIPHERAL DYNAMICS INC., Norris.,. 
town, Pa. For information: 
CIRCLE 223 ON READER CARD 

Communications Aid 

look like oem products but are intend
ed for end users. They are supplied 
with input and output connections at 
the rear, controls in kit form, wiring 
diagrams, and parts lists. Prices start at 
$286 for a single-channel model, and 
$575 for dual recorders. ASTRO-MED, 

West Warwick, R.1. For information: 

At a maximum speed of 112 cards per 
minute, the high-speed card terminal 
seems inappropriately named. But it's 
claimed that no other similar unit on 
the market can simultaneously read, 
punch, and interpret what it punches 
at that speed. The terminal was devel
oped for the government, and it has 
turned out that a number of users 
started buying them. An optional key
board turns the terminal into an off
line keypunch and interpreter. The 
price of $18K seems high-but the 
vendor feels there are -not very many 
potential customers. If it turns out that 
there are more than he thinks, the 

Here is a simple little product that 
might reduce communication costs 
and make the communication opera
tion much more convenient. It's called 
the Data Sig 100, and it allows operat
ors at either end of synchronous 
communication links to signal each 
other (with a flashing light and beep
er) that they wish to talk in voice 
mode. That eliminates having to drop CIRCLE 224 ON READER CARD 
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IBM 
SYSTEM/3 

USERS 

READY TO USE 
ACCOUNTING 

SYSTEMS 
*PAYRal. 

*GENERAL LEDGER 
*ACCQUNTS PAYABLE 

*1 NVENTORY 
*ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 

Complete documentation, forms, 
instruction manual. User t~sted; 
SJdaptable to manufacturers, 
wholesalers, retailers, services. 
Easy to use-warranted. Card or 
disc. Immediate delivery. Call or 
write: 

~ 
CertifIed Software Systems 
2419 NICOLLET AVENUE, MINNEAPOLIS, 
MINN. 55404 PHONE 612/332-9043 

CIRCLE 82 ON READER CARD 

SPEED PROCESSING 
with "ON-SITE" PUNCHING 
of SOURCE 'DATA 

- MODEL 2600-00 

Instead of using hand written source data which must go to 
keypunching before entry, 

~~~t~EN i . ENe:) a 
you can punch source data into cards at any remote location 
using the Wright Punch. These cards can then go directly to 
data entry . 

........... __ .... -------./ ENTRY} 
Fi~d out how this remarkable, inexpensive yet reliable pre
cision portable card punch can help you to speed data flow, 
reduce keypunch bottlenecks and save money. Circle readers 
service number or write to Electromechanics Department, 
Wright Line, A Division of Barry Wright Corporation, 160 
Gold Star Boulevard, Worcester, Massachusetts 01606. 
Other models available (manual and 
electric) for punching Hollerith type 

I holes into plastic tabulating, credit, ID 
and badge cards. Special versions avail
able. OEM and Dealer inquiries invited. 

CIRCLE 105 ON READER CARD 
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The Matrix Printer is plugging into Europe. 
During the past two years Matrix non
impact Printer/Plotters have been 
working in hundreds of applications 
in the U. S. 

Silently. And successfully. 
Now, we're off to Europe. Today the 

line of Matrix Printer/Plotters is avail
able through sales representatives in 
the United Kingdom, France, Italy, 
Switzerland, West Germany, Belgium, 
The Netherlands, Sweden, Norway, 
Denmark, Finland, and Austria. 

12 countries in all. 
This is good news for Europe, as 

well as for us. 
Europeans now have available a 

highly advanced, electrostatic print
er /plotter that takes the noisy "bang" 
out of printout. A printer that operates 
at up to 600 LPM ... 80 or 132 ASCII 
characters per line ... and does raster 
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scan plotting with up to 1024 points 
per scan. 

Cost·conscious Europeans will also 
be pleased to know we've already de
veloped software and controllers for 
18 mini- and midi-computers. Our 
Matrix Printer/Plotter can be plugged 
in almost anywhere ... without undue 
expense. 

So better make note of our address. 
In the U.S. it's still Versatec, 10100 

Bubb Road, Cupertino, California 
95014. 

But in Western Europe you can now 
get literature-or the location of the 
nearest sales and service organization 
-from Sintrom Europe, Ltd., 2 Ark
wright Road, Reading, Berks, England. 

V VERSATEC 
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the link each time voice communica
tion is desired. The RS-232-B com
patible unit can be configured to signal 
under both computer and manual con
trol. It's priced at $50.0.. DIVERSIFIED 
SYSTEMS INC., Irving, Texas. For in
formation: 
CIRCLE 247 ON READER CARD 

Custom Crt 
The model 500. custom video terminal 
is standard enough in many respects. It 
consists of a 12-inch diagonal screen 
for displaying up to 24 SD-character 
lines, has a 64-character ASCII set, and 
refreshes at 60 Hz. But the product is 
for the "non-IBM" world," says its de
veloper. For that reason, the basic tty 
model 33-style keyboard is a separate 

component of the terminal so custom
izing can be done easily. Some features 
of the 500. are answer-back; selective 
blinking; tab controls; character and 
line editing; and numerous formats, 
data transmission speeds, and line con
trol disciplines. The RS-232 interface 
handles asynchronous data rates of 
110-IS0D baud, or synchronous 
transmission at up to 960.0 baud. The 
basic 500., including a tty model 33 
keyboard and 12 72-character lines, is 
priced at $1450. The small new firm is 
quoting delivery in 60. days. LIBERTY 
SYSTEMS GROUP, Canoga Park, Calif. 
For information: 
CIRCLE 252 ON READER CARD 

Plotter 
Having built a number of fiat-bed plot-
ters during the last several years,. this 
firm has decided to try its hand at 
producing a drum plotter. The models 
3600. and 36DOM are basically similar 
units with 34-inch wide drums, 2.5-
and 5-mil increment sizes selected ei
ther manually or by program control, 
absolute repeatability, and 25-msec 
pen upl down times. The models differ 
in that the basic 3600. plots at 450 and 
90.0. increments per second (for 5 and 
2.5 mils, respectively), and the 3600M 
runs at twice those speeds. Ball point, 
fiber tip, and ink pens can be used. The 

price for the 360.0 is $12,200., and the 
M is $14,90.0.. Interfaces are available 
for a number of minicomputers, in
cluding the H-P 2100. and PDP-S and 
11, and are in the $1 K price range. A 
remote controller, priced at $3675, al
lows plotting at up to SID stepsl second 
over 3D-cps voice-grade lines. ZETA RE
SEARCH, Lafayette, Calif. For informa
tion: 
CIRCLE 246 ON READER CARD 

360/22 Memory Upgrade 
As soon as users receive their bright 
shiny new 360/22, they may want a 
little more memory capacity than the 
32K that IBM supplies. This vendor 
offers the ARM-22 memory in either 
32K or 64K sizes, with cycle times of 
1.5 usec. A. two-year lease on 3 2K -runs 
$960.1 month, including prime shift 
maintenance. Delivery is immediate. 
AMPEX CORP., Marina del Rey, Calif. 
For information: 
CIRCLE 262 ON READER CARD 

Commo Minicomputer 
RACE is the name of this micropro
grammable minicomputer intended for 
incorporation into larger peripheral 
and instrumentation systems. The con
trol ROM-UP to 256 64-bit words-is 
used to implement 190 basic machine 

Fact: Wyle has been delivering 
Computerminals@ to industry since 1967. 

Takeailasfpeepthrough 

That's experience! 
Fact: We've built more CRT terminals for 

others than most have builtfor themselves. 
That's production knOW-how! 
Fact: Our parent company, Wyle Labora

tories, with $90.,0.0.0.,0.0.0. annual sales gives us 
the financial muscle to get the job done. 

For expertise in CRT displays & terminals, 
look to Wyle Computer Products. 

WYI.E COMPUIIR PRODUCIS,INC. 
A Subsidiary of Wyle Laboratories 

128 Maryland St., EI Segundo, Ca. 90245 (213) 678-4251 

CIRCLE 90 ON READER CARD 
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Qlddrafty. 
Securiti-Card™,'operatediJ ocksi , .... usher .. in 
t,he !:}f1~.of keYt1()' es;. Ourcar~ ... & •. rock. cpm-. 
binationsoffer economical access 'controls 
forallfevels ·of security.·.· - ·leUing the card 
holder.·jntothe··proper· places··.at the .. right ti .. . ..... .... . .. .. . .... . 
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call Dalaman 
Dataman has developed SYM/ 

BOL, a symbolic COBOL generator 
language. Anything a programmer 
can do in COBOL, he can do 40-
50% faster with SYM/BOL. SYM/ 
BOL does away with the redun
dant writing required for COBOL, 
because all of the fixed COBOL 
statements are generated by SYM/ 
BOL. The generated COBOL pro
vides easier to read programs. 
Programming with SYM/BOL 
makes for more accurate desk 
checking and ease of reference 
back through a program. SYM/ 
BOL does not require additional 
system libraries or library main· 
tenance. 

By using SYM/BOL, you in
crease the efficiency of your pro
gramming staff, provide your iri
stallation with more standard 
COBOL documentation, and pro
vide easier to maintain programs. 
SYM/BOL will pay for itself quick
ly in ~avings of programming time. 

If you can't think of a way to 
use more programming time, call 
or write Dataman' anyway. Our 
EDP specialist can provide you 
with valuable recommendations 
for a profitable" utilization of your 
computers. 
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~TAMAN 
A Division of 

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS, INC. 

P. O. Box 2827 
Amarillo, Texas 79105 
Phone: 806 376-4223 
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instructions. A dual memory bus archi
tecture permits from I-16K bytes of 
1.25-usec MOS memory and up to 2K 
bytes of 250-nsec bipolar ROM to be 
used. The MOS memory can be ex
panded in 1 K increments; and the 
ROM, which is designed to hold per
manent programs that have been 
checked out in the readlwrite mem
ory, can be expanded in 32-byte steps. 

There are three general-purpose reg
isters; 2's complement, binary, patallel, 
and fixed point arithmetic; and an 1/0 

bus that takes up to 32 devices. Op
tions include a hardware bootstrap 
loader, interval timer, battery backup, 
and direct-memory-access capability. 
Software includes a 4K symbolic as
sembler with built-in editing features, a 
debug package, and a multiprogram
ming monitor that can optionally be 
made to run out of the bipolar ROM. 

The base price of $3900 includes cpu, 
4K bytes of memory, 64 words of con
trol ROM, power supply, and control 
panel. INTELEX,' INC., Garland, Texas. 
For information: 
CIRCLE 249 ON READER CARD 

Batch Terminal 
While the minicomputer above is 
strictly intended for oem's, it has been 
incorporated into a batch terminal 
called the model 3000 for users. Com
munication speeds go up to 9600 baud 
for both ASCII and EBCDIC character 
codes. There are emulation packages 
for the IBM 27S0 and 360/20, the 
Univac 1004 and 9000, and the CDC 

User 200 terminal. With 4K of MOS 

memory, emulation package, a 300-
cpm reader, and 100-cps printer, the 
3000 rents for approximately $5501 
month .on a one-year contract, includ
ing ,maintenance. A full line of pe
ripherals is offered. INTELEX INC., Ga~
land, Texas. For information: 
CIRCLE 250 ON READER CARD 

PDP-8 Add-on Memory 
These two memory systems for the 
PDP-SE and SI are different from 
most others we've seen. They are MOS 

memories instead of the usual core or 
plated-wire replacements. The SE re
placement plugs into the Omnibus, 
uses the mini's existing power supply, 
and is said to be completely transpar
ent to the machine in operation. From 
4-28K of the 1.2-usec memory can be 
supplied, with a 4K replacement priced 
at $1630. If mote than 4K is to be 
added, the first 4K is $1795, and each 
additional 4K is priced at $1200. 
That's the least expensive memory 
offered for this computer that has 

come to our attention. 
It's a similar s~ory with the PDP-SI. 

From A-24K is offered for· mounting 
directly into the rack assembly of the 
mini. The first 4K is priced at $3920, 
and each additional 4K is $1200. Both 
memories are available approximately 
60 days ARO, and prices include neces
sary cables and a one-year warranty. 
SIGNAL GALAXIES, INC., Van Nuys, 
Calif. For information: 
CIRCLE 245 ON READER CARD 

Crt Terminal 
The Elite 1500 is a tty-compatible crt 
display terminal that operates in either 
full- or half-duplex mode at any two 
customer-specified data rates in the 
range of 50-1S00 baud. Data enters 
the display on the bottom line and then 
upshifts until the screen is full. The 

keyboard is of the model 33 tty variety, 
and the number of 5x7 dot-m'atrix 
characters that can be displayed ranges 
between 480 (6 lines of 80 characters) 
and 1,920 (24 lines of SO characters). 
The 1500 also can drive an external 
printer and slave monitors. Automatic 
answer-back is offered as an option. 
Prices start at $1375, and delivery is 
approximately 60 days. DATAMEDIA 

CORP., Pennsauken, N.J. For informa
tion: 
CIRCLE 225 ON READER CARD 

Control Console 
The LI000 control console could be 
used in multicomputer installations 
and in real-time data-switching appli
cations. Numerous status and indicator 
lights show whether particular periph
erals are on-line or can be used to 
indicate - active communication lines. 
Each installation of-the LI000 console 
would be a custom job, and for that 
reason prices are approximate. A sys
tem for controlling several large com
puters would be priced typically at 
$75K. The vendor is a subsidiary of 
Western Union Corp. TELEPROCESSING 

INDUSTRIES, INC., Mahwah, N.J. For 
information: 
CIRCLE 222 ON READER CARD 
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hardware __ 
ROM Programmer 
This read-only memory programmer con
sists of an input keyboard, a paper tape 
reader/punch, and control circuitry. The 
unit can be used to create or verify ROM 

program tapes, generate a tape from a 
ROM or a RAM, or to modify ROM contents 
manually using keyboard input. The price 
is $3500, and delivery is 30 days. DATA 

I/O, San Jose, Calif. 
CIRCLE 227 ON READER CARD 

OCR Typing Element * 
A growing number of ocr readers read 
from a bar code that appears directly 
beneath the alphanumeric character on 
IBM Selectric typewriters and equivalents. 
IBM part number 1167659 is the Selectric 
element with these bar codings. The price 
is $18 per element. IBM CORP., White 
Plains, N.Y. 
CIRCLE 228 ON READER CARD 

Data Entry Options * 
Two additions to the KeyProcessing data 
entry product line: The first is the CMC 

762, a standard line printer that prints at 
245 Ipm for a full 132-column line of text 
and rents for $500/month. The other, a 
crt keystation that displays 128 characters 
(112 data characters plus a 16-character 
message indicating column number, field 
number, format level, and other status 
information), can be used along with 

model 105 keystations on the CMC Key
Processing system. The model 103 rents 
for $70/month. COMPUTER MACHINERY 

CORP., Los Angeles, Calif. 
CIRCLE 231 ON READER CARD 

Cassette Option 
Cassette storage is now available for this 
manufacturer's 8· and 16-bit ALPHA and 
NAKED MINI computers and the CAPABLE 

logic tester. Up to three Philips-type cas
sette drives, each providing over 500 kilo
bytes of data, can be specified. The single 
drive sells for $2950, and the triple cas
sette is $4850. COMPUTER AUTOMATION, 

INC., Newport Beach, Calif. 
CIRCLE 229 ON READER CARD 

OEM Acoustic Coupler 
A Western Electric 103-compatible acous
tic coupler is offered to manufacturers. 
The unit operates in full- or half-duplex 
and features -50 db reception sensitivity 
at data rates greater than 300 baud. Prices 
drop under $100 in quantity. COMMUNICA

TIONS LOGIC, INC. Houston, Texas. 
CIRCLE 230 ON READER CARD 

Printer Interface 
This new company has decided to special
ize in building controllers and peripherals 
that are- not usually offered. It's first prod
uct is an interface fOf the venerable IBM 

1403 line printer, allowing it to be at- . 
tached to some of the more common 
minicomputers. The company is primarily 
interested in the oem market, but it will 

sell to end users. A purchase of ten 1403 
interfaces would run $5500/each. SPUR 

PRODUCTS CORP., Santa Monica, Calif. 
CIRCLE 234 ON READER CARD 

Patch Panel 
The data patch and monitor module pro
vides normal terminal-to-modem con
nections on the digital side of data sets 
and multiplexors. When switched to the 
patch mode, the connections are broken 
to allow manual patching and rerouting 
among available spare or back-up termi
nals and· modems. The price is $260. 
INTERNATIONAL DATA SCIENCES, INC., Prov
idence, R.1. 
CIRCLE 232 ON READER CARD 

Voltage Monitor 
The model Wl15 PowerGuard records 
power levels on a strip chart in the 0-300 
volt range. The unit sells. for $1175 (or 
$385 without the recorder). DATA 

RESEARCH CORP., Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 
CIRCLE 233 ON READER CARD 

AID Multiplexor 
The AN5800 series provides up to 64 
multiplexed 8- to 15-bit ADC channels. A 
2000 Megohm input impedance is pre
sented to analog signals in the 0-10V, 
0-5V, 10V, and ±lOV, and ±5V ranges 

. in single-ended or differential mode. An 
8-channel unit, including sample-and-hold 
capability, a 12-bit A/D converter, and 
cables, is priced at $1260. ANALOGlC, 

Wakefield, Mass. 
CIRCLE 235 ON READER CARD 

HaPPiness is •.• 

LEASING 
We screw up everything BUT leasing 

-No deal too small or too large

We have our own funds and are not 

brokers. 

Call us at (203) 327-7821 - a 72 hour 

"yes" or "no" service. 

April, 1972 

Christiana Leasing Company 

65 Washington Avenue 

Stamford, Connecticut 06902 

CIRCLE 54 ON READER CARD 

USihg ah lC~ Compilet 

Keep yout custometS 
ha ppy • •• contact 

lAHEY COMPUTER SYSTEMS 
727 SilVER SPUR RD. 
PALOS VERDES, CA. 90274 

213 541-1200 

CIRCLE 72 ON READER CARD 
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TheGADmS. 
FOl 11m 1150 u, 
el Ihe end of 
theillope. 
If you're at the end of your rope with a throughput-bound IBM 1130, here's wel
come news: General Automation's 18/30 Disk Monitor System direcUyreplaces 
the 1130. With increased throughput, faster memory, 4th generatiol1 hardware, 
expandability, even real-time and communications capabilities. All this for less 
than you're paying for your 1130. It's a true price/p'erformance bargain. 

GA's 18/30 OMS operates directly with programs written for 1130 DM2.So 
all of your existing software and programming effort is left intact. Future 
programs are probably already waiting for you in our extensive library. 
And you'll probably get at least five times the throughput you are currently 
getting on your 1130. What's more, you'll be able to choose from our line 
of faster peripherals - like mag tapes, big disks, card readers, line 
printers and plotters. It all adds up to a system designed to suit your 
needs for-years to come. 

The 18/30's rofe as a superior, economical replacement for the 
1130 is a field-proven fact. A General Automation representative 
will be glad to show you why dozens of customers have al ready 
switched to the 18/30 OMS, and what it can do for you. To find 
out, give him a call. We maintain offices with complete field 
service and technical support in principal cities in the United 
States and Europe. And we're growing by leaps and bounds. 

For more information on the 18/30 Disk Monitor System, write 
us today. We'll also send you your very own length 'of rope and 
a . book, "Knots and Splices." All very handy for people at the 
end of their rope. 

e GENERAL AUTOMATIONs INC. 
1055 So. East Street, Anaheim, Ca. 92805 (714) 778-4800 TWX 910-591-1695 

. 'Discover The Value Of Power' 
CIRCLE 52 ON READER CARD 
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hardware __ 
Tape Drive Option * 
A 9-track, 800-bpi tape unit called the 
model 2401 is now offered to users of this 
manufacturer's data entry system. The 
2401 is said to be equivalent in channel 
characteristics to the IBM 2400 series 
drives. The 12.5-ips speed of the unit 
provides a transfer rate of 10 KB. On a 
one-year lease, rental is approximately 
$250/month. INFOREX, Burlington, Mass. 
CIRCLE 238 ON READER CARD 

Portable Punch * 
The model 58A is a portable paper tape 
punch that can be used for 5-8 channel 
punching operations. Each channel has a 
key corresponding to it on top of the unit. 
Features include an automatic counter 
with a reset button, space bar, and auto
matic advance. A splicer is offered as an 
option. The basic price is $220. DATA 

PRODUCTS CORP., Woodland Hills, Calif. 
CIRCLE 239 ON READER CARD 

Disc Storage 
All models of the Hewlett-Packard 2100 
series minicomputers equipped with the 
direct memory access feature can be 
hooked to the 2923 disc storage system. 
The 2923 is an IBM 2315-type disc car
tridge device, providing the H-P computer 
with over one megawords of storage. The 
access time is 70 msec, and the transfer 
rate is 98,000 words/second. Prices start 

at $10,950, including 'all interfacing, and a 
choice of a real-time executive, a stan
dard DOS, or a system for operating under 
the H-P BASIC system. DACONICS CORP., 

Sunnyvale, Calif. 
CIRCLE 240 ON READER CARD 

Printout Storage 
Up to 3 inches of standard 14% x 11-
inch computer printout can be stored in 
each Tote-Binder, which is similar in ap
pearance and function to a standard filing 
cabinet folder. Binders are priced at ap
proximately $2.75 each, and the company 
can also supply storage cabinets for the 
binders. OXFORD PENDAFLEX CORP., Gar
den City, New Jersey. 
CIRCLE 241 ON READER CARD 

Cassette Storage * 
The model 810 cassette recorder is for use 
with this manufacturer's MRD 700 and 
Consul 880 crt terminals, providing them 
with up to 50,000 characters of storage. 
Recording is done at switch-selectable 
speeds ranging from 110 to 2400 baud. 
The price is $1850. APPLIED DIGITAL DATA 

SYSTEMS, INC., Hauppauge, N.Y. 
CIRCLE 242 ON READER CARD 

Printer for 1 1 30s 
An interface has been developed toat al
lows the 250- and 750-cps A. B. Dick 
Videojet printers to be attached to the 
IBM 1130. The package consists of the 
printer, interface, and necessary software. 

Prices start at $10,900 for a 250-cps 
printer. TC SYSTEMS, INC., Houston, Texas. 
CIRCLE 259 ON READER CARD 

Microfilm Duplication 
The model A-9 printer exposes both diazo 
and vesicular film on a two-up basis. It's 
priced at $895. A companion is the D-ll 
diazo developer that uses an atomizer 
arrangement for vaporizing ammonia into 
the heat chamber, instead of the usual 
wick approach. This unit sells for $185. 
MICRO-SCAN SYSTEMS, INC., Pearl River, 
N.Y. 
CIRCLE 236 ON READER CARD 

Printer Enhancement 
The model lOlA is similar to the model 
101 introduced in December 1970 (p. 
59) but has 9x7 dot-matrix characters 
instead of 5x7 characters. A single unit of 
this 165-cps printer is priced at $4130. 
CENTRONICS DATA COMPUTER CORP., Hud
son, N.H. 
CIRCLE 237 ON READER CARD 

Multiplexor 
From 4 to 64 communication lines operat-
ing at speeds up to 9600 baud can be 
accommodated by this multiplexor which 
can be used by all the Nova computers. 
Each circuit board contains four lines, 
allowing modular expansion, and each 
card costs $1500. DATA GENERAL 
CORP., Southboro, Mass. 
CIRCLE 261 ON READER CARD D, 

Important information you will 
need for card record design, 
plus planning for card handling 
and filing. 

The Novar Recording Type
writer captures data on 
'Novar tape cartridges as 
source documents are being 

April, 1972 

Write today or circle readers' 
service number. 

110 lOla SIll laUllUID, ... cu, .. , MUSlCMUSlTT' 11111 
A QIVI510N OF BARRV WRIGHT CORPORATION 

CIRCLE 95 ON READER CARD 

typed. The data can be 
printed out, or transmitted 
via a telephone line, by play
ing the tape on any Novar 
communication terminal. Ask 
about the Model 5-12. 

Novar Corporation • 2370 Charleston Road 
Mountain View, Calif. 94040 • (415) 966·2272 
Offices in Principal Cities 

I ri i #I InFORmATiOn S!lSTE;Nm~ 
CIRCLE 42 ON READER CARD 
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Software & Services 
Software Notes ... 
Computers across the nation 
worked overtime March 2 to help 
launch Pioneer Jupiter 10 on 
its mission to give scientists 
their first close look at the 
sun's largest planet. In ad-
dition to the normal computer
monitored launch procedure, 
computers were busy at Cape 
Kennedy analyzing weather con
ditions that were barely accept
able for launch and deteriorating 
rapidly-threatening to post
pone the launch until next spring. 
Wind information was relayed 
to San Diego, Calif. for Convair 
Corp., builder of the Atlas 
booster. There, computers 
adjusted the Atlas' onboard 
computer program until just 
moments before launch to insure 
as accurate a traiectory as 
possible for the 500 million 
mile flight. The result? Jupiter 
10 is traveling at 20,000 mph 
on a near perfect course to 
the planet, due to arrive there 
in December of next year. 
Member companies of the former 
APT Long Range Program have 
formed a new organization 
called Computer Aided Manufac
turing International (CAM-I). 
Firms that would lik~ to aid in 
the computerization of a model 
describing all the functions 
of manufacturing are invited. 
liT Research Institute at 10 
W. 35th St., Chicago, III. 
60616. 
The USAF has developed a man
agement information system it 
calls LAMIS to keep tabs on 
its R&D procurement effort. 
Information on over 4,000 proj
ects worth nearly $1 billion 
resides on a CDC 6600 at Wright
Patterson AFB near Dayton, Ohio. 
In addition to the standard 
weekly, monthly, quarterly, and 
annual reports, LAMIS automati
cally generates exception reports 
and bulletins on critical items. 
The system is said to be a money 
saver (that means ours) and more 
efficient than the manual meth
ods it replaced. 
A competition was recently con
ducted by Northrop Corp. (Haw
thorne, Calif.) to select a more 
modern report generation system 
than the one it had been using. 
After documentation for a dozen 
of systems was reviewed, the two 
finalists were benchmarked on a 
370/165 in the preparation of 11 
weekly analysis reports from a 
complex high-volume engineering 
file. The winner? ASI-ST, from 
Applications Software Inc., in 
nearby Torrance, over Infor
matics' MARK IV. "I don't know 
if it's the best package or not, 
but for our application it's bet-
ter than the others we looked 
at," said a Northrop dp head .. 

Efficiency Measurement 
The Direct Access Performance Soft
ware (DAPS) package is designed to 
measure the efficiency (or inefficien
cy) of 2314- and 3330-type direct 
storage devices operating on IBM sys
tems. A series of graphic and, tabular 
reports is generated which can then be 
used to better balance the . channel 
loads. Approximately 1 % of cpu over
head is needed, depending on the sam
ple times and run duration. The only 
restriction placed on the DAPS package 
is that it may not be time-sliced or 
rolled in or out. DAPS is written in BAL, 
and operates on 360 and 370 models 
running os MVT or MFT, with submon
itors ASP, HASP, and LASP. The memory 
requirement depends on the number of 
devices and options. DAPS may run as a 
problem program or be cataloged as a 
system task. The price for the package 
is $3500. ALLIED COMPUTER TECHNOL
OGY, INC., Santa Monica, Calif. For 
information: 
CIRCLE 275 ON READER CARD 

Library Maintenance 
Biblio-File permits DOS 360 users the 
use of the tape librarian features found 
on the larger os 360s. Tape usage data 
is automatically captured when files 
are opened or closed on standard label 
tapes, as well as second generation and 
unlabeled tapes. A series of reports is 
produced showing active files, available 
scratch tapes, tape maintenance his
tory, etc. Biblio-File has two compo
nents: a capture module that is said not 
to require any memory; and the report
ing module, which can run on 32K 
systems. The price for the entire sys
tem is $6K, or $3K for each module 
purchased separately. The program 
also may be leased. SYSTEMATICS, INC., 
Miami, Fla. For information: 
CIRCLE 276 ON READER CARD 

AED for CDC 
The AED system has been around for 
many years, but is just now reaching 
the Control Data 6000 series users. It 
is a FORTRAN-compatible language 
complete with compiler and a library 
of routines to aid users in building 
application systems. Also included in 
the AED package is a set of basic run
time routines and a language definition 
module. AED runs under version 3.3 of 
the CDC SCOPE operating system, re
quiring approximately 28,000 words. 
With minor modifications, the compil
er can be implemented on CDC'S CYBER 
70 computers. The charge for AED is an 
installation fee of $8K, plus a monthly 
maintenance charge of $800. Member-

ship in the AED User Group is included, 
entitling installations to all .machine
independent maintenance as well as 
that specific to the CDC machines. 
SOFTECH, INC., Waltham, Mass. For 
information: 
CIRCLE 277 ON READER CARD 

1401 to Cobol 
There must still be a large numher of 
1401/ 401 60 object decks written in 
SPS and Autocoder that could use some 
translation into a more modern lan
guage like COBOL. This service uses a 
translator that examines the original 
program for its logical intent instead of 
just making a literal translation that 
might have to be extensively rewritten 
before it could be efficiently used. In 
addition to the COBOL source deck gen
erated, a listing accompanies the pro
gram showing the source definitions 
that were entered, the loader used, a 
1401 memory map, a cross-reference 
listing of the original 1401 program 
showing both mnemonics and index
ing, a diagnostic list of nonexecutable 
instructions, and others. The charge 
for the service is $50 plus 200 card for 
SPS uncondensed to $11 card for Auto
coder condensed. C-S COM PUTER SYS
TEMS, INC., New York, N.Y. For in
formation: 
CIRCLE 278 ON READER CARD 

Financial Information 
This batch-oriented financial infor
mation program includes modules for 
performing accounts receivables and 
payables, payroll, mortgage and loan 
accounting, etc. Some of the features 
include trial-balance reporting, budget 
controls and reports, and a chart of 
accounts (up to 23 digits and 6 levels) 
that can be tailored to fit company 
needs. ,More than 50 output reports, 
including checks, statements, and re
gional reports, are produced by the 
RPG program, which requires approxi
mately 24K bytes. The program rents 
for $500/month and requires at least 
three months for installation. EDWARD 
STARK ASSOCIATES, LTD., Needham, 
Mass. For information: 
CIRCLE 279 ON READER CARD 

Fortran IV for 8/7 
The little sensor-based System/7 com
puter can now run FORTRAN IV pro
grams generated by the FORTRAN IV 
host compiler and library program 
which runs on the larger 360 and 370 
systems. Typically, 64K bytes are re
quired on DOS machines, 128K on os 
models, and the System 1 7 must have at 

DATAMATION 



COM FOR PEOPLE WHO NEED 
A LITTLE LESS THAN COM. 

Bell & Howell 
Inter/COM. 

Sophisticated ca
thode-ray COM systems.are sensational. 
They are also whoppingly expensive to own. 

So Bell & Howell set out to provide computer output 
on microfilm capabilities without high-cost cathode-ray tubes. 

Inter /COM prints microfilm directly from 
data print-out sheets at 11/000 characters per 
second. No cathode-ray tubes required. 

, And while it may not have the blinding 
speed of cathode-ray COM systems/ Inter/ 
COM can give you all the benefits of micro
film/ right now. 

You can $tore your computer output data 
in less space. And distribute it with greater 
speed and efficiency. All at realistic cost. 

Ask your Bell & Howell representative 
for full information. Or write: Bell & Howell/ 
Business Equipment Group/ 6800 McCormick 
Road/ Chicago/ Illinois 60645. 

At Bell & Howell we draw on our leader
ship in electronics/ training and education 
and photography to find better ways to make 

~~~~~:t:~iP- Before you b'!l anything, 
ask to see Bell & Howell. 

BUSinESS EQUiPmEnT GROUP 

BELL 6 HOWELL 
\ April, 1972 CIRCLE 13 ON READER CARD 127 
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WE WROTE THE BOOK 
ON MINICOMPUTERS. 

We think we're pretty well qualified to 
write the book. ,We're the No.2 company in the 
business, and we've installed over 2,000 mini
computer systems. 

Section I of our book has questions and 
answers you should think about before buying 
anybody's minicomputer. 

Section II stacks our products against the 
questions raised in Section 1. 

After you've read the whole book, we 
think you'll be more likely to buy something 
from us. That's how we plan to become No. 1. 

r------------~-- ... 
Send me your free book, "How to Buy a Minicomputer." I 

FREE. Name~ __________________ __ I 
I Company ______________ _ 

Addres~s__________________ I 
City I 
State Zip I 
DATA GENERAL I 
Southboro, Massachusetts 01772 I I Tel. (617) 485-9100 I 

I---------------~ 
CIRCLE 115 ON READER CARD 

AIM FOR THE TOP! 
Now you can learn systems analysis-the' 
job skill most in demand in the 70's-and 
prepare to be a manager at the same 
time! Systemation, Inc., is developing a 
totally new course series-the SYSTEMS 
CAREER LADDER. 

Take one course-or the complete Certi
fication Program of requisites and elec
tives. You receive personal instruction 
each week by mail. Start now on your 
way up the ladder to success in systems 
and management. 

SYSTEMS 
V. Management Theory & Application 

CAREER 

Management Control - MIS, PM - 4 weeks 
·Management's Use of E OP - 3 weeks 
Financial Aspects of Management" 4 weeks 

ECO* 
9/72 

LADDER Human Relations & Communications - 4 weeks ECO* 
Management Process - 4 weeks 8172 

r----

IV. Systems Analysis 
Work Analysis - 2 weeks ECO* 
Methods - 3 weeks 7/72 

Su rvey II - 4 weeks 
Survey I - 4 weeks 

ECO* 
6/72 

-
III. Systems Documentation 

Manuals - 3 weeks 
Organization - 1 week 
Policy - 1 week 

ECO* 
5172 

Watch for 
Completed 

Courses 
Every Mo~th 

Procedures and Job Outlines - 4 weeks ECO* 
Records Clnd Records Management - 4 weeks 4/72 

r--

II. Data Collection 
Forms Control - 2 weeks 
Forms Oesign - 4 weeks 
The Nature of Oata - 1 week 

I. Communication 
Writing for Effect -,4 weeks 

·Estimated Completion Date 

Enroll 
Now! 

Enroll 
Now! 

Write Today 
For FREE 

LITERATURE 

SYSTEMATION. INC. 
Box 730, ~

C] 

o Colorado Springs CO 80901 

CIRCLE 102 ON READER CARD 

software 
&services __ 

least 6,000 16-bit words of storage. 
Deliveries are scheduled for around the 
end of this year, and rental for the 
compiler will be $125Imonth. IBM 

CORP., White Plains, N.Y. 
CIRCLE 280 ON READER CARD 

General Ledger 
Up to 400 total accounts for ledger 
processing may be accommodated by 
this general' ledger I financial manage
ment program. It's written in ANSI 

COBOL, requiring 55K bytes of core on 
360 systems. The reporting consists of 
12 management reports, produced by 
profit center and consolidated by com.:. 
pany, which include validating reports 
for transactions, check registers, gen
eral journal list, miscellaneous entry 
list, sales analysis list, etc. The program 
uses the concept of double-entry ac
counting and maintains general ledger 
history for two years to provide com
parative figures for current and pre
vious periods. The program sells for 
$10K, and can also be lea'sed. The 
package includes all necessary docu
mentation, system source tapes, a 
source maintenance program, and 
three man-days of installation support. 
A maintenance contract is also offered, 
GTE DATA SERVICES INC., Tampa, Fla. 
For information: 

. CIRCLE 281 ON READER CARD 

Accounts Receivable 
A service designed' for manufacturers, 
wholesalers, and distributors is avail
able from NCR'S 40 data centers across 
the U.S. and Canada. The open item 
accounts receivable system genera~es 
monthly customer statements, credit 
analysis, cash flow projection, and 
sales analysis by salesman and terri
tory. Input may be in the fQrm of 
optical-print paper tape, punched pa
per tape, punched cards, or magnetic 
tape. There is a one-time charge of 
$350 plus 20¢ per account to set up a 
master file. Processing charges depend 
upon the volume, but the minimum 
monthly charge is $150. THE NATIONAL 

CASH REGISTER CO., Dayton, Ohio. For 
information: 
CIRCLE 282 ON READER CARD 

Data Entry Monitor 
The 3270 information di~play system 
introduced nearly a year ago is offered 
a software support module caned 
Video/370. The features include step
by-step guidance' for the operator in 
entering information; automatic error 
detection, with errors highlighted on 

CRTRMRTICN 



We make 
models. 

® 
SCERT 70 is a computer systems 
design and audit tool, featuring 
new technology and convenience 
for the SCERT user in the 70's. 



software 
&services __ 
the screen for correction; support for 
teleprocessing applications; some edit
ing features; reporting capability show
ing the types and quantities of data 
entered; and security codes. Video/370 
will run on the minimum memory allot
ments for os and DOS systems, and will 
be available in the third quarter for a 
monthly charge of $210. IBM CORP., 
White Plains, N.Y. For information: 
CIRCLE 283 ON READER CARD 

Minority Employment 
An excerpt from paragraph 2C, Order 
No. 14, U.S. Dept. of Labor, Em
ployment Standards Administration, 
dated January 14 of this year, is the 
basis for this service. It reads: "An 
acceptable affirmative action program 
must include an analysis of areas with
in which the contractor is deficient in 
the utilization of minority groups and 
women .... " 

The service is called the minority 
analysis program. It is based partly on 
data from the 1970 census and pro
vides employers a report on how they 
compare with other manufacturers in 
employment practices. This is 'further 

broken down into manufacturers of 
similar products within the same re
gion and city. Information that must 
be supplied to the vendor o'f the service 
includes the location, SIC number, 
number of employees, and other in
formation that is on form EEO-l filed 
with the government by firms employ
ing more than 25 persons. The charge 
for the service is $50 to $250, depend
ing on the number of facil~ties. EQUAL 
EMPLOYMENT OPPQRTUNITY SERVICES 
CO., Long Beach, Calif. For inforn~a-
tion: 
CIRCLE 284 ON READER CARD 

1401 Sorting on 360s 
The 1400/360 sort program permits 
360 users to sort 140X files without 
emulation. It does this by reading in 
the original 1401 sort parameters and 
altering them so that they are accepta
ble to the regular 360-SM-483 sort. 
The BAL program is supplied as a 
macro that is added to the source li
brary. Its machine requirements are a 

, 360/25 or above with 48K, decimal 
arithmetic, and 2311 or 2314 disc 
drives. The price of the program is 
$350, including documentqtion and 
any maintenance that may be required. 
A 30-day free trial is offered. GENERAL 
ELECTRONICS, Lyons, Illinois. For in
formation: 
CIRCLE 290 ON READER CARD 

Performa!1C~ Measurement 
The DOS job monitor measures the cpu 
and memory utilization of 360 and 370 
computers operating under Dos'release 
25 and up. An itemized list of the 
programs run daily is produced, and 
each day's work is compared to the 
performance'during the past 30 days. 
Memory utiFzation information is pre
sented in the form of graphic reports. 
A 30-day free trial is offered on the 
p'rogram, which js priced at $700, in
cluding maintenance, documentation, 
updates, and . performance w'arranty. 
WESTINGHOUSE TELE-COMPUTER" SYS
TEMS ~ORP., Pittsburgh, Pa. For infor-
mation: ' 
CIRCLE 291 ON REA~ER CARD 

Data Editing 
Eaitor is a4K BAL program for IBM 
360 models above the 22 running DOS. 
The program uses. utility' parameter 
cards to control the editing of all 'types 
of files (sequential, indexed sequential, 
etc.) and' perform range checks for 
"reasonability" of data. The user can 
instruct the program to flag, accept, or 
bypass selected records. Editor has 
linkage to call user routines or can be 
called from COBOL programs. Purchase 
price is $5K; leases start at $1600/year. 
SYSTEMATICS, INC., Miami, Fla. For 
information: 
CIRCLE 292 ON READER CARD o 

Be sure that your 
NCR Century 
gives you all its got. 
Call us. 

II (~ 
In this age of specialization ... our specialty is the NCR 
Century. Our NCR experts can apply the full capabilities 
of the Century series to your specific requirements. We'll 
design your program and pre-test it on our equipment so 
that you're ready for operation when your hardware is 
installed. Or ... if you're already operational and need 
programming services for payroll, accounts payab.le,ac
counts receivable, inventory control or some specialize9 
application, we'll help you get the most out of your Cen
tury. Service bureau also available. 
The NCR Century has a lot to offer. 
Be sure you're getting all its got. 

Get us. 

==li~:11 CONVERSION 
•• 11(4 •• SCIENCES INO 
The Complete Century Systems Management G~oup AN __ 

400 SUNRISE HIGHWAY. ROCKVILLE CENTRE, N.Y. 11570 ~ 
TELEPHONE: (212) 581-1094 (516) 678-2002 ~,y, DIVISION 

CIRCLE 67 ON READER CARD CIRCLE 83 ON READER 'CARD 
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Literature 
Power Pang Prevention 
Prevention of faults or interruptions in 
the power input to computer systems is 
the subject of a four-page bulletin, 
"Does Your Computer Have Power 
Pangs?" which suggests use of uninter
ruptible power systems to avoid data 
errors or losses, unscheduled equip
ment shut-downs, and equipment dam
age. CYBEREX, INC., Willoughby, Ohio. 
For copy: 
CIRCLE 203 ON READER CARD 

EDP Industry Directory 
The 1972 EDP Industry Directory from 
DATAMATION lists more than 20,000 
products and services offered by 2,500 
vendors, sorted and indexed by com
puter to provide easy access to specific 
topics. Listed are 302 computers; 
1,519 peripherals; 440 terminals, 1,809 
software packages; 615 communica
tions units; 450 special-purpose sys
tems; 536 auxiliary units; 960 sup
plies/ accessories; 3,151 services; and 
99 environmental products. A separate 
section profiling vendors is cross-refer
enced to products offered. Price is $25 
in the U.S. and Canada and $35 in 
other countries. EDP INDUSTRY DIREC
TORY, TECHNICAL PUBLISHING CO., 
130 I S. Grove Ave., Barrington, Ill. 
60010. 

32-bit Computer 
Brochure describing vendor's Systems 
85 computer calls it "the lowest priced 
32 bitter on today's market." Perfor
mance features of the line are sum
marized. SYSTEMS ENGINEERING LAB
ORATORIES, INC., Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 
For copy: 
CIRCLE 206 ON READER CARD 

Disc Storage Drive 
Data sheet describes a new voice coil 
disc drive which provides track-to
track access times of 6 msec and aver
age access times of less than 30 msec. 
Data storage of 29.176 million bytes is 
provided with the use of an IBM 2316 
disc pack or equivalent. POTTER IN
STRUMENT CO., Melville, N.Y. For 
copy: 
CIRCLE 207 ON READER CARD 

A Piece of the World 
"It's a New World, Carve Out a Piece 
of It for Yourself," describes in five 
pages the opportunities a career in data 
processing holds for "the person who 
has what it takes to meet the chal
lenges" and the educational oppor-

. tunitiesoffered by this vendor. GTE 
DATA SERVICES, Tampa, Fla. For 
copy: 
CIRCLE 208 ON READER CARD 

~============~-==~========~------

WHAT YOU WANT 
IS WHAT YOU GET 
Parallel, RS-232, TTL, 
Current Loop Interface. 
Full Edit, Buffered, 
Conversational Mode .. 
40,50, 72, 80 Characters 
per line, 20, 24 lines. 

64 ASCII Dot Matrix Characters. 

All these features in one low 
cost terminal? Unfortunately 
not, but you can select from 
these and many, many more 
communications/interface 

Separate Keyboard. oriented features offered by 
ten Series 400 DATA-SCREEN 

Solid State Reliability, etc., etc. Terminal Models * 

Even 240 VAC, 50/60 I-Iz iorOverseas Use. 

SYSTEM UPDATES DON'T OBSOLETE THESE TERMINALS 
You can change your DATA-SCREEN Terminal's interface. screen capacity, 
data speeds, etc., by simply switching switches (built-in) or by switching 
printed circuit boards ... Your system may change, but your DATA-SCREEN 
Terminal lives on! 

Call (602) 297-1111 or write 
TEC. Incorporated. 9800 North Oracle Road a ~ 8 

11 __ ;~~:,~n;'~~:~:~;h8:':~:"d io .","tlti .. 01 26. ~~ 
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Computers and Noise 
"Computers-A White Collar Haz
ard," an article in the January/Feb
ruary Pollution Engineering, covers 
noise problems in computer labora
tories, their measurement and solution, 
and notes that while attention has been 
focused on these problems because of 
"the relatively simple and recurrent 
errors made by programmers possibly 
as a result of distraction induced by the 
very high noise levels under which they 
were working, it turned out that the 

. first order of business proved to be 
protection of hearing itself." POLLU
TION ENGINEERING, Barrington, Ill. 
For copy: 
CIRCLE 200 ON READER CARD 

Network Test System 
A data transmission test system for 
data networks is described in a four
page brochure which explains how the 
system can be used with any existing 
network ona plug-in basis to pinpoint 
data transmission faults, either in the 
transmission line, data modem, or data 
terminal equipment. DATA PRODUCTS, 
Woodland Hills, Calif. For copy: 
CIRCLE 201 ON READER CARD 

Systems Technologies 
Sixteen-page brochure, "Systems 
Technologies for Tomorrow," was de
signed to provide an overview of this 
company's capability in joining sys
tems engineering and computer tech
nologies. It is divided into three major 
sections: public systems, aerospace and 
communication systems, and defense 
systems. COMPUTER SCIENCES CORP., 
Los Angeles, Calif. For copy: 
CIRCLE 202 ON READER CARD 

Videofile Seminars 
Brochure describes a range of seminars 
designed to acquaint different levels of 

. company officials with the role this 
vendor's Videofile information system 
could play in their records manage
ment operations. Separate seminars are 
aimed at: records managers, systems 
and procedures personnel, advanced 
project analysts, and executive man
agement.· AMPEX CORP., Redwood 
City, Calif. For copy: 
CIRCLE 204 ON READER CARD 

For Editing Typewriters 
This eight-page booklet was designed 
to examine and undo "eight myths 
about editing typewriters and word 
processing equipment." They are: edit
ing typewriter systems are so compli
cated a typist has to have special train
ing; human error is still a factor when 
you have an editing typewriter; the 
secretary has to keep, store, and re
trieve extra notes when an editing 

DATAMATIDN 
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Big in Business. Big in 1,----_') 0 (/~..---C) )lO/ 

Industry. Big in Government." 
Big in Hospitals. Big in ,~ ~ 

Universities. ~ 
Big in Sales, and getting Bigger! The word is out: The Hazeltine 2000 

is "Mr. Big" in CRT Terminals. 
Look around. You'll see Hazeltine 2000's being used successfully for Accounting, 

Administration, Command/Control, and Communications. For Data Entry/Retrieval, En
gineering, Inventory Control, Modeling, Patient Monitoring, and Process Control. For 
Remote Job Entry, Sales Analysis, Shop Loading, Teaching, Testing, Training, and 
Traffic. 

See for yourself! 

CIRCLE 49 ON READER CARD 

~=J@22®~'~~[[u® Corporation 
Computer Peripheral Equipment Greenlawn, NY 11740 (516) 549-8800 

EAST: NEW YORK (212) 586-1970 0 BOSTON (617) 588-87000 
PHILADELPHIA (215) 676-4348 

MIDWEST: MINNEAPOLIS (612) 854-6555 0 CHICAGO (312) 986-14140 
CLEVELAND (216) 752-1030 0 DETROIT (31;3) 355-3510 

ST LOUIS (314) 862-7261 

SOUTH: DALLAS (214) 233-7776 0 ATLANTA (404) 458-93600 
HOUSTON (713) 622-05510 WASHINGTON, D,C, (703) 979-5500 

WEST: SAN FRANCISCO (415) 398-06860 DENVER (303) 388-88440 
, LOS ANGELES (213) 479-6800 



our international interpreter 
(it reads and writes any language) 

volare 

It 

* ASCII 
BCDIC 

EBCDIC 
HOLLERITH 

OEM 64, programmable card terminal, can read 
and write anything you can mark, punch or 
edge notch. In any code. Or many codes on 
the same card. You can change its internally 
stored program. In 5-10 seconds. Edit data 
before entry. And, it is designed for easy inter
face. Talk to us about OEM 64 in any language. 

parlez vous 

buenas dias 

AT THE SJCC, 
BOOTH 1617 

For more Information LITTON ABS [8 call Frank Misiewicz . 

f2~~) ~~~~~~~~ automated business systems Litton 
&00 WASHINGTON AVENUE. CARLSTADT. NEW JERSEY 07072 

CIRCLE 36 ON READER CARD 

KYSETTE 
For the care and feeding of digital 
cassette transports - GET KYSETTE 
Now you can buy digital tape cassettes 
from KYBE, the people who know more, 
and have done more about keeping tape 
clean, honest and reliable than anyone 
else. Kysettes give you a perfect balance 
of features for trouble-free operation. 
A mechanically sound, proprietary cas
sette design. Highest quality computer 
tape that's cleaned and double-tested 
for optimum performance. KYBE backup 
support for quick delivery and technical 
assistance. 

Try a Kysette and convince yourself that not 
all cassettes are as alike as they look. 
SEND FOR A CONVINCER KIT 
To introduce you to the new Kysette we'll 
send you one for only $6.00 (the unit 
price we normally charge for them in lots 
of 100). We'll include a rugged plastic 
case, specs, price list and order form. IKltllKYBE KYBE CORPORATION 

D e 132. Calvary Street. wa. Itham. Mass .. 02154 
~ Tel. (617) S9!HlO12; Telex 94-0179 

Offices & representatives worldWide 

D I want to be convinced. Enclosed is my check for six bucks, send me the kit. 
D I want to be convinced but just send information for now. 

Name _________________ Title _________ _ 

Company ________________ ---------------------

Address ____________________________________________________ ~ 

City __________ ,State __________ ...LZip, _____ _ 

CIRCLE 104 ON READER CARD 
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literature_--
typewriter is used; editing on such a 
machine is cumbersome; special instal
lation facilities are required; most or
ganizations do not generate enough 
paperwork to make economic use of 
an editing typewriter; a total examina
tion of the economics of editing typ
writer use would not justify its installa
tion; and the best features are on ma
chines produced by the largest com
pany in the business. REDACTRON, 
Hauppauge, N.Y. For copy: 
CIRCLE 212 ON READER CARD 

Time-sharing Report 
Offerings of 68 commercial time-shar-
ing companies are summarized in a 
27-page, management-oriented report, 
"All About Computer Time-Sharing 
Services," available at $10 per copy. 
The report was designed to aid execu
tives in selecting and using time-shar
ing services effectively. DATAPRO RE
SEARCH CORP., One Corporate Center, 
Route 38, Moorestown, N.J., 08057. 

Display Systems 
Features and configurations of a dis
play system with plug-to-plug compati
bility with standard IBM hardware and 
software and which requires no repro
gramming are detailed in data sheets 
which describe four models of the sys
tem. ITT DATA EQUIPMENT AND SYS
TEMS DIV., East Rutherford, N.J. For 
copy: 
CIRCLE 209 ON READER CARD 

Data Acquisition System 
Six-page brochure on a data acquisi-
tion system includes a close-up view of 
the face panel with call-out options, 
complete specifications, and price. 
DIGITEM DIV., MICROWAVE/SYSTEMS, 
INC., East Syracuse, N.Y. For copy: 
CIRCLE 216 ON READER CARD 

Terminal Systems 
Information on hardware· peripherals 
and all standard software available 
with this vendor's 88-23 data terminal 
is contained in a 16-page brochure that 
also includes systems information de
signed to enable the reader to establish 
the architecture for a terminal system 
that could be integrated with his pres
ent operation. COMPAT CORP., West
bury, N.Y. For copy: 
CIRCLE 214 ON READER CARD 

1 03-Type Data Sets 
Bulletin describes data sets compatible 
with Bell 103 models which provide 
asynchronous, full-duplex digital data 
communications at 300 bps over voice
grade telephone lines. TELE-DYNAMICS, 
Fort Washington, Pa. For copy: 
CIRCLE 210 ON READER CARD o 
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Admit it. Progress can be a losing 
proposition. To modernize record 
keeping procedures, you miniaturized. 
And you started losing. Microfilms and 
tab cards. Time and money. ': ' . 

Boorum & Pease can cut your losses, 
make progress profitable. We've 
pioneered and developed practical filing 
and storage systems for easy-to-Iose 
micro-imagery. We've taken the lead 
in meeting information stor~ge and 
retrieval needs with these unique 
products. 

VIZ-A-FICHETM SYSTEM. 

You can't beat this 
system. Patented 
in'dex panels hold 
30 microfiche. 1440 
i~ages per pan~1. ' 
Handle aperature 
and tab cards as 
well as m'icrofiche. 
There are white pan~ls for negative 
film. Black panels for heat developed 
film. Panels can be housed in portable 
Ease! Binders or desk top Viz-A-Racks. 
Eithe~ w,ay, these satellite stations 

keep everything in its proper place. 
At your finger tips. 

DAT-A-FIGHETtA CApES 

The case for 4x6 
microfiche? 
Boorum & 
Pease makes 
it best. Box 
file or 
carrier. 
Our cases 
come 
with index 
folders to hold each 
fiche separately. 
Protect it. They're 
perfect for filing and 
storage; Perfectly portable. 

DAT-A-CARDTM CASES 

Stash and carry. 
These portable 
cases are specially 
designed for 
transporting vital 
aperature and 
tab cards. 
1000 to 1200 
cards per case. 
Neat, sturdy, compact~ 
With or without 
handles, they're very 
handy to have. 

VIZ-A-SPINTM 

More proof that 
Soorum & Pease 
has been thinking 
small in a big 
way. This unique 
revolving rack houses 
32 cartridges per tier. 
Interlocking metal sections make it 
easy to expand. Make millions of 
micro-images easy to find. 

For better record keeping products, 
there's no better company than 
Boorum & Pease. We've got the people, 
the products, the prices, and the 
experience to serve you better than 
anybody else in the business. 
See your office products dealer or write 
us for more information. Boorum & 
Pease, 84 Hudson Avenue, Brooklyn, 
N.Y. 11201. Tel. (212) 875-8818 

[~~~) 

BOORUM 
C& PEASE 
COMPANY 
Everything you need to 
keep the' record straight. 

It's a small world. 
Boorum It Pease can help it. 

CIRCLE 17 ON READER CARD 



• free consultation· in· planning data.· communications 
networks 

• free analysis and diagnosis of existing networks 

• free system.by-systemcommunicationscost 
analysis 

• free literature on data communications applica':iQrls~/ 
networking techniques· andTRAN's mrlDlIlar.llnR 

transmission and distribution equipmEint~· .•...•• 



Books 
The Psychology of Computer 

Programming 

By Gerald M. Weinberg 
Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1971 
288 pages, $9.50 

This is certainly the best book about 
programming yet to be published and 
the fact that it is so good makes it 
difficult to review. Each time I started 
to write a paragraph about The Psy
chology oj Computer Programming, I 
realized that nothing I could put on 
paper would be as convincing as would 
a paragraph of equal length taken from 
the book itself. By induction, one can 
conclude that the best way to review 
such a book is simply to reproduce it. 
Since that cannot be done, I will try to 
describe what you can expect to find 
in this fascinating work. 

To begin with, do not be put off by 
the word "psychology" in the title. 
You do not have to know anything 
about psychology to appreciate this 
book. Occasionally, the author relates 
the behavior of computer program
mers to what he calls a "psychological 
phenomenon," but he is careful to ex
plain matters first. Thus, he refers to 
the oft-observed inability of a pro
grammer to find bugs in his "own" pro
gram as an example of "cognitive dis
sonance," but he first explains what 
"cognitive dissonance" is, with exam
ples from observations in other fields.! 
As Weinberg himself points out, psy
chology provides us with few models 
which 'are directly useful in describing 
or understanding the social behavior 
involved in computer programming. 

The most enjoyable-and, perhaps, 
the most valuable-feature of this 
book is the examples. Each major 
point is illustrated by examples of what 
went wrong (or right) in actual pro
gramming efforts. If you have ever 
been into a programming effort which 
involved more than one person, you 
will find many points of similarity with 
Weinberg's examples. The interactions 
he describes between programmers and 
their managers, and among program
mers themselves, contain elements of 
tragedy, comedy, frustration, and the 
ultimate triumph of informed re
~ourcefulness over ego-centricity and 
Incompetence. 

The unique assumption underlying 
this book is that the human effort in
volved in programming computers is 
different enough from other kinds of 
effort to require study in its own right, 

1 It is to his credit that the author never attempts 
to use .a "psychological phenomenon" as an ex
planatIOn (he never, for example, says that pro
grammers are unable to find bugs in their own 
progr.ams because of cognitive dissonance), a 
practice all too common in some writings on 
psychology. 

April, 1972 

and the resulting characteristic which 
distinguishes this book from others is 
its profusion of descriptive material. 

I think that an accurate, short de
scription of this book would say that it 
is concerned with studying the factors 
responsible for the success and failure 
of programming efforts. I say "con
cerned with," because the first point 
emphasized is that we lack objective 
criteria for measuring success and fail
ure of _such efforts. Weinberg uses any 
technique which will help in setting 
criteria, and in isolating the elusive 
factors referred to ·above. He is pri
marily interested in project or team 
efforts, and he looks for explanations 
of the variation in performance within 
and between such groups in the social 
factors which characterize them. In
deed, in an early chapter entitled "How 
Can We Study Programming?" the 
author says, "The social science that 
provides us with the most useful over
all model for computer programming 
is anthropology." 

Within this framework, and in the 
pursuit of these goals, The Psychology 
of Computer Programming discusses a 
rich variety of topics, including the 
role of coordinative functions in pro
gramming projects, the quest for "ego
less" programming, alternative ways of 
organizing teams, project continuity in 
the face of change, and the effect of 
the tools (problem-oriented languages, 

. diagnostic tests, operating systems, 
documentation, etc.) on the trade. 

In discussing the individual pro
grammer, Weinberg examines the cur
rent mythology about factors con
tributing to the programmer's perfor
mance. He points out the inadequacy 
of available personality testing, and the 
vagueness of the concept of aptitude. 
He devotes several pages to a devastat
ing account of the shortcomings of the 
so-called Programmer Aptitude Test 
which even today is the most widely 
used selection tool in programmer hir
ing. The author then discusses intelli
gence, problem solving ability, motiva
tion, training, and experience as fac
tors which are assumed to contribute 
to the performance of people who do 
this' work, and he shows how poorly 
thought out these concepts are. 

Since the ways in which program
ming projects are staffed and adminis
tered are closely related to perfor
mance, Weinberg discusses a number 
of issues which might be lumped under 
the heading "Follies of Programming 
Management," and they include such 
gems as applying performance stan
dards borrowed blindly from other 
kinds of work, requiring reports whose 
content and schedule undermine the 
entire work effort, hiring on the basis 
of unreliable tests, and treating female 
programmers as essentially inferior 
people. While many of the comments 

New-and 
botbfree. 

The 1972 
Source EDP Computer 
Salary Survey and 
Career Planning Guide: 
the latest and most comprehensive na
tionwide salary survey including a look 
ahead to 1976, detailed position analy
ses and strategy in career planning and 
development. 

Career Comment: 
a continuing line on current trends and 
events that affect the "people" side of 
the computer field. 

Both yours from Source EDP, the na
tion's largest recruiting firm specializ
ing solely in the computer field. For 
your free copies, write or visit your 
nearest Source EDP office. Or circle 
the reader inquiry card. 

ATLANTA-14~~)6k~la27ett, 11 Corporate Square 30329, 

CHICAGO-Thomas D. Walsh, 100 S. Wacker Drive 60606, 
(312) 782-0851 and 903 Commerce Drive 
Oak Brook, III. 60521, (312) 323-8980 ' 

DALLAS-i'aul E. Dittmer, 1701 Stemmons Freeway 15241. 
(214) 638-4080 

DETROIT- RobertI. Stevens, 24500 Northwestern Highway, 
Southfield, Mich. 48075, (313) 352-6520 

GREENWICH, CONN.-Edward J. Golden, 9 Benedict Place 
06830, (203) 661-3344 

LOS ANGELES-Wayne B. Emigh, Suite 1404, 
3550 Wilshire Blvd. 90010, (213) 386-5500 

MINNEAPOLIS-Fred N. Anderson, 801 Nicollet Mall 55402. 
(612) 332-8735 

NEW YORK-Charles T. Stern, 600 Third Avenue 10016 
(212)682·1160 ' 

PALO ALTO-Gordon F. Best, 525 University Ave. 94301, 
(415) 328-1155 

PHILADELPHIA-George P. Ramming, 1100 Market Street 
19103. (215) 665·1111 

ST. LOUIS-Robert H. Trumbull. Suite 201. 130 S. Bemiston. 
Clayton, Mo. 63105. (314) 862-3800 

SAN FRANCISCO-Richard M. Clark, III Pine Street 94111. 
. (415) 434-2410 

UNION, N.J.-Daniel A. Mickel. 2204 MorriS Ave. 07083. 
(201) 681·8100 

Client companies assume our charges. 

source<)dP 
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books __ -
made in this area are pertinent to other 
kinds of work as well, this fact does not 
detract from their importance in the 
programming setting. 

There are 13 chapters in this book, 
and ea~h is followed by a block of 
q~estions addressed to managers, a 
separate block of questions addressed 
to programmers, arid an extensively 
annotated bibliography of source ma
terial. All in all, Weinberg's The Psy
chology of Computer Programming 
can be unconditionally recommended 

BookBriefs 
CompLiter and Software Security 

W. F. Brown, ed 
Advanced Management Research, 

New York, N.Y., 1971 
208 pp. $29.50 

The purpose of this book is to help 
those with the responsibility for devel
oping computer security to evaluate 
their present state and needs and to 
carry out an effective program to bring 
about necessary improvements. Topics 
covered include an overview; plan de
velopment; physical, hardware, and 

to anyone who is now, or ever might be, 
involved in programming computers. 
It is especially important for those who 
manage people who program com
puters, whether or not they themselves 
are programming veterans. This book 
presents a fresh way of thinking about 
persistent problems in our field. 
Whether or not Weinberg's comments 
stand the test of time, they will be 
discussed for years to come. It is to his 
great credit that he raised these issues, 
and that he did so in a readable, inter
esting, and provocative form. 

-James L. Rogers 

software security; securing data trans
mission; cryptographic protection; le
gal safeguards; edp auditing; insurance; 
and contingency planning. One of the 
appendices is a rather complete bibli
ography of articles, reports, and books 
on various aspects of the security issue 
that were published up to the fall of 
1971. 

Although the price of this book may 
temporarily throw you, remember the 
words of R. V. Jacobson, one of its 
major contributing authors, who said 
in a recent letter published in 
DATAMATION: " . . . understand that 
losses are as much an expense of doing 
business as payroll and as such should 

If yo~'re adding computer power 
you'll need added air conditioning too. 
No matter how your computer room is air conditioned now, a Blazer Compu
temp packaged system - designed specifically for data processing - is the 
best means of providing the additional cooling power your new computer 

will require. Computemp units are 
available in modular sizes-3, 5, 8, 10, 

15 or 20 tons-air cooled, water cooled, 
glycol cooled or chilled water. They 

can be added to your present system
whether you have central air conditioning 

or packaged units-to match whatever 
load is required. 

Computemp units are designed to 
provide the total reliability and light control 

of both temperature and humidity demanded 
in computer rooms. They are easy to install, 

easy to maintain. 
If you've ordered a new central 

~ processor-addition or replacement-let a 
Blazer Computemp computer room air conditioning specialist help you plan 
now-before you and your compLiters begin to feel the heat. Just fill out and 
return the coupon below. Help is on its way. ----------------------------o Have a Blazer Computemp representative call. 0 Send literature only. 

CPU on order _____________ Delivery date ______ _ 

Name Title _________ _ 

Firm Phone ________ _ 

Address __________________________ _ 

City State Zip _____ _ 

If you haven't a computer onorder but are interested in receiving Computemp 
literature. please circle the Readers Service Request Number below. 

BLAZER CORP., 410 Paterson Plank Rd., E. Rutherford, N. J. 07073. (201) 933-1111 
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be included in the budget of the orga
nization." 

EDP Systems for Credit Management 

by C. D. Whiteside 
Wilev-Interscience, New York, N.Y., 

1971 
191 pp. $11.95 

The first section of this book is written 
for financial and credit mamigement 
concerned· with obtaining the neces
sary working tools and other credit
oriented information from a computer
ized receivables system. The second 
section contains considerable technical 
iriformation aIid is written for ~ystems 
analysts. However, it is recom~ended 
that the general credit manager read 
this part also, so he and the systems 

'analyst can communicate. 

Computer Science: The PL/1 

Language 

by A. L. Anger 
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 

N.Y., 1972 
133 pp. $4.95 (paperback) 

This is one of the language supple
ments in a group of textbooks compris
ing an introduction to programming. 
This series is said to be especially use
ftilfor those courses paralleling ACM'S 

Curricuium '68 recommendations. The 
author states in his preface that this 
supplement is not self-sufficient except 
for those already experienced with 
some other programming language and 
basic numerical algorithms. For oth
ers, it can be used with Computer Sci
ence: A First Course, the basic book in 
the series. The purpose of the separate 
supplements is that the student can see 
the distinctions between the specific 
coding details of the individual lan
guages and the. general principles, con
cepts, and techniques which are treated 
iIi the main textbook. Many of the 
original examples and exercises are re
printed in this PLI 1 supplement to re
duce the need for continual cross-ref
erence: 

Principles of Systems Analysis 

by P. R. Coldicott 
Macdonald & Co. Ltd., 49-50 Poland 

St., London W/A2LG, England, 
1971 . 

152 pp. £2 (U.K.) 

In addition to being of interest to 
trainee systems analysts, this book is 
intended for the line managers and 
others who are on the receiving end of 
the systems analyst's effo~ts so that 
they can understand what he is trying 
to achieve and how they can help him. 
The major applications discussed are 
payroll, stock controll sales ledgers, 
clerical system redesign, and the like. 
The type is large and easy to read, and 
the text is jargon free. The illustrations 
and examples, taken from the author's 
work experience, are clear, clean, and 
practical. 0 



Interactive 
Craphics 
Station 

$6950 

Over three years and 375 installations ago, 
Computek proved that high-performance interactive 
graphics cou Id be offered at low cost.· Our Series 
400 line of terminals was introduced at a price 
around $10,000. Now Computek pushes 
ahead again. 

Our new Model 415GTwith storage-tube display, 
keyboard, controller, vector generator, character 
generator and graphics input tablet sells for only 
$6950. Curve graphics, available exclusively from 
Computek, costs $500 more (Model 420GT). 

All the features of the Series 400 are available with 
the new 400GT: 1024 x 1024 addressable points; 
capacity for over 10,000 vectors or 4,000 characters; 
up to 4,000 inches/second writing speed; multiple 
controller modes for highly efficient data compres
sion; scalable characters and special symbols 
drawn with single-byte instructions; automatic 
curve generation requiring only initial and final 
point specification. A completely new feature is the 
integra/10-bit tablet which converts pen position 
into digital form, while the pen is normally writing, 
drawing, or pointing on the tablet surface. 

The comprehensive software package supplied 
with the 400GT provides FORTRAN routines for 
such functions as bit-packing, display formatting, 
scaling, windowing, and curve fitting. Off-the-shelf 
interfaces are avai lable for coupl ing to communica
tions networks and to over 30 different computers. 

Call orwrite our Marketing Department for full 
information or to arrange for a demonstration. 
Computek, Inc., 143 Albany Street, Cambridge, 
Mass. 02139. Tel. (617) 864-5140. 

Model 400GT Station, includes storage tube display 
(611 DVST), keyboard, controller, character generator, 
vector generator, curve generator (optional), and 10-bit 
input tablet. 
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concerned about 
present or future 

IDP needs 
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Bring your data processing problems to 
the 1972 Spring Joint Computer Confer
ence. Whether it's hardware or software, 
personnel or performance, management 
or marketing, you'll leave Atlantic City 
with new information, insights, ideas. 

The 72 SJCC, May 16-18, brings it all 
together: a comprehe"sive program, 
extensive exhibits, special featured 
addresses, and the chance to meet and 
mingle with a "who's who" of the U.S. 
computer field and key user industries. 

The conference program will provide 
an extensive review of current techno
logical developments, applications, and 
important trends-including a forecast of 
developing technology for the 70's. Pick 
and choose among 37 sessions and 130 
presentations. Come for one day or opt 
for all three-you'll have a wealth of 
information at your fingertips and a 
chance to meet with the leaders in your 
field. 

On the exhibit floor, you can survey 
the computer field's latest offerings and 
compare competing products. More than 
100 organizations will be waiting to dis
cuss your needs and to demonstrate how 
their products and services can assist you 
in improving EDP performance and 
efficiency. 

And count these added features-key
note by IBM Chairman T. Vincent lear
son, special address by AFIPS' President 
Keith W. Uncapher, and a luncheon 
address by Dr. Andrei Ershov; leading 
Soviet computer scientist. In addition, 
there'll be an address by Richard Garnitz, 
Director of the Foreign Export Promotion 
Program, U.S. Department of Commerce 
plus a special seminar on overseas mar
keting to provide you with the latest input 
on selling to Japan, Northern Europe, 
Latin America, and the Comecon coun
tries-including the USSR. 

Act now to join the problem solvers at 
the Spring Joint. For additional informa
tion, including housing and pre-registra
tionforms, write 72 SJCC, c/o AFIPS, 210 
Summit Avenue, Montvale, NJ. 07645 or 
call (201) 391-9810. It's an opportunity 
you can't afford to miss. 
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Conference Sessions 
Installation Management 
Data Communications 
Demand for Computer Personnel 
Programmer and Analyst Training 
Mini-Computer Software 
New Trends in Computer Architecture 
Operating Systems 
Computer in Government . 
Performance Prediction-Modeling and 

Measurement 
Program Documentation 
Management Information Systems 
Design Automation 
Graphic Hardware 
Graphic Software 
Programming Language Processors 
Developing Large Software Systems 
Languages for Special Applications 
Interactive Systems 
Mini-Computer Architecture 
Simulation for Decision Making 
Large Storage Systems • 
High-Performance Computer Systems 
Biomedical Computing 
Computers in Secondary Education 
ACM Prize Papers-Software 

Technology 
Programming for Process Control 
Large Scale Scientific Computation 
Computer as a Supertoy 
Mathematical Optimization 
New Theoretical Areas 
ARPA Network 
Computers in Instruction 
Formal Algorithmic Analysis 
Computer Design in a University Setting 
Computer Science Education 
Computation in the Social Sciences 
Microprogramming 

72 slcc 
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· Total Monthly Cost for CP-4 Model L-3 

Remote Batch Terminal 
$ 

• Includes 300 card-per-minute Reader. 
• And 132 column/l00 line-per-minute 

Printer. 
• It acts like a 2780. Totally compatible 

with IBM 360 and 370. 
• Our factory-trained Customer Service 

Engineers install and service it. 

Guy Reed, President of Spencer Business 
College, Lear Siegler Education Division, New 
Orleans, La. observes operation of the College's 
CP-4 Model L-3 Remote Batch Terminal with 
the school's Director of Data Processing, Mr. 
Jim Ingram. Mrs. Reed believes that men and 
women going into the modern business 
community should be familiar with modern 
methods and equipment. That's why Spencer 
gives students access with the CP-4 to a large
scale computer 
via teleprocessing. 

per month 

• As your requirements grow, the CP-4 
grows too ••• up to 30 input/output 
devices up to and including 1,000 
card-per-minute reader and 1,000 
line-per-minute printer. 

• Fast 30-day delivery on standard units. 

Now, Large Scale Computers are within your budget. 
Check it out! The best buy yet in Remote Batch Terminals. 

• Three-year rental only $540 per month. 
• One-year rental only $590 per month. 

Want more information? Western Region, call (714) 546-7610 in Santa Ana, Calif., 
Eastern Region, call (201) 654-4224 in Westfield, N.J., 

Central Region, call (312) 825-8617 in Chicago, Ill .. 
Or send in the reader service card today. 

Remember, the CP-4 is the Key to Remote Batch Processing. , )( -
17131 DAIMLER STREET • SANTA ANA. CALIFORNIA 92705 • (714).546·7610 
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Peop-_Ie~ __ 
Equitable Life Assurance Society is rapidly becoming a 
hotbed of industry activists. Following, JOHN GOSDEN 
(ex-Mitre) and TOM STEEL (ex-SOC) is the champion of 
the user, critic of the computer industry, and revered 

contributing editor to Datamation, 
PHILIP H. DORN. His !':Jew post is 
senior manager in the technical 
services department. Dorn comes to 
the insurance firm after a five-year 
stint at Union Carbide, where h~ was 
manager of advanced and special 
projects and-after considerable po
litical shuffling at Carbide recently 
-their "very last angry man." 

Among Dorn's credentia Is as the 
users' spokesman are years of toil 
within IBM user group SHARE, in-

Philip H. Darn . cluding a year as president, mem-. 
bership ih computer societies and stahdards activities, 
and countless articles and speeches worldwide lambast
ing the industry for its ills. His perennial cause is to push 
edp customers to assert themselves more with the vendor, 
but he feels their power is degenerating-illustrated by 
his ,cynical description of the history of user group meet
ings: "What began as a cooperative attempt to influence 
the basic' architectural design of computer systems, to 
structure and in some cases actually implement software, 
and to provide a forum for the exchange of programs and 
ideas has become a swap shop for system' patches." 

"The vendor," says Dorn, "has used the user merci
lessly, and the user has smiled and loved it." About his 
favorite target, IBM, Dorn does agree with pundits who 
claim that "it isn't that IBM's so good, but that the rest 
of the industry is so inept." 

Dorn was at System Development Corp. from 1958-61, 
where he Was involved in the training of programmers for 
the SAGE project. From '61-65, be worked on the' design 
and implementation of the pioneer DAC-I graphic design 
system at General Motors Research Laboratories; and 
from '65-66, he managed such projects as ISAM develop
ment at Computer Applications Inc. 

At Equitable there are now enough standards experts 
for an ANSI meeting-Dorn, Gosden, Steel, and other new
comers PETER INGERMAN and MARGE GREEN, RCA 
refugees. 

"We plan to get more involved in occupational health and 
safety matters, international trade, and computer tech~ 
nology," said VICO HENRIQUEZ, who recently succeeded 
CHARLIE PHILLIps as director of BEMA's data process
ing group~ The association, he indicated, is particularly 
concerned about implementation of the 1970 Federal 
Occupational Safety and Health Act; it allows thefeds to 
iJTlpose sanctions against an employer who ,fails to com
ply with industry safety. standard~. Henriquez explained 
that some of these standards, because ,they were devel
oped originally for other industries, may be a hardship 
for edp manufacturers. 

Henriquez, 41, was formerly the association's stan
dards director. He expects to continue pushing for out
side development of standards by special interest groups 
so that users can playa bigger role. Asked about finances 
(part of BEMA's Washington headquarters has been sub
let), Henriquez said, "the industry seems to be recover
ing; our revenue is tied closely to theirs, so we're not 
worried." 

Phillips will continue as a BEMA vice president until 

April, 1972 

If you're involved in software development in BAL for 
a PDP-11 or Honeywell X16 and you have access to a 
System/360 or 370 computer, OS or DOS, you need an 
ATI-11 or ATI-16 assembler. . 

The ATI cross assemblers are field proven, source com
patible supersets of their DEC and Honeywell counterparts. 
They'll give you object code suitable for direct input to 
your computer while saving you time with features like 
complete symbol cross-reference listings, self-explanatory 
error diagnostic messages, and extended macro' facilities. 

Assemblies are handled in the normal 360 batch en-
vironment quickly and efficiently, \!elieving your pro- ~~ 
grammers from the time-wasting m~ss of mUlti-pass ~~ ~ 
paper tape assemblies. Your development costs r<$\ ".>~ // 
and time are reduced by getting assembly after ~ ~ / 
assembly without reverting to your paper fo.~ .// ~o 
tape system, and the ATI assemblers are ~,':I /' 0 ~0 
guaranteed against program errors, ~~ / ~01>~ 
as well as future IBM software ~~~>/ !:I'~ 
releases. To find out how an ~'t>.~/ ~0t::; 
ATI assembler can improve t.\(; / 0 ~ 
your operation and cut ~,'t>t;;// ~ "1>;'0~~' . 

your costs, call or ~':I~~ / z,~0 ~'Q ~ 
write today. .~,,~q; // ...... 0 ~ 1>~~0 -<.~" 

,«'\: / "V ~, 
U~~~rU:J ~ ~\ / 1>" ~ 

~;~~~~~;~~~~e~~~~ % 
~ /0~"~ ~4. ~ / 

~~ // ~0~ ~0,,0 ~ ~~ ~r:; ~ 
,.~~// 00~~c:p~~ ~t-~ vo~ t-QQ~ v~ ~-<.¢' -t-~ 
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*Centronics began delivery of the 
Model 101 printer last March. To 
date, we have delivered more than 
1,500 units. 

CIRCLE 50 ON READER CARD 

Write the Marketing Department 

I:EnTROnll:S 
Centronics Data Computer Corp. 
One Wall st. 
Hudso.n, N.H. 03051 
603-883-0111 
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people _____ _ 
September, when he retires from the association. But 
"I'm not retiring, or even semiretiring from the dp indus
try," he added. 

BOB BROWN, Henriquez' former assistant, succeeds 
him as standards director. Before joining BEMA in April 
1970, Brown had primary responsibility for standards ac
tivities in the Air Force. 

"We're getting ready to go operational, and we needed 
someone with proven ability to manage a new enterprise," 
said a Datran official when asked why GLENN E. PENI
STEN was recently appointed president and chief execu
tive officer of the company. 

The new Datran exec was described as a "fast-moving, 
hard-working manager who has had engineering, market
ing, and legal responsibilities in one of the nation's best 
managed companies and thoroughly understands how to 
use a budget as an operating tool." Penisten, 40, comes 
to Datran after 15 years at Texas Instruments. He had 
several engineering and marketing posts there, became 
a corporate vp in 1967, and most recently was manager 
of the new enterprises division, which is responsible for 
semiconductor research and special projects. Before TI, 
Penisten spent a year at Bell Telephone Labs. 

Datran's previous chief executive officer, SAM WYL Y, 
remains chairman of the board. Previous president, SY 
JOFFE, continues as the company's chief marketing 
officer. 

Simultaneously with the announcement of Penisten's 
appointment, Datran also named as directors ERWIN 
CANHAM, editor-in-chief of the Christian Science Moni
tor, and ROBERT STRAUSS, treasurer of the Democratic 
National Committee. 

Associate professor ROBERT M. CHASE of Cornell Univ. 
is spending his sabbatical leave practicing what he 
preaches. Chase, who teaches courses in information sys
tems at Cornell's School of Hotel Administration, has 

been named director-computer in
stallations for the Computer Equip
ment Div. of Electronic Engineering 
Co. of Calif. (EECO), producer of 
mini-based systems for hotels. "In
teractive computation of hotel pro
cedures is the most technically 
challenging area in hotel informa
tion work right now, and EECO is 
the most aggressive company in the 
field," said Chase, whose first as
signment is supervising installation 
of an expanded EECO system for 

Robert M. Chase two Sheraton hotels in Honolulu 
with a total of 2,200 rooms. The hotels have been using a 
system for registration and reservations. The new system 
takes on the added job of guest ledger accounting, which, 
says Chase, makes it three times as complex. It's the third 
such system to go in anywhere in the world; the other two 

, are em EECO installation in Puerto Rico and a system in 
the Disney World Hotel in Orlando, Fla., run by Disney
owned computers in Burbank, Calif. If all goes well for 
Chase and EECO in Honolulu, he shoul.d complete that 
assignment within two months of the April 1 delivery of 
the system and move on to supervise installations at five 
additional Sheraton hotels before his busman's holiday 
is over. 
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FILM is the thing 

for data 
• processing 

Columbia's new SF-100 reusable film ribbons 
are made in a variety of writing intensities 
for all computer and computer related 
appl ications. SF-100 ri bbons give the closest 
approach to the wear of a fabric ribbon ever 
achieved in a film ribbon. There's even a 
ribbon that will give two color printout with 
one pass through. 
Use coupon for more information. 

• DATA PROCESSING 
RIBBONS 

Il'2ttl 
MYLAR-A Registered Du Pont Trademark 

r-------------------------, 
Columbia Ribbon & Carbon Mfg. Co., Inc. 401-4 
Herbhill Road, Glen Cove, N. Y. 11542 

Please send more information about 
D All data processing ribbons 
D SF-100 red and black computer ribbon 

NAME 

COMPANY 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 
L _________________________ ~ 
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In his new position as assistant director of computing and 
data processing at Hughes Aircraft, Fullerton, Calif., Dr. 
ROBERT R. BROWN finds a completely new set of prob~ 
lems than those he dealt with four years ago at North 
American Rockwell's space division. . . 

At that time, "the communications network aspects of 
computing were minimai" ·said Dr. Brown. "There w.as lots 
of planning going on, but very little actual operation com
pared with today. We had ATS on separate computers, 
IMS just coming on-line, and TSO didn't even exist." 

Today he and his boss, Carl Reynolds, face the chal
lenging task of centralizing all Hughes computer activity 
(now divided between Fullerton, Tuscon, and the airport 
at ·Culver City) in the main Fullerton installation-where 
they have a 165 and soon will have another. There are 
now 200 terminals hooked to the 165 (by late summer 
there probably will be 500, and 1,000 in the foreseeable 
future) for a variety of functions-remote-job entry calcu
lations, engineers' time-sharing, data texting, changing 
files, and remote high-speed printing for eliminating mes
sage transmission. Eventually alhlost all of the 500 em
ployees in the dp organization will be in Fullerton. 

Dr. Brown moved to Hughes with a long and diversified 
background in computing and data processing. After an 
eight-year stint at IBM, he went to the Univ. of Southern 
Calif. in 1961 as head of the computing department. In 
1962 tie joined Aerospace Corp., went from there in 1964 
to Washington, D.C., for a year as a government advisor 
on computing, then to North American as director of com
puting. Prior to his present position at Hughes, he was vp 
of systems development, Arcata Corp. 0 

DIGITAL. 
CASSETTE 
BEADS 
At AMERICAN MAGNETICS CORPORATION 

preCision is not a specified option. All our standard 

heads are precision heads. ; • the best 

magnetic heads in the industry. Here's why: 

• Proven best in performance ... meets ANSI and ECMA standards. 

• High production tooling •.• guarantees uniformity. 

• Lowest cost for precision heads available anywhere. 

• Unconditional guarantee that heads perform as specified. 

• Adaptable to any cassette ... no adjustment before mounting. 

• Complete and unexcelled engineering service and follow·up support. 

• Immediate delivery ... delivery in quantity guaranteed as specified. 

,.~ _ ~ Write today for technical 
~ data sheets and price quotations 

~ ~ or call (213) 775·8651 
~ .~ 
~ORl\\\~424 CARSdN ST. • TOR~NCE, CA 90501 
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Data Communications 
Programming 

PLACE-Dartmouth College 
Kiewit Computation Center 
Hanover, New Hampshire 

WHEN-Monday through Wednesday 17, 18, 19 
July 1972 

FEATURES-
1. Transmitting techniques 
2. Modems 
3. Terminals 
4. Interfaces 
5. State diagrams 
6. Process synchronization 
7. Performance monitoring 
8. Buffering techniques 
9. Polling 

LECTURES-
DR. THOMAS E. KURTZ, Director, Kiewit 
DR. ROBT. F. HARGRAVES, Assoc. Dir., Kiewit 
DR. PAUL SHANNON, Pres., Digital Systems 
MR. ROBT. F. BREWS"'!"ER, VP, Digital Systems 
MR. THOMAS E. BYRNE, Assist. Dir., Kiewit 
MR. ENGENE. A. FUCCI, Assist. Dir., Kiewit 
MR. STANLEY DUNTEN, Senior Programmer, 

Kiewit 

FEES-
Tuition, food and lodging $250. Vacation plan 
for families available. Registration July 17th, 
8:30·9:30 a.m. in Kiewit Computation Center. 
Registration fee $25 due July lst, non·return· 
able but counted toward seminar tuition. Mail 
registration fee or requests for additional in· 
formation to Mr. Robert MacMillen, Summer 
Programs Office, Dartmouth College, Box 582, 
Hanover, N.H. 03755. (603.646·2895). 
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360/370 

ITT Alphascope systems 
meet Firestone Tire and Rub
ber Company's computer 
display requirements, both 
for local applications such 
as inventory control . .. 

. . . and for remote applica
tions, including control of 
nation-wide shipments. 

Your 360/370 is only as good as 
your display systems. Ttiat's your 
best reason for ITT Alphascopes: 
Because Alphascope systems 
are the only displays produced 
by a major company that has 
broad data plus communications 
resou tces: I nternational Tele
phone and Telegraph Corpora
tion, a world-wide leader in tele
communications. 
ITT Alphascope display systems 
are designed to bring out the 
maximum potential of your Sys
tem 360/370. They operate eco
nomically in remote or local 
modes, at high speeds. They're 
completely compatible with 
standard 360/370 hardware and 
software. All components install 

easily, go to work immediately. 
Alphascope systems can im
prove your computer's cost per
formance, too. Compared with 
the computer-maker's displays, 
they can' save you up to 25% 
every month. And ITT can be 
your single source for display 
terminals, printers, high-speed 
modems and low-cost 2701 re
placement-ali supplied as a 
total package. All supported by 
ITT. 
You insisted on a computer from 
an industry leader. Shouldn't you 
demand the same quality in dis
plays? Mail coupon for details. 

DATA EQUIPMENT AND SYSTEMS DIVISION ITT 

ITT DATA EQUIPMENT AND 
SYSTEMS DIVISION 
East Union Avenue 
East Rutherford, New Jersey 07073 
(201) 935-3900 

~-------------~--. Please send me details immedi-
ately on ITT Alphascope™ and 
the following related systems 
equipment: 
o Controllers for 16 displays, 

16 printers 
o Data Printers, 10 or 30 cps 
o Modems up to 2400 baud 
o Data Adapter (four channel-

2701 replacement) 
0-4 

NAME __________________ __ 

TITLE _________________ _ 

COMPANY ________ _ 

STREET _________ _ 

CITY ____ STATc __ ZIP __ _ r.--____________________________________________ _ 
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TDMorFDM? 
An impartial viewpoint 

from a company that makes both. 

Frequency Division Multiplexers carry a smaller 
price tag than Time Division Multiplexers. But that isn't 
what counts. 

Because what you're really buying is channels. 
For instance, it might cost you about $5000 for the 

first channel of a TDM, including the cost of a data set. 
Thereafter, the cost per channel steadily drops. In con
trast, you can figure on about $600 per channel for 
FDMs no matter how many channels you need. 

In other words, FDMs cost less where you need fewer 
chann'els, and TDMs cost less where you need more. 
The crossover price is at around 16 channels. 

Let's get one worry out of your mind. 
It's possible to have both FDMs and TDMs in the same 

system. So you can start with a few channels and work 
up to a larger system that includes one or more TDMs. 

In general, yoo use TDMs if you have high 
concentrations of terminals in one remote loca
tion. You use FDMs where you have widely dis
tributed communications, such as a small number 
of terminals in each of many cities. 

And now- the biased viewpoint ... 
No other company selling both TDMs 

and FDMs can offer you a nation
wide service organization. (We're 
based in 64 major cities.) 

Is this important? Well, just con
sider-the breakdown ofa TDM could 
kill 52 channels of data transmission. 
In practical terms, it could tie up the 

whole ticket operation of an airline. 
We have 500 service representatives all over the 

country. They keep Ultronic's stock quotation system 
running from border to border. And they'll get to you 
fast if you should ever need them. 

So, you can get excellent service from us. 
You can get excellent equipment from us, too. 
We can ship FDMs and data sets off-the-shelf. In 30 

days or less, we can install an FDM system that will 
handle up to 23 channels on voice-grade line and 25 
channels on a conditioned line. 

We can give you a 20-channel or a 52-channel TDM. 
These have a single plug-in board that interfaces with 
all data terminals, so you don't need any intermediary 
equipment. 

You can buy or rent TDMs or FDMs from us at a very 
reasonable cost. (One of our customers 
replaced his old FDM system with ours 
at a saving of $3000 per month.) 

We have everything you need in 
data communications systems, including 
data sets and video and hard-copy 
terminals. 
Get to know our equipment and serv-

ices. ( 
Then make your own impartial deci

sion. 
For details, write U Itronic . Systems, 

Box 375, Moorestown, New Jersey 
08057. . 

Ultronic Multiplexers 
(?i i #I InFORmATion SYSTEmS 
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computers 
delivered 
gently 
When you ship computer hardware, 
look for an experienced computer 
mover like Burnham Van Service, 
which helped pioneer the nation
wide moving of electronics and 
other high value cargo. Burnham 
Van Service has air-ride vans with 
power tailgates and the most ad
vanced tie-down systems, along 
with other specialized equipment 
for moving electronics. More important, Burnham has the know-how to 
load, move, and unload your cOlT1puter hardware without damage, and 
the ability to spot your shipments at all times, day and night, from one 
end of the country to the other. Call the man from Burnham Van when 
you're ready to talk about computer shipments. Or write to us and 
we'll be glad to send you a copy of 
a new 32-page equipment manual 
that illustrates Burnham's spe
cialized equipment for handling 
high-value cargo. 

BURNHAM VAN SERVICE, INC. 
1636 Second Avenue, Columbus, Georgia 31901 • Phone 404/327-7491 
Denver 303/433-8619 • Chicago 312/372-4323 • New York 212/679-4111 • Cheverly, Md. 301/322-1300 
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IIM/eRO 70' S SYSTEMSII 
IF EFFICIENT, EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT OF INFORMATION 

IS YOUR OBJECTIVE ... YOU MUST CONSIDER MICROFILM 

National Microfilm Association 

21S1 ANNUAL CONVENTION 
and 

EQUIPMENT /SYSTEMS EXPOSITION 
May 9-12 Exposition: New York Coliseum 

Seminars and Workshops: Americana Hotel 

Largest Microfilm Show in History 22 Seminars and Workshops 
.. _ See the Latest EqUipment and Offer Unmatched Educational 
Micrographics Systems . ~~l M.C,9, Opportunity _ .. Get Updated 

~o ~~ l)~ on Latest Trends 
: MICROr~mMS =-
-9SS0CIA1\O~ 

IIMleRO 70's SYSTENISII 
FOR ALL INFORMATION SPECIALISTS 
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letters __ _ 
(Continued from page 23) 

tions belonging to a task until the cur
rent task assigned a value, either dy
namically or during program loading. 
Of course, the definition of "task" 
would have to provide for loading of 
program segments in an overlay struc
ture. 

Considering rules for default initiali
zation in a machine-independent man
ner, and the difficulty of revising ANSI 
standards, the present system is a satis
factory compromise. The value is unde
fined. 
W. M. COMPTON 
Dhahran, Saudi Arabia 

Boxed in 
From your most interesting article 
(Feb., p. 32) on the direction the Post
al Service is taking to sort mail by 
imprinting a bar code on the lower 
right-hand corner of the envelope, it 
appears that the present ZIP code will 
not be a major input to that bar code, 
since I gather that only alphanumeric 
name and address information will be 
used. 

Would there be any merit to consid
ering the Japanese experiment which 
requires all types of envelopes to be 
preprinted with prelocated ZIP code 
boxes in the lower right-hand corner? 
Start and stop ocr marks could also be 
used. The addresser would enter the 
ZIP code in the prescribed boxes either 
hand-written or typewritten. Computer
addressed labels would be applied such 
that the ZIP code falls in the box an~a. 

This scheme would permit a higher 
percentage of mail to be optically 
scanned, since ocr equipment is avail
able to read combinations of con
strained handwriting as well as ma
chine-printed numerics. This appears 
to be the direction that the European 
Giro system is heading. 
ARNOLD OSHIN 
New York, New York 
Mr. Dumey replies: As my article points out, 
the ZIP code uses the first 17 bits of bar code, 
the balance being house number and street 
name, or equivalent. 

The Japanese system would work, if we 
could import Japanese to address our letters. 
Americans, when they condescend to use the 
ZI P code, often get it wrong. Whether they 
would go for putting constrained number 
shapes into little boxes is a tough question. 
At this point, the idea is to get the large vol
ume mailers to cooperate. 

Incidentally, the work described in my arti
cle was performed as a consultant to the In
stitute of Defense Analyses under its contract 
with the Post Office Dept. 

Never heard of it 
Once again IBM scores in that game 
called "Let's Follow Big Brother." You 
saw the article in the February issue 
(p. 32) on "Computer Addressed Let
ter Mail"? Guess how the data is en
coded: BCD. Whatever became of ASCII? 
TOM PITTMAN 
San Rafael, California o 
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Meet the mind expander. 
Monolithic Main Memory from ITEL. 
Now there's an easy, economical way 
to expand IBM System/360 or 370 
memory: add on Monolithic Main 
Memory from ITEL. (The Mono
lithic Main Memory is manufac
tured to ITEL specifications by 
Advanced Memory Systems of 
Sunnyvale, California.) 

This monolithic memory lets you 
upgrade core at a lower price than 
core. It's far more reliable than core. 
And you can maximize capacity. For 
example, you can expand the 360/30 
to 128K, the 360/40 to 512K, the 
360/50 to 1024K and the 360/65 to 
2048K. For the 370, we match IBM 
byte for byte,. and offer substantial 
savings in cost and space. 

The secret of ITEL's superiority 
over IBM core is found in its basic 
monolithic memory module. This 
semiconductor chip contains 1024 
bits of storage. These memory ele
ments are fabricated in batches of 
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thousands, which cuts costs dramat
ically. And most wired intercon
nections are eliminated, so there are 
far fewer potential sources of failure. 

But even monolithic memory ele
ments can sometimes fail. That's 
why ITEL has ECC: Error Checking 
and Correction. Should a memory 
element fail, ECC corrects the error 
instantly. There is no effect on com
puter operations or processing. The 
operator is notified by an error light 
and maintenance can be performed 
without interrupting the memory's 
operation. 

The Monolithic Main Memory 
from ITEL means savings in cost. 
Savings in speed. Savings in main
tenance. And, in some cases, savings 
in floor space. It's completely com
patible with IBM System/360 and 
370. Handles all memory size
changes. And it can be leased as 
well as purchased, so you can meet 
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your immediate memory needs now 
without a large outright purchase. 

ITEL is out to improve the system. 
With technical advancements. Com
plete corporate sales support. Na
tional field service. Around-the
clock maintenance. And with the 
people and financing policies that 
can create a customized solutiQn to 
your particular problems. So meet 
all the ITEL mind expanders at your 
nearest ITEL office. 

ITEL Corporation, DPG, One Embarcadero Center 
San Francisco, California 94111, Phone: (415) 989-4220 
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Amex 
expects to save about 
$1 million a month. 

The American Stock Exchange is 
expanding its trading floor automation 
with a Collins computer/communication 
system. 
By 1974, Amex specialists will be using 
"electronic books" to make locked-in 
trades. All data will be captured and 
displayed the instant the trade is made. 
The system is expected to recover its 
development costs in about one year. From 
that point, the exchange anticipates 
operating savings of close to $1 million 
a month. 
The savings will stem directly from the 
Collins processor. It will enable the Amex to . 
make more efficient use of the information 
system it already has. 
It creates a computerized exchange, 

or loop, which interconnects all Amex input and output sources. 
Because of the tremendous routing capability of the Collins processor, the expensive 
conventional computers on the loop can be used 100 percent for computation. 
Any company that depends on data collection or message switching ought to know the potential 
of this communications-oriented computer system. 
Get in touch with Collins. 
We can protect your investment in existing hardware and software. 
We can eliminate your costs of change-out and unnecessary duplication. 
We can help you achieve a more efficient and profitable operation. 
Contact Collins Radio Company, Dept. 300, Dallas, Texas 75207. Phone; (214) 235-9511. 

Collins: where computers 
are born communicators. 
@A 
COLLINS 

~~ 
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BOMP 
PROGRAMMING 

ANALYST 
Hyland Laboratories, a dynamic Orange County medical products firm 
has immediate openings for Programmer Analysts. 
The successful applicants will initially be assigned to group of pro· 
fessionals currently involved in the development of a bill of material 
processor utilizing 360 COBOL and 360 DOS. Requirements for these 
positions would include 3 to 5 years experience in any of the follow
ing areas: Engineering data control, Requirements planning, Capacity 
planning or Shop floor control. A BA degree would be desirable, but 
not mandatory. 
Hyland is a NYSE company in Orange County, California offering 
starting salary to $13,000 plus excellent benefits including profit 
sharing, stock purchase plan, medical insurance and free life insur
ance. 
Please send resume, including salary history, in complete confi
dence, to: 

Steve Joyce 
Hyland Laboratories 
3300 Hyland Avenue 

Costa Mesa, California 92626 
Dept. DM-3 

HYLAND 
DIVISION TRAVENOL LABORATORIES, INC. 

FACIT 
4070 

TAPE PUNCH 

• 0-75 CPS 
• 5-8 Track ISO standard 
• AC or DC versions 
• Tape low, tape error indication 
• Back steps 1-10 characters 
• Includes drive electronic 
• Includes tape supply and tape 

take-up spools 
• Easy to interface 

r---------------------, 
I Facit Odhner Inc. D-4 ~ I I 501 Winsor Drive I 
I Secaucus, N.J. I 
I. • I 
I Gentlemen: I 
I I am interested in receiving detailed data I 
I on your Tape Punch I 
I Name Title I 
\ Company i 
I Address I 
I 9!t State Zip I L _____________________ ~ 
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FREE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE 
FOR PROGRAMMERS AND ANALYSIS 

NY INJ/PA/DEL/CONN and other 
eastern and national locations 

RSVP will provide free employment 
counselling and develop and selec
tively distribute your resume. 

Typical openings (not necessarily cur
rent) include systems programming 
(SYSGEN, maintenance) and appli
cations for IBM 360 OSIDOS and 
Univac 1108 Exec.8/Exec 2; telecom
munications / teleprocessing / on-line 

systems; BTAM/QTAM; BOMP/PICS/IMS; ABM/orbital analysis/ 
radar systems; urban/social/transportation; OR/simulation/model
ling; minicomputer software and applications; data base design; 
operating systems/ compilers/ data management; customer engi
neering; computer and peripheral marketing/sales; COBOLI 
FORTRAN/PL-1 / Assemblers; manufacturing I insurance / banking I 
brokerage/hospital! distribution/ military. 

Call or send resume or rough notes of objectives, salary, location 
restrictions, education and experience to either of our offices. Or 
check the reader service card for a free sample resume and sample 
job descriptions. We will answer all correspondence from U.S. 
citizens and permanent residents. 

• Howard Levin, Director, RSVP SE'RVICES, Dept. M, One 
Cherry Hill Mall, Suite 714, Cherry Hill, New Jersey 08034, 
(609) 667-4488 

• Charlie Cooke, Manager, RSVP SERVICES, Dept. M, 
Suite 104, Towle Building, 1777 Walton Road, Blue Bell, 
Penna. 19422, (215) 643-5550 

RSVP SERVICES 
employment agency for computer professionals 
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WHAT IS YOUR TRUE WORTH? 

FREE JOB OPPORTUNITIES 
BULLETIN 

Cadillac Associates represents the nation's largest and most re
spected professional placement service. Our close relationship with 
the nation's finest firms generat~s continuous career opportunity 
information and allows us to confidentially present your qualifica
tions to those at "decision-making" levels. 

Our bulletin, published quarterly, listing available opportunities in 
the Systems & Data Processing field is available free of charge and 
will be mailed to your home upon your request. 

For your free bulletin, without any obligation, circle reader service 
card #400. Please USE HOME ADDRESS ONLY! 

CONFIDENTIAL 
PLACEMENT SERVICE 

If you desire immediate assistance is locating an opportunity con
sistent with your objectives (professional/financial/geographic), 
CALL OR WRITE TODAY. A member of our staff of SYSTEMS & 
EDP SPECIALISTS will reach you by telephone to discuss your 
objectives and how we might help you satisfy them. A resume, 
or some details of background, will be appreciated. 

Remember: Our client firms are located from coast to coast and 
assume all expenses (agency fee, interviewing & relocation). 

E. W. MOORE 
Executive Vice President 

CADILLAC ASSOCIATES, INC.* 
32 West Randolph St. Chicago, III. 60601 

Financial 6-9400 
West coast residents-contact: 
Lon D. Barton Associates. 3325 Wilshire Blvd. 
Los Angeles, California 90010 
(213) 385-9111 

*"Where More Executives Find Their Positions Than Anywhere 
Else in The World." 
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MY secretary, 
the trouble-shooter. 

DETECT makes her a data transmission expert. 
There's been a major breakthrough in data trans

mission testing. It's called detect (for data error test and 
evaluation of communication terminals). And what it 
does is enable anyone to perform end-to-end testing 
simply by pushing a button. 

Detect consists of a single central diagnostic unit 
and as many, or as few remote test units as your system 
requires. To isolate trouble anywhere in the system, all 
you do is press· a button. The front panel· promptly 
displays the result of the system analysis ... and pin
points the trouble spot, whether it's the line, the data 
modem or even your distant terminal equipment. 

It's fast, it's simple and it's virtually foolproof. 

Detect reduces delays, minimizes costly service calls 
and cuts system down-time dramatically. 

It has plug-in compatibility with existing commu
nications modems and terminals, and, unlike other 
diagnostic systems can be used economically with any 
size network. And detect costs less than you think. 

Detect. It takes the trouble out of trouble-shooting. 

DATA PRODU(JJS detect 

DA1JtPRODUClSTelecommunications Division 65 Commerce Rood. Stamford. Conn. 06902 
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Robert Half 
deals with 

financial & 
data 

• processing 
personnel ••• 

that's it! 

no side. 
The Robert Half Organization 
does not have any side-lines ... 
they are special ists. The 
specialist does a better job 
because he concentrates on a 
limited area of coverage. 
ROBERT HALF is the largest 
specialist in FINANCIAL & 
DATA PROCESSING. 
... More opportunities for the 
selective applicant . .. More 

select applicants for the 
particular company. 

Contact your R-H office for 
competent, confidential and 
speedy service. 

JJJI:g~:aT 
_&1 PERSONNEL 
ii, iii"#iiiii:i1ii, AGENCIES, INC. 

Atlanta: 235 Peachtree St., N.E. 1404) 688-2300 
Baltimore: The Quadrangle-Cross Keys 1301) 323-7770 
Boston: 140 Federal St. 1617) 423-6440 
Charlotte: 907 8augh Bldg. 1704) 333-5173 
Chicago: 333 N. Michigan Ave. 1312) 782-6930 
Cincinnati: 606 Terrace Hilton 1513) 621-7711 
Cleveland: 1367 E_ 6th St. 1216) 621-067C 
Dallas: 1170 Hartford Bldg. 1214) 742-9171 
Denver: 1612 Court Plac'e' 1303) 244-2925 
Detroit: 140 Honeywell Center, Southfield 1313) 354-1535 
Hartford: 111 Pearl St. . . .. 1203) 278-7170 
Houston: 1200 Central Nat'l. Bank Bldg. 1713) 228-0056 
Indianapolis: 9 N. Illinois St. 1317) 636-5441 
Kansas City, Mo.: 127 W. 10th St. 1816) 474-4583 
Long Island: 585 Stewart Ave., Garden City 1516) 248-1234 
Los Angeles: 3600 Wilshire Blvd. 1213) 381-7974 
Memphis: 12 S. Main St. 1901) 527-7324 
Miami: 1190 N.E. 163 St., North Miami Beach. 
Milwaukee: The Clark Bldg. 
Minneapolis: 822 Marquette Ave. 
Newark: 1180 Raymond Blvd. 
New York: 330 Madison Ave_ 
Orange, Cal.: 500 South Main 
Philadelphia: 2 Pen'; Center Plaza 
Phoenix: 1517 Del Webb Townehouse 
Pittsburgh: Gateway Towers 
Portland, are.: 610 S.W. Alder SI. 
Providence: 400 Turks Head Bldg. 
SI. Louis: 1015 Locust St. 
Sail Francisco: 111 Pine St. 
San Jo",: 675 North First St. 
Stamford, Conn.: 111 Prospect SI. 
W.,·.hingtoll, D.C.: 7316 Wisconsin Ave. N.W. 

1305) 947·0684 
1414) 271-9380 
1612) 336-8636 
1201) 623-3661 
1212) 986-1300 
1714) 835-4103 
1215) 568-4580 
1602) 279-1688 
1412) 471-5946 
1503) 222-9778 
1401 ) 274-8700 
1314) 231-0114 
1415) 434-1900 
1408) 293-9040 
1203) 325-4158 
1301) 654-1850 
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SOFTWARE-HARDWARE 

ENGINEERS 
TELEPHONE 

COMMUNICATIONS 

A WORTHWtilLE INVESTMENT IN YOUR CAREER 
The entire nature of communications is changing rapidly, and all of us in the 
industry will nee'd to develop more effective ways to anticipate and act upon 
these changes. Skillful and resourc~ful energies are necessary to provide the 
fullest range 'Qf creative services 'that will be part of our environment. This will 
require individuals who are innovative, intuitive, self-motivated and capable of 
using state of the art techniques as the springboard for new thinking, concepts 
and systems. .' . . 

As the industry broadens and diversifies its services, we at GTE Automatic 
Electric will need increasi[ig numbers' of dedicated, skilled, and responsible 
people to whom past successe!3 are simply preliminary steps to greater achieve
ments. Individuals are needed with experience from telephone development, 
manufacturing or service companies, similar electronic manufacturers, or com-
puter corporations. ' 

POSITIONS OFFE~EP 
Respond if you want more responsibility, a greater challenge and if you want to 
be a part of the decision:-making. The areas described below require experi
enced engineers from telephony, computer or similar design and development 
corporations who want to go a step beyond their present position. 

Systems Reliability: For evaluating various common control telephone sys,:" 
tems. This includes cutover of new systems, development and field implemen
tation of new switching systems. 

Common Control Design: For originating, planning, designing and developing 
small electromechanical and/or electronic switching systems. Some positions 
require writing programs for stored program control central processors. 

System Hardware Design: For hardware design and development of medium 
and large scale electronic switching systems ... central processor, network 
controllers, etc. 

Diagnostic Development: For the design approaches, the implemention of 
programs and the development of the maintenance facilities to detect and cor
rect present and latent hardware and software faults. Requires the ability to 
develop a syste!11 to handle calls during fault conditions, keep .the system 
operational during system growth and provide abundant man-machine com
munication to inform craftsmen. 

Software Development: For planning and developing the software architecture 
of Toll and Central Office electronic switching systems. Also responsible for 
guiding the implementation of resultant software sub-programs. 

Systems Integration: For developing and executing software and systems func
tional test plans for a Stored Program electronic switching system. Respon
sibility also includes specification and design of hardware and software 
utilities, tests and testing approaches, operate and maintain system prototypes, 
etc. Some p<?sitions include travel to field sites ... Tampa, Hawaii, etc. 

Salary Open! Salary will be commensurate with experience and qualifications. 
Applicants should submit a detailed resume outlining applicable experience, 
education, salary history and goals. Resumes will beheld in strict confidence. 
!3f3nd to: 

Russell DeRose, Professional Employment 

[ ..... i~ A~TOmATIC ELECTRIC· 
-~ ~ ..... _ .. ~.,." LABORATORIES 

INCORPORATED 

A Part of General Telephone & Eleqtronics 
400 North Wolf Road, Northlake, Illinois 60164 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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B\Y- The software products that make 
computers 'more successful 

SYSTEMS. 

PROGRAMMER: "MARK IV works!" 

It takes bugs, delays, overtime, etc., etc., out of data 
processing. "We used the MARK IV System and 
completed the job in 35 hours versus (he COBOL 
estimate of six months . .. and the job ran on the 
second try . .. " 

DATA PROCESSING MANAGER: "I am impressed with quality products and 
. MARK IV is the best on the market." 

With more than 1,100 improvements in the past 4 years, 
the 450-plus satisfied users testify to the MARK IV 
excellence in design, test, and user acceptance. 

~ i \ 
MARKETING MANAGER: "Before MARK IV my sales and activity reports 

were weeks late . .. but not any longer!" 

Tired of making excuses when it comes to activity reporting 
on new product sales or a new sales territory? MARK IV has 
solved many a marketing manager's need for fast, detailed or 
summary reports at a fraction of the cost of COBOL 
programming. 

PERSONNEL: "I couldn't believe it until I saw how fast I got my 
reports with MARK IV." 

New reporting requirements no longer take 3 to 6 months to 
program. Personnel clerks can use the MARK IV System and 
achieve results within days, personnel managers report. 

FINANCE: "We saved $100,000 last year and put through 
more jobs on the computer than we had ever 
done before . .. with MARK IV." 

MARK IV File Management Systems 
are sold and serviced from office's 
in 11 major world cities. 

fpUlz, 
The MARK IV File Management Systems. The answer to DP problems. 

A 
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informatics inc! 

®I 

North America: National Sales Manager 

Software Products Company 

21050 Vanowen Street 

Canoga Park, California 91303 

(213) 887-9121 
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Europe: Managing Director 

Informatics S.A. 

12a Route de Meyrin 

CH 1202 Geneve, Suisse 

Telephone 022/34.42.42 
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What the industry taught us 
about data communications. 

. ~:~.\ 

-.~~ , " ~ 

Arose 
by any other name ... 
Everybody's got a data communications 
processor, right? Total capability. Complete 

systems. Full line. The whole schtick. 

Everybody, that is, who has a general-purpose 
processor, a stop-gap communications 

program or two and an extra nameplate. 

}'''"~~ 
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Earn while you learn. .~~ .. ,. 
Everybody's anxious to solve your data 
communications problem, too. They may .l 
never have tackled one like yours, 
but they're willing to learn. 
Especially when you're paying 
for it. After all, the risk is 
all yours . 

Our two newest data communications processors* really are data 
communications processors, With both hardware and software specially 
designed to give you up to 5 times the speed, power and data handling 
capacity of a minicompu ter. 

They have their own comprehensive data communications instruction sets. 
So they perform common tasks at hardware speeds - withou t taking up 
valuable space in core. 

They have their own pronrammable data set adapters, too. So they're 
flex ible enough to work well with a wide variety of 
communications facilities and terminal protocols. 

And they have their own track record - more than 50 actual 
data communications installations. So whether you need a 
total system or modular components, you CCln rest assured we 
can elliciently solve your data communications problems. 

You ~Jc;t something extra 
from III terdata. 

2 Cre'.cPIlI I'ldce, Oceanport, New Jersey 07757 (201) 229·4040. i\ 11.111101 - (404) 2B8· 7000. 
Boston (till) 890·0557. Chicago - (312) 463·9080. Dallas - (2111) 2:lB nGbG. Detroil -
(313) 3!)!i bbl5. Los Angeles - (213) 640·0451. Palo Alto - (415) :ml·On.n Washington -
(704) !):)!) IIBOG. Toronto - (416) 678·1500. United Kingdom - Uxl>ridql! !>II1!l:l. 
Sydrwy NSW 439·4155. West Germany - 0811/160031. Tokyo . no nIl 

·8asic BKIl Model 50 - $6800. $4828 with OEM discount (quantity of 15). 
Basic H.iKU Model 55 - $15,900. 
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Meet theHP 3000: 
Our new adaptive computer system. 
Until now you'd have to pay a half 
million dollars or more for the capabil
ities built into the new HP 3000. 
Now our adaptive computer handles 
batch, real-time and time-sharing simul
taneously. And for a third the price of 
a good alternative. 

That's because the HP 3000's ad
vanced architecture joins unique software 
and hardware features for really big 
system performance. But it offers true 
dynamic allocation of resources. Plus a 
huge microprogrammed instruction set 
to slash overhead. And virtual memory to 
ensure available core for every program 
in any mode. 

The HP 3000 also comes with a full 
line of peripherals, including disc drives 
from cartridge size up to 50 megabytes, 
swapping drum, CRT, tape drives, card 
punches and printers. 

And the HP 3000 is multi-lingual. 
It speaks BASIC, FORTRAN as well as HP's 
unique Systems Programming Language 
(SPL). All languages are compatible be
tween batch, real-time and time-sharing. 

But perhaps the most important 
feature is our Multiprogramming Execu
tive. This operating system lets you 
mix languages, use them in clifferent 
modes, develop your program in time
sharing and execute it in batch. In other 
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words, it ties everything together. 
That's just a glimpse of our new 

adaptive computer. For more information 
write to Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, 
California 94304; Europe: 1217 

Meyrin-Geneva, Switzerland. 

22209 
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